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Two major questions confront any attempt to interpret the Last
Supper of Jesus:
I. Was it a Passover celebration or not?
II. How accurately can we establish the record of what Jesus
actually said and did on that occasion?
>
The first question has long been a matter of dispute among scholars, and
admits of three major possibilities:
(1). That it was a normal Jewish Passover, held according to custom
on the night of the fifteenth of Nisan - the chronology clearly
indicated in the Synoptic Gospelsj
(2). That it was some kind of 'anticipatory Passover', held on the
night before the traditional date - a chronology alleged to be
indicated in the Fourth Gospel.
(3). That it was a non-Paschal meal of some other kind.
The second question, concerning the original language and action of
Jesus, is allied to the first. It must be remembered however that discover¬
ing the oldest account of the Supper is not necessarily the same thing as
determining which is the most accurate account. Greater harm can hardly
be done to our enquiry than by tacitly assuming that, even in the first
a
Century, the oldest report is therefore the most accurate one. This is
li vi)hole ijoejh'on calls fer renewtJ atawinah'on * musl slid it regarded as stb-jsj/ce ,
Vthctol T^lor; " Jts<is y Hi's Sacrifice('937) . h "5-
2: 'see J>|>. 4Sff-
most readily apparent where one has to do with an evening crowded with
incidents and important discourses such as Jesus' last night with the
Disciples. It is clearly impossible that everything which Jesus said
and did on that occasion would have been equally understood and conscious¬
ly related to the existing situation, or in some instances even retained
in their memories. Again, there would have been some things said and
done which they would have felt to be too sacred or too 'advanced' for
immediate disclosure either to new converts or even to the closest of
the other disciples of Jesus.
It is therefore to be expected that it would only have been with the
/
passage of time, possibly of several years, that anything approaching
a comprehensive account of such an evening would emerge. Thus whenever
in our study we come across a clearly discernible 'growth' in any report
of an incident in the Life of Jesus, and especially with regard to such
an event as the Last Supper, it would be shallow judgement to assume that
the earliest or barest form is the most accurate, and therefore that
fuller or later forms necessarily exhibit accretions from the mind of an
author or editor.
In such a community as the early Church, and in such a period as the
first Century in Palestine, we have every reason to expect a high value
to be placed on the accuracy of even an oral tradition - one might say
especially on oral tradition. On the other hand the expanding exper¬
iences and problems of the early Church, together with the research inspired
by devotion, would have continually brought to light Words and sayings
of the Lord which, although hitherto almost forgotten as irrelevant, now
suddenly came alive with new significance as the very keys to present
needs.
In order to establish the fullest and most accurate account of the
3
words and deeds of Jesus at the Last Supper then, we have to pay atten¬
tion not only to the antiquity of the record, but also to the 'living
situation' in which it emerged, and the indications of its acceptability
from the external evidence available.
The importance of such a study as this is far greater even than for
providing a deeper understanding of the Last Supper, since, for example,
as we proceed considerations will emerge which will bring fresh light to
bear on the question of the dating of the Gospels. One example of this
is in the obviously 'developed' liturgical formula that St. Paul quoted
1
in his First Letter to the Corinthians. We shall see that beyond question
we have to deal here with a formula frcan the practice of one of the early
Churches, From which Church could St. Paul have derived such a tradition
at a date before 50 A.D.? What was the background of that church's
tradition in this matter - was it Markan, Lukan or Matthean? In such
a historico-liturgical study there emerges a new and important aspect
of Synoptic evidence.
Despite such statements as those of Streeter that "to talk of com¬
paring the Johannine and Synoptic chronology is really unmeaning. There
is no 'Synoptic Chronology'. The chronology of the Life of Christ is
2
simply a question of Mark against John..." it is proposed that we approach
the first part of our study with the 'Passover Theory' clearly before us.
This will in no way beg the question, for every aspeet ofthe evidence
must be examined on its own merits,-
It is important that we recognize that the Gospels were written for
the use of Christians, and most probably for the use of Churches. Many
things were therefore taken for granted, and if the Evangelists wrote at
a time when there was no doubt or question in people's minds that the
1: I Cor. *i, 2J-2S.
2: "Tht Tovr Sosjwls , 8.W. S'hr.tKrr, (l93o\
Last Supper had been part of a normal Jewish Passover, we can only compe¬
tently examine these records if we are prepared to assume this position.
Having begun this study with the opposite conviction, and having had to
abandon it with considerable reluctance in the face of a growing weight
of evidence accumulated over several years, the present writer is convin¬
ced that such an approach is both right and just.
One thing is clear from every strand of early Christian thought,
namely that Jesus' death was thought of from the earliest times in terms
of the Passover. Jesus comes into the scene of the Fourth Gospel with
the Baptist's: "Behold the Lamb of God that taketh away the sins of the
l a
world!" St. Paul uses the expression "Christ our Passover..." in a way
which forces one to conclude that this was known to be familiar territory
to the Christians in Corinth.
It is proposed therefore that we approach the New Testament records
with the assumption that we are reading about what happened at a Passover
Seder on the night of the fifteenth of Nisan. If we find any facts which
clash with this assumption, they must be most carefully evaluated. On
the other hand however, arguments from silence, such as with regard to
the events of the actual Passover Seder, cannot readily be admitted as
telling against the Paschal nature of the occasion.
While, as regards the date of writing, it could be argued that Paul's
letter to the Corinthians is the earliest record which we possess of the
Lord's Supper, it is better for us to begin our study with the Gospel
according to St. Mark, This for two reasons: first, the Pauline corres-
Cfiri's tian
pondence presupposes instruction in the^Gospel; secondly, in the Markan
account we have what tradition and style tell us is the description of an
eye-witness - being the account of St. Peter recorded by Mark. Again
3
some critics such as Jeremias have alleged that St. Paul's account is a
1: jobri i,29.
2: I Cor. V, 7.
3: J. Jerewa* •• hie Akendmahlsyothe £1949),
5
itedt hbn
manifestly later^than the Markan one, because of the fuller account it
gives of the words at the Supper. Others such as Burkitt1 have gone
further to declare that the whole 'Synoptic' disposition towards the Pas¬
chal nature of the Last Supper can be traced to Mark's Gospel alone.
For a variety of reasons therefore it will be well to begin with
an examination of the Markan tradition.
t therefore Ik Seriously Juesh'oned whether the theory that The L&sl" Su^j>*r was &
Paschal Meil hid any existence before St. Mark wrote his Goojeb " F.C.Borkiff; JT.S.
Vol. (7 (l909), ff>.St>9-7l.
See. +»o: The Earliest Sources &r the Life of Jesus? (j9w), R«7.
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II
THE NARRATIVE OF ST. MARK.
Mark ushers in his account of the Last Supper with a reference to
the Passover, which was then two days off. "Now after two days was (the
1
Feast of the) Passover and the Unleavened Bread." This paschal reference
is immediately associated directly with the plot against Jesus, for in
the same sentence Mark continues; "and the Chief priests and the scribes
sought how they might take him with subtilty, and kill him." The picture
thus painted is one of a rising crisis of events which is to be focussed
in the approaching Festival. It is clear that the authorities fear that
some popular uprising will take place concerning Jesus during the Feast,
when all the people will be gathered into Jerusalem. Their immediate
problem then is how they can get rid of Jesu3 when He arrives for the
Festival, without causing a public disturbance. "Not during the Feast,"
they argue, "lest there shall be a tumult of the people."1
THE ANOINTING OF JESUS:
Mark next records the pathetic and strangely significant incident
3
of Jesus' anointing by a woman while He was in Bethany. The incident is
important not only because it has veiled Messianic implications, and also
because Jesus interpreted it as anticipating His own burial, but because
it would seem that this acceptance of inevitable death on His part proved
to be the last straw which broke down Judas's crumbling patience with
1: xiv.l.
Z> " * ,2.
3: » , 3-9.
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' this Messiah bent on His own doom" . No sooner had Jesus spoken in this
way than "Judas Iscariot, he that was one of the Twelve, went away unto
the Chief Priests, that he might deliver him unto them." *
PRELUDE TO BETRAYAL:
It has often been thought that the betrayal of jesus by Judas was
more of a token rejection than an action which afforded valuable assist¬
ance to His enemies. At the most it has been supposed that the part
played by Judas was one of identification. But surely Jesus was well
enough known not to need any such indication? To argue thus is to miss
the point that had occurred to Judas at this moment, and which proved
ideal for the requirements of the authorities. For there was one, and
only one time when a clandestine arrest could be made in a city which
was literally teeming with pilgrims - and that was at that time when the
Law demanded that everyone must remain indoors, if not for the whole
night at least during the Passover Seder itself.
R. Prof. S. Zeitlin interprets the Law thus*.
"Those who partook in the festivities were not allowed to leave
the house before daybreak (£x. xii,22) "Ipl'ny. The Sages however inter¬
preted that no Jew was permitted to leave the company to which he had
been originally invited, to join another party to eat the paschal Lamb,
(cf. Tosh, Pesa. viii,17 and Yer. Pes. x,A.) This law made it imperative
for one to remain with the group the entire time until the paschal Lamb
was consumed..."
"The Jews, like other orientals, after finishing the evening
meal, were accustomed to continue celebrating out of doors. On the
first night of the Passover, however, this was not permitted... After
eating the Paschal Lamb no revelry outside could be indulged in..."
"According to the Bible the Israelites had no right to leave the
house where they partook of the Paschal Lamb until the dawn of the next
day - however the sages amended the Laws so that the Paschal Lamb could
be eaten in one house and the guest could spend the rest of the night
in another house: but they had no right to join in another festivity."
1-. R. Prcff. S. 7eiHin , Melt In J.^.R., Vol. XXXYt'ii, (A),r. 1948), />|j.432-7, enKHed-.
* The. of The Nighf of Passover,*
1*. Mark xiv, io.
It is obvious therefore, that if the Chief Priests could find Out
where Jesus was to celebrate the Passover, then His arrest could be carried
out without the feared tumult: especially if they could be given the assur¬
ance - which only one such as Judas could afford them - that at such a
time Jesus would be relatively unguarded, and definitely unassociated with
any section of the nationalists who desired to make political use of a
Messianic uprising.
It is also important to remark that Judas will be seen to make two
trips to the authorities, so as yet it would seem that the scheme is only
in embryo in Judas's mind, or else it is not yet known to him exactly
where Jesus intends to celebrate the Feast.
THE FIEST DAY OF UNLEAVENED BREAD:
"And on the first day of unleavened bread, when they sacrificed the
Passover, his disciples say unto him, where wilt thou that we go and make
1
ready that thou mayest eat the Passover?"
It has often been contended that the chronological references in these
opening words are in fact a contradiction in terms. Burkitt quotes the
opinion of many scholars that "no Jew could have perpetrated this state-
2
ment," Dr. Chwolson, an eminent Rabbinic scholar, has pointed out that
"the expression anV "JIV "I tP* (the first day of the festival of
Unleavened Bread) has always been understood by Jewish writers, both
ancient and modern, to refer to the fifteenth and not to the fourteenth
of Nisan. On the other hand the Passover Lamb was sacrificed on the four¬
teenth," It - has^never^suggested that this day could have been the fifteenth
however, and if anything Chwolson's testimony tells even more against a
chronology which would suggest that this day was a pre-paschal occasion,
ofc the thirteenth of Nisan,
1. Mirk xiv, 12.
2-. 0|>. ctk, f.87.
3- "5>s Lehil'e foss>r»n»Wl ChntH' unci der Tig seines lodes , 'f-3.
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Burkitt would have vis find essential consistency here however, when
he says: "This statement... after all only argues the same inattention to
1
the Old Testament as that about Abiathar in Mark ii,26... moreover, if you
reckon by Roman (and English) days, the slaying of the Paschal Lambs and
the eating of the Paschal meal with unleavened bread DID take place on
2
the same day." It is surely going too far even to accuse Mark of inatten¬
tion to the Old Testament at this point however, for Gentiles (who comprised
a large section of the Church in Rome) who were unfamiliar with the fact
that the Jewish Day began with sunset would not have been in the least
troubled with this nicety of chronology, in fact it would have made the
essential point clearer to them. Nor is the statement itself as wide of
the truth as critics have tried to make out, for the fourteenth of Nisan
3
was certainly a 'day of unleavened bread' after 3 p.m. at the latest, and
the Talmud gives considerable grounds for our believing that this could
4-
well be so from as early as the morning of the fourteenth. On the four¬
teenth of Nisan, long before sunset, the whole house had to be searched
5
and cleared of all leaven. Only after this had been done most thoroughly
could the Paschal Lamb be sacrificed. While the 'dead-line' for finally
disposing of the leaven was 3 p.m., this could be done earlier; in which
case, even if it were still the morning, "from the morning it is the time
(a
for the Passover, for the whole day is the time for the Passover." In
fact one could go so far as to claim that there was considerable merit
attaching to the earlier preparation for the Feast, since this principle
was explicitly stated of the Kiddush for Sabbath, and Kiddush was a feature
7
of the opening stage of the paschal meal as well.
Again the Jerusalem Talmud, in a question arising out of Mishnah Pesa.
i,8, asking: "What means 'on the Pesach?'"- has the answer: "On the four¬
teenth of Nisan." Thus showing that the fourteenth and not the fifteenth
1: cfl S.H • 8ox" Jewish Antecedent* of' 1Uc 4. cf. Misb. fe(A. y, l-3,
J.Tts, Vol. W , jp.357.ff. f. " " 1,1-3.
2. of>. clh, p.68. Bib. "lid. fesa., to?a.
3. ^lish. Pesa. ]>. 7. i. » » io5a*. " Thus kidUoeh 'fS&id As a* ^oss'ible.."
to
■was called the day of the Passover, and from this fact the Markan time-
reference seems still less remarkable.
Finally Josephus describes the Feast as one of eight days, evidently
considering that the fourteenth was important enough to be reckoned as a
In view of all this evidence then, we find little if anything at all
in Mark's account to give us pause in our policy of assuming that the
Evangelist is describing preparations for a normal Passover meal. There
are absolutely no grounds for considering that he is referring to a time
earlier than the fourteenth of Nisan. The Paschal emphasis throughout
is, of course, overwhelming.
Throughout the entire narrative there can be no doubt that the writer
is thinking of the regular Passover, and indeed his paschal references are
so very definite that we must record the fact. Thus there is no shadow of
dubiety in such a statement as: "The Master saith, Where is ray guest-
chamber where I shall eat the Passover with my Disciples?" The disciples
are told that they are to find a large upper room furnished and ready, and
there they are to prepare the Passover. It is no common meal that Jesus
is about to enjoy, for it requires careful and detailed preparation. *
It could not therefore have been an ordinary supper, and any parallels
with other meals which Jesus held, either on occasions such as the Feeding
of the Five Thousand, or in private, must take note of this all-important
fact. Even if, as critics have suggested, Mark mistook the date of the
occasion, there is still this very definite fact to be accounted for,
which tells strongly in favour of the Paschal nature of the meal.
1- Jos. Ar»K«j. ii, xv, 1. 3. IV)ark xiv, 14.
3
" xiv, ii, 1. ANonce tkafr apparently the it preparations
cooisl noh be wade them by the toaster
if the koose, wHicb 3 further Pasclievi
in dicAhtcM .
THE WO DISCIPLES:
A superficial difficulty has sometimes, been made out of the apparent
arithmetical discrepancy between the fact that Jesus first sent two of the
Disciples to prepare the meal, and then later He is reported as coming
"with the Twelve".1 The obvious inference, of course, is that Jesus sent
2
two of His most trusted Disciples, still with the thought of secrecy upper¬
most in His mind, because the rendezvous must be kept from Judas as yet;
and these two, after making the necessary preparations, returned and joined
the Disciple hand.
The richness of detail in the Markan account suggests that Peter may
well have been one of the two. We have already seen that these prepara¬
tions could be made quite early in the day, so it is the most likely course
that the two would return to Jesus and report that all was ready and in
order, as He must have planned for them to do.
An alternative suggestion is that the two were not members of the
Twelve at all, but followers of Jesus native to Jerusalem, who had at some
previous time invited Jesus to celebrate the Feast in their house, or in
one of the homes of the Jerusalem sympathizers. This would further tend
to explain something of the mystification apparent among some of the
Disciples at the way the arrangements worked out so smoothly, and which
some of them apparently ascribed to omniscience on the part of their Lord.
In any case it will be seen that there are no grounds here for taking
the drastic step of detracting from the text at this point.
It may be noted further that there was only one reason why Jesus had
to hold the Supper inside the city at all, and not in the safety of Bethany
(for instance), and that was because the Law enjoined that the Passover
3
must be eaten inside the city gates. Were it not a Passover there is no
1-- Mirk X«'V, 17
2: eft. (oke Xxii, 6.
3s Deut. Xvif J-fc : cf. Pesa. Yii,u St ix, 1*2.
1*2.
reason at all in Jesus' action, and in fact the preceding narrative makes
it clear that He avoided spending the nights -within the city - even though
He must have had several homes open to Him there. Instead He spent the
earlier nights either in Bethany or in the Garden of Olives. We must
conclude once again therefore that it was the Passover which drew Him
inevitably into the city, and thus into the schemes of His enemies, abetted
by Judas.
THE SUPPER NARRATIVE:
"And when it was evening He cometh with the Twelve.'"* The Passover
was the only night festival for the Jews, beginning as it did after the
official hour of sunset; i.e. at the commencement of the fifteenth of
Nisan. As the Mishnah states; "The Passover must only be eaten at night..."
The meal is now represented as being in progress, for as they reclined,
(the word avetKfciyuai is important for it was the tradition to recline at
3
table during the Passover) Jesus proceeded to the significant acts and
words of the Institution. It has been suggested from references in the
Talmud that the act of reclining indicates that the occasion was a Kiddush
for the Sabbath. This is quite unnecessary however, as R. Prof. Gaster
has pointed out;
"It is the custom throughout the seder to adopt a leaning posture
instead of sitting upright. This commemorates the ancient custom of
reclining at meals, and is also regarded as symbolic of the ease and free¬
dom which Israel came to enjoy as the result of its liberation from Egypt."
"As they were reclining and were eating..." The meal is represented
as having advanced to the stage where they were actually eating and dipping




1: Mark Xi'v, 17.
2: Misk. Zebh. Y,6.
3; Tosh. Bera. V,3.
4. Tosh. Bera- V,3.
5: "fkssoveq it* History K Tradition (J949), p.55.
Mark XtV^S.
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time must therefore have elapsed. This is apparent from an examination
of the primitive rite as it has been reconstructed by the best modern
authorities. Gaster thus describes it:
"The service began with the sanctification (Kiddush) - the tradit¬
ional inauguration of Sabbaths and Festivals in Jewish homes. The first
cup of wine is poured, and the master of the home pronounces a blessing,
in which all join, thanking God especially for the Festival of Unleavened
Bread, "the season of our liberation."
"After the wine has been drunk, the celebrant washes his hands, and
distributes parsley dipped in salt water to every member of the company.
Eaten after the pronouncement of an appropriate blessing, this serves
as a kind of hors d'oeuvres.
"The celebrant next takes the middle cake of the unleavened bread
and breaks it in half, wrapping one of the halves in a napkin and laying
it aside for use at a later stage of the proceedings." 1
After this he describes the narrative (Haggadah) and Hallel features
which precede the drinking of the second cup, which in turn precedes the
main meal. This begins with the breaking of the bread, when a small
z
portion of the Unleavened Bread is handed to each celebrant.
Mark's words, which refer to the fact that they were eating and dip¬
ping into the dish with Jesus, could hardly refer to the hors d'oeuvres,
which wereafter all handed out by the master of the table. It would
therefore seem that the reference is to the time when the meal had begun
and each person was eating with his own portion of Unleavened Bread.
Jesus therefore took a fresh loaf when He rose to begin His significant
and sacramental words.
PROPHECY OF BETRAYAL:
"As they were eating, Jesus said; Verily I say unto you, one of you
3
shall betray me, even he that eateth with me..."
The way in which Jesus handles the defection of Judas suggests the
considered and confident actions of one who is in full command of the
1: bp. clh, p.Sj. c/. The Ita-jgaaan , GrcW- , (Sonc'wc, I934-).
2« Tkere Ave Some opinions tkat Here WAS a Second 'washing' it iti'is See
5ab, "ISA, PeSa. lot b., footnote ity. R. bt H. freedm<r>.
3. Ma<k Xiv, IS.
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details of the situation. Thus Vincent "Baylor puts it: "the course of
events, including death itself, lay entirely under the sovereign control
l
of Jesus." It is as though He realizes that all decisions likely to
affect the issue with Judas have been taken, and the time has come to
precipitate an inevitable issue. The traitor has dared to sit at table
with his quondam Master, Taut Jesus has come to the time when He can no
longer tolerate the presence of such an enemy. There are things to be
done and said which would be desecrated by Judas's presence, while on the
other hand the consummation of the evening is so close that any action
Judas may now take cannot interfere with it. Hence the reason for the
imperious course which Jesus takes in unmasking thejtraitor.
Even in regard to the betrayal, we must notice, it is Jesus who
is in command to the end, for evil has not at this point wrested the
initiative from Him. Inevitable though its hour may be, it finally proves
to be His hour, both in the heat of its conflict and when it finally
slinks away destroyed and self-destroying to its ignominious end, Evil
at no point reaches a plicfe of unalloyed triumph, for the moment which
wrings the cry "It is finished" from the lips of Jesus sees the Veil of
the Temple rent from top to bottom.
Mark does not tell us anything of the time and way in which Judas
left the meal, suggesting that there was no great stir of interest in
that event. While such a story must inevitably have been a painful
reminiscence, this alone would not accouht for the silence of the Evan¬
gelist at this point. It is most probable that any conversation Jesus
had with Judas was 'sotto-voce' and when he left the room the others
thought it was only momentarily, either to attend to his own personal
needs (for which cause one might leave the Passover at stated intervals)
or to obtain something necessary for the Feast from the host, which had
1: o|>. cih; f.222.
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been overlooked in the preparations.
JESUS' WORDS OVER THE BREAD:
"And while they were eating, he took a loaf, and when he had blessed,
1
he brake it and gave to them and said: Take ye, this is my body."
Mark stresses the fact that it was during the eating of the meal that
Jesus spoke these words over a loaf of bread. Even though the unmasking
of Judas only took a few minutes, it would have been more than sufficient
time for the company to have eaten the olive-sized, token piece of Mappoth
required for the ritual opening of the Seder. In addition it is hardly
likely that this would have been a propitious moment either for Jesus'
words to Judas, or for this Institution. By far the greatest likelihood
is that this was an event during the main meal, interrupted by Jesus much
as a modern toast-master would interrupt a dinner.
Jesus rises to His feet and takes a loaf of bread. There is a respect¬
ful silence and indeed a good deal of curiosity. Allegorical actions and
their interpretation were the order of the day during Passover, every
incident and item of diet having its own interpretation, and the Disciples
would be in no way surprised that Jesus wished to give them further instruc¬
tions. After blessing the bread however, Jesus did not hand it to them
in silence, but declared: "This is my body." The meaning of these words
2
will be discussed more fully later, but it will be valuable to observe
that at such a meal as the Passover^ when highly imaginative symbolism
attached to every type of food and every action, these words of Jesus
would tend to be recognized as symbolic and allegorical.
ARTGS OR AZUME:
The bread which Jesus took for this action was, of course, on/e of
1: Mark Xi'v, 22.
2: See Book Tf
f cha^t. vii.
» :
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the loaves of Ma^Qoth from the table before Him. There has been much
controversy because the word. Mark employs here is the regular word for
•a loaf of bread' ( clpro s) and not the technical term for Unleavened
/ "v \
Bread (ocjyw.17). Yet in trying to describe Jesus' taking a loaf from
the table, cipTos was the only word Mark couHhave used. If he had ever
contemplated that this usage would have been mis-understood (although it
is doubtful if it ever was,until prior considerations sought it out to
act as a further argument to support a critical theory) he might, of course,
have added the adjectival expression such as that used in the Septuagint
to translate ni-^'On namely Tous ipToos Tous ijuyuoos. Hippocrates
also used this type of expression to described the Unleavened Bread of
Jewish usage; e<rru> <5t t<* <mw eiprot <J"i>yKou><rr©i a^woc.3
The most likely reason for this word being used is, however,
the fact that by the time Mark wrote the Christian Eucharist had passed
far beyond the bounds of Judaism and was regularly practised by the Church
with common bread.
The whole argument is rendered specious however by the fact that
Mark himself puts the matter beyond all doubt in the opening words of this
section of the narrative, when he clearly states: "on the first day of
Unleavened Bread". Anyone who thinks for a moment about the strictness
with which all leavened bread or traces of leaven were banished from
Jewish households on the day before the Festival,will realize that Mark
would have felt it absurd to have to differentiate in his references to
bread.
Further, it must be remembered that Mark writes in vernacular Greek,
and thus the only word available to him which had the meaning of 'loaf'
is our word qoros . f\proS , as equivalent to 'loaf' is by far the most
4- 5
common usage, according to Liddeil and Scott; while Moulton and Milligan
1:See M. Soguel : The Ij-fe of Jeroi" 430. +. G'eek- English lexicon, "Voi. J_
2: Judo,. Vi,z0. 5. " Vocal,. t„ tke (SVeck n. Y * pfc.r,
3: rUfl! AlOOTrjS ill, 79.
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declare that ofc-ros is the common and indeed the only word for 'bread' in
use over the first two Christian centuries. <xj"uuci is a collective,
almost an adjectival expression, and it would have been a well-nigh un¬
meaning phrase to refer to AN Azume among St. Peter's (and so Mark's)
Roman audience •- despite the fact that the collective expression was
current among the Jews and readers of the Septuagint.
Dr. Bennett says that the 'Shewbread', which is described in the Old
Testament by expressions employing the common term for bread: unf? ,
( olptos and not in the LXX.) was unleavened bread. "The loaves
or cakes were made after a special recipe (Lev. xxiv,5-9)n, he explains.
"The post-biblical Jewish authorities - Josephus, Philo, the Mishnah and
the Talmud - all state that the Shewbread was unleavened... and it seems
likely that this was the case at any rate after the exile, though possibly
not in primitive times. Lev. ii,ll prescribes that the Minhah (bloodless
l
offering) shall always be unleavened."
There are three connexions in which nn^ is used in the Old Testament,
namely:
(1). In older sources, such as in I Samuel xxi,6 (Heb.vii) and in
I Kings vii,48, we find nn£ (Bread of the Presence).
Also in the Priestly Code, in Ex. xxv,30; xxxv,13; xxxix,36; and
II Chron. iv,19 and in Num. iv,7, it is abbreviated to □1J
(2). In I Chron. ix,32; xxiii,29 and Neh, x,33 (Heb.xxxiv) we have
Vl 3 TvrfcT) HHP (Shewbread). In II Chron. xiii,ll we have
Dn^'jO^.yo from Tpy- to set in order, or 'a pile of bread'.
(3). In I Sam. xxi,5 the Shewbread is fni? or Holy Bread, as
distinguished from Dn!> or ordinary bread. In Num.iv,7
there is "PttlSTn uni? -'the continual bread'.
As Dr. Bennett has stated, ir^lall these cases the septuagint translates
UnJ> not with but ofpros. Here it is always used together with some
qualifying adjectival expression however, such as ajoroi Ttjs. Tl/>o 0£<r6u)Sf
fyfoi Too Tf^og"<oT»oi; k oproi eVturuoi.
1: W. H . Sehnf Hu "ShewbreajVol. A', j>j). 45W3.
Prof. Zeitlin sums up the position as he sees it, as a Rabbi, as
follows:
"The description of the Last Supper given in the Gospels is undoubted¬
ly a record of the Seder of the first night of Passover. The bread
which Jesus used was unleavened bread, and the wine that used by the Jews
on the first night of Passover. The hymn sung by Jesus and the Apostles
1
after the meal was the Hallel, which is still sung by Jews on that night."
JESUS' WORDS OVER THE CUP:
"And he took a cup, and when he had given thanks, he gave to them, and
they all drank of it, and he said to them, This is my blood of the (new)
Covenant, which is shed for many. Verily I say unto you, I will no more
drink of the fruit of the vine until that day when I drink it anew in
2
the Kingdom of God."
According to the Passover rite there were two cups after the main
meal, each of which was solemnly blessed, and the Hallel was sung between
them. The fourth and final cup of the rite was a token of drinking in
festivities which often carried on well into the night. It is by far
the most probable explanation, which most critics hold, that the cup used
by Jesus in this action was the third cup, sometimes called the Cup of
3 4
Blessing, and in other ways specially associated with Redemption. The
fact that they drank from a common cup is no real criterion, for the
customs seemed to have varied on this point, possibly according to the
5
financial status of the host. If it could be afforded each guest had
four individual cups. There is no warrant whatever for the suggestion,
sometimes made by critics, that the fact of the common cup indicates that
the meal was a Kiddush for Sabbath rather than a Passover Seder.
V. J.ff.fi. "The first of fie fissovee Vol. xxxviii, |>.445.
2: MarM XIV, 25-2+.
3-' A. tdersbeirn : "The Life u Times of Jesus ihe Messiah) ('90t ); P- S#i. See feoA.H to£fYei)e,
4: T. M. SasKr: of>. df, ty.54,55. Comment on "sk Hit+W,
5: Se« Til. fesa. log bv -fcofnohe !>y f .}*• f<eedmar%. " i&ssibly Se|>Wk Cof>J were no!"
Sep foe each member of fie household as is done now
Mark is very definite in showing that the 1 Eucharistic' words of Jesus
were uttered after the actual distribution of the elements in each case,
and not before or during that action. This further emphasizes the Paschal
nature of the occasion, for this silence was enjoined by the Law* "it is
forbidden to permit any interruption between the Blessing and the beginning
of the meal - not even for the purpose of responding J o<V . It is proper
to eat after the Benediction bread which is the size of an olive without
interruption."*
The Hebraism attaching to the account as seen in the frequent and
closely following 'and' clauses, has the ring of a faithful translation
from the original Aramaic words of the Master (or possibly Hebrew words,
if Jesus used the sacred tongue for this special purpose). This'is far
more likely as an explanation of the style of St .Mark at this point than
the ascription of this passage to a liturgical formula, as jeremias and
others attempt to do. It is certainly remarkable that eight such clauses
occur within the three sentences in which Mark depicts the Institution
of the Supper. t
JESUS' RENUNCIATION OF THE WINE:
Immediately after His words of Institution, Jesus makes a statement
about His abstention from wine until the coming of His Kingdom: "Verily
I say unto you, I will no more drink of the fruit of the vine, until that
2
day when I drink it new in the Kingdom of God." These words indicate
the imminence of His approaching death, but more than that, they show His
sublime confidence in the Messianic fulfilment by and through His death.
Similar vows of renunciation, -especially of wine, were not uncommon for
3
periods up to a year, but this vow, with its inherent promise, must have
been a precious memory for His Disciples in following years.
1: Fried Uhder, o^- cifc, j>. 79.
2: Mark XJV, 25.
3; Nedar. Yi, •- Viii, 1,2.
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THE HAT,LET,:
"And when they had sung an hymn, they went out unto the mount of
Olives."* The singing of praise followed naturally as a part of the
Passover Seder. Prof. Gaster tells us that "the word Hallel means 'praise'
and denotes the group of Psalms cxiii - cxviii which form a statutory part
of the liturgy on new moons and festivals. These it may be observed, are
the 'Songs of Praise' which Jesus and the Disciples are said to have sung
2
at the Last Supper, itself the paschal meal."
Dr. M. Goguel also indicates that "the likelihood is that this was
the Hallel, despite Beer (Edn. and Transln. of 'Pesachim', 1919,p.99),
who says was translated byeuveW and not in the LXX."
THE CITY LIMITS FOR PASSOVER NIGHT:
The fact that Jesus and His Disciples went out on the night of the
Passover to the Mount of Olives has been urged as a reason against accept-
4
ing the Last Supper as a regular Paschal occasion. Such commentators
5
contend that Deuteronomy quite definitely precludes such an action, and
although Rabbinic sages had changed the sense of this Law to mean Jerusalem
rather than the individual houses, this was still considered to be the
<a
exception rather than the rule. Going outside the city boundaries, they
say, was unthinkable.
This criticism certainly has an element of truth and relevance in it,
but it must first be ascertained just what the city boundaries actually
were for such an occasion. Would the natural boundary of the city walls
be what was understood here, or would some rule like that applying to a
Sabbath Day's journey apply?
Jeremias has sought to establish that by the time of Jesus the Jews
were so numerous that it was a physical necessity for the boundaries of
1: Mark Xw, 26.
2: Ojj.cik,
3: "Lift of Jesus", ^.430.
4. Su. Oilman-. "SaereJ SfUs * V/ay«", }>.32o.
5. Deot. xvi,!.
6. See ahove js-ll
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the city to be extended by some such rule. Thus, while the orthodox
continued to eat the Supper inside the walls of the city proper, they would
later
withdraw^/into the nearby country areas to their tents, or else spend the
night in the open. He quotes Josephus to corroborate the size to which
the multitudes attained on such festival occasions .1 In addition there is
a Talmudic record of one festival at the time of Agrippa when the High
Priest numbered the crowds by collecting a kidney from each sacrifice:
"600,000 pairs of kidneys were found there, twice as many as those who
departed from Egypt... and there was not a single Paschal Lamb for which
more than ten people had not registered - and thus they called it "the
Passover of the Dense Throngs"'! In the same part of the Talmud there is
the record of one old man being crushed to death in the press of people
3
inside the Temple bounds.
There is thus considerable evidence to show that some legislation
for the crowds must have been necessary, even to provide the physical
requirements for each to have sufficient room to sleep. This would be
4*
most readily found in the rule of the Techum, and one can picture the
great colony of tents clustered closely around the city walls during
this period.
Friedlander seems to indicate that some such rule applied in the
common Law of the day, when he speaks of the Laws concerning burials
on the Festivals
"On the first day of the festival all who attend the funeral are
forbidden to go beyond the Techum, but on the second day of a festival
they are permitted to go even beyond the Techum, they may aldo return to
their homes on the same day." 5
Discussing this point, Dr. Dalman says;
"It has seemed strange to some scholars that Jesus left the scene of
the Passover meal, since it is prohibited, according to Ex.xii,22 to
leave the house on Passover night... The Scribes however limited this
1: Op. cih, pp. 42. 2000 cultfs foytnA ft trci,
. , •• , i around foivhs «. places.' See Mit/j.feta. Vt 1.
a. Anhe.. XVli, 9,m > WavsJews.||,»,in. r...n Alto cf That. X*i» 3,4-.
3. Tftim. ?«sa. £41. .,
5. Dp. ah, Vol- F, p.m.
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prohibition with much else exclusively to the Egyptian Passover, and it
was only considered a duty, based on Deut. xvi,7, not to leave the city
of the sanctuary at least before the next morning. For this duty of
spending the night within the city, Beth Page, being in the precincts of
Jerusalem... was considered by most as included in the city.1 Jesus...
would hardly have spent the night on the Mount of Olives if this action
had involved any breach of the Law." 9
Thus there is nothing in Rabbinic literature to say that it was
impossible for Jesus to have left the house where He celebrated the Pass¬
over meal, and little can be made of His going across the Kidron into the
4
Garden of Gethsemane. In fact, as jeremias shows, He did this and didn't
go to Bethany, which lies outside the Techum, although His temporary home
5
seems to have been there for some time past. So little is known of the
exact Law on this and kindred matters connected with the Passover of this
period, if indeed there ever was any one fixed statement about it, that
it would be far more profitable to argue from Jesus' actions that such a
journey was allowable on the Passover night than to question the Paschal
nature of the occasion on such a pretext.
There remains to be answered however, just why Jesus took this
course and left the home where He had celebrated the Supper. Was it to
save the family there from any aftermath of trouble accruing from- His
arrest, or could it be that He longed for a little more precious time
alone before the great tragedy? probably both factors played a part in
this decision, together with the fact that the Last Supper must have been
a most exhausting time spiritually for Jesus. Not only did He speak at
great length, with the added anxiety of the obtuseness of the Disciples
a constant concern to Him, but the whole incident connected with Judas
must have cost Him dearly.
THE ARREST IN THE GARDEN:
The question has also been raised whether the fact that at least one
1: Tosh. f-esa.viti; 14,(7. 4-: cf. TV>sfi. /isa. yi" 1 '7-. Set alio Acli i ,22:
_ c. M , i. r _ " Uc. oli*e ortHiirJ Wis Jose k Jerusalem.r. S.ffc. on Nornb. cji, SSa.fatftmdmuf) 0n]> a Sabuf(, ^em -|k< '
3: Szcrect Sihts *< Ways".. 5, y ^ ,g>19
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of the Disciples took a sword to the Garden of Gethsemane didn' t preclude
the possibility that it was Passover night? Wasn't this in the nature of
doing work, and therefore proscribed by the Law concerning such Festivals?
Two different views of this matter seem to have equal prominence in the
Mishnah;
"A man may not go out with a sword or a bow or a shield or a club
or a spear; and if he went out (with the like of these) he is liable to
a Sin-offering. R. Eliezer says: they are his adornments. But the Sages
say: they are naught save a reproach..." 2
On the other hand as Dalman has pointed out : "an individual, pursued
A
by an enemy, may break the Sabbath Laws in order to save his life."
Even to prevent robbery this is so. Also Bertinora, commentator on the
Mishnah, takes it for granted that arms could be carried for martial pur¬
poses on the Sabbath, probably taking it that they were a normal part of
military dress and adornment. Dalman declares that: "a scribe, when
told of the imprisonment of our Lord, would have remarked that ' the demand
of the hour' justified the carrying of arms by the agents of the High
Priest, and that Peter did not break the Law by drawing his sword to
4
protect his Master."
Jeremias finds no objection to the traditional Paschal view because
s
of this point: and in any case all the above arguments concern the
Sabbath, and as this day was not the Sabbath, but a less strict Festival
occasion, it seems that the negative argument carries very little sig¬
nificance here indeed.
THE YOUNG MAN WHO FLED:
It is not part of our purpose to comment on the curious incident of
the unnamed young man who fled from the scene leaving his covering sheet
in the hands of the mob, but the vividness of the whole narrative suggests
J-. Mark Xiv( 47-
2> 5"vi, 4t
3: " Jesus " Jctiwa" j>f>. 9fc-7.
4: oj>. at-, p.97.
5. oj>. cit., f>y Azff.
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the presence of an eyewitness. As it is very probable that the Last Supper
was held in Mark's parents' home, it would have been likely that such a
youth would have followed the Disciples and acted as he did, including
his later announcement of the fact in this way, if he ever grew up to
write a history of the period.
TRIAL AND EXECUTION ON A FESTIVAL:
It has frequently been contended that it was not possible for Jesus' Last
Supper to have been a Passover, because an arrest and trial on the Eve of
such a Festival would have been contrary,to the Law.
The first thing we would notice about this argument however is the fact
that Jesus was tried for His life at night, and the verdict was announced
on that same day. Now the Mishnah definitely teaches that;
"In capital cases the trial takes place in daylight and the verdict
is given in day-time... in capital cases a verdict of acquital may be
reached the same day, but a verdict of conviction not until the following
day. Therefore such a case is not tried on the eve of a Sabbath or a
festival." 1
Thus we are in difficulties whatever view of the chronology we adopt,
for it would seem that there was something more than a little legally wrong
with the whole procedure of Jesus' trial.
Again the Law was most irregularly applied when the witnesses were
found to disagree, and again when the chief priest tried to get the
prisoner to convict himself by asking leading questions, even under duress,
and in a host of other details. In any case, it might be recorded in
passing that according to Luke the people of Nazareth had had little com¬
punction about hustling Jesus off to cast Him over a precipice on the
z
very Sabbath - and the Sabbath was even more exacting on such matters
than a festival.
1: Mith. Sanh. W, t.
I- cf. Wait. XXVI, 57-faa ft parallels.
ii ItiKi N, 2«>-3o.
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Jeremias has gone to some lengths, in his enquiry,to try to show that
1
in certain cases execution at a festival was actually enjoined by the Law.
Because Jesus was, in the eyes of the Jews, a false prophet, He must nec¬
essarily have been kept in prison until a festival and then put to death
before the whole congregation of Israel. This was necessary to fulfil
the Law according to Deuteronomy. Thus, according to Jeremias, we see
that Jesus' execution on a festival was actually an argument in favour of
the Paschal chronology! The unfortunate aspect of this argument is that
Jeremias quite overlooks the fact that Jesus did not die alone, for two
robbers were crucified with Him, and robbery was not one of the categories
of crimes for which this special public execution was enjoined. So we
cannot derive much help from this source.
Nor did Jeremias record the whole of Rabbinic opinion here, for the
Mishnah states that there was a disagreement about this procedure, and
even in the case of a false prophet at least one ancient authority is
cited as saying that he thought such a person, should be put to death at
once, and the mere promulgation of the fact before all the people at the
1
next festival would fulfil the requirements of the Law.
BARABBAS OR CHRIST?
"Now at the feast he used to release unto them one prisoner, whom they
asked of him.,. and the multitudes went up and began to ask him to do as
he was wont to do unto them."
The simple and clear implication of this incident is that the festival
had arrived and Pilate had not yet accorded his traditional privilege to
the Jews. Therefore, being gathered together for the festival, they re¬
quested their privilege. It would have been importunate for them t© have
made such a request on the fourteenth of Nisan, even if they had been
1: Of), fit, |>f>. *2-4r. 3. Mark XV, L-8.
2: Tosh. Sank, xi, "1 : In any ci.Se it wat Hi* Roman* x not Hi* Jems uti. w«r* fc>
tXrry out execohin: anJ the Jews little Comf>oneK«n e«nj> loyinj others
to do by their jc»w. Til. i- ii).
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gathered as a people on that day, which they were not. On the fourteenth
they were about the business of preparation of their houses and sacrifices.
In would be on the first day of the festival, when the Law proscribed work,
and they were thus gathered in throngs in the city, that such an event
would have taken place. It is a small but definite point indicating the
Paschal nature of. the Last Supper.
SIMON OF GYRENE:
After Jesus had been condemned and scourged, and was making His way
to Golgotha, we read;
».. and they compel one passing by, Simon of Cyrene, coming from the
field, the father of Alexander and Rufus, to go with them that he might
1
bear the Cross."
The field (otypos) is quite a common expression in the New Testament
and Septuagint, where it is generally associated with agriculture.
Moulton and Milligan suggest that the best translation of the passage
x
here would be "coming from field labour". Now it has been suggested that
this fact too tells against the possibility of its being a festival, for
in that case it is claimed that Simon would not have been in his field.
Two further points emerge in addition to the telling arguments already
3
levelled against this contention however:
(1). As it was still early in the day (for Mark refers to the time
later, in verse 25,) it is possible that Simon was about certain tasks -
which were specifically allowed by the law on a festival. These were small
agricultural activities such as gathering-in produce that would otherwise
have been liable to despoilment by robbers, etc.. This might easily have
been Simon's reason for an early visit to the field, - and indeed any other
reason must account for his early return - why does he come back from the
5
field before noon?
t: Mark XV, 21.
JL: "Voc»b. of Sre«k N.T.* pb I". fc"7.
3< S>ee Jeremin■>, cifc, )>f>-+3-4.
4: Misb. Mo'ed tfah !,<>•
5; See C.J. Monte {lore., 'The tjoopKc ,
Vol. X, ff as-9.
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(2). Why is it that the Evangelist particularly mentions that Simon
is on his way "from the field."? also why Simon of Cyrene? and why mention
that he was a 'passer-by'? It would seem that there is something more
than the detail natural to an eye-witness behind this. The point is that
during a Jewish festival no Jew could be impressed for such a duty as
i
carrying the Gross without grave danger of a riot. Despite the throngs of
people, the Centurion must have been desperate for a solution short of
%
making one of his own men carry the degrading burden. Then suddenly he
catches sight of this man in working clothes who is obviously a non-Jew,
for his dark features and clothes proclaim that fact. Instantly he is
pressed into service, and in so doing begins on the road to the Cross
which is to bring him and all men to salvation -(we know this because his
two sons are mentioned and in such a way as to show that they were well-
known to the Church. The fact that both of his sons have Greek names,
also strengthens our conjecture that this Simon of Cyrene was not a Jew^
Thus in two further ways it is quite possible to account for Simon's
coming from the field, without making it necessary to question the fact
that the day was a festival occasion.
THE BURIAL:
"And when the evening was come, because it was the Preparation, that
3
is the day before the Sabbath,.." nkom&n
It was not the usual thing for the victims of^crucifixion to have their
bodies removed from the crosses on the same day on which they were executed.
A
This was not even the case if they had died by that time. This is the
reason why Mark, and the other Evangelists, seem to go out of their way
to give the exact chronology at this point. Tomorrow was the sabbath, most
sacred of all Jewish observances, and whereas it had been possible to have
See Joit^ov '• flohq. **iV, 9, mi ; Wars JoJ- IT, I, hi.
2. cf Salman > "Jews - Jeifva * pp. loo-iot , a|so Hiausrver : " J«iK ef Kautreth (»• 35l.
3: Mark. XV, 42
4*. Se« Monfsftore , c j>- cih, 379
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a crucifixion on a festival, it was unthinkable for the bodies to remain
on the crosses during the Sabbath. St. Mark tells us therefore that the
day of Jesus' death was a Friday (i.e.flyatfKeo^), and so we are able to
complete our picture of the chronology of the Passion. Jesus held His
Last Supper on what we would call the Thursday night, at the beginning of
the fifteenth of Nisan. The next day, the day of His death, was Friday
the fifteenth, and He was taken down from the Cross on that same evening,
before the commencement of the Sabbath, which fell on the sixteenth.
A diagram , combining Jewish and Roman chronologies, might help to keep
the picture of these events in our minds;
Crucifixion
A further question has been raised as to whether it was permissible
for a body to be buried on the day of the Feast, This can be answered in
the affirmative without any hesitation. The Torah strictly forbade that
a body be left on 'the tree' all night, but it must be buried the same
day.1 While the reference in the Old Testament times was undoubtedly to
persons hanged after stoning, and not to crucifixion (i.e. referring to
l
people executed by the Jews themselves) it would seem quite definite that
in Jesus' day the Jews applied the injunction to crucifixion. This is
surely clearly the testimony of the Gospels at this point, without any
further evidence.
There are in addition many Rabbinic indications however which confirm
that it was quite possible for a burial to take place on a festival.
3
In his summary of the Law on this point Friedlander compares the regulations
1: D«uh XXl" , 23.
2'- Wsh- Ssrib. vi, 4-t.
3: MisK- Sank. Yi, 5"^ T«t. Bex. £>(a). Wol
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concerning Sabbaths and Festivals;
"On the first day of a festival an Israelite should not be engaged in
the burial of the dead; but if it be possible for a non-Jew to dig the
grave and cut the board, or make a coffin, and also sew the shrouds if
necessary, then an Israelite is permitted to dress the body, also to warn
water and cleanse the body, also to carry it out and place it in the grave;
but filling in the grave should be done by non-Jews...
"If however one died on the first day of the festival, and it is possible
to keep the body until the following day without injury to health, it
is by far preferable to let it remain unburied until the second day of
the festival." 1
"On Sabbaths and the Day of Atonement no-one should be occupied in
attending to the dead, even through the agency of a non-Jew." l
The inference from the above Quotations is obvious - namely, that as
something of a burial was possible on a feast-day (and in this case with
the Sabbath following on the next day and so adding to thediate urgency
2
of burial, as all four Evangelists indicate) it is obvious that the course
taken in St. Mark's account was necessary and permissible.
THE RESURRECTION:
"And when the Sabbath was past, Mary„Magdalene and Mary the Mother of
Jesus and Salome bought spices that they might come and anoint him...
and very early on the first day of the week they come to the tomb when the
3
sun was risen..."
The fact that the women came with spices and ointments to tend to the
dead body suggests two things. First that it was impossible that Jesus
had previously been properly buried according to Jewish usages, for the
Law strictly forbade the re-opening of a grave unless with the special
4r
permission of the authorities. This leads to the second point, namely
that Jesus' body had simply been wrapped and put into an empty tomb and
sealed with a rock and left there until the Sabbath was past and the full
rites could be attended to. The obvious implication is that Jesus must
(But):
1: oji.eih, Vol. U, p2".
2.-. Matt. xxvi, 57-fcfe ^ fatallek.
John, xix, 36-42
3. Mark, xvi, 1-2.
4. cf. Oh0l.t 17. iff.
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have been buried at a time when such rites were inadmissible, in their
entirety - in other words it must have been a feast-day. If He had been
crucified and then buried on the day when the lambs were being sacrificed
in the Temple, as some critics have tried to make out from very early times,
then there is no ample explanation why the full burial rites were not
carried out initially.
CONCLUSIONS:
Thus once more we see that the overwhelming weight of evidence is in
favour of the fact that Jesus celebrated a normal Paschal meal on the last
night of His earthly life, and that it was during this meal that He instituted
the Last Supper.
Far from there being just one place where this chronology is found in
1
the Markan narrative, we have seen this suggestion to be found repeatedly
in many and varied incidents. On the other hand we have definitely not
found a single place where it has been necessary to try to explain away
formidable facts to the contrary, and all supposed arguments so far adduced
against the Paschal nature of the Supper have been shown to fall to the
ground.
It is however, necessary to conclude that throughout our analysis we
have been attempting to reconstruct the Jewish legal situation from widely
diverse matter and sources, and with Zeitlin we must admit at once that
such reconstruction is precarious because of our lack of authoritative
1
data. Yet it would be aven more precarious, on the other hand, to question
the records found in the Gospel accounts because of difficulties inseparable
from our imperfect knowledge of contemporary Jewish Law.
In any case there is ample evidence that the times were not noted for
1: fee F.C.BurkiH-, J.T.S., of cih
2: S. ZeiHin, op.cit, j>. 444.
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religious zeal to such a degree that we could assume that everyone was
prepared to abide by the letter of the Rabbinic law, even if we could
show that this existed as a codified legal system. The Mishnah, as we
know it today, had certainly not come into existence, and it is more than
likely that the common practice of the day was largely fluid, and still
very much a matter of the personal influence of the great teachers. The
ordinary people must often have despaired of trying to understand or to
keep its many vagaries - a fact Jesus noted and denounced to the sages.
It would be most unwise therefore, to question a compact and definite
body of evidence such as we find in this earliest of the Gospels, on the
flimsy grounds often chosen ty hyper-critics. For instance, while it is
A true that John tells us that the People would not enter the Praetorium
on the Feast-day, this was just as likely to arise from politico-religious
motives as from any purely pious considerations - for we saw earlier
that the Nazareth congregation had little scruple in attempting to hurl
Jesus down a precipice on the Sabbath. It is far more likely that exped¬
iency was a ruling motive in the actions of the authorities in such a
case as this, just as a sovereign freedom characterizes Jesus' own obser¬
vation (or rejection) of the minor Sabbath regulations.
Stronger evidence than the objections which have so far been raised
will have to be adduced therefore before any other than the Paschal
chronology need be devised.
III.
THE NARRATIVE OF ST. MATTHEW.
One of the most surprising things in New Testament criticism is the
scant attention paid to the Gospel according to St. Matthew, particularly
on a subject such as the one with which we are engaged. Critical exam¬
ination of the material has proved that Matthew not only used Mark - and
most probably in its present form - but that he also felt quite free to
adapt, delete and add to his material as he thought most appropriate.
This editorial activity can be seen clearly in the opening verses of the
Passion Narrative with which we are engaged,1 for here Matthew fills in
many parts of the Markan outline of events.
Now while "Matthew is a fresh edition of Mark, revised, rearranged
and enriched with new material", as Streeter puts it* this by no means
indicates that it can be set aside as meaning little more for critical
purposes than does its prototype - Mark. One can say too often, with
Burkitt, that "one cannot too much emphasize that the Passion Gospel of
3
Matthew is wholly based on Mark," On the contrary, it proves a most
valuable check on Mark, particularly with regard to all matters to do with
Palestine and things Jewish - for Matthew is by far "the most judaistic
4
of the Gospels.» Even where it can be shown that there is a tendency to
anti-Judaistic polemic in Matthew, this ia itself in a Christian writer
1: Matt, xxvi 2ff. ("cf. Mirk xiv, 1 -ff).t > v-
2: OpCttr., p-lSfc.
3: F.c. porkitt. J.T-S., of. c\t, J..293.
4*. Streeter) of-eih, f.Soo. cf. Montef.ore, of. cif. Vol I, "the author 6-f
Hw Gtsfxi of Matthe* affeart tav<r \>een t£ Jewish origin 1 u k hive keen
Jpectaify mferetted in the Jewish asj>ech of Christianity. "
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indicates the kind of criticism which comes most naturally to the heart
of one who has a great love for his people. Christianity reverses the
world's approach in such matters, and when "a man's foes are those of
1
his own household", such an attitude in Matthew does not argue against
the Jewish origins of the author*
Matthew is not only Judaistic, however, but it has never seriously
been doubted that it came from either Palestine or Antioch. While the
tradition connecting Matthew with Palestine stems from a single source,
as Streeter shows, this evidence has negative value in that it proves
that the Gospel did not originate in Rome or Asia Minor, but all early
commentators uniformly agreed in ascribing an Eastern origin to it.
Having ruled out Palestine because of his dating of the Gospel, streeter
3
finally fixes on Antioch as the place of writing.
It is known that after the fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70, Antioch
became even more than hitherto a centre of Jewish influence, and within
the Church there was a fierce struggle between Judaisers and the more
Catholic Christians, On Streeter's theory, the Document 'Q» was an
4■
original Gospel of the Antiochan Church, but after the arrival of a
copy of Mark from Rome, there came about a period of adjustment of from
ten to twenty years, after which the publication of Matthew represents
S
the "agreement of the main body of the Church of Antioch." Both on
this view, and on the more traditional one that Matthew originated in
Palestine, we have the picture of a version of St. Mark's Gospel which
had been thoroughly 'worked-over' in the setting of the Judaistic contro¬
versy of the early Church, while at the same time being augmented by
additions from 'Q' and other special sources.
i: MattX,3t». 4: 0|». cit, yio.
a: See: Ktyatn'ck :"lht vnji'n* of fte 6otj*l 5: " " v (> 5'5-
according fe> ft MalW" esj>ec. Chbpt
V» : " Hit «. Judaitrr) "
3. ft. •. Sbeehff oj-.cif., )>)>. 5ook., fo.S.S...
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It will be of the utmost possible value then for us to study the
changes that Matthew makes in the Markan narrative - for we can be sure
that Matthew not only had to pass the fiercest and often hostile examin¬
ation of Jewish scholarship, but also the more benign but none the less
exacting scrutiny of many people for whom the events described were still
vivid and sacred memories. We do well to remember in this connexion that
St. Matthew"s Gospel was very highly honoured by the Fathers, somewhat
to the eclipse of Mark even, and this may not entirely be due to the
fact that they considered Mark to be an inferior abbreviation of Matthew.
One aspect of the greater freedom and fluency of Matthew is style over
that of Mark's Greek can be seen in the former's preference for direct
speech wherever this was appropriate. This is first noticed, for our
purposes, in the verses beginning the Passion Story, in which a chronology
is given.
THE TIME-REFERENCE:
"You know that after two days it will be Passover, and the Son of
I
Man will be delivered up to be crucified." In this verse Matthew tells
us that it was Jesus Himself who drew attention to the fact that the
Passover was only two days off. This is most significant for it explains
why this section of the Passion narrative was so definitely dated in the
Gospels, and also shows that Jesus had the Passover in mind throughout
this period. It would seem that for Jesus the Passover was in some way
to be directly associated with the fact of His Messiahship; and indeed
with His whole Mission to men.
We notice that Matthew leaves out any reference to the Unleavened
Bread in this passage - a duplication hardly necessary for a Jewish
audience. He adds the detail of the name of the High Priest however.
1: WaH". >XV», rl^. 2
Then follows the story of the anointing at Bethany, with minor changes
from the Markan narrative, such as the omission of the name and value of
the ointment used. The tradition concerning the actions of Judas, on
the other hand, is given in greater detail, even including passages in
direct speech to depict the traitor's dealings with the Sanhedrists -
as though Matthew had obtained data from one who had been an eye—witness
1
of that scene. It is probable that such facts gradually became better
known as more and more priests and well-informed Jews were converted
to Christianity in the early years of the Jerusalem congregation.
A very significant change is made by St. Matthew to Mark's words;
3
"On the first day of Unleavened Bread when they sacrificed the Passover,"
In their place Matthew simply states.; "On the first day of Unlea^d Bread."
According to the argument of those who claim the accuracy of a special
'Johannine Chronology' it should have been this very part of this time-
reference that was omitted. The validity of Mark's combination of these
two facts has already been discussed, and it will be remembered that
it was these very words retained by St. Matthew that critics such as
S
Chwolson found to be un-Jewxsh. On the other hand there can be no
question ayt all that Matthew was referring to the 14th. of Nisan, for
his next words are quite unambiguous.
PREPARATION OF THE PASSOTER SEDER:
4
"Where do you wish that we should prepare for you to eat the Passover?"
The first thing that we notice about this time-reference is that to a
Jewish audience at the time of the writing of St. Matthew's Gospel there
was nothing incongruous in referring to the fourteenth of Nisan as "the
first day of Unleavened Bread". As the narrative proceeds we discover
that St, Matthew saw these particular events in quite a different perspec-
1; Matt, xxvi, 4-13 ; c£ Mark xiv, 3-9. Matf.xxvi, '7.
.. .. ,+.lh. 5: Sre above, Cha^.TT.
3: Mark Xiv, 11. & • X*V'» 17"
tive from that of St. Mark (or his source). It is very reassuring for
us here however that it is Matthew, with his pre-disposition towards the
miraculous and the supernatural, who gives us the most matter-of-fact
account of these events, which Mark had recorded as an instance of Jesus'
omniscience. Matthew seems to make it quite plain that there must have
been some prior arrangement by Jesus concerning the approaching Passover
celebration, and he therefore drastically edits the Markan account down
to the briefest details/ (it is very likely too that these added facts
came to light as Matthew pursued investigations into the history of the
apostasy of Judas - a sub-plot which greatly interested him - for the
secrecy of these arrangements seems to have been mainly necessary because
of the unreliability of Judas).
There is no equivocation here on the point of the chronology however,
for once more Matthew does not slavishly follow the Markan method, but
puts these words of Jesus into the direct speech in which he remembered
them: "My time is near; I will celebrate the Passover at your house."
Here is certainty, where Mark's version only indicates future intention
on the part of Jesus. Had Jesus been thwarted in His intentions, would
Matthew have ever made such a change as this from the Markan style?
Coming from a source such as St. Matthew's Gospel, these words therefore
constitute a really major factor in our discussion.
PROPHECY OF BETRAYAL:
The narrative of Jesus' prophesying His betrayal is virtually the
same in both Gospels, except that in each case there are added the details
of a different evangelist's point of view of the same event. The only
significant addition in the Matthean story is his record of an 'aside'
between Jesus and Judas, probably unheard, or in any case unheeded by
1: toaft. x*vi, 17-19 (tf. Mark X'V,
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the majority of the company. - (something we have already conjectured from
the Markan account, by the way). such an aaide, passing unnoticed at
the time, would only appear significant later as the full facts of the
betrayal were investigated. We who read the Gospel story in a later
age, often tend to overlook the fact that up to the appearance of Judas
at the head of the mob in the Garden of Gethsemane, his defection may
well have been unsuspected by the majority of the Disciples.
THE; INSTITUTION OF THE LORD'S SUPPER:
The meaning of the words with which Jesus instituted the Lord's
Supper will be discussed in detail in the second section of our study,
but it will be noticed that here too St. Matthew's account differs slightly
from the Markan one. On Matthew's indications Jesus' words over the
bread and particularly over the Cup could have been spoken as the elements
were in the process of being handed round, whereas St. Mark makes it
clear that he considered that the distribution came first. Matthew also
adds-: the words "Eat ye" after the command "Take ye", but this surely had
no significance other than revealing an attempt to give the fullest
account possible of all that Jesus said at this point.
Matthew's love for direct speech, which we have already noticed, may
well account for the change which he makes in the words over the cup.
where Mark has:
"After giving thanks he gave it to them and they all drank of it;
He said to them..."
Matthew reads:
1
"After giving thanks He gave it to them saying, "All drink of it..."
It is unlikely that there is any great significance ih this change, but
it is most likely that St. Mark, who seems to have been diffident of
i •, Matt. wvi,2.7 - rf. Mark Xiv,22.
using direct speech, possibly because of his inferior ability in writing
Greek, preferred the simpler 'running commentary' type of prose, joined
in the Semitic style by interminable 'and' clauses.
Even if it is agreed that the Markan account is the older from the
point of writing then, it may well be that St. Matthew's account preser¬
ves for us a more accurate description of the exact words used by Jesus
at this juncture.
Matthew's addition of the words "for the remission of sins" after
Jesus' interpretation of the Wine, as there is no hint of them in the
Markan account, may well be a theological gloss; but if so it is certainly
a very early one, going right back to the time of the composition of the
Gospel, for there is no manuscript evidence of any document where these
words are lacking. It seems hardly likely that Jesus would have spoken
these words, although it is of course possible that He Himself expounded
His own words here, but it is more likely that this is an expansion of
the words "which is for you", arising from within the living experience
of the writer. This will be discussed later, but at the moment it
will be sufficient for us to notice once more the definitely Paschal tone
of these words.
The words with which Jesus renounces the fruit of the vine are
l
almost identically parallel to those recorded by St, Mark.
THE NARRATIVE OF THE PASSION:
The Matthean Passion story follows the Markan chronicle very closely
indeed, with few significant changes from the point of our discussion.
A few fresh details are added by St. Matthew, and once again there is
direct speech to record Jesus' words to Judas (as also in the case about
1. Molt. **vi, 29 •• cf. MarkXiv,2S.
the use of the sword and the fate of those who resort to it). As
we have remarked, Mark's intriguing stoiy concerning the watching youth
clad only in a sheet who was nearly arrested in the Garden, is not to
be found in Matthew.1
It is most significant to find that Matthew adds the fact that
Caiaphas did not rely upon the evidence of witnesses, who could not
be made to agree, but himself sought to trap the prisoner into saying
something culpable?
"And the high priest said unto him; I adjure thee by the living
God, that thou tell us whether thou be the Christ, the Son of God."*
Jesus had no alternative but to answer under such duress, and so the
High Priest used illegal means to gain his end.
After the story of Jesus' delivery into the hands of Pilate,
Matthew gives further details in the story of Judas, furnishing us with
a vivid description (again including the use of direct speech) of the
end of the traitor.
In addition there is further material concerning the trial before
Pilate-; not found in Mark, much of which bears the same stamp as the
Judas cycle of narratives - namely that of a somewhat later tradition into
which much of the 'fey' has been introduced. An example of this is the
4
record of Pilate's wife's dream. It would seem that Matthew has a
special source for his record here, rather than a mere amplification of
Mark. This source was probably in the form of additional, unconnected
traditions than a continuous narrative however, and to this he turns in
order to smooth out the more obvious lacunae in Mark's style and matter.
1. Mark xiv, 5'-2.
2. Matt, xxvi^tj.
3. Matt, xxvii, 3-'o.
4: Matt. X*Vti, 9.
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THE BURIAL:
Matthew omits the incident of Pilate's surprise at the early death
of Jesus, probably because it was felt to be dangerous from the point of
view of apologetics - seeming to play into the hands of those who denied
the veracity of Jesus' death and resurrection. At first sight it would
also seem significant that he omits Mark's time-reference to the fact
that it was the Sabbath-eve, until we find that he adds a detailed chron¬
ology of his own which amply confirms the Markan one. He says: "Now on
the morrow, which is after the Preparation..."1 and proceeds to tell of
an incident unrecorded by Mark, again drawing upon his special sources
to amplify the point of the narrative, namely the request by the Jews
that Jesus' tomb should be sealed. He then continues into the story of
the Resurrection.
• THE RESURRECTION:
"Now late on the Sabbath Day, as it began to dawn towards the first
2
day of the week."
This seems a strange chronological statement for Matthew, for the
words translated "dawn towards" are the expression for the "dawning of
day" - . That this expression refers to the coming of daylight
is clearly born out from the context, yet on the facts of it Matthew could
be describing an evening commencement of a new day according to the
Jewish reckoning. Thus fluidity, and seeming over-lapping of Jewish
and Roman systems of reckoning must be born in mind when we discuss the
Markan dating too, for Mark more than Matthew wrote to be understood by
Gentiles, and Romans in particular.
SUMMARY:
In Matthew too then we have found a tight, unbroken chronology,
i-. malt. XXV'l *2.
2. « xxfiii, 1.
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agreeing in every respect with that of Mark, but adding a wealth of minor
detail in such a way that the Markan chronology is in no wiay imperilled
but even strengthened. Coming as it does from the centre of Jewish
criticism and the close examination of eye-witnesses, the Gospel'accord¬
ing to St. Matthew must be reckoned upon in many ways as a separate and
powerful witness to the veracity of the Markan account.
IV.
THE NARRATIVE OF ST. LUKE.
Leaving the synoptic accounts ol Mark and Matthew and taking up
that of St. Luke, one is immediately aware of standing on different
ground, and even of an exciting air of mystery. it cannot be within
our sphere to examine in every detail the question of the origins of
St. Luke's Gospel, and enter into the detailed evidence of the existence
of the primitive source which Streeter has called 'Proto-Luke'. As we
progress however we will find from both internal and external evidence
that there is good reason to accept such a theory, so far as it is poss¬
ible to judge from the indications of that part of the passion Narrative
which is our concern.
Assuming for the moment that in Streeter's and other accounts we
have what is substantially the truth about the origins of Luke, and that
this Gospel is based at least to some considerable degree upon a different
cycle of tradition from that behind Mark and Matthew - while at the same
time making use of 'Q' and later the Gospel according to St. Mark -
let us try to recapitulate the history of the primitive Church as far
as we can hope to know it. In so doing we must try to avoid mere spec¬
ulation as much as possible, and on the other hand we must pay particular
attention to the facts given us by Luke both in Acts and in the Gospel.
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We are shown the primitive Church coming into effective existence at
Pentecost, a Church alive with the sense of an ever-present, immanent
Lord, the conqueror of Death, and one who will come again as they had
seen Him go - on the clouds of Heaven. At the centre of the communal
life of this esoteric society of Christians there is a meal. The term
•Breaking of Bread' designates the special, religious nature of the meal.
Bruce says of the references to this meal in the Acts* "is the reference
here to the Eucharist, to an Agape, or to an ordinary meal? perhaps
to all three, if we are to gather from verse 46 that they took the
principal meal of the day in each other's houses, observing the Lord's
2
Supper each time they did so."
Whether the Eucharist is implied in these earliest instances of the
Breaking of Bread or not is not our immediate purpose however. It is
sufficient that we agree that at the high point of the fellowship of
the primitive Church there was some kind of table-fellowship - a mutual
3
meal or 'Breaking of Bread' . Even up until the early part of the
second Christian Century the position seems to have been such that Dr.
Swete could say: "It is evident that at the outset (of the 2nd. C.)
the Eucharist occupied a unique position in Christian worship. Indeed
it may be said to have from the first absorbed all the elements of
worship... at first there does not seem to have been any public office...
when the Church met for common worship, it came together to break the
4
Eucharistic Bread."
Leaving aside altogether the meaning which must be placed upon such
terms as "Eucharist" and "Eucharistic Bread", and also the question of
how this observance came about, we will for the present adopt the histor-
I*. Ads ii, 4l,4fc ; XX,7, II > XXYli > 35. 4: H8.5u.el>. J.T.S, Vol. in, )>/».Jltff.
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ical approach to St. Luke's Gospel in an attempt to discover and under¬
stand the divergences from the first two Gospels to be found therein.
All the earliest literature of the primitive Church is strongly
eschatological. In this early community they believed that history was
to be consummated within their earthly life span, and probably in the
very near future. They^ouite possibly believed that their meals together,
when they broke bread in the name of their Lord, not only brought His
risen presence vividly into their lives and fellowship, but also reached
forward in expectation to the short time hence when He would once more
sit at table with them, and they would take the broken Bread once more
from His beloved hands.
The emphasis in those days was thus on the two-fold fact of the
present recollection of the invisible, yet real presence of their Lord;
together with the even more thrilling expectation of His visible and
real return to their table. In the earliest period these two strands
must have almost completely over-shadowed the third factor (on which we
generally place so much emphasis today) namely the soteriological and
•memorial' -significance of the meal. This is only to be expected, for
how could Jesus' personal friends, they who had but recently eaten and
talked with Him in so many places since His Resurrection, feel any need
for a 'memorial' to Him?
But as the years went by, and as the evangelical movement began to
call forth renewed consideration of the full significance of His precious
Death and shed Blood, and as it became increasingly apparent that the
Parousia was not yet; and, most telling of all, as more and more Christians
came into the fellowship who had never seen Jesus after the flesh; other
emphases must have come almost unconsciously into prominence in this
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fellowship meal, and so into the very centre of their common worship.
It must be strongly emphasized at this point that it is a great
mistake to imagine that such a development meant that 'new' or 'later'
elements were added to the tradition. This is not the sense in which
the changing needs 'produced' developments in the worship and practices
of the Church. To suggest that the early additions to the Kerygma
and to the Liturgy and Tradition were in any way 'innovation' is to aim
an unwarranted blow at the heart of Christendom.
It is an entirely different thing however to admit that the Apostles,
when confronted with changing needs, would be continually recalling words
and deeds of Jesus which had hitherto been almost void of significance
to them, but which now appeared as the very keys to their problems.
No-one who has been through a time of great danger and excitement and
crowded incident in company with a party of men, and later, in more
calm surroundings, yarned over the details of that period, can fail to
appreciate the way in which the tradition and reports of the Passion
must have emerged. Memory would stir memory, incident would recall
incident, and in such a way, possibly throughout the entire life-time
of the Apostles, the detail and incident of the life and teaching of
Jesus would be built up.
At the same time however, the joyous Agape would come to mean less
and less to the growing Church, and more and more elucidation of its
real meaning and purpose would be called for from the Apostles and their
intimates. At one time it may hardly have been necessary to say a word
as the silent circle broke bread together, and each could be left with
his own precious memories. The two who had walked with Him to Emmaus
would never fail to hear their Lord's words and thrill in their hearts
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and souls as they had done in their own cottage. often the Twelve would
think of the meal beside the Lake after the Resurrection. Sometimes
their thoughts would be of the time when He had miraculously fed the
multitudes. So, in a great variety of ways, the most primitive Christian
circle would think of the Breaking of Bread.
The further removed from personal contact with the Man Jesus these
Christians were, however, the greater became the need to explain adequate¬
ly the reasons behind this observance. Some of the inevitable questions
that must have been put to the Disciples would have been?
"What did Jesus really do and say at the Last Supper?"
"Why do you attach so much importance to this fellowship meal?"
"Has this still anything to do with the Passover?"
"Did Jesus say we had to do it regularly?"
These and many other questions must have clamoured for answers.
But about this time in the history of the Church the very men who
could give authoritative answers were being separated, some by martyrdom,
others by the call of the world mission of the church to widespread
evangelism. Thus it is highly probable that over the next period
there would grow up slighly differing traditions and differing emphases
according to the experience and outlook of the authorities concerned,
particularly in different Churches. Fortunately we have had preserved
for us one of the very early records of this questioning and the type
of answer which was made by an Apostle.1 But there must have been others.
Luke's Gospel also points to this fact.
The very differences found in Luke from the closely-knit synoptic
accounts of Mark and Matthew force us to the same conclusion that streeter
has reached: It is unthinkable that with either Mark and/or Matthew
i. I Cor. xi, 2»-34.
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before him from the beginning, Luke could have produced the changes of
sequence and vocabulary which are so apparent in his Bospel. When the
parts of our Luke which can be traced to Markan sources are removed, we
find the outline of the connected, smooth-flowing narrative which influen¬
ced Streeter towards the Proto-Luke Theory. prom the superscription it
would appear as though Luke had set himself to collect and arrange
current traditions which he had verified and formed into a continuous
history for the use of Iheophilus / The indications are that Luke did
not write for a Church, that is not to make a record for public and
official use, so much as for his private patron or friend, who was poss¬
ibly not yet a baptized Christian.
The Anti-Marcionite Prologue to St. Luke's Gospel gives the following
account of the author: "Luke was an Antiochan of Syria, a physician by
profession. He was a disciple of the Apostles and later accompanied
l
Paul until the latter's martyrdom." Some scholars have suggested that
Luke was a family freed-man physician to a Roman personage of rank,
probably resident in Antioch, and that it was to this patron that the
3
histories were dedicated. This is a most possible explanation, but it
cannot as yet be proven, be that as it may however, the fact remains
that in Luke's Gospel we have to deal with the fascinating prospect of
a more or less personal account of the traditions current in the very
early years of the Church's life, and which had been investigated and
&o
sifted by one^hom recent scholarship has accorded a very high place
as a historian.
With these facts in mind we can now the more profitably turn to
the task of trying to discover what the primitive traditions edit/ed by
Luke taught about the nature and date of the Lord's Supper.
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THE 'MARKMT' INTRODUCTION:
Luke's story of the Passion begins with a development rrom Markan
sources of the circumstances leading up to and including the preparation
of the Passover Supper/ This is slightly modified by way of explanation
to enable a Gentile the better to understand its meaning, For instance
Marks sentence: "It was Passover and the Unleavened Bread after two days"
is neither good enough Greek nor clear enough sense for Luke's purpose, so
he says: "The Feast of Unleavened Bread which is called Passover drew
near." Mark's expression is by far the more Jewish, but there is in the
Lukan introduction a slight air of aloofness which could mean that it was
written for one who preferred to be unassociated with the Jewish usages
in any way. It must not be supposed that Luke is tampering with the
chronology here however, and Geldenhuys declares that "the majority of
modern critics (e.g. Montefiore, Luce, Easton, Strack-Billerbeck) agree
1
that Luke is here correct in calling the whole Festival the Passover."
The point of our observation is not this however, but that a Jew usually
moved from Passover to the Feast of Unleavened Bread, not vice-versa, as
Luke's mind moves.
In Proto-Luke the stoiy of the anointing of Jesus , if it refers to
the same incident as that referred to in the first two Gospels, occurs
much earlier in Jesus' ministry, and is wanting at this juncture. Unlike
Matthew, Luke tells the story of the traitorous action of Judas in going
to the Sanhedrin,in a condensed form, admirably paraphrased in such a way
as to convey the main features of the narrative without calling too much
attention to the sub-plot. It will be noticed that the motive introduced
by St. Luke is that "Satan entered into the heart of Judas" <- thus lifting
the whole incident from a common defection by a Jew (with which a Roman
1: Luke X<" , 1-/3. 2. [>S46.
3: cf. Jos'ejjfi'js *K«ri Tor w/ov Ttjs t«y 'a^A'-°v eyr'v r Vyofti."
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officer could not but feel great repugnance) to the level of a titanic
struggle between Good and Evil. 1
Luke continues to follow the Markan tradition closely as he describes
the preparations for the Passover, and at each point of technical Jewish
usage there is the little aloof note of explanation such as we have already
noticed. "And the Day of Unleavened Bread arrived, on which the Passover
2
must be sacrificed", he says (retaining the double Paschal time-reference
or Mark without any sense of embarrassment, be it noticed). It is of
interest too to notice that he speaks of the victims as the Passover, rather
than the period - preferring to refer to that as the time of Unleavened
Bread.
with verse fourteen however Luke's own early authority takes over from
the Markan, and there is very little if any dependence upon Mark for the
3
remainder of the Passion narrative. Many fresh facts and side-lights are
introduced to what we already know from the traditions of Mark and Matthew.
Erom this point onwards it is necessary to treat St. Luke's account as an
entirely separate source, and to discuss matters of text and development
before attempting a comparison with the other two Synoptics.
ST. LUKE'S NARRATIVE OF THE LAST SUPPER:
Since the majority oi commentators are unanimous that with verse
fourteen St. Luke begins to draw on another source from that used in the
previous verses, it is interesting to note that the first words of this
new source are: "... and when the hour was come He took His place with the
Disciples..." The meaning of ore c^/vfro q is clearly a reference to
the fact that the time-reference in the previous verses had been fulfilled,
in that the hour for the celebration of the Passover was at hand. In the
light of Burkitt's contention that the Synoptic Paschal time-references all
1: Cf. ojj.c.'K, Vet If, ?)>■
3: See St"reefer, c)h( [>(/•
2. Luke XXU, 7.
A. Liikt XXM, 14.
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stem from a single point in the Markan tradition, this aspect is partic¬
ularly important.
After this introduction we are immediately in the environment of
this indicated Paschal Supper. Luke does not record the whole of the
words spoken in the rite of the Passover Seder, such would not only have
been redundant to Jewish readers - if there were any such - but a misleading
consideration for a non-Jew. There were sufficient Judaistic influences
in the early church without making any reference here which might connect
the Christian with the Jewish festival in any permanent way.
Many ingenious attempts have been made to get round the words of
Jesus: "I have greatly longed to eat this Passover with you before I suffer."
Some have declared that this means the Feast of the Passover is still in
the future, and that Jesus is here lamenting His inability to be present
3
with the Twelve when that occasion arrives. Such a suggestion is a piti¬
ful detraction from the lowly but imperious Christ as He masters every
tiniest detail of the chronology of the Passion - even to the smallest
details connected with His death and burial in a new tomb where His body
4*
would be undisturbed throughout the Sabbath. These and all the other aspects
of the Master's timing are contrary to this suggestion of His being thwarted
5
in a deep desire of His heart. Is it to be taken then that this Supper
is a kind of second-best affair, and that He would rather it had been a
Passover? Why? When Burkitt's suggestion is thus investigated it appears
for near nonsense in the light of all that we know of Jesus and the tremen-
dous importance of this mid-point in the whole process of history.
Moreover Luke has so clearly held the paschal conception of this
occasion that it is unthinkable, from what we know of his ability as an
editor, that he should have thrown in a disrupting factor here without
ifc 3: F.C.BurkiH"; v"/ Tk (f9oi) />/>• Jfcf - 71 •• " I believe Hit worit be an e*j>»e>si'en 0f Ji£aj>}»inW>.h.
2: X*ii, IS. 4-: Vine. Taylor: j>.222.
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any kind of comment or explanation. What could such an interpretation
as Burkitt's have meant for Theophilus, who probably 'couldn't have cared
less' about a Passover as Passover?
, If Jesus would rather it had been a Passover, shouldn't we then begin
to work out why? and from there all kinds of speculation about the theo—
logical significance of Passover to the mind of Jesus would emerge, without
the sublime distinctions of the Last Supper, and we would place scholarship
in a most invidious position.
On the contrary, all the indications are that this was quite a different
kind of remark by Jesus, indicating His intense satisfaction at the con¬
summation of His Ministry and Mission, as well as of the preparation and
training of the Disciples. With this unbaring of His innermost feelings
to the Twelve He begins the meal and sets the tone of the Supper from the
very beginning.
LONG TEXT OR SHORT TEXT?
We now come to one of the major critical problems of this part of
our discussion. Manuscript evidence indicates that there are two versions
of the Lord's Supper in Luke's Gospel, The one in our English Authorized
Version - the Longer account - is read by the Received Text and is found
in most current translations, as it is found in the vast majority of the
ancient authorities. There is however an important group of Manuscripts
which give us a 'Shorter' version of the Institution, having the reverse
sequence of Cup - Bread, and ending abruptly at what we now call verse 19a.
with the words: "This is My Body." This Shorter Text has often been
claimed to be the older and therefore has been taken to be the most authen¬
tic Lukan text - mainly because no explanation even bordering on probability
has yet been adduced to account for an author's deletion of the remaining
5i
words of Jesus,
The Short Text is read by one of the three oldest pre-Byzantine Greek
texts - Codex Bezae »d», by certain Old Latin European MSS, and by two of
the Syriac MSS (with divergent additions).
Because it seems impossible to explain, even on the impressive grounds
submitted by Jeremias, how the Long Text came to be abbreviated into what is
now the Shorter Text - especially as the deletion causes a major change in
our conception of the sequence of Bread - Cup to be underlined - it would
seem to be the better course to begin with the Short Text.2
Without committing ourselves to a necessary acceptance of Hort<s
arguments for the more primary origins of the Short Text, it is interesting
to see how well this version can be fitted into a reconstruction of the
living situation of the primitive Christian community. The first thing
necessary is for us to reconstruct the scene of the Passover Seder, and
to fill in as much as possible from the known words and actions of the
Jewish rite, and to see how the Gospel account fits in.
THE PASSCWER SEDER THROUGH LUKAN EYES:
We can picture the Disciples coming into the lamp-lit Upper Room
which had previously been prepared for the occasion, and taking their places
around the low table. As the seating at any ceremonial meal was always
a matter of seniority3 (as Jesus Himself indicated in one of His parables)4"
it is likely that there would have been some little discussion about this
matter before they were set. Where would Judas sit? Where Peter? Our
record is so sketchy that we must pass over this point for the present.
Since Jesus had so greatly looked forward to this occasion there must
have been a great deal He wanted to say andjio that evening. Of this the
Synoptics tell us very little indeed. We can imagine however that what
1: Stt Hortf ! "Hit N.T. Greek" (W.* O Vel" !!•/ t'b3-
Z: See Jeremiu o|>. dr., t»f- SSft- Shwhtr, of>. c», f|>- 142, ?S3(V«), disc e<V-
3: tderslieim , . elf"Vol. ?, pp. 49aft.
^
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transpired would be especially sacred and private to those present. This
was no public gathering of the friends of Jesus, but the carefully chosen,
'inner core' of His Church. What Jesus had to say would rightly be jeal¬
ously guarded from profane ears in the days that lay ahead, and it is far
from surprising that there should have been large gaps in the narrative,
only to be filled-in in anything like a satisfying way by the last of the
four Gospels to be written. The very earliest accounts of what took place
in that Upper Hoom must have been very sketchy indeed.
Equally important in this regard was the fact already commented upon
that the primitive Church daily and hourly expected the Parousia.1 After
the joy of the Resurrection and their experiences of the risen Christ, and
after the thrilling baptism of the Spirit at Pentecost, the Disciples must
have felt very differently about many of the things which took place before
the Crucifixion, and far removed from the depths of agony and pathos of
this terrible, yet mystically exalted last evening. For a long time, even
for years possibly, they would have found it hard to connect the two exper¬
iences.. With His return daily expected, such concerns as "do this in memory
of Me" must have been well-nigh meaningless, for in those first days the
Cross had largely been replaced by the glory of the empty tomb. It was
only the influx of new converts and the growing delay in the Parousia, and
even their own need to renew personal acquaintance with their Master, which
began to call forth the remembrance and recognition of the fullest signif¬
icances of the Last Supper.
Even when the growth of the Church brought a clamour by thoroughly
trustworthy and mature Christians for every detail of Jesus' words,
and so caused the Apostles to disclose more and more of what might be called
the 'esoteric' teaching of Jesus, there must always have remained an Apos-
V. W.Manfon: "IKc Epistle fe fee H«i>W 0>Si) p-5»:" The «. ill tie.V foliowrrj
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tolic reticence about the deepest, and particularly about the most painful
memories of that Last Supper.
Luke on the other hand has passed on to us, however, the fragments
of tradition which were current in the very earliest days of the Church.
For; before any complete Gospel bearing the imprimatur of Apostolic approval
was available to the Church, this young well-educated Gentile Christian
with a particular flair for historical research had pieced together a
collected narrative and had carefully fitted into place the sayings of
Jesus as current in the Church's teaching (which we now call 'Q'). For
those who were even roughly familiar with the facts of the earthly life
of Jesus, »Q» must have been sufficient for all practical purposes in the
very earliest period. Together with a more detailed account of the Passion
and Resurrection, these sayings would clearly form the backbone of the
Church's teaching material. Whether in the first place these sources
were in a written or oral form makes little difference, for it is almost
impossible for a modern man to understand the accuracy and capacity of
the primitive memory for such facts in a world which was comparatively
bare of our more developed organs for the dissemination of news and views..
With the second generation of christians however, and as the details
of the earthly life of Jesus became less and less known - to say nothing
of the tendency towards a growth of fictitious legend - there would arise
a clamour for an authentic or authorized tradition. It was this demand
which gave rise to Proto-Luke - just as elsewhere it occasioned a young
Jew to record the sayings of his leader, St, Peter. This process of
establishing authentic written histories would become especially important
as martyrdoms and the rise of spurious legends threatened the very exis¬
tence of the true faith.
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THE EARLIEST LAST SUPPER NARRATIVE:
So we must try to imagine the atmosphere in the Upper Room as silence
fell upon the company, and Jesus rose in His place to begin the ancient
rite of the Passover Seder. It is well-nigh impossible to think that Jesus
simply took the first cup and began upon the prescribed liturgy without
comment. We do not know what else He might have said, from the Synoptic
account, but at least it seems highly probable that the words already
discussed concerning His great desire for this Passover would have been
spoken at this point. As He bent over the low table to take up the first
l
of Kiddush Cup, Jesus may well have paused for a moment and said simply:
"I have greatly longed to eat this Passover with you before I suffer,
for I tell you I will never eat the Passover again until it is fulfilled
1
in the Kingdom of God."
There would be a deep silence as something of the significance of these
words began to sink into the hearts and minds of the company. What could
He mean by the 11 fulfilment" of the Passover? Was the end of the world at
hand then? If so, why the gloom of death gathering in the shadowy corners
of the room? This and many other questions must have flooded in upon that
little company - but Jesus passes on to the familiar Blessing over the
first Cup;
"Blessed art thou, 0 Lord our God, King of the Universe, who createst
the fruit of the vine."
Jesus speaks slowly over the Cup and then passes it to the others,
saying:
"Take this and distribute it among yourselves; for I tell you I will
never drink again of the fruit of the vine until such time as God's Kingdom
3
ccmes,"
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Once again the sense of impending disaster lowers over the table at
Jesus* words, and all present know that they are witnessing the passing
of much that had become the very foundation of their lives. Whether it
was the Old Age dying, or their beloved Master, or whether Death was to
claim them themselves, they could scarcely have said; but somehow all three
factors were strangely mixed in their experience.
After all had partaken of this Kiddush (or Sanctification) Cup, the
next thing was for Jesus to take a small portion of the lettuce or herbs,
dip them in salt water, and eat them - as did each of the others. Next
He would take the middle cake of unleavened Bread, and give thanks over it,
' saying:
"Blessed art Thou , our Father in Heaven, who bringest forth bread
from the earth."*
This loaf would then be broken in halves, and one half set aside for
later use (the Aphikomen). It was the tradition that the Master of the
house should interpret this bread in terms of the afflictions of the
Israelites in Egypt, but the Disciples had by now fully realized that this
was no ordinary Paschal observance, and this would have been further
emphasized if it was at this juncture that Jesus said, in handing around
i
a token piece of this broken Bread, "This is My Body."
From the Lukan account it is not possible to tell whether it was
at this juncture, or immediately before the main meal, when the Aphikomen
was handed round, that Jesus spoke these words of Institution. perhaps
the point was not even clear to the author at this stage of the growth of
the tradition.
This is not the point at which we will discuss the meaning of these
words of Jesus, but we must notice in passing the preparation of the minds
of the Twelve which preceded them.
1:: oj^cib, p-HS ■
2- See. B • 9«ra. 46 a ,
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Unmasking the betrayer:
According to Luke's Shorter Text Jesus abruptly turned from these
words to exclaim:
"But the hand of my betrayer is on the table beside me..."1
Thus Luke indicates that Judas was present at the table throughout the
celebration oi the Sacrament, and it would seem that -this crowning hypo¬
crisy drives Jesus to unmask him, and so, we gather, send him out to do
his terrible work.
The question to be raised here is whether Luke is following a trad¬
itional narrative or simply combining a number of incidents handed down
separately. This latter seems the better solution, for there are many
points to be accounted for in addition to this strangely reported version
of the Last Supper. It would seem that the Mark/Matthean chronology
or the unmasking or Judas is the more natural, as the words and deeds of
the more solemn part of the meal, especially those to be studied later in
the Johannine tradition, make it difficult to believe that Judas was present
when they were spoken. In addition there follows in Luke a story about
contention between the Disciples as to seniority. We must again ask whether
this is a likely chronology, coming after such a moving and humbling ex¬
perience as this Supper - or whether it would not have been better placed
earlier, in connexion with seating arrangements at the outset of the meal.
This latter view is greatly strengthened when the story was finally disclosed
by St. John about Jesus' washing the feet of the Twelve.
It might be stressed to considerable advantage then, that at this
point Luke, writing as yet before the advent of any connected Apostolic
evidence concerning the chronology of the events of the Supper, is doing
his best to piece together fragments of traditions which he had checked
1: tuke.xvii, 21.
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individually, but for which he had been unable to obtain any authoritative
sequence. Goguel goes further and declares that the dispute about pre¬
cedence among the Disciples was a transposition by Luke of a much earlier
incident, which Matthew had placed quite differently.1 it is not necessary
however to go a3 far as that. It is quite sufficient to say that Luke
puts together here a number of unconnected last Supper incidents, and that
the time when he did so must have been very early indeed, well before the
emergence of Mark or Matthew as we know them today.
THE SHORTER TEXT AND ACTS:
Taking the Shorter account of the Lord's Supper as we have reconstructed
it in the framework of the Passover Seder, we find other evidence that there
was a period when this was about all that was known in the primitive Church
concerning the Supper, This evidence is found in the Acts of the Apostles?
Here too it is apparent that there is no 'developed' reconstruction of the
3
. acts of Jesus in the Upper Room. Instead there is found the record of a
joyous 'family meal' with the accent on the 'Breaking of Bread'. The
Cup is not mentioned at this stage, and this may be for a variety of reasons.
Most obvious is the fact that wine was used only infrequently in Palestine,
4.
and often only at ceremonial occasions, especially among the poorer classes.
Also the Church, waiting for the coming of the Lord, was still bound fairly
5
closely to the Jewish cultus, as Dr. W. Manson has recently emphasized.
Again, it must have been almost impossible for orthodox Jews to conceive
of the significance of Jesus' words about the drinking of His Blood - even
in the sense in which Jesus meant them - without a good deal of abhorrence.
Zeitlin has drawn attention to the fact that the Jews so 'abhorred blood'
that they amended the Law of sprinkling the blood of the Paschal Lamb on
7
their houses.
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Again such experiences as that or the two Disciples at Emmaus indic¬
ates that the chief thing which they sought in the Breaking of Bread - naraelj
the real presence of their Lord at table with them - had already been
experienced at a very ordinary supper and at the moment of breaking the
bread. The miraculous meal with the five thousand, as well as the several
resurrection meals with the risen Lord, would add strength to this convict¬
ion. Hence it would only be with the need for stress on the soteriological
® i-S^iiicance of the shed Blood of Christ that the words and actions of
Jesus over the cup would emerge as a necessary part of the Sacrament.
With all these considerations in mind then, it would seem at least
probable that in the Shorter Text of Luke's Gospel we have preserved for
us a very early synopsis of the thinking and tradition of the primitive
Church, say from within the first decade of its existence.
WHENCE CAME THE SHORTER TEXT:
So far we have tentatively assumed the priority of the Shorter Text
of the Last Supper narrative, but the task remains of explaining the
existence of the Longer Text in all M5S.j with the exception of Codex
Bezae 'D', the Old Latin Manuscripts ('a, d, ff2, i, 1, b & e)together
with Syrcur & Syrsin.'
The first thing that strikes us about these Shorter Text authorities
is that they represent a fairly well-defined geographical area, according
to the reconstruction of the source-districts of the early MSS by scholars
1
such as Streeter. Thus 'D', the Greek MS, is the primary authority for
the area of Western Europe which includes Italy and Gaul, and Streeter
gives 'a' and 'b» as the secondary authorities for this same locality, with
ff2, i and 1 and others as supplementary authorities for the same area.
The MS 'e» is a translation of Codex E2 (Laudianus) in which the Greek
text is akin to that of »D', while «d», of course, is the Latin text of
1; 0j>- tit, p* JOB,
I;
the bilingual MS Bezae 'D'. On the other hand, the two Syriac MSS are
regarded as the two chief authorities for the local text of Antioch.
Thus the story of the evolution of the Shorter Text of Luke begins inside
a fairly well—delined area of the world of the primitive Church. Any
explanation of the changes in these texts will therefore have to take
cognisance of this fact.
Assuming that it is agreed that Luke, the author of our Gospel, was
also the author of the 'Acts of the Apostles' — or at the very least of
the second half of it, the next clue to be followed is to try to discover
where he was known. If we look through the surviving letters of St. Paul,
for instance, it is interesting to note that Luke is mentioned in three
of these Epistles, namely in Colossians, Philemon and II Timothy. The
striking thing about this is that all of these letters are connected with
the same geographical area. Both Philemon and II Timothy were written
to Asia Minor, and it is highly probable that Philemon lived in Colossae;
and Timothy, when at Ephesus as leader of the Church there, would have been
near to Colossae (perhaps he even had oversight of that Church). In any
case Timothy had known Luke from earlier contact with him. Thus we may
begin with the tentative suggestion that Luke and Acts stem from an area
in Asia Minor in the vicinity of Colossae - or else from Antioch. This
latter suggestion finds equal support from the above facts, because it
appears that Antioch was a base from which missionary work proceded into
Asia Minor from very early times, Well before St. Paul made his first
%
missionary tour.
Turning to the Acts of the Apostles there is immediately one thing
in favour of this:
i-. Siee F.E Bruce, cih, fj>.l-ff.
2: Sot Cel. i (i-g) ft 1 OsftJdc.
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THE DESTINATION Ok LUKE AND ACTS:
A considerable amount of 'negative' evidence is available when one
reads through the Acts of the Apostles asking at the mention of each city:
"Could fheophilus have lived here?" Space cannot permit a record of all
the facts of such an examination, but let it suffice to say that one by
one the cities can be ruled out, to leave alone of the places mentioned
the two primary cities of Jerusalem and Antioch. Jerusalem is most doubt¬
ful, and from other considerations, especially in connexion with the
destination of the Gospel, it can be set aside.
Whereas all the other large Churches are mentioned in Acts.,
the one at Colossae is not, and the reason for this may not simply be that
St. Paul never visited there - to our knowledge. On the contrary, Luke
must have known a good deal of the early history of Christianity in this
Church, yet he makes no mention of the fact, which could be explained by
the destination of his histories being a home in that city. Again, if Luke
wrote the Gospel and Acts to edify a person or a household on what had
been happening in the growth of Christendom, it is highly probable that
either this person lived in a locality not visited by the Apostle Paul,
and so was in need of such information, or else the recipient was one
excluded by his rank from mixing with the early christian community in his
own area until such times as he should be thoroughly convinced and willing
to throw in his lot with them. In this latter case Theophilus ^high-
ranking Roman official, might have lived in such a city as Antioch and
still have been ignorant of a great deal of what went on or was common
knowledge in the local church.
THE SOURCE OF LUKE AND ACTS:
The earliest mention of St. Luke, apart from the instances already
6%
noted in the Pauline correspondence, is a tiny reference in some of the
ancient authorities for the text of Acts xi,27 where the reading is:
"In those days prophets came down from Jerusalem to Antioch; and there
was a great exultation; and when WE had assembled..."
Commenting on these words, Dr. W, Manson says; "These words, if gen¬
uine, would give us a »We» passage of earlier date than any of those (gen¬
erally accepted)# But the reading is doubtful. We cannot build securely
on such foundations. Nevertheless the Antiochan extraction of Luke may
2
be regarded as highly probable."
In addition to the evidence adduced by Dr .Manson in favour of this
view, we could add here;
(1). The language used by Luke in telling of the events in Antioch is
most probably that of an a local inhabitant who had been an eye-witness.
Note especially the verbs underlined:
"...he came to Antioch and saw..." (xi,23)
"So Barnabus went off (from Antioch) to Tarsus, to look for Saul,
and on finding him he brought him to Antioch." (xi,25-6).
"During these days some prophets came down from Jerusalem to Antioch."
(xi,27).
"Barnabus and Saul returned from Jerusalem, bringing with them
John Mark." (xii,24.)
(2). The details of names, incidents and speeches, as Dr. Manson
mentions, is amazingly complete as soon as Luke speaks of Antioch. In
addition to this we might notice that he carefully describes the way in
which Antiochan Greeks were first evangelized, making us wonder whether
3
he was among their number.
(3). The language already noted above suggests that Luke stayed on in
Antioch when Saul and Bamabus went first to Jerusalem, but also possibly
suggests that Luke went with Paul on his first missionary journey.
1; »r W. HawflU > T.aveller * Kornn GK«„", I'M'0ff-
2: "Ike. Gb*J>e! of Luke" (Me*a* • M*'*- Efr- *,vCC> °f-c'N
3: Luke, xi, JO-14-.
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In addition to the eye-witness details of Acts xiii, 9-12, we would espec¬
ially notice xiv, 19: "Then jews from Antioch arrived..."
(4). It is also noticeable that the verbs in xiv,26-7 are different
irom those mentioned in (1) above, for here it seems that Luke was not
present in Antioch when these things took pla.ce, but was away with Paul
in Asia. On their return the tone again suggests his personal presence,
when certain individuals "came down from Jerusalem." 1
Antioch we know was one or the most important centres of the early
Church, and it is almost certain that others than St, Paul had gone out
from thence on missionary journeys. We know that there was some kind of
evangelical work being carried out in Europe and Asia Minor before St, Paul's
first journey there, certainly in regard to Rome and Ephesus, and it is
at least probable that this was true of other places on the route to
2
these cities, such as Colossae.
The hypothesis which is suggested so far is that St, Luke was a
resident of Antioch with some kind of connexion with Asia Minor, either
because he had been born there, practised medicine there, or had gone there
as a Christian missionary. Theophilus may either have been a Roman patron
of rank for whom Luke wrote, or even one to whom Luke had been personal
3
physician, and who lived either in Antioch or Asia Minor.
Remembering then the evidence from the textual authorities, it would
seem that there is mutual support here. Streeter says: "There is a
certain amount of evidence that in the second century the text used at
+
Ephesus was akin to that found in »D» and in the European Latin." Thus
with the Syriac evidence we have been able bo narrow down the field very
considerably, and the two facts emerge together, namely that the Shorter
Text of the Last Supper narrative stems from an area where we may first
1: Uke XV, 1. 3: See A.T. foiertjron •• "St kuke fte Hif/Wan
1-. lee 15) Rom.i, IS. **■ of. cU., j>f>.fc9-7o.
6 4-.
expect the Lukan tradition to become known.1" Thus giving us an added
reason for assuming the earlier date of the Shorter Text.
tseiore proceeding any further with such an assumption however, it is
necessary to look more closely at all the available evidence, including
that of the whole of the Bezan text of Luke. This may prove very little,
for it is quite possible that a very old tradition concerning the Lord's
Supper could be incorporated in a fourth century MS alongside a much later
and more developed tradition concerning other matters, it is valuable
however to make such an examination*
COMPARING THE BEZAN AND WESTERN TEXTS OF LUKE:
Apart from minor alterations and differences, for the scribe who
2
copied out the text of 'D' was notoriously careless, there are seventeen
principal places of divergence between what Hort called the Neutral Text
(mainly K& B) which we will refer to hereunder as 'N' and the Western
Text principally represented by 'D' which we will refer to as 'W'.
The following is the list of these divergences as given by Sir. F.
3
Kenyon, and where Bezae 'D* differs from 'W' as he gives it, this fact is
indicated in footnotes:
(1) Luke iii,22:
N: <J"o t\ o utoa /too o 5y<*Tirjros , ev <foi eu£okrjtfot.
(Thou art my beloved Son with whom I am well pleased.)
^9-
W: ulos julou e't eytb df]/aepov ytycvvi^Katft.
(Thou art my Son - today I have begotten thee.)
(2) Luke v, 10,11:
N: ou.o'ioi>s Se. Mi laKu)£ov Kai Iwoiy/nv uioos ItfttS&ioo, oi
(...so were also James and John, sons of Zebedee, which
mroiv koivwVoi Tu> jmi e'tne Vfios rov £iua>v<x 0 Irjff&us
were partners 'of Simon. And Jesus said unto Simon
irn d>o$oo' otho Too y3v av&PtofJoos e<m k<j(i KdTscyotYovres
Fear not; from henceforth thou^r shalt catch men. And when
i. rj. bMW, Mi: "TKeUm. of the C*™) » aU9
foWo-jric Htwen Vllh Anhoct «■ £pkes«y--
2: See S"cnve.«r :Bezae Code* CwihV»^«nsts C'6t^- h*lv' c W*
3. "flip. Wetfern i» He Gos^eis fr Ach" (lyjo), Pf.g-7-
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Tot rr^oiot £7?i Trjv yi]Y, iotnolVToi nt<oAooPri<ro< «'uTaj.
they had brought their boats to land, they left all and followed him.)
W: ndWY <5e Koivtovoi <*orou IdKvfios mi luteins vioi Ze£e£<x(ou
(James and John were his partners, the sonfe of Zebedee, and
o be einev aoTots, Seore K«t yurj ylyeirSc S^/elshe said to them, Come, and do not be fishers for fish
you-jiTM /oro 0/A.Ss SLeis avP^tdnwy., of 6e KKouVorrrtsfor I will make you fishers of men. And when they heard (it)
noivrix em ms yas, ic«i nKo^ou&oflav rifono.
they left everything on the ground and followed him.')
(3) Luke v,!4;
.N: e's jatipTopios worols.
(for a proof to them (the people).
m c/ » / T C . 2 . \ >, a.v ■>/ >Ws ivol eis /uxprvptov rj upuv t5oto" o 5fe e|jeA9co<r, rjp^xro
(so that this should be a proof to you. And he went out and began
•fqpo<r<reiv • • * M[ rjAQev n<x^«v e's Kdytecpv*.oo^t,,
to preach... and he came again to Capernaum.)
(4) Luke vi,4:
W: Has the addition of:
?
Trj ofaTfj %p-€p<* Qeatrisuevos riv* ^Ay«:jo«£Yov "Ho iorA&YTto, title*
(dn the'same day, seeing someone working on the' Sabbath, he said
albTU> , 61 lieV o'JclS Tl VOieTs, /idKOtpiOS £1 J
to him, Man, if indeed you know what you are doing, you are blessed,
e\ Se /Arj <n5«*s, eniKHTt/ioaroi koo notpa.dMtvjs ei Too




N: TO KdSsos otKoSo/xncrOd' oiuTqV.
(because it was well built.)
W; TtOeuelurro y*f> hi) Tnv mrooi*.




1 : yeivti&* ~ & ■
2 * v tt««V — ^
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Wj en£Tiy*n<rev iloTois i(yi eiritv, Ooh oiScnTe Tioiov xiveujuaCTos
(he rebuked them and said you do not know what manner of Spirit
£tfre uf-eis ' ( 6 yatp v»os rou dvQiionou ouk vfify yftovals ivfytothovyou are of (for the Son of Man came not to.destroy men's lives
ocUol fuSdt.)1
but to save them.)
(7) Luke xi, 2-k:
N: Has the Shorter Version of the Lord's Prayer.
I/V: Has the longer.
(S) Luke xit 35-6;
N: <TKo-nfi o&v jiti to <f>£is <re.
(Look therefore whether the light give thee light.)
W; £\ owv to <fZ>s To 2v «Toi (fKoros, Tb tfKOTos vo&o*;(if then the light which is in thee be dark, how great is the darkness!)
(9) Luke xi, 53-4;
N: Kv<€i8ev €£eA£ovTos vuroo ipjfavTo o* M.u.oiTe'is Ke/i o\(And when he was come out from thence the Scribes and the Pharisees
4>w«><re?Toi <5eiyws 6ve-\6iv k£i ocno<rrou.oiTf^e>v «ut6v n^iset themselves violently- against him ana provoked him to speak of
TlXflDV(OV, lie€pe6osre$ oarrov, <9rj^euffoi' ti ~€k Too 6tou.vltos aCuTOU-.
many things; laying wait for him, to catch something out of his mouth).
W: keyovtos 6l TxvTai Titos tfuroos 6v<6tkov VXvtos Tbo ^olou,
(When he had said these things to them before all the people, the
ftpJiotvT© o' (btxpKFtxioi kki oi vofitKoi SeivSs extiv Kon
Pharisees and the lawyers began to set themselves violently*against
tfVyu^<*aae»v auru) Tital 7T^e»ovwv, 5itoUit£s aec(o?/*rrt ttv*
him and to attack him'about many things, seeking opportunity to
dbrov, civ«. evpu>*\* Kotrq^o»j<nx» (YurotT
catch him so that they might find something with which to denounce him)
(10). Luke xxii, 17-20:
The Last Supper.
(11). Luke xxiii, 42-3:
N: Wi eAeyev In (Toy uo'o cothy £% $jis <fo° •
(And he said, Jesus, remember'me when thou comest into thy kingdom.
1 ft'
1: fi>rh'orj in brackehs on'iHe4 in
2: Reading w'Jk N' — £Xfr,v ke,n9 a scribal error.
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KoTi e'nev <*utw,Aeyw rfw, <ffaepov euoZ tcTnAnd he said unto nim, verily I say unuo thee, Today shalt thou
ev T& iwpoiSetGu.
be with me in Paradise.)
W: Ko/I (TTpolfteiS TipOS Tov KupiOY flTJ^Y OLVTUJ, /Hob €i Vl f\pGpoc(And turning to the lord he said to him, Remember me in the day
rite eAeixreu* (Toy. cXTtoy,Qe\s Se o \soZs €?neiv «ut3 enmAnWovT,,of thy coming. And Jesus, answering said to him (the reprover),
OoLfKTt\, <rov /ier' lyu-oC esri £v tl3 noipaK.(TeiVu).Be of good' cheer, today thou shalt be with me in Paradise.)
(12) Luke xxiii.53:
W: Adds: Kofi 06yTbS oiurou £n/(9r]k6v 7w f*-vni\€\ul Ai0ov 1
(and when they had set him they placed over the tomb a stone
ov /toyis e'lKodi €koaiov.
so great as to take twenty men to roll it.)
(13) Lukexxiv, 6:
W; Omits? Ook Iffriv tjSe, o(AA rjyepOrj
(He is not here, but is risen.)
(14) Luke xxiv, 12:
W; Omits: O Se \\erpos ^ya«rr<*S QsiyxtfjuiY To Yeyovos.
(But Peter rose and ran... wondering at what had happened.)
(15) Luke xxiv,36:
W: emits: K011 Xeyei /yotois, fijprjvrj- U/Uiv.
(And he said to them, Peace to' you.)
(16) Luke xxiv, 40:
W: emits; kcTi rooro tm^v eSfi^tv c<utois ws «<*t 7i>oi noSas.
(And saying this he showed them his hands and his feet.)
. (17) Luke xxiv, 51:
W: emits ; red ive^t^ero e's toy oupavov .
(And he was carried up into heaven.)
1: D' has A«t0ov.
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INDICATIONS AS TO PRIORITY OF TEXT:
(1). Luke iii,22:
Here it is quite impossible to believe that the 'W reading
could be later than the «N'. Not only is the 'W reading a derivation
irom the Second Psalm, but it may-possibly be due to a misunderstanding
of St. Paul's reference to this passage in Acts xiii,33. Being a somewhat
dangerous phrase in the light of later Adoptionist or uocetic heretical
developments, it is easy to see why Luke's 'N' reading is the later.
(2). Luke v, 10-11;
This would appear to be a garbled account of the oral tradition,
finding its way into the 'W' text, but corrected later when the facts were
2better known. The main point of the story is the same in both accounts,
but whereas 'N' says: ''when they had brought their boats to land" (em rijv
^fjv ), the rather pointless 'W» version has a queer echo of these words in
telling how they left all their possessions "upon the ground" (tut Trjs yrjs ).
It is not possible to imagine either of these accounts 'deriving' from the
other, but the indications are that they came from different sources,
originating from divergences due to an error in the oral tradition.
(3). Luke v,l4;
The text here is clearly dependent upon Mark i,45.
(4). Luke vi,4:
It seems an open question as to whether this incident was
first accepted by Luke as authentic and later rejected when the Apostolic
records appeared and did not confirm it, or whether it was a later addition
to the text of 'W. The latter seems somewhat the more likely explanation.
(5). Luke vi, 48:
A clear case of dependence upon St. Matthew vii,25•
1: Ps.U,7.
2: qf. JtVeeffei*? oj>. cih, j^>. 143 "4-.
&9
(6). Luke ix, 55;
This is a very' strange saying and the textual evidence is still
further divided. Bezae 'D' for instance simply adds: "and He said, You
do not know of what Spirit you are", omitting, as do all the »N» author¬
ities, the words; "... yourselves; for the Son of Man did not come to des¬
troy men, but to save." (The Latin hand of 'd' has the parallel; "et
dixit nescitis cuius spiritui estis...") Once more it is hard to
imagine the »W reading as a later insertion. It rather has the nature
of a primitive account which is later edited to conform with a more authen¬
ticated tradition.
(7). Luke xi, 2-4;
'W' has the longer version of the Lord's Prayer, 'N' the shorter.
With a liturgical formula such as this and with a notoriously careless
scribe, it is difficult to place any confidence as to priority in either
reading. All the indications are that the shorter 'N' text is the earlier.
It is impossible to reach any real solution however, as the authorities
l
vary so greatly among themselves,
(8). Luke xi, 35-6:
Another clear case of harmonizing with the Matthean version,
i.e. with Matth0vjvi,23.
(9). Luke xi, 53-4:
Again it seems we have to deal with two entirely separate
branches of the same tradition. It is not a case of one reading being
the earlier and developing into the other, but it is possible that a
garbled account arising from oral tradition could have later been restored
to the »N' reading. The word "eVeiv" is probably dependent upon the
»N' reading of Ivev€'V^ but little can be relied upon as certainty.
1; <lf. Staeher, °j>- c'^> £"'65.
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(10) Luke xx, 17-20:
The Last Supper Account.
(11) Luke xxiil, 42-3:
The same kind of account as (9) above.
(12) Luke xxiii,53:
The stone at the sepulchre. Once more 'W' has a curious
legendary atmosphere about it which suggests the kind of process described
in (9) above. There have been suggestions of the influence of Homer here,
but this is mere coincidence.
(13) Luke xxiv,6:
In this and in the remaining four cases we have clear instan¬
ces of dependence upon branches of the tradition found in Matthew & John.
(14) - (16);
These three cases show »W' as deficient in words parallel
to John, and found in the 'N' texts.
(17) Luke xxiv,51:
The first hand of Sinaiticus is an unexpected ally for
the older 'W1 reading here. There can be no question that the Shorter
•W» is the older.
SUMMARIZING THE RESULTS OF THIS ANALYSIS:
/
In none of the above cases can there be made out a very strong argu¬
ment for the priority of the •N' text, although in the case (U) of the
story of the man working on the Sabbath the question is very open, and in
the instance of the Lord's Prayer (7) it would seem that the probabilities
are in favour of the earlier date of the 'N' reading. In a prayer used
in the liturgy however, the 'W' addition may well have been made at a
very early time, and any divergence from liturgical custom would be
especially liable to cause glosses and conflations. Also it is not likely
that the words of this prayer were only spoken once by Jesus, and He may
have used both forms at different times.
On the other hand there is good reason for believing that in the great
majority of cases the 'W text is the older; or else that the two texts
arose from different versions by Luke, where 'W' represents the older
tradition.
This evidence is interesting in the light of the statement by Streeter
that: "Hort, as we have argued, was right in regarding the Textus Receptus
as a descendent of the revision made by Lucian of Antioch about A.D. 300.
And he was right in his contention that in the main this revision was
based on earlier texts which we can still identify. We group the earlier
texts into an 'Egyptian' - admirably preserved in B and L; and an
'Italian and Gallic' represented, with many corruptions, by 'D, a, b, ff^.o"*
above
The only question that can be raised against this^theory is the presence
of Markan and Matthean elements in the >W' text, but absent in the »N»
text, as in cases (3J, (5) and (8). Can this be explained?
MARK AND MATTHEW AND 1HE EARLY LUKAN TEXT:
The whole question of the rise of the different Gospel accounts becomes
relevant at this point, and it is most important for us to know where and
when Matthew and Mark first came into being. As was indicated earlier,
our study of the liturgy affords a fixed point in Synoptic study, and
enables us to determine accurately a date around which everything else must
take its correct perspective. It is like being at sea in thick weather
and getting one precious 'fix' on the sun, with which we feel perfectly
satisfied, and to which all other 'dead-reckoning' calculations must be
subservient. This fixed-point is provided in St. Paul's first letter to
0j>. c".fc, j>.l4S.
the Corinthians. Here is a detailed, carefully stated tradition the date
of which we can determine precisely. St. Paul moreover tells us sufficient
of the background to enable us to see something of the living situation in
the Church of that time, and if we find that a coherent synthesis of the
facts upsets hitherto widely-held Synoptic theories because it is based on
this evidence, then it will be so much the worse for those theories.
Because the Longer Text of St. Luke's Last Supper account patently
depends either on Paul or on his sources at this point, and because we
cannot proceed any further to discuss Matthean and Markan elements in the
Western text until we know more of the dating of these Gospels, we must
now make a detour and examine the Pauline correspondence.
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V.
ST. LUKE AND ST. PAUL.
One of the most obvious things about the Shorter Text of Luke is that
it could not have been 'written if the author had known of the first letter
by Paul to the Corinthians. For Luke who knew and trusted St. Paul, and
1
who indeed became one of his most intimate friends, to have persisted in
writing the Shorter version of the Last Supper after hearing of St, Paul's
authoritative account, is out of the question. The only other possibility,
mutilation of the source MS of the Western family of texts, cannot be
ruled out completely, but it is most unlikely. In Bezae itself, of course,
this is out of the question because the account leaves off in the middle
1
of a line, and the Latin hand supports it:
Kcci xpToy iffrrjMtf iiet accipiens panem benedixit fregit
Kof» e$<oKev tf'k/Toi<r /\tywv rovn> e<mv et dedit eis dicens hoc est
To (fuOAUX lloo n^fjv "(Sou n xeifi Too corpus meum uerumtamen ecce manus qui
-<w*S,Jovrotr /it em nj<T Tpon\tft<r.." tradet me suPer mensa
The variety of other readings of the shorter Text makes this possibility
of mutilation very remote indeed. If anything too, a scribe would be on
the lookout for a mutilation at such a point in a liturgical usage well
known to him, and accretions from copyists are much more likely at this
point than detractions.
On the other hand it may well be asked, how could St. Luke have written
this account if he had Mark and/or Matthew's version before him? This is
It W. Ramsay, oj>.cir, •• also fl.T. Robert'son, of>- cit,
2: Scrivener, j».25o.
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more readily answered, for there is ample evidence to show that at the
time when he completed his Gospel, Luke knew of but preferred his own trad-
1
itional source to that of Mark. This is certainly true of the passion
Narrative, where there are few places of dependence upon Markan authority.
The suggestion by this fact is that Luke's Shorter Text dates from a time
when Mark (and/or Matthew) were not yet known to, and certainly not received
by the Church in Antioch - in other words at a very early time indeed,
Further evidence to support this is found by an analysis of the
instances where there are recognizable affinities between the language of
SS. Paul and Luke. Of the twenty-seven such passages enumerated by Plummer,
twenty-four occur in passages not regarded as belonging to Proto-Luke,
while the other three are such that the similarity may well be explained
Z
in such ways as their quoting from the same source. The value of this fact
is to be seen in the testimony it bears to the independence of thought on
the part of St. Luke with regard to St, Paul. Even if seme of the material
generally ascribed to Proto-Luke was gathered during the Pauline imprison¬
ment in Caesarea, it would seem that as late as A.D. 60 St. Luke held clear¬
ly and firmly to his own traditional sources of the Gospel narrative, and
that in this sphere, even subconsciously, he owed little to the Apostle.
This capacity for independent thought and judgement on the part of
St. Luke adds greatly to our confidence in his stature as an historian, but
more than that, it helps us to understand something of the tenacity with
which he retained the picture of the opening acts of the Last Supper as
set forth in the Shorter Text. The proposition is that later, after being
convinced of the Longer version, he added its further details, but in such
a way as to leave his own cherished tradition relatively unaffected.
1. Streeter, op. cit., pp. 172, 207, 210.
2. See foot-note (on next page).
*
FOOTNOTE TO PREVIOUS PAGE
Plummer: "St, Luke", I.C.C. pp xliv ff.:
plummer gives the following passages as most worthy of consideration
for instances of parallelism between Luke and Paul:
Luke: iv,32 & I Cor. ii,4 Luke; xii,35 Eph.vi,l4
vi,36 II Cor. i,3 xii,42 I Co.iv,2




























x,l6 I Thes.iv,8. xxi,24 Rom.xi,25
* x,20 Phil.iv,3 xxi,34 I Thess.v,3-5.
* xi,7 Gal.vi, 17 xxi,36 Eph. vi, 18
xi,29 I Cor.i,22 xxii,53 Col,i,13.
xi,4l Tit.i,15.
* Indicates possibly Proto-Luke.
In the cases marked with the asterisks, the first instance,
Luke x,20 and Phil. iv,3 are both references to Psalm lxix,28 - so there
is no reason to presuppose dependence here: Luke xi,7 and Gal.vi, 17
both have similar expression 'don't bother me' - but there is no great
likelihood of dependence in the language - this was possibly a common
colloquialism anyway. The final case, Luke xviii,l and Col,i,3 etc.,
refer to continuity of prayer and this concept, once more, was possibly
a common current expression, and would hardly have been original with
Mark's Gospel.
All that we have been finding here, of course, simply bears out what
Streeter has. already said (even if we are positing a somewhat earlier date
than he had in mind): "...we must recognize in Proto-Luke the existence
of another "authority comparable to Mark. It is true that Proto-Luke is
of later date than 'Q', but in all probability so is Mark. The essential
point is that Proto-Luke is independent of Mark... as historical author¬
ities they should probably be regarded as on the whole of approximately
1
equal value."
THE PAULINE TRADITION OF THE LORD'S SUPPER:
Leaving aside all other references to the Passover and to the Lord's
Supper in St. Paxil's writings, and confining ourselves to the tradition
which he gave to the Corinthian Church; The first thing that we notice
is that in this letter St. Paul is replying to an earlier letter from
Corinth, and he refers to the Lord's Supper by way of correcting abuses
that had already come into its celebration. In doing so he re-iterates
an earlier body of teaching, for he had already delivered this tradition
to Corinth on a previous occasion; "For I received of the Lord that which
I also delivered unto you..." (eyw mo<*no T°u Kujiioo o Kofi
n«*|0££oK» Oyulv...)*
The first point emerges therefore that somewhere about the year
A.D.51, and some four years before the letter which we call I Corinthians
was written, St. Paul had given this tradition to Corinth, and in so doing
had been quite sure of its being an authentic Word of the Lord. St. Paul
was always meticulous to differentiate between his own opinions (even when
he felt sure that they were right and in accordance with the Spirit of the
3
Gospel) and what he delivered 'ex-cathedra' as an Apostle, as it were.
On such occasions he spoke with all the authority of a prophet - "Thus
1: o|*.cU\, p.222.
3: I Cor. viij 25,40
2. I Cor 23.
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saith the Lordl" He so speaks in this matter of the Lord's Supper.
Whence did he obtain his certainty?
Some have thought that St. Paul must have received this and other
parts of his Gospel in a direct revelation, either in his experience on
the road to Damascus or on a subsequent occasion such as that referred to
z
in his later letter to Corinth. This is possible, but hardly likely.
The very wording of this section concerning the Supper is such that it can
hardly have dome in such a way. The sentence: "For as oft as ye eat this
bread and drink this cup ye do show forth the Lord's death till he come,"
is not the language of a vision - which is in direct speech - and it does
not purport other than a commentary by the Apostle.
The alternative suggestion, and by far the most probabl?, is that St.
Paul is here quoting from the very heart of the teaching of the church,
from the oft-repeated words of its practice of the Lord's Supper, hallowed
and elevated already into a unique place in the Church's life. The very
words have the ring of liturgical usage about them, and demonstrate exactly
the kind of 'developed' phraseology natural to such a rite. Thus Box
comments; "The stereotyped character of the language - so unlike Paul's
usual manner - appears very striking, and suggests the conclusion that it
is in effect a citation by St. Paul of a liturgical formula already current
3
when he wrote."
jeremias has also analysed this tradition in a similar way with the
4*
same result. It will be necessary later to discuss this process more
fully in determining the most authentic text of the Eucharistic words of
Jesus and their meaning, but for the present enough has been said to indic¬
ate a new and exciting basis for research. If these words were the liturgy
of a primitive Congregation from which St, Paul derived them long before
he wrote I Corinthians, from which Church could they have come, and what
1 s M Cor. JMI, 19. 2• Soe * Op. cih, ■ k7 Jc 169 — cf Gdl. 17If.
1 _ » Also: Vine. Tkvjjor ob.cih, b.fOI; Robertson * Pio:»>i»W J.C.C.3: 6.H.Box, J.T.S ot.ot, b.36i. ... Ic r i i _ -* '' ' r ' i rf.i+j-H-.; ob.cih p-445:
4: Of. * r ' >
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was the Gospel background of that congregation?
ANTIOCH OR JERUSALEM?
With such an early date demanded of us, we find it hard to imagine
that the Church from which St. Paul derived this tradition could have been
other than the Jerusalem or Antiochan one. To decide between these two
it will be necessary to consider all that we know of St. Paul's activities
prior to his writing I Corinthians, and to examine the Gospel records to
see whether we can trace to which particular tradition his teaching most
closely corresponds.
Because he discusses the very matter of the authenticity of his
teaching and traditional sources in the Epistle to the yalatians, it will
be valuable to begin with some study of this letter.
THE EVIDENCE OF GALATIANS:
Because he was coming under fire from people who contested his teaching
on a great variety of grounds, St. Paul found it increasingly necessary
to assert the authority which he bore in regard to his teaching. Thus
in the first chapter of our Epistle he outlines his main contention, namely
that the Gospel he has delivered to them already,came not from man but from
God: "Neither did I receive it from man, nor was I taught it, but it came
1
to me through revelation of Jesus Christ." St. Paul then goes on to give
a brief outline of his story from the time of his conversion. The point
of the tale is to amplify what he has already said: he did not go to
Jerusalem to obtain the backing and advice of the other Apostles, but he
already knew that his message was authoritative.
Two major points emerge here:
(1) las the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper a part of the 'Gospel'
1-. Sal. i •• a.
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within the meaning of the discussion with the ualatians?
(2). Did this mean that St. Paul had learnt nothing at all from the
Church in terms of tradition and practice?
The first question is difficult to answer, and no doubt one's answer will
reflect one's own viewpoint of the matter. The inescapable point of it
all however is that when St. Paul first went to Corinth, probably in the
year A.D. 51, he delivered the Gospel to them and founded a Church, and
in so doing he committed to them as a part of that divinely delivered
Truth the Institution of the Sacrament as we know it today.
The second question must be even more carefully considered, for on it
depends much of our attitude towards the comparative veracities of Acts
and Galatians. The argument of Galatians for the totally 'spiritual'
authority behind Paul's 'Gospel' depends, at least on Sir. Wm. Ramsay's
View, upon the fact that St, Paul had had no sufficient opportunity to
consult with the other Apostles. This, Ramsay declares, is a kind of
alibi put forward by St. Paul in arguing with the Galatians. If this is
so, then it would have been unforgiveable of him to have remained silent
about one of his visits to Jerusalem. Such a suggestion, says Ramsay,
l
is an insult to St, Paul. Robertson ingeniously suggests that the
Apostles might all have been absent during one visit of St. Paul and so he
would not have been obliged to make mention of this fact in the letter to
2
Galatia. But surely this would have been another telling point for
him to have mentioned in his argument, if it were the easel Lightfoot
in his commentary would identify Acts xv;2-29 with Gal.ii; 1-10, and
Robertson is inclined to agree that this is still the most plausible
Z
explanation. Ramsay's own explanation depends upon an early dating of
Galatians, putting it before St. Paul's visit to Jerusalem for the Conier-
3
ence described in Acts xv, and Jackson and Lake and several other leading
1: 0)>. elf., fy. I6bf£.
2-. oj>. c<tp|> • 171 ff.
3 : 0[>. c'lh, jtj,. 1*9 ff.
So
. both.
scholars in this field agree with him, but identify Acts xi &xv with Gal.ii.,
A
As we are not here concerned with the minutiae of the historical data
so much as with the essential facts of the case, it will be sufficient
to record that although St. Paul visited Jerusalem several times, he
stoutly denied that it was ever for the purpose of learning or obtaining
5
the approval of the other Apostles for his •Gospel".
But St. Paul in Galatians is dealing with a very specific issue,
although it is at the heart of the Gospel. That issue concerns the relat¬
ion of the Christian to the Jewish faith. Are there two degrees of
Christians, the circumcized and the uncircumcized? Is prior acceptance
of the Law a necessity for a true Christian? For Paul these and kindred
questions had only one answer, and that was that the cross was all-
sufficient. Men were saved by their acceptance of the free Grace of Christ
alone, as St. Paul himself had found - "My Grace is sufficient for you."
St. Paul»s vehemence and uncompromising assertion in this letter
is not that derived from an individualistic adherence to petty issues,
about individual traditions, so much as from an all-consuming passion
for the greatest fact of all. There was no real inconsistency, as Ramsay
2
would suggest, if" he had indeed accepted the Decrees of the Jerusalem
3
Council in their entirety! Those were not the things that were first in
his heart at this time; they were mere trivia. St. Paul was such a 'big'
4*
person that he could even go so far as to put himself under Mazarite vows,
or closely abet those who had done so, without feeling that any hobgoblin
of inconsistency appeared on his horizons - he who wrote Galatians and
Romans! The issue was not of this or that individual tradition, but of
the central fact that the church was not bound by councils and the mere
decisions of some reformed Sanhedrin - but by the living Spirit of God,
and indeed by the ever-present Spirit of the risen Christ.
1: Foatei Jackson * K'hx# take « d Ch^bWy ,"V»lrVv |>p. 1*5 f£,
see K-Lake: "~i>e E*rffer Ejnsbcs of tt Favl,
3". A* XV, dj. 4-. Acfs. X*«, 7A. Z:
5: For tHe meaning of this expression5e< under.
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We will never know all that the early Church suffered in the breaking
of the old moulds of the national faith, and when one considers today what
a poor effort we are still making of it, after twenty centuries of christ¬
ian precept, we can only marvel at the power which sundered the most
intense and esoteric nationalism and religious cultus, and out of some of
its most fervent supporters produced men like St. Stephen, St. Paul and
St. Peter. What soul-searing battles must have gone on in a man like
St. Paul, who indeed circumcized Titus and Timothy, and who raced back
across half the Mediterranean to be in Jerusalem in time for Passover I
He who wrote Romans and Corinthians still felt a passionate longing for
the things of his national faith.
With all this in mind then we are in a better position to try to
understand what St. Paul meant by his unequivoeating denials of human
assistance in formulating his Gospel. His point is not that he received
no information from the historical and traditional church which centred
in Jerusalem, but that he received all of his authority for propagating
the Gospel directly from the Lord. The historical facts of the uospel
were not repeated to him as to one ignorant of them, in his tremendous
spiritual experiences. He had probably battled and wrestled with all
the facts countless times and with a dozen different conclusions. Then
the Lord came to him and made a clear vision out of the confusing lights,
a picture out of the jig-saw. What Paul saw there was not derived from
any man, it was a new truth - the Gospel according to St. Paul.
So too for the facts of the Lord's Supper. Doubtless St. Paul had
heard the familiar words and seen the simple actions which had taken
place in the Upper Room on many, many occasions. He may have heard several
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slightly differing accounts, from sources as different as the Lukan and
the Markan traditions. Then, in one of his mighty moments of communion
with the Lord, probably when meditating upon the meaning of it all with
regards to the present needs of the Church, it suddenly came clear.
Never again could he doubt what he had to do. Like so many other major
issues of the faith this aspect too was now quite clear, and he delivered
to corinth (as there can be little doubt he also did to all the other
Churches under his care) "what he also had received of the Lord..."
If this summary of the process behind the Pauline pronouncements is:
true to the facts, and it is hard to think otherwise, then we have to
deal in Paul's account not only with the tradition concerning the facts,
but with the interpretation which St. Paul received from the Lord. Does
this then militate against our earlier contention that we have to deal here
1
with a developed liturgical formula of the church?
The answer is both negative and positive.
The first fact that must be considered is that St. Paul goes out of
his way to emphasize that, although this Gospel he preached was his own,
directly from Christ, it was also later examined by the other Apostles
and,after they had gone into it in detail, completely approved by them."2
Once more it is necessary to ask, 'was this Gospel a miracle of trans¬
mission, or an illumination of previously cognized facts?' The answer must
be in favour of the latter. St. Paul is making no new departure in this
teaching about the Lord's Supper, and it is not something open to question,
like his teaching about the universality of the Grace of Christ to Gentiles
and Jews alike. The very sparsity of reference in other Epistles is
surely complete proof of the general acceptance of what Paul taught in
I Corinthians about the Last Supper I It is wrong to suggest that he makes
1: St« 45ffa»ovc
%'■ Sal. H, i-io.
9;
no other mention of the Sacrament because he was relatively unconcerned
about it. On the contrary it was something he had "received of the Lord."
The only possible explanation is that this much at least of what St.. Paul
taught his Churches was general practice throughout the Catholic Church
Certain
^
as a whole, and apart from^/abuses which crept in (as mentioned in Jude,
and which had apparently occasioned this reference in the letter to
Corinth) there had been no essential divergence of opinion about it.
Thus, in considering the Pauline tradition of the Lord's Supper, the
first thing necessary is to attempt to decide upon the fundamental under¬
lying tradition upon which his spiritual revelation of the will and Purpose
of the Lord is based,
ST. LUKE AND ST. PAUL:
Because of their close connexion, it is first necessary to consider
the relation between the Lukan and Pauline Last Supper narratives. In an
exhaustive analysis of the texts, Jeremias comes to the conclusion that
the Longer Text (verses 19b - 20) is a non-Lukan passage, derived from
liturgical sources: "Aus alledem ergibt sich mit hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit,
das Luke xxii, 19b-20 nicht von Lukas stammt. Verse aber, die nicht von
Luke stammen, konnen - der Schluss erscheint unvermiedlich - nicht wohl
der ursprungliche Lukas-Text seinl Aber dieser schluss ist hinfallig,
sobald man Ernst damit macht, das wir es Luke xxii,19b-20 mit ein litur-
gischen Text zu tun haben... ...Lukanischer Sprachgebrach ist also hier
X
gar nicht zu erwarten."
Jeremias conjectures that the reason for the similarlity between
Lukan and Pauline usages in the Longer Text is that they stem from lit¬




Thus Otto says: "Perhaps he (Paul) took over, possibly in Antioch, the
more developed tradition, and recognized it as the one v/illed by Christ.
He did not artificially invent his account, nor even individual features
of it. What he records is clearly traditional material long since rounded
1
off, a piece of material which had long possessed a firm ritual."
Leaving aside for the moment the latter suggestion, that both the
Lukan and Pauline forms arise, as Jeremias says, "aus einer Gegend des
paulinischen Missionsgebietes stammen, eher doch wohl... aus der syrischen
Heimatkirche des Lukas, in der auch Paulus vor seinen Missionsreisen lange
Z
Zeit gearbeitet hat." The immediate question is whether St. Paul depends
ft
on a Lukan source for his account, or vice-versa, or whether each arises
from a separate and independent source.
/ 3
While small differences (such as tki^ov for AatjSuv ; and ernev for ^eywV )
may readily be explained from the different approach of the writer (St.
Luke trying to portray events as an eye-witness making a running commentary
while St. Paul tries to describe them from the standpoint of a historian)
there are other and more significant differences. If St. Luke's
account was the source for Paul's information (or indeed if any of the
Synoptics' traditional sources were) it is very hard to explain why St.
Paul omitted the words "and He gave to them" ( Hah e&oKev kotois ).3
Again, after the Bread Words, St. Paul emits the word S<&ouevoV, from the
phrase given by St. Luke as to unep upuov t$\<5bVtvoV. Both SS.Luke and Paul
omit the fact that Jesus gave the Cup to the Disciples ( eSio*ev oturols )
and'the fact that all drank of it (Mark: k«i emov tfuroO nofVTts: Matt.: mere
ek dUTou TloUTes)3. Paul also omits the phrase in common to the Synoptics
( T7€Ot 7 ' /
that the Blood was "shed for you" (many) - To [ urfep Dauv 3 £KAuvvo/<'evov-
Paul alone adds the injunction, repeated in parallel to the similar words
i: fLOttov of.c'Jr., Pijb. 1. ojj.cfr., p.77.
3; See Seiow-
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after the distribution of the Bread, "Do this in remembrance of Me", and
e » I
adds further "as oft as you drink it." ( offotKjs eav nivrjre ).
From these facts it would seem that St. Paul has several significant
omissions from the Lukan account, which would be hard to explain were it
to be assumed that he was dependent upon a Lukan source, such as Proto-
Luke, for his version of the tradition. On the other hand it is equally
hard to explain why St. Luke would have omitted the final injunction to
repetition, and especially the words "as oft as ye drink it'-', had he been
aware of their existence.
The conclusion here is that both writers had access to a very sim¬
ilar if not to the same written account of the Lord's Supper, or else
both received their tradition in oral form within the same living Church.
Both apparently felt able to make minor editorial changes to it as they
felt necessary. This primary source behind Luke and Paul seems to be
quite different from that behind the Gospels of Mark and Matthew, but at
least portions of these earliest sources were not so different that they
might not in their turn have been translations of the identical primitive
2
Aramaic report.
CCMMON MATERIAL TO ALL FOUR TRADITIONS:
The remarkable similarity of order and vocabulary between all four
accounts of the Bread Words in the Institution is evident from a glimpse
3
at the accounts arranged in parallel. Matthew, Mark and Luke indicate that
Ar
behind them was a common Aramaic original reading: "TAKING BREAD AND GIVING
THANKS, HE BROKE IT AND GAVE IT TO THEM AND SAID THIS (IS) MY BODY."
To this account Mark has added the word Aiv^ctc (Take ye) and Matthew
further adds ^xxyere (Eat ye). St. Paul's account is identical with
1: See fi.88-9 below. 2- See Vine. T^lor, o(>. c\t, ff-.2ob ff.
3: ke M°w. + : , oj,. c".h, j>- t
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this except for the omission of the words; "and gave it to them", as we
have seen.^
This is the form of the most primitive of all accounts of the Lord's
Supper, and was most probably the formula in use in the first decade of
the Church's life. It is the source not only for the Shorter Lukan
account, but is clearly the type of liturgy St. Luke had in mind when
writing the Acts, when he described the Disciples as meeting together on
the first day of the week to 'Break Bread'. Here, from a purely lin¬
guistic standpoint, we find powerful evidence for the primacy of the Lukan
Shorter Text, for, while these words about the Bread were 'settled' by
the time St. Paul wrote to the Corinthians, the tradition about the Cup
was still in a state of flux. Far from there being an abrupt and unnatural
termination of the text at this point, as Jeremias thinks, we see here
the traditional original ending, and both SS. Luke and Paul have added mat¬
erial from another source at some later stage.
With regard to the words of Jesus over the Wine, we find that there
is no uniformity of linguistic tradition, although there is a large amount
of material in common. Had this part of the tradition been of equal age
and standing with the Bread Words, we would have expected at least the
principal words of Jesus to have had the same uniformity as the words
"This is My Body". The corresponding Wine Words however indicate two
rather different expressions of the same basic concept;
Matthew and Mark give; "This is my blood of the Covenant which is
shed for many."
Luke and Paul give; "This Cup is the New covenant in my blood" -
Luke alone adding; "which is shed for you."
Jeremias contends that these latter words, although absent at this point
by the A{x>itle
in the Pauline account, have clearly been translated/into the Bread Words,
1-. fee also below.
2-. of>.c".b p?.: "Der MrJeJ U. fttfi, IS -194. H«eM e^arhg Weye r,
il»er t ras«-h&n«i e'j onvermitte.lt"et? Abbre-cbens. "
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but rightly belong here in his source too/ If this is so, then the simi¬
larity between the sources of the two separate expressions is enhanced,
but not so as to enable us to formulate a common Aramaic original as in
the case of the Bread Words.
The opinions of a wide selection of scholars at this point bears
out what we have found. Thus Vincent Taylor says: "When it can be shown
that one saying is probably not derived from a second, and that the second
x
need not be a variant of the first, there is matter for reflexion." With
3
Jeremias however he also contends that the essential meaning of the two
expressions is the same. G.H.C.Macgregor says that "it is significant that
most of the variations in our four accounts of Jesus' words centre on the
covenant Cup, concerning which tradition was evidently not nearly so firm
as concerning the distribution of the Bread, and such variations of prac¬
tice would be more' easy to understand if the covenant cup had no place in
* 4
the most primitive ritual of the Supper. On this same point Vincent
Taylor comments: "this would be an added reason for thinking that he (Mark)
S
did not.know the words 'This is My Blood' as a word of Institution." He
also thinks that there were "diversities of practice" at this point of
the rite in Palestine.
Otto speaks of the same matter when he says: "Wine was drunk when
one had it, otherwise nothing was drunk. Even for the rite of 'fractio
panis' the Cup was not required unconditionally, for in Christ's Last
Supper it was not an essential. In this way we may explain the fact that,
in certain Christian communities, the rite was practised as breaking of
bread, and nothing else. In the poor primitive church in Jerusalem it
(a
must have occurred often enough in this more simple form."
Putting all this opinion and evidence into a simple statement, we
1: 0j>- cit, V.7&. Evcl»»n«h'e Or'ijms"} (191s),
2: op. cit\, p. 2o5. 5. oj>. c'.k, U. 119-3o.(re. inversion of W«r<f* * ttcfce'hr ' '' v of kit Cob.)
3: oj,. c'.L, I).'79. ^ °h c'<t, ft 319-10.
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may say that the most probable explanation of the similarities and diff¬
erences between the two forms of the tradition is that the uup Words,
although not altogether wanting in the earliest rites of the church, were
much less frequently used than the Bread Words, which were in constant,
if not daily usage. as we have seen, wine was not veiy common among the
poorer classes of Palestine, and it is highly probable that at the
earliest stages the Sacrament was frequently celebrated with bread only,
but when wine was available, and particularly on more formal occasions,
the Gup was also a part of the service. It is not therefore without
special significance that Paul adds the words "as oft as ye drink it"
to the Gup Words of the tradition which he shared in common with Luke,
for in those early days this provision was necessary to explain why the
rite was not always conducted with both bread and wine. The form of
his expression (otfdKis eciv jjtvrjrfc ) - otfblKiS with the Subjunctive
might even be translated:"whenever you should happen to drink it."
THE FOUR ACCOUNTS ARRANGED IN PARALLEL:
Matt: fc<ffiiovTwv <£e oIutojv "Xetjiwi o Iij<rous c^jtoy
Mark: K«n 6<f 9io yteov t&tuiy A<*$£OV a^oToV
Luke: Kofi 4ft toy
Paul: (o Hvyios Irjfoos)... dprov
Matt: Ml £k. Koq Sods Tois ^ld&ijtdls
Mark: toAoyijdcls A*<r<ev k«i £$cjk6y do Tots
Luke: fco^DKJTrjffolS eK, eSu>K6Y a.o rots
Paul: Ke(l eu ^yo»tfYr|«retS 6K/A«rt<f£V
— — deletions from M$rk*v> account
.......... n Acici I lioii$ to ' •
Matt. £<Tt6Y XoLjhre Too to tffTiY to (fwyAoi ^oo
Mark: K<kt feinev Acpre To,JTO eff7|V TO fu}fAA ^OJ
Luke: Af^u»y Tburo eariv ro tru/*.* ja.\DO
Paul: K«0 Sitftv — 7»upo yu.01> eony To dOi^oi
Luke: L®...<Ti5oyU.fey * tojtq note ire g,s ny 6/f*f}V o(voiuvrj <r iv.
Paul: rp oy>uY touto note ire e»s njv e^v a<v<y*v») <S"iv.
"SHE CUP WORDS:
Matt: Koji Ao^wy norrjpioy kwi (u^dfiiffTrjtP^S cSsjh^y olvToiS , ^eyu)f
iui A«(|5WY nor^oy eo^^iffrqeds €&WK£Y doTOIS,
Kdi To norqjOiot ioffotoTjos" j AeywV








Tii ere aiurov txo(yT6S
K«i 6HIOY €| KUTBV TTttYTfS
Matt: Toi/ro YY eirny to <*im« ywow r>js &i*9qt<rjs
Mark, war. «"< » */" T 5S-'t>T<'?S
Luke: Toi>To To notrjpioY iy €V Tu> *'/*■* T> ut
ev TiO t*«J o^lM-CTl
LOU
Paul, r.,r. * r, K-g. **«>,», -r,v .v r» r
Matt: To w. no^X^y eK^YYoneYoY **...*£?£ Titoy
Mark, r. « <»»«/-*« un.,. n„^
luke, T» any f"V
Paul:
Paul, Adda, *v» M«.«, •"«« *"
—— Dckti'ins fi'dii Markan aca»>r>T
-•••- r«tfiltiOOe to
SO
THE ORIGINS OF THE LITURGIES:
We have already seen considerable grounds for linking the names of
Luke and Paul vaith Antioch, and the obvious suggestion is, as jeremias has
indicated, that the distinctively Pauline and Lukan traditions stem from the
Church in that city, while the Markan and Matthean traditions correspond
to' that of the mother Church in Jerusalem. This immediately affords an
explanation for a number of factors, including the most difficult question
of all - namely, Luke's persistent preference for the order of the Shorter
Text, being prepared to expand it, but never to discard it for the more
catholic' form. If this primitive rite had been brought to Antioch by the
first missionaries, and if Luke had learnt it there from the lips of his
spiritual 'father', then we have an adequate explanation of the tenacity
with which he clung to it as something very near the roots of his own
spiritual experience. It would even help us to see how closely the rite
of the Eucharist was connected with primitive evangelisml Whether at this
stage the rite was conveyed in a written form as pari, of what we now know
as the Passion Narrative, or (more probably) as an oral tradition deeply
impressed on the memory by constant use, it is not important for us to
ask here.
In the early years which followed the establishment of the church in
Antioch, as a more developed unity became necessary between the Antiochan
and Jerusalem Churches, the liturgical forms and especially that of the
principal rite of the Supper would come in for special attention. Thus
as the Supper Rite developed in Jerusalem it would be conveyed to the
daughter church, but inevitably there would appear a number of brief rubrics
or instructions indicating what was being done, or had always been done, in
the older Church. Otto indicates this when he observes; "as soon as the
rite passed over into circles where previously such rites were neither
practised nor known... supplementary words were necessary and had to be
inserted: they required the rite to be carried out, and that in a certain
manner and with a certain purpose; "This do in remembrance of me."'1 Thus
when Luke's account reflects this instruction in the words mentioned by
Otto (and St. Paul goes even further in this direction because he writes
for a community further removed from the atmosphere and influence of
Palestinian tradition) there is no suggestion that we have here the first
instance of innovation. Cn the contrary we have here the first definite
verbal expression of something which had always and unquestionably been a
2
part of the earliest practice of the church in Jerusalem. As Goguel.
observes: "Since the early Church believed that it was obeying the will of
the Lord in celebrating the Communion, the suppression by Mark of a command
3
to repeat the rite which he found in the source would be unintelligible,"
But Mark was not suppressing anything, he was rather reflecting the prim¬
itive tradition of the mother Church, and there such rubrics had never
been necessary or even considered; the procedure and repetition of the
rite were integral with their Christian living, and it was only the precious
words concerning the Body and Blood that focussed their attention.
If the tradition were still in the oral stage, and if the usage involv¬
ing the Cup were less frequent than that of the Bread, we have a perfect
explanation for all the problems connected with the slight divergences of
description and expression in the Last Supper accounts. By the time that
St. Paul wrote to the Corinthians the use of the Cup was becoming the
regular and expected thing in the service, and so he delivered this trad¬
ition to them as he had received it, together with such necessary words of
elucidation and instruction as might 'well have been used by the first
1: Oj,. c(t., (>.3Z5. 3. Of>. clt., J».44fc.
2: Vint • lazier sv^esh the. tKah Jesus e*j^oonded (th own words; tf}>. cit., iod- .
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missionaries to Antioch.
THE DATE OF THE SHORTER TEXT:
The implications of much that we have seen are that the Shorter Text
ref16cts the usage in Antioch before the liturgy of the Lord's Supper
became settle^into the form represented in I Corinthians. This means
that it dates from a time well before A.D. 50 - by which time the usage
of the Church ( probably aided by the inspired authority of St. Paul)
had developed into the form which we still follow. This does not mean
that St. Luke's Gospel was substantially complete by that time, but
rather that the groundwork of the tradition was definite and becoming
fixed in the living experience of the Church.
It is most probable that at this point we have to deal with matters
of liturgical interest only, or at the most with the Passion narratives
(and in the case of Antioch, possibly with a further body of teaching
later to appear in Proto-Luke). Hence we can see that if the early
4ntiochan teaching about the Lord's Supper had gone out to the mission-
iield in Asia Minor, as is most likely, and if it thereby became firmly
fixed in the affections and traditions of some isolated Christian
Church, then prejudice and obstinacy might both have been factors in
bringing changes into the Longer Text of Luke when it appeared there,
the motive being to maintain that which the local authorities felt sure
to be a more primitive form of the rite. If this is so, then we have
here the explanation best suited to the emergence of the text of Codex
Bezae 'D' at this point (together with it3 allies).
If this local tradition was also the one in which Luke had been reared,
we have a case which fits the majority of the facts, and which brings
us closer than we may otherwise be able to get in our attempts to find
an explanation of the Bezan and Old latin texts of Luke. On the other
hand the only alternative is to suppose that Luke's whole Gospel with the
Shorter Text was written before A.D.50.
A close analysis of Paul's writings discloses that there are many places
where there is clear dependence on a Matthean tradition, i.e. tradition
unique to Matthew as far as our present knowledge goes, but not in the form
of verbal agreement close enough to compel us to accept a literary connexion.
It is not to be supposed that Matthew too was written in this earliest
period and in vogue in Antioch when St. Paul was there, however. On the
contrary it simply indicates that the several traditions which were later
collected into Gospels in the various major Churches were never completely
isolated in those areas, but went out to the christian community at large
in various and often slightly divergent oral traditions. Thus when the
Gospels as we know them finally appeared, they represented authoritative
statements of traditions already generally well-known rather than newly
publicized facts. It is probable that we tend drastically to over-simplify
the whole history of the preservation of the tradition in the early Church,
and even of the major collections which have become our Gospels. It is
highly probable, for instance, that John Mark began to collect the sayings
of Peter during the decade or more during which they were both residing in
Mark's home in Jerusalem, Possibly a great deal of what we now know as
Mark's Gospel was in written form before it was ever given to the Church
of Rome as its own peculiar Gospel. Whatever else we know about Mark we
can be sure of this, that he was interested in history, particularly of the
life of Jesus, and also he was a person of literary interests - for he was
St. Peter's 'interpreter'.- Such a person, spending ten years or more
with St, Peter from his early 'teens upward, must surely have made some
beginnings upon his great vocationl During the years in Jerusalem,
however, the peculiarly Petrine version of the Gospel would not come into
prominence as it later did in Rome, for there in the home Church would be
a continual process of addition and restatement by many authorities, which
was eventually to lead to the emergence of such a history as that by St.
Matthew.
If we wait until St .Mark gets to Rome to have him write his Gospel,
we must inevitably fall foul of some of the most telling arguments for
its priority, such as the very human and even naive descriptions of the
failings of the Twelve, as well as such words about Jesus as "He could
l
do there no mighty work..."
We may also be sure however that at the time when St. Mark wrote in
Rome, the tradition of the Jerusalem Church had not yet resulted in a
written Gospel available to the Church at large, or else there would have
been no call for St. Mark to have published the preaching and teaching
of St. Peter. What was happening in Jerusalem however was already affecting
the Church in Antioch, and St. Luke's Gospel is one of its indirect results
- as compared with Proto-Luke,
It would be presumptuous here, from a consideration of the Passion
Narratives alone, to attempt a restatement of the date of origin of the
Synoptic Gospels, but the plea we must make is', for a consideration of the
probability that the Gospels as we know them are the best individual
statements of the great bodies of tradition which had accumulated in their
several areas over many years, and which had finally been investigated
and published under Apostolic authority in this connected and written form.
In support of this view we have St. Luke's own statement in the Prologue
to his Gospel:
1: See SPreeler, cih, f>f>. 162-Pf.
"Forasmuch as many have undertaken to draw up a narrative concerning
those things which have been fulfilled among us, even as they delivered
them unto us, which from the beginning were eye-witnesses and ministers
of the Word; it seemed good to me also, having traced the course of all
things accurately from the first, to write unto thee in order, most
excellent Theophilus, that thou mightest know the certainty concerning the
things wherein thou wast instructed." 1
ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE EARLY DATING OF LUKE:
One argument against the early date of I,uke»s Gospel is the claim
that he made use of information from Josephus's "Antiquities" which was not
2
published before about A.D. 95. Most critics however reject this claim
today. As an alternative dating the period a.D. 75-85 has been most
popular, mainly because it is suggested that the internal evidence requires
a date after the fall of Jerusalem. It is said that in Chapter xi, and
especially in the words; "And when ye shall see Jerusalem encompassed with
armies, then know that the desolation is nigh. Then let them which are
3
in Judea fly to the mountains.." there is a later reference to the destruc¬
tion of the city. (Despite the clear sense to the contrary, of course, for
the whole point or the story is that it was a prophecy.)
Streeter argues here that Luke made alterations to fit the facts,
after their occurrence, when using Mark's record of Jesus' prophecy about
the 'Abomination-of Desolation'. Such inference is incipient in every
opinion that this passage indicates a date later than A.D. 70. It is
highly questionable to assume that the author of the third Gospel was the
kind of person that this opinion implies, namely that he would deliberately
tamper with the record of Jesus' sayings simply to add colour to suit the
trends of the times, or to enhance Jesus' omniscience-value. If he were
that kind of man it is questionable whether we could trust anything of his
own peculiar witness at all, and in the light of his prologue, whether he
ought even to be in the Christian church.
1 '• Luke i, 1-4.
2: St'fee t~er; j»p.SS7ff-
3> ibid., (>J>. 491 ff.
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It is undoubtedly true that St. Luke exercised the right of an editor,
but this fact does not come within that province, and in many instances
doubtless his alterations have been in the interests of the greater
accuracy of the records. We have already made suggestions that there
have been differences from Markan material due to a difference in oral
backgrounds, and this explanation is probably the best one for this
particular instance.
In any case throughout her long history Jerusalem had often enough,
unhappily, had the armies of her enemies assembled at her gates. The
memories of the disgusting excesses of the time of Antiochus Epiphanes
were not so old as to enable mi® to say that these events were not in the
mind of Jesus and His hearers when an 'Abomination of Desolation' was
mentioned.
Again, if the final work on the Gospel of Luke was done in Rome, it
is most likely that the coming campaign against Judea was no close secret
there in the years 64-65, and if St. Mark came to Rome in answer to
St. Paul's request,1 it is probable that he would bring news of the growing
fears in Jerusalem, and of the brewing trouble evident in many places.
So even if changes were made to the words of Jesus, there is still no
need to postulate a date after the actual fall of Jerusalem.
The words 'Abomination of Desolation' of Mark are not carried over
into the Lukan writings - if indeed 'Mark' were the source of this
prophecy, which may be questioned - but there may well be nothing more
remarkable about this than the fact that it was a Jewish phrase, not
very meaningful to Gentiles, and certainly not a very 'winning' kind of
expression to use to the Roman Theophilus, even if he were a catechumen
of the Church.
1: Ji Tim., i'v , 11-15.
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In any event, critics who insist on a late date for Luke because of
these reasons, have yet to explain why Matthew, to which they assign a
similarly late date, did not change the words from the Markan forml
Thus certain of the chief arguments against the early dating of Luke
fall to the ground, and in favour of the early date there is a great
deal of evidence, not to say probability. The clear use which St. Paul
makes of material found only in Luke indicates that behind the Gospel
as we now have it there was a definite complex of tradition dating
from a very early period indeed.
EXTERNAL EVIDENCE FOR THE DATE OF LUKE.
Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, Irenaeus and many others witness
to the fact that Luke was well known and accepted as authoritative by the
second half of the second Century. Marcion made copious use of it; and
his canon is generally assigned to the year I40. In his commentary on
this Gospel Creed shows that the Gnostics, like Basilides and Valentinus,
were aware ofthe existence of Luke, and the latest date we can put to
this evidence is A.D. I4O. The 'Didache' indicates clear dependence on
Luke in its present form, and it was probably in existence before the end
of the first Century. Streeter and others have shown that John's Gospel
1
assumes the prior existence of Luke, and that means the Gospel was widely
known and accepted by about A.D. 90-95. Streeter also shows that Luke
. 2.
was probably known to Clement of Rome, writing about A.D. 96.
In addition to these facts there are indications in St. Paul's writings
and the evidence within the Gospel itself. In all it would seem that
there is no real reason to put a date much later than A.D. 65 for the
final publication of the Gospel as we know it, and a date much earlier
than this for some of the special material gathered by Luke.
1-- of>. cih, ty. 4orflF., 54o. x
2 s ibid 1 jj>. 52*#.
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THE GOSPEL BACKGROUND OF THE PAULINE TEACHING:
While the evidence i'or St. Paul's familiarity with the Gospel tradition
is such that verbal dependencies are relatively rare, the connexion between
the two bodies of teaching, viewed cumulatively, is very close indeed.
The fact that there are so few, if any, actual verbal quotations from the
Gospels, as we would expect, is considerable proof that they were not highly
developed as teaching authorities at the time when Paul wrote, even if they
were in existence, - although he was hardly the kind of man to sit passively
before a manuscript, even if-written by an Apostle, and copy out portions
of its teaching. His great certainty was that he himself was clearly aware,
at every essential point, of the mind and will of the Lord the Spirit.
It will be of great value nevertheless for us to make a study of the
uses St. Paul makes of Gospel material, or of coincidences between the two
bodies of teaching, for thus we will be able to gain added insight into the
kind of traditional background in which he was reared as a christian; and
again it will possibly aid us in establishing further the date and origins
of the records which are our particular concern. We must therefore aim at
developing a list of similarities of thought and expression, and try to
arrive at some conclusions as to which of the Gospels is closest to St.
Paul's own view-point of the Life and Teaching of Jesus.
It will be found that Romans and I Corinthians exhibit by far the closest
connexion between Pauline teaching and the specific Gospel records, and this
is only to be expected as these are the two most carefully reasoned letters
by the Apostle - his others being much more spontaneous, and in certain
instances even impetuous outpourings of his own convictions, or what he feels
to be the guidance of the Spirit.
Turning then first to the Roman correspondence, we now list the evidence
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as to dependence or close agreement with Gospel teaching:
THE EVIDENCE OF RCMAMS:
1. Romans i, 3: "He was made of the seed of David."
This indicates that Paul was familiar with the teach¬
ing about the infancy of Jesus, either in the Lukan or
Matthean tradition - Mt. i,l; lk.ii,2. (L or M)
2. » i,l6: "I am not ashamed of the Gospel of Christ."
Mark and Luke both record the sayings of Jesus;
"Whoever is ashamed of me and my words..." The verb
is the same in both cases, Paul having enco uvow-oa
while Luke and Mark have enoiKSYyvSq
(Luke ix,26; Mk. viii,38) ' (not jQ')
3. " ii, 1: "Wherein thou judgest another thou condemnest thyself."
There is almost complete verbal agreement here with
the saying^of Jesus recorded in Matthew and Luke;
(Paul) ev ip ykj> Kp'wets royj ereyov, <retL<Jrov k<*to<kpiv«is.
(Luke) ey 5 yxp Kpivere, ' (q)
4. " ii> 6: "who will render to every man according to his works."
This saying, recorded by Matthew alone, is a most
interesting parallel: v ^
(Paul) olrtoSusei enk«itw t<i epyn ndrfo.
(Matt) ocnoiWti k<*t* r* npafo wtop. (m)
5. " ii,l6: "In the day when God shall judge the secrets of men by
Christ Jesus according to my Gospel,"
This reference is interesting because of the statement
about 'my Gospel'. It has been claimed that here
Paul is referring to Luke, but it is Matthew's Gospel
which alone tells the story of Jesus judging the
nations. The Son of Man as judge in the Last Days
was not a new idea in Jewish\thought however, and too
much stress must not be placed on this passage. (M)
6. " ii,19: "That thou thyself art a guide of the blind..."
There is a very probable reference here to Matt.vx, 14.
Once again Matthew alone of the Synoptics records
this saying referred to by Paul; ^
(Paul) nenoiTe creo^-rov oSrjyov eiyoit Tofo&v-
(Matt) Tufooi eicriY oSijyot Tofouiv. (M)
7. " vi, 16: "to whom ye yield yourselves servants to obey, his
servants ye are'...".
There is a reflexion here of the saying of Jesus;
"No man can serve two masters..." recorded in both
Matt. vi,24 and Luke xvi,13. (Q)
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8. Romans vii, 3: "If while her husband liveth she be married to another man
she shall be called an adultress.«
All three of the Synoptics record the saying of Jesus on
this matter of remarriage of divorcees, which may be in
Paul's mind here, as it seems certain to have been in
I Cor. vii, 10-11 (cf. Mk.x,11-12; Mattv,32 & Ik.xvi,18)(Q)
9. " x, 9: "If thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus..."
Matthew x,32 and Luke xii,8 both record the saying of
Jesus: "Whosoever shall confess me before men..." to which
this may be a reference. (Q)
10. " xii,8: "He that giveth, let him do it with singleness."
This is probably a clear reference to the Matthean:
"When thou doest thine alms let not thy left hand know
what thy right hand doeth." vi,3. (M)
11. " xii,l4: "Bless those who persecute you..."
The verbal similarity is so great here with regard to the
saying of jesus recorded by both Matthew and Luke, that
it probably indicates dependence:
(Paul) euhoycire Tod* Si^kovtcxs u*t3s... _ t
(Matt) hoqffeoyeffOe 5n€/> TcJy 5i ujk^vtcoV &y«-oi.£... ^
(Luke) re Tbdt K^T^uyt/vous u(Q)
12. " xii,17: "Render to no man evil for evil".
"Do not resist evil." (Matt.v,39) (M)
13. " xii,20; "If thine enemy hunger, feed him..."
"Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you."
Matt.v,44; cf. Luke vi,27. (Q.)
14. " xiii,7: "Render therefore to all their dues, tribute to whom it is
due." All three Syhoptics record the saying of Jesus:
"Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's..."
Matt. xxii,21; Mk.xii,17; Lk. xx,25. (M)
15. " xiii,9&10: "... and if there be any other commandment, it is summed
up in this word, namely 'Thou shalt love thy neighbour as
thyself'; love worketh no ill to his neighbour: love
therefore is the fulfilling of the Law."
cf.'"Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself" - on these
two hang all the Law and the Prophets.' M'att.xxii,39-40
(M)
16. " xiv,10: "We shall all stand before the judgement seat of Christ."
see 5. above, (M)
17. " xiv,.lE: "Everyone of us shall give account of ourselves to God."
cf, "Every idle word that men shall speak, they shall
give account thereof in the day of judgement."
(Paul) veo] __ e«uTo« 3a)<ret tS 3
(Matt) «J>Too Xoyov 1jyu.^o<rt Kf>fre<js... (M)
18. " xvi,19: "But yet I would have you wise unto that which is good





This is surely a reflection of the words of Jesus;
"Be ye therefore as wise as serpents and as harmless as doves."
Found in Matthew alone; x,l6. (M).
SUMMARIZING THE EVIDENCE OF ROMANS:
From the above most typical cases of parallel thought between Romans
and the Gospels, we find that there is not a single instance of affinity
with the Fourth Gospel, and that the majority of cases can be referred to
Luke. This is precisely what we would have expected with regard to these
two records. But a most significant feature emerges with regard to the
Gospel according to St. Matthew. There are several cases where it seems
that St. Paxil must have had a knowledge of the peculiarly Matthean tradition,
if not of the uospel itself, viz; 4,5,6,10,12,15,16 and 18. Does this
constitute an argument for a very early date for Matthew?
Before making any judgement on this question it would be necessary
to treat all the Pauline correspondence as thoroughly as we have done
Romans, and time will not permit that. It will be valuable however to
look at the First letter to Corinth, as a relatively early Epistle, and one
which, as we have mentioned, shows considerable affinity with Gospel
teaching.
POSSIBLE MATTHEAN ELEMENTS IN I CORINTHIANS:
It is important to try to decide whether First Corinthians shows any
knowledge of Markan and Matthean tradition not found in Luke, for in this
way we can add to our knowledge of the traditional background from which
St. Paul wrote his account of the Last Supper. Passages in the Epistle
indicating a knowledge of 'Q' &/or Proto-Luke, and so appearing parallel
in Matthew, are fairly cohclusive. e.g.
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I cor. 1,22 cf. Matt. xii,38 and Lake xi, 29.
i,23 xi, 6 vii,23
i,27a xi,25 x,21
iv, 5 vii, 1 vi,37
vi, 2 xix, 28 xxii,30
vii,10 v, 32 xvi,18
viii, 3 vii, 23 xiii, 27
There are however, several passages where there is a possibility of an
affinity with Matthean material not found paralleled in Luke.
Some of these are;
1. I Cor. viii,12: "Thus, sinning against the brethren, and wounding
their conscience when it is weak, ye sin against
uhrist." cf. Matt. xxv,40; "As you did it to
one of the least of these my brethren you did it
to me."
2. I Cor. xii,3c.: "No man can say jesus is Lord but in the Holy Spirit."
cf. Matt. xvi,17: "Blessed art thou Simon bar Jonah,
for flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee,
but my Father which is in Heaven." (see 4 below).
3« I Cor. xv,27.: "He put all things in subjection under his feet; but
when He saith; All things are put in subjection..."
cf. Matt. xxviii,18: "Jesus came and said unto them,
All authority in Heaven and earth has been given
unto me..1
4* I Cor. xv,50 : "Flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of God."
possibly some connexion with Matt, xvi.,17 (see 2.)
5. I Cor. xv,52 • "The trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be
raised incorruptible and we shall be changed..."
cf. Matt. xxiv,31: "He will send out his angels
with a loud trumpet call, and they will gather
his elect..."
With the exception of this last instance, which is very doubtful, as
it must have been a common enough conception of the Last Day (Mark and Luke
however omit all mention of the Trumpet at this point, on the other hand)
these cases all contain discourse, and it might be conjectured as to
whether they are not possibly part of 'Q', omitted in Luke for some reason
we do not know.
If this is so, then there is no need to regard them as peculiarly
Matthean, as is now suggested. As this applies equally to the passages
1. Probably a refcc • fe Viii, (cf. fl. C*) hoWe/er.
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cited from Romans, it is possible that we have here a further strand of
information about the contents of 'Q' — especially if that document were
the official record of the church from which St. Paul derived much of his
information.
Apart from the few instances of apparent parallelism of language
quoted from Romans however, it is very doubtful if one can say more than
that Paul had become conversant with an oral tradition which at many points
dominated his thinking, and found expression in his language. It is most
unlikely from all these instances that he so much as attempted anything in
the way of quotation. On the other hand it would appear that he assumes
a certain familiarity on the part of his hearers with the facts of the
evangelical tradition.
If the passages with a Matthean flavour did not in fact derive from
'Q*, then it is necessary to accept that St. Paul received a good deal of
information from the areas in which St# Matthew)s Gospel later emerged,
and that would here seem to mean Antioch. . We know for certain that
he had spent at least a year in Antioch, before beginning on his First
Missionary journey, and this other information adds confirmation to the
theory of Ramsay that when he went to Jerusalem to convey assistance from
Antioch during the famine, he stayed on there personally to supervise its
distribution, and so was present at meetings of the church there over a
period of several months.1 In this way we find explanation for the way
elements of tradition later found solely in Matthew came into his letters.
SUMMARIZING EVIDENCE FROM PAULINE SOURCES:
From this somewhat lengthy detour into the connexions between the Lukan
and Pauline traditions, we have seen a number of important factors emerge.
We have discovered that there is good reason to believe that Luke's earliest
Is ojj.eA., Jp.48fP.
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training in the Gospel tradition occurred before any extensive contact
with St. Paul, and that the Shorter Text probably reflects this earlier
period. From a comparison of the four accounts of the Last Supper we
have discovered additional evidence for the probability of the primacy of
the tradition behind the Shorter Text - or that the earliest rite was a
•Bread' rite only. From St. Paul's method of dealing with traditional
source-material, we find reason to believe that the account of the instit¬
ution of the Lord's Supper as delivered to Corinth represents the living
liturgy of his 'home Church', plus a small amount of explanatory material
derived from special spiritual illumination.
From all this emerges the probability that the order of appearance
of the accounts of the Supper is as follows;
1. BREAD BREAKING: (Luke's Shorter Text - possibly in oral tradition).
2. The Developed Jerusalem Rite; (Matthew and Mark)
3. The Developed Antiochan Rite; (Luke's Longer Text - and possibly
by this time the first Cup had dropped out and was pr
replaced in practice by the second.)
4. THE CATHOLIC LITURGY; (The final result of the enquiries of the
Primitive Church, here seen as the Antiochan rite as
delivered to Corinth.)
Furthermore, although we have used the word 'developed' we do not
mean (and there are no grounds for supposing) that this means any later
addition to the words or intentions of Jesus. On the contrary we have
found ample grounds for respecting the meticulous accuracy and care with
which men like SS. Luke and Paul dealt with their sources and traditions,
and the 'development' was that of a growth of stimulated memory and in¬
sight, under the influence of the growing needs of the living Church, and
directed by the work of the Holy Spirit.
Far from representing a new and even rival practice of the liturgy,
the Pauline tradition is therefore seen as an integral part of the one
growth.
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When one unversed in the niceties of criticism reads the Markan or
Matthean account of the Lord's Supper today, he experiences no surprise
or even enquiry in his mind, no matter how well acquainted he may be with
the Pauline account of the Institution. The reason is that the first two
Gospels present the substance of what St. Paul was explaining to Corinth,
and the Apostle's additional phrases (some of which were current in Antioch
from the very first) are only what one would expect from the simpler
accounts, and were included to convey to the younger Churches what had
always been practised in the mother Church. If however only the first
two Gospels had survived to posterity, we would all be to some degree at
the mercy of later interpretation and 'derived' traditions as to the mean¬
ing of some of the important aspects of what took place in the Upper Room.
But here St. Paxil spoke out with authority to a Church already experienc¬
ing difficulties of this nature, and with his account there was placed
on record for the first time, what was not only the authentic tradition
of the Apostolic Church, but that which St. Paul confidently asserted to
be the mind of Christ Himself on this matter.
We have found evidence, moreover, that St. Paul was not dependent
upon St. Luke for his Gospel training and traditions, and that as well as
his time in Antioch there is ample reason to believe that he became fam¬
iliar with the traditions current in- Jerusalem during his visits there,,
traditions which later emerged as St. Matthew's Gospel. This adds
assurance to our acceptance of his deliverance to Corinth as being not
simply a product of the Church in Antioch, but a living tradition of the
whole of Christendom.
There are good reasons for believing that St. Paul regarded the
Lord's Supper as an integral part of his Gospel, and that this, along with
his other teaching, had been compared with that of the other Apostles at
Jerusalem. It is even conceivable that later in Antioch the more developed
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liturgy was one of the points of discussion between SS. Peter and Paul.1
Summarizing what has emerged in this chapter then, we have seen that:
1. While Mark and Matthew reflect the original practice of the Lord's
Supper in the Jerusalem Church, Luke and Paul reflect the rite as
received and practised in Antioch.
2. The Lukan Shorter Text ( 'D', it, etc..) is probably due to an attempt
to preserve a very primitive form of the Last Supper liturgy (probably
the one first known to Luke himself) which dates from a time before
the Cup had a regular place in the rite.
3• The Antiochan rite was settled into a form fairly close to that of
I Corinthians xi, at a time well before A.D. 50.
4. St. Paul, as did the first three Evangelists, firmly believed that
the Last Supper was instituted by Jesus Christ Himself in form and
intention as seen in I Corinthians xi.
5. The process whereby the primitive Church finally arrived at this
fullest account of the authentic tradition is reflected at four main
points, namely:
a. The Bread Breaking Rite (Acts and Luke's Shorter Text).
b. The Jerusalem Rite (Matthew and Mark).
c. The Antiochan Rite (Luke's Longer Text).
d. The Catholic Liturgy (I Cor. xi.)
We are now in the position to go on to the Longer Text of Luke and
to enquire whether it upsets either the chronological or the dogmatic
aspects of the Supper which we have so far observed.
1. Acts xv, 1, 24: cf. Gal. ii, 12: (See Ramsay, op. cit., pp.l57f).
ST. LUKE'S LONGER ACCOUNT.
From all that we have seen so far in St. Luke's writings there has been
found no reason to doubt the chronology of the last days of Jesus' life
as derived from the Gospels of Mark and Matthew. On the contrary, as
well as rinding direct references to the day and season, there have been
many places where the Paschal nature of the Last Supper is clearly pre¬
supposed. When we turn to the Longer Text this is seen to be even more
evident. It might be possible, for instance, by taking the Shorter Text
alone, and disregarding all the other evidence available, to say that
the sequence 'Cup-Bread' could derive from the rite of. Kiddush for Sabbath.
Some have thus tried to conjure up a Kiddush for Passover, separate from
the Seder itself, and preceding it by twenty-four hours; but the whole
world of Christian, to say nothing of Jewish, scholarship is still waiting
for some shred of evidence that this anticipatory rite ever existed, or
could exist.
Important then as the question of the primacy of the Lukan Shorter
or Longer Text really is, especially with regard to the interpretation of
the meal, it has no bearing upon the date of the Supper or its relation to
the Paschal meal. Luke stands with Mark and Matthew, from largely inde¬
pendent evidence, as a witness to the fact that Jesus was celebrating the
Passover on the night of the fifteenth of Nisan when He instituted the
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Lord's Supper.
LUKE'S LONGER TEXT - THE FINAL PICTURE:
The Longer Text of the Last Supper narrative, as perpetuated by the
vast majority of the authorities, indicates that this was the considered
and authoritative version which finally came from the hand of the author.
It. is no product of patch-work, like the two Syriacs, but an integrity.
There remains for us now to consider the picture that must have been in
St. Luke's mind as he produced this final version of the Last Supper.
To recapitulate something of what we have already seen for the Shorter
Text then, and to include (as Luke has done) the material making up the
Longer Text, we arrive at the following picture:
Jesus and His Disciples enter the Upper Room which has previously
been prepared for the Passover, and take their places at the low table,
reclining according to custom on the long cushions or couches set for the
purpose, When they have all reclined, not without some contention as to
their seating arrangements, Jesus feels deep emotion as He prepares to
enter upon this longed-for rite. As He takes the first cup, used to
sanctify the Day and known as the Kiddush Cup, He says:
6
"I have greatly longed to eat this Passover with you before I suffer,
for I tell you I will never eat it until it be fulfilled in the Kingdom
1
of God."
These words strike a cold chill of fear to the hearts of the Disciples,
which is emphasized for them by the subsequent words of Jesus. First,
He blesses the wine:
"Blessed art thou, 0 Lord our God, King of the Universe, who createst
the fruit of the vine."
Then He takes the Cup, pauses, anc^passes it to the others saying:
L. — — — — •
1. Luke xxii, 15.
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"Take and distribute this among yourselves, for I tell you I will no
more drink of the fruit of the vine until such time as the Kingdom of
God comes."
After all have partaken of the Cup, Jesus washes His hands and distributes
a pinch of parsley dipped in salt water to each of the company. Eaten
after an appropriate blessing, this serves as a kind of hors d'oeuvres.
Jesus then takes the middle cake of the Unleavened Bread and breaks it
in halves, wrapping one half in a napkin for use later in the meal. The
unwrapped half is displayed to the company, lying on a dish, which is
elevated so that all may see it. This is the traditional place for the
in £gyf>fc.
celebrant to describe the miseries of the slavery/ it may be here, or
later, after the main dish, when the Apikomen (half piece of Unleaved
Bread set aside) is eaten, that jesus speaks the striking words:
"This is My BodyI"
He then addsj "Which is given up for youi: i. Do this in remem¬
brance of me I"
If it were at the earlier place in the meal that this occurred, we
could next imagine the Second Cup being filled, and it would be the time
for the Haggadic picture of the Exodus from Egypt. Whether this was
the theme on which Jesus spoke on this particular occasion Luke does not
mention, but the likelihood is that, instead of this old traditional
narrative, Jesus here launched into words explanatory of the startling
things which had just been said and done, and also of His approaching
Death. At a pause in this teaching He would rise, and the Second Cup
would be blessed and drunk,-(perhaps it was at this point that the words
about the 'True Vine', as recorded in John xv, were spokenf)
After this Cup the meal proper began, and the Lamb would be served to
each member of the company by Jesus, who would first pass to each a 'sop'^
HO
or piece of Lamb with bitter herbs on a piece of Unleavened Bread, possibly-
forming, as Hillel said, a kind of 'sandwich'.
After the main meal, which must have been seme considerable time later,
and after much conversation and probably teaching by Jesus, the time comes
for the third ritual cup, or 'Cup of Blessing'. Jesus therefore rises
from the reclining position and takes this Cup, which as one of the ten
I
essential rites of Passover, must be specially blessed, and says;
"This Cup is the new Covenant in my Blood, which is poured out for you."
Such then is the Lukan account of that Last Passover as it is
finally presented by him. It seems that Luke was inescapably convinced
of the accuracy and veracity of his own primary source, for he retained
the order of events in the earlier portion although the Markan and
Matthean tradition had differed as to the time when Jesus had spoken his
words of renunciation of the fruit of the vine, for instance. He even kept
to the order of chronology concerning the time Judas left the meal, thus
retaining the startling breaking-off from the words of the Sacrament
by the harsh reality of:
"But behold, the hand of him that betrayeth me is on the table with
me..."
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE WO TRADITIONS:
It is as well to notice clearly the major points of difference between
the two cycles of traditions. The following are added to the account by
Mark and Matthew;
1. Jesus' saying about His great desire to eat this Passover with His
Disciples. In Mark/Matthew the first word is of the betrayer, and
before any mention is made of a sacramental meal Jesus denounces
Judas in similar terms to those used by Luke at a later juncture.
1: Xii,8; Tosh. Pes*, i, 34 s * Zefc. 7See Edersltefm , oj>. cih. Vol.i',
also (Sajfe-, tlf>. c\h, j>- ^ ■
2... kdershefm, Ibid, J). Sob.
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Luke's account supposes that Judas had been present throughout the
sacramental meal.
2. Mark/Matthew do not refer to the Kiddush Cup, although it is
quite unthinkable that they did not pre-suppose it.
3. While none of the three describes the actual point of exit of
Judas, the different places at which the two traditions conceive of
the words prophesying betrayal make it possible that they had differ¬
ent ideas on this point of chronology too. On the other hand it is
even more probable that they simply accepted the fact that Judas was
present throughout, and therefore must have slipped away en route to
the Garden to summon the mob. This is proof of the conversation with
Judas being in the nature of an 'aside'.
4. Mark/Matthew both make the definite statement that they were
actually eating when Jesus took the loaf and blessed and broke it;
thus indicating that Supper was under way, and suggesting that the
sacramental loaf was a fresh and whole one, unconnected with the
Passover rite as such.
5. Luke adds the words commanding the repetition of the rite, which
would seem to be instruction to the Antiochan church of vtiat in
Jerusalem had always been understood to be the intention of Jesus.
6. Not having described the Kiddush Cup, Mark/Matthew place the words
of renunciation in juxtaposition with the Sacramental Cup.
\
FEATURES NOT FOUND IN THE LUKAN ACCOUNT:
1. As we have noticed, Mark/Matthew mention that it was "while they
were eating" that Jesus took the loaf for the sacramental act.
2. Luke does not record the Markan word "Take ye", nor the further
Matthean addition: "Eat ye", in connexion with the Bread.
W2.
3. Similarly with regard to the Gup, Luke omits the fact that jesus
gave it to the Disciples, although this would be obvious from the
nature of the account.
4* Luke, in keeping with this silence about procedure, omits the
words "All drink of thisl" (Matthew) or "And they all drank of it"
(Mark).
These silences about procedure can hardly be claimed to be significant,
because of the words added by Luke "This do in my remembrance"; except
for the fact that it indicates how little Luke set out simply to 'fill-
out' his account. There is no ground here for the critic who claims
that Luke's (and indeed Paul's) account is simply an embellished version
of the Markan narrative.
AN ATTEMPT AT CONFLATION:
It can be assumed that Luke at least knew of the Markan tradition
when he wrote his Gospel, and we must consider that he had good reasons
for every detail in which his account differed from the former. Thus
Luke must have been sure that jesus actually did say the words he records
concerning His great desire to eat this Passover with the Twelve. He
must have been equally convinced that the first Cup ought to be included
in his account, although aware that it might seem confusing to the
Gentile mind. There is a balance of emotion in his narrative which
is lacking in those by Mark and Matthew. The way in which they immed¬
iately launched into accounts of the Betrayal lowers the spiritual tone
of the narrative, and takes so much for granted of the reader, that the
orderly sequence of the Lukan narrative appeals to us far more than
its counterparts as being true to the nature of the meal for which Jesus
had prepared so minutely and thought about so fondly.
Jesus' first thoughts were surely greater than those concerning
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the miserable Betrayer and his unmasking. This is to be His last Pass¬
over, in fact His last meal with the Disciples, and He indicates these
two facts at the outset of the meal. Consider the stately parallelism
of the Lukan account of the meal:
There is the two-fold renunciation: "I will no more eat..."
and : "I vdll no more drink..."
Then : "This is my Body"... followed after some time by the words:
"This is my Blood."
There is too the incipient thought-sequence between the traditional
blessing over the 'fruit of the vine' and the statement renouncing
the 'fruit of the vine.'
According to St. Luke it is only when the meal had begun, and the
Disciples had entered deeply into the emotional and spiritual tone of
their Master's own feelings,that He broaches the question of His Betrayal,
possibly the meal would be drawing to a close, and Jesus would have said
all that He desired to say to the Disciples as His last message, before
He took the initiative and started Judas off on his fateful errand.
If, as of course we would like to think, Judas had actually slipped
out into the night before Jesus rose to crown this Passover meal in
His Sacramental acts (when indeed He indicated the consummation of all
Paschal observances) then the-Synoptics' account is the more accurate
herej (for Luke, as we have seen, puts the act of unmasking after the
sacred rite, but it would seem from Mark/Matthew that Judas was sent
off earlier.") It seems inescapable that Mark/Matthew are right here,
for there would be little point in dismissing Judas after the Sacrament,
whereas it is very evident that his presence during this most solemn act
would be an unbearable memory and reproach to the other Disciples ever
afterwards.
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Although Mark/ Matthew omit any reference to jesus' having ordered
the repetition of the act, we have seen earlier that everything points
to this as having been implied, if not actually stated by Jesus. There
could have been no doubt in the minds of. the Disciples that this was
something that was to take the place of the Passover - they could never
celebrate that in the old way again'. jesus' action in choosing the
Passover meal as the setting for this Supper was in itself a command
- —— - —
to repetition.
Thus Vincent Taylor says: "(Jan we be certain that the idea of repe¬
tition would have been found to be implicit, if jesus had not said: "Do
this in remembrance of me"? Without the word, would the custom have
arisen? It may not be possible to answer these Questions, but, with
some confidence, it may be affirmed that the custom of the Primitive
Church in breaking bread (cf. Acts ii,42) is best understood of it rests
on the express word of Jesus Our conclusion then, is that, in
recording the sayings which command the continued observance of the
Supper, St, Paul has preserved an original element in the tradition not
1
mentioned by the Synoptics.»
With regard to the vow of renunciation, as we have mentioned, the
Synoptic accounts of Mark/Matthew bring these words into connexion with
the sacramental Cup - in itself an unnatural and unlikely combination
of ideas. It is far more probable that the Lukan order, where these .
words are spoken over the first or Kiddush Cup, is the correct one.
The Hallel at the end of the Seder was not mentioned by Luke, just
as he did not mention so many other aspects of the paschal meal. It
is only remarkable that the other two writers did mention it; and it is
surely a very strong piece of evidence for the paschal nature of the
occasionI Edersheim says of Luke's account of the Supper; "It is im-




possible to imagine anything more evident than that he wishes us to under-
1
stand that Jesus celebrated the ordinary Jewish Paschal Supper." On the
other hand we have found throughout the Lukan account an air of fresh
approach and independent judgement which must have been leading causes
in the omission of the purely Paschal elements from the narratives and
traditions concerning the Sacrament. The Unleavened Sread, the bitter
herbs, the Lamb itself, together with the Kiddush and other cups with
their allegorical significance were now superseded by new and deeper
truth, and the rite of the of Passover was replaced by a greater and
much more significant rite. They had moved beyond allegory and symbol
to a real, spiritual participation in the blessed Bbdy and Blood of
the Son of Man.
THE JOURNEY TO EMMAUS:
Before leaving Luke's Gospel it is important for us to notice the
central incident in his story of the journey of the two Disciples to
Emmaus, and their meeting with the risen Lord. Jesus is the guest at
the table in their home, His identity as yet unknown to them;
"And as He lay at table with them He took a loaf, blessed it, broke
it and handed it to them. Then their eyes were opened ana they recog¬
nized Him, but He vanished out of their sight... Then they related
the events of the way, and how He became known to them in the Breaking
z
of Bread."
The appearances of Jesus after the Resurrection were never haphazard;
in fact they each had a particular function andjimportance in the training
of the Disciples. The main purpose was not simply to convince them that
He was alive, for one appearance might have sufficed for that. The thing
that Jesus was trying to teach them was that He was longing for the time
It o|>. eh., Vof.
2; Luke Xxiv, So-", S3.
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when they would no longer need to apprehend His presence with their bodily
senses before recognizing that He was with them. Only at times of crisis,
as when they were terrified in the Upper Room, in trouble on the Lake,
in intellectual difficulties on the road to Emmaus, and so on, did He
come to them in His risen form. At each point no further appearance
would be necessary, never again would they be in a storm at sea, or
indeed in any physical danger, without sensing His coming to them through
the rain and spume, a real if invisible presence restoring their courage
and bringing peace. Never again would Mary be able to walk alone in
a garden without coming face to face with Him. So too for those two
Disciples who had shared supper with Him in their home at Emmaus.
It was in the 'Breaking of Bread' that He was known to them. Although
they were His Disciples and had heard Him teach and expound the Scriptures
so often before, although they knew and loved every contour of His face,
it was not in these things that their eyes were opened to recognize Him.
Instead the consummate joy of communion lay in the act of the breaking
of their ordinary supper bread, and in His blessing of it. Even if
they had been present at many meals with Him and had seen and heard Him
do this same thing many times before, there is no adequate explanation
here for their recognizing Him in this act rather than in many other
even more familiar factors. The importance of their recognition is
rather to be explained in two ways:
-(1). As suggested in the narrative, it was a part of the Divine
intention that they should not recognize Him until this very
moment; "their eyes were holden..." Thus the Divine intention
is directed specifically at the fact of the breaking of bread.
(2) Closely following upon this fact is the indication that at some
earlier time this act of Jesus must have been impressed upon
their minds in a unique way. Must it not have been that the
last Supper in the Upper Room had for ever associated this act
of the breaking of bread with the real presence of the Body of
their Lord?
These two facts, when taken together, are full of significance in our
appreciation of the importance of the Lord's Supper for the primitive
Church.
What took place over that supper table in a flash of recognition
changed the course of the lives" of those two men as nothing else had
done before - not even the preaching and death of Jesus - although the
earlier events were an integral part of the experience. They had come
home disconsolate, and went out apostolic; they came home human and went
out immortal, knowing and feeling sons of God. Never again could they
break bread without their hands trembling with expectancy, awe and joy.
Never again could they sit at table without feeling the most real presence
of Jesus. could it have been upon the retailing of their experience
to the other Disciples that the Last Supper words of Jesus were first
recalled? Could it have been there and then that the rest called for
bread and wine to do, with trembling hands-, the thing that He had
commanded them? Was it then that He came to them all, passing through
closed doors? Was it thus that He came to Thomas later? This is so
much conjecture, but some fact as definite and as important must have
occurred to start the Christian church on its single-hearted observance
of this act.
Both Jesus' intention and their own experience in that Emmaus home
must have been the same - that here was a direct intervention to help
US
mould the thinking and practice 01 the early uhurch. If there had been
any lingering aoubt as to whether the Lord's Supper were not after all
indissolubly connected with the Jewish ;Cultt/5; this one experience was
enough to shatter it ior ever. It was one of those glorious consummate
experiences of an earlier intimacy which they had feared lost, but which
they now came to understand was for ever available to them, even as fre¬
quently as sitting down to a simple meal.
SUMMARIZING THE DISCOVERIES FRCM THE FIRST THREE GOSPELS:
From all that we have seen so far we have found overwhelming evidence
for the Paschal nature of the Last Supper, and nothing whatsoever to
contradict it. We have found however that there are at least two
distinct cycles of tradition concerning what was actually said and done
during the meal, and in some points it would seem most necessary that
these discrepancies be further elucidated. erom these two primitive
cycles alone there was not as yet sufficient guarantee that the details
of this central act of worship and fellowship would everywhere be under¬
stood and accurately transmitted. It is in the realm of this further
elucidation and definition that the work of St. Paul on the Sacrament
is to be understood.
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VII.
THE EVIDENCE OF THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.
As we have already seen, the Acts of the Apostles- indicates that
in the most primitive Christian community the central act of their wor¬
ship and fellowship included the rite known as the 'Breaking of Bread1.*
There are two clear instances in the history where their practice is
mentioned, as well as a doubtful case just prior to the shipwreck on
St. Paul's journey to Rome.
The first instance; mentioned takes place very soon after Pentecost;
In the second chapter of Acts we read;
"Thereupon they who received his word were baptized, and there were
added in that day souls sbout three thousand. And they were continuing
in the teaching of the Apostles and the fellowship, the breaking of bread
and the prayers... and day by day both continuing with one accord in the
Temple, and breaking bread at home, they were partaking of food with glad¬
ness and simplicity of heart, praising cod and having favour with all
the people." 2 ,•
As we look at this account several points are immediately apparent, pirst
b
that all bajtised persons were admitted to this fellowship of the Breaking
of Bread - it was not regarded by the Apostles as their sole right, at
any stage. Again, while the act was an integral part of the religious
discipline of the early (jhurch, it was not a Temple service but celebrated
at home. It would also appear that it was a daily usage, and that it was
3
a part of an ordinary meal, not simply a token observance.
1: See f>p. 43 ff
2: Acts M, 4i-2j 4t-7.
3 j F.F. Bruce, «t> • c'lh, -p. loo.
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The second account tells of a time a little later in the life of the
Church, and here once more the rite is at the centre of the religious
life of the early christian community, but this time they had assembled
on the first day of the meek in order to break the Bread.
"On the first day of the meek, when we had assembled to bread bread,
Paul was discoursing to them, intending to leave next day, and prolonged
his discourse until midnight. There were a great number of lamps in
the upper room where we had assembled... and he ascended and broke the
bread and ate and conversed a long while until dawn, and so departed." 1
From these two instances it is evident that at this stage the early
Church did not have any developed conception of the Lord's Supper as
Paul later delivered it to the Corinthians. There is no mention of wine,
nor of the meal having a sacramental character, although this may have
been implicit in the report. The facts here are quite in keeping with
what we have already seen in the growth of Luke's Gospel, namely that in
this first period the symbol of unity in Christ was the common partici¬
pation in a specially blessed and broken loaf of bread, probably during
an ordinary meal, as Jesus had done at the Last Supper, saying that it
was His Body. Thus Bruce says: "VVe are probably to understand a meal,
in the course of which the Eucharist was celebrated... it was after mid¬
night and therefore Monday morning,.when they carried out the purpose
z
for which they had met." It would appear from Luke and Acts that we
can say this much about the earliest stages of the development of the
rite, but almost certainly we can say no more.
The third time the Breaking of Bread is mentioned in Acts is doubt¬
ful as to its connexion with the Eucharist, being the story of Paul's
last meal on the ship before it was wrecked:
"Saying this (Paul) took a loaf and gave thanks to cod in presence
of all, and broke it and began to eat. Then all became cheerful and
themselves partook of food." 3
1: Ach X*, 7-8,11.
2' ojj. cH., J>f>. 372
3: Ach Xxvii, 35-1.
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This incident may not refer to anything other than the customary 'Grace
before meals' — just as the two disciples at Emmaus asked Jesus to bless
their meal before eating on that first Christian Sunday. It is possible,
and even inevitable however, that Paul had Jesus' action during the Last
Supper in mind here, for he could hardly ever have broken bread without
sensing the presence of the Lord with him; but it will also be noticed
that the Apostle did not give the broken bread to the others. Luke too
probably saw something more significant than the usual blessing of bread
in St. Paul's action, hence his particular mention of the incident.
CONCLUSIONS:
The evidence from Acts then is quite definite and inescapable, while
at the same time it is obvious that there is no developed doctrine or
liturgy of the Sacrament, nor was there an exclusive emphasis placed upon
the rite. It was just one of many facets of Christian fellowship,
together with worship, prayer, preaching and studying the word - to say
nothing of the major task of living the new life within the environment
of the old world. It is reassuring too to find that all the ancient
authorities concur in these passages, for the »W* and 'N' texts do not
differ here (other than in the case of the three minuscules mentioned
1
below). Considering the great differences found elsewhere in Acts
between these .two families of texts, this agreement is all the
striking.
more
THE DAY OF PENTECOST:
Before leaving the history of Acts it is worth noticing that the very
birth of the Christian Church as a conscious entity is associated with
the Passover. In Acts ii,l we read: "During the course of the Day of
Is 6I4-, lb", * 2i47 , W'Hi $ (hi*) A ® (S«»j> <*«M: emSiSous Kofi rju?v
after in V- 35., tee contrary evidence is ever .
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Pentecost they were all together... and they were all filled with the
Holy Spirit."
The mention of the Day of Pentecost is significant not only because
it shows how intimately the growth of the Church remained in contact with
the Jewish cultus, but in particular because Pentecost was dependent upon
the Passover. For instance in the ancient liturgy of Adai and Mari,
in a prayer for the Feast of Pentecost, it is said; "on the Feast of the
Passover He sacrificed Himself in the type of a lamb, and on the Festival
of Pentecost He sealed His victory."
Dr. Woods, in his article on 'Hebrew Festivals and Feasts' says;
"Just as the Passover became the Easter Feast of the Christian Church,
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so did Weeks (Pentecost) become the Ihitsun Feast." Prof. Purves,
in his article o£ 'Pentecost' shows that the term itself was adopted
from the Greek for 'fiftieth' rifvre Kt>arrj) and was applied by Greek-
speaking Jews (as was D'VOQ TIH OV by the Rabbis) to the second of
3
the three chief feasts because it fell on the fiftieth day after the
4-
offering of the barley sheaf during the Feast of Unleavened Bread.
It might be said then that Pentecost was dependent not on the Passover
but on the Festival of Weeks, but this Feast in turn was determined by
the Paschal Feast. "The Jews of Christ's time understood it (the First
Fruits)- to designate Nisan 16 without regard to the day of the week,"
says Purves.3 Josephus also said- "they did eat of the produce of the
land on the morrow after the Passover." Purves further comments: "The
phraseology shows that the sheaf-waving... was regulated by the date of
7
Passover itself, not by any weekly sabbath."
1: See. W. Manson , 'Hebrews", H'-'^aiso Oeafcrrfey, Jewish Background... * )>b - 94, >oo, 194 ft..
2: E.R E. Yot Y, p.Sfcfc.
3, Lev. xxiii, 9-21- _
4-: (ef. 'I Macc. Xii, 32 = also Ue\>- T, 4 * *0!, E.RE- Vo1' ® • K'39'
5: op . cit, (>.739. See. too Mi's).. 4, * Menacb. X, t"3.




THE EVIDENCE OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL.
The Gospel according to St. John has always been the centre of
great controversy because of the differences it evinces from the Synoptics.
Few aspects of this interest have been more commented upon than the appar¬
ently contradictory chronology of the Passion. it has long been claimed
that in the opinion of John the Last Supper was not a Passover, but a
special supper held some twenty-four hours earlier, i.e. on the night of
the fourteenth of Nisan.1 It will be our purpose then to discuss not only
this point of chronology but to try to discover what John's attitude was
to the Passover, and why such a divergence of opinions may have arisen.
A further point of interest is that there is no mention of the
Bread and Wine during the Last Supper as described in the Fourth Gospel.
This has led to many widely differing statements of opinion, not the least
important being those which claim that John is protesting against the
growth of sacramentalism within the Church, and so he deliberately cuts
the ground from under the feet of its exponents by connecting the so-called
'Eucharistic discourses' of Jesus with the Feeding of the Five Thousand
2
instead of with the Last Supper. Again, some have even claimed that
St. John was ignorant of the sacramental features of the Last sunper, while
1: fee Oeeterley, Jewish 'fad-yoondjf-ISS-pF-. J-Wellhauscn"Das EvaJo/»,,nis/ j> {*>.
S.H.C.ffec^re^cr = of>. cit, ft. 2'2 PP.
2: ey Article : * TKe Holy * tte ■>oc'et< h-.'enJs "> ^ K- Howe, in 'Hie. Holy 0>romor,,on "
S.c.m. (G47). r <°i.
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still others have held that his silence is simply due to his desire not to
duplicate material already adequately dealt with in earlier writers. Still
further reasons have been adduced such as a desire to keep the sacred
formulae out of the hands of profane persons, who might obtain access to
the Gospel.
Before attempt,ing to discuss these questions and other points in
detail, it is essential that we try to understand the purpose for which
this Gospel was written. It is immediately clear that it does not set out
to present us with yet another 'life' of Jesus, in the way that the Syn¬
optics have done. A glance at a harmony of the Gospels tells us that with
a very few exceptions St. John seemingly deliberately avoids treating
material already contained in the three earlier writings.
The order in which John places incidents and sayings is not always
intended to be that of a chronological biography, but he assembles them as
facts in a case to prove the theological and dogmatic issues under consid¬
eration. "The Fourth Evangelist is concerned more with the meaning of
the words and actions of Jesus than with their original setting or relative
1
order," says Hoskyns. Headlam sums up the situation in a similar way
when he says: "If our analysis' of the plan of the Gospel be correct, we
must not look upon it as a history or a biography, but as a theological
book designed to tell us what we should think of Jesus. We need not
trouble ourselves because we cannot make its chronology fit in with that
of St. Mark, for it has no systematic chronology... We need not be worried
or draw dogmatic conclusions because some events are not mentioned. The
writer had the other three Gospels before him, and they described many
events adequately... on the other hand we are able, from the incidents
2
recorded, to fill up gaps in the synoptic narrative."
Accepting the major thesis of these findings by two of the greatest
J: Sir Edwjn Gortti Cos(•'' . f-109.
2: A. C Headlam! fovtii as Itsfor, ' o ). p5.
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of modern commentators on the Fourth Gospel, we may now turn to the book
itself in an attempt to discover its general characteristics which affect
our particular interests. The immediate thing we notice is the close
connexion between its narrative and the Jewish cultus.
JEWISH FESTIVALS IN THE FOURTH GOSPEL:
It is perhaps ironical that the Gospel claimed by many to deny the
Paschal nature of the Last Supper is by far the most concerned with linking
the Gospel story to the framework of the Jewish festival system. The
following is a list of the more important of these references:
1. Chap, ii,13: "Now the Jewish Passover was near, so Jesus went up
to Jerusalem..,'i
2. " ii,23: "When He was in Jerusalem at the Feast of the Passover."
3. iv,45: "On reaching Galilee He was welcomed by the Galileans
who had seen all he did at the festival in Jerusalem,
for they too had gone up to the festival,"
4. v, 1; "After this there was a festival of the jews and Jesus
went up to Jerusalem."
5. vi, 4: "The Passover, the Jewish Festival was at hand."
6. vii, 2: "As the Jewish Festival of the Booths was near."
7. vii, 8: "I am not going up to this festival for my time has
not yet arrived."
8. vii, 14; "'When the festival was half over Jesus went up to the
Temple and began to preach,"
9. vii,37: "Now on the last day, the great day of the festival.."
10. ix,22: "Then came the festival of Dedication at Jerusalem, it
was Winter and Jesus used to walk inside the Temple..."
11. ix,55: "Now the Passover of the Jews was near."
12. xii, 1: "Six days before the festival, Jesus came from Bethany."
13. xiii, 1: "Now before the Passover Festival, Jesus knew that the
time had come..."
It would be superfluous to mention every occurrence of the word ' festival'
ii£>
in John, but the above list suffices to show that the Fourth Gospel, far
from trying to avoid all connexion between Christian thought and the Jew¬
ish religious system, actually makes the telling of its story dependent
upon this system at least for its chronology, and in some cases much more
is hinted at. By way of contrast we must notice that Matthew and Mark
nowhere mention any other Jewish festival than the Last Passover, and Luke's
only other reference is in the Infancy Narrative, where he tells how "His
parents went every year to Jerusalem at the Feast of the Passover." *
THE READERS OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL:
John assumes from the beginning that his readers are familiar with
the message of Christianity, and there is no leading up to the Messianic
truth, as for instance in the Gospel of Mark. Jesus is accorded His full
stature from the very first word, and the Gospel has as its purpose the
strengthening and developing of the main beliefs of Christendom. Who is
to say that this is not the correct method? May we not even go further
and say that this may even be a more accurate presentation of the facts
than those of the Synoptics? Surely if Jesus was always what the Dis¬
ciples only gradually came to believe towards the end of His ministry,
then there must have been another picture partially hidden from their
eyes because of their lack of appreciation of the full factsl If Jesus
the Christ, the Eternal Son of the Father, came among men, it is most
important that we have the story told as it were in retrospect by one who
had come to re-evaluate and restate what he himself had seen and heard.
The Fourth Gospel's record can best be understood by dividing it
into sections, each of which has a definite theme or function. Thus the
first two chapters can form an entity in themselves, and might be headed
'The Coming of the Messiah'. They give a complete view of Jesus, beginn-
1: Loke ii, 4\.
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ing with His pre-existence with the Father, moving by stately affirmations
to a preview of His final challenge to Judaism in the cleansing of the
Temple, ending after mention of His death and resurrection with an affirm¬
ation of His sovereignty. The third chapter gives the conditions of
Christian discipleship, the fourth the nature of christian worship, the
fifth a statement abotit the authority of Jesus, and the sixth the doctrine
of the Sacrament of the Incarnation. so we might go on to summarize the
dogmatic or theological intentions of each part of the book, but it is
particularly interesting for our purposes that in its very first section
the coming of the Messiah is announced by the Baptist in terms of Paschal
immagery - "Behold the Lamb of God that taketh away the sins of the world."
Thus from the very first in the Fourth Gospel we find that John is
directing our attention to the fact that Jesus was not only meticulous in
His observation of the religious festivals but that He also joined in the
more popular religious movements of His time, such as this coming to the
wandering preacher in the desert. It would also appear that Jesus had
attended most if not all the pilgrim feasts until the time of the Festival
of Booths mentioned in John vii, when His decision not to go to Jerusalem
z
caused considerable surprise among His acquaintances. In the light of
the observed 'anti-Jewish polemic' in the Fourth Gospel, this mention of
the festivals is all the more interesting.
THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE PASSION:
The events of the Passion are particularly well dated in the Fourth
Gospel. As early as the eleventh chapter we are prepared for this by the
observation- "Now the Passover of the Jews was near, and many people went
up from the country to purify themselves before the Passover." Then a
few verses later we are told: "Six days before the festival Jesus came to
1: John i, 29-
2 : John 1~6.
3 : John xi, 55.
17.8
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Bethany..." Thus from the very first we are aware that John has the
dating of the Passion clearly in mind, and that in terms of its relation
to the Jewish Passover. It is therefore not feasible for any suggestion
to be made in connexion with the johannine account that it was the author's
purpose to dissociate, as far as possible, that Last supper from the
Passover. The argument from silence about' the Bread and Wine is more
than precarious in the face of this observed chronology.
THE ANOINTING:
According to St. Mark the annointing of Jesus took place in the
2
home of Simon the Leper only two days before the Passover. If they write
about the same incident (and the coincidence seems too great to permit us
to think otherwise without more evidence) John contradicts this view and
declares that the incident occurred at the home of Lazarus, whom Jesus
3
had raised from the dead. Here John mentions the woman by name, and
gives such a vivid account of the event that one feels convinced that he
must have been an eye-witness. He mentions too that it was Judas who
demurred at the action of Mary, and this makes immediate connexion with
the fact that is implicit in the Synoptic account, namely that something
4-
in this scene spurred Judas on towards his betrayal of his Master.
THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY:
Just as with the story of the anointing, John associates the triumphal
entry of Jesus into Jerusalem with the Passover Festival: "Next day the
great mass of people who had come for the Festival heard that Jesus was
5
entering Jerusalem, and taking palm branches they went out to meet him."
THE LAST SUPPER NARRATIVE:
While John makes no attempt to recapitulate the narrative of the
1: John Xii , 1.
a: Mark xiv, 3-9.
3: John Xii, 1-8.
4". See above ft- ^"7
5'. John X", '2.
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actual events concerning the bread and wine, he devotes a great part of
his Gospel to describing what Jesus said at this Supper, and to inserting
incidents into the tradition, such as the washing of the Disciples' feet,
which had hitherto been unrecorded. He begins the account of the events
ol the last evening by telling us that before the Passover Jesus knew that
the time for the consummation of His work had arrived, and that He was -
about to pass from this world to His father. The account continues:
"He had loved His own in this world, and He loved them to the end;
1
so at Supper..."
'What is the precise meaning of this reference? Does John mean the
Passover here, or does he refer to another supper held on the night before
the regular Paschal celebration was due? The question would never have
arisen if it had not been on other grounds and to attempt to find support
for a non-Paschal chronology. but to turn to the expression itself, the
first fact that engages our attention is the use of the word 5e\nvov in
describing the supper;
THE MEANING- OF 'DEIPNON';
In the Septuagint this word is not at all common, and it is striking
that its only use there is to describe a ROYAL meal. Here it corresponds
to the Hebrew un£. The examples of this usage are;
— T
Prov. xxiii,l: "When thou sittest to eat (SeinveTv ) with a ruler..."
Daniel xi,27: "These kings... shall speak lies at one table..."
Dan. I;8^13 etc: "he would not defile himself with the king's meat..."
Daniel v,l : "Belshazzar the king made a great feast..."
These usages are all relatively late, and the only other canonical uses of
the word (other than in connexion with the Lord's Supper itself) are in
the New Testament.
1-. Jof?n XUI , 1.
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These instances are as follows;
Mark vi,21; "King Herod's feast.
Luke xiv, 1-24: Parables connected with the great eschatological
Supper - e.g. v.15: "eat bread in the Kingdom of God."
John xii,2: The supper given Jesus at Bethany before the kingly entry
into Jerusalem.
Rev. iii,20: "I will come and sup with him and he with me..."
Rev. xix, 9: "The marriage Supper of the Lamb".
Rev, xix,17: The Great Supper of God.
In addition to these uses of the substantive, there are three instances
where the verb <5einveW is used to describe the ceremonial feasts at which
the Pharisees loved to take the chief places; e.g. Matt, xxiii,6 and para¬
llels. The only other usage is in Luke xvii,S where Jesus uses the
parable of the Supper to illustrate God's absolute sovereignty.
To this evidence from Biblical sources must also be added the inter¬
esting evidence from early papyri etc., such as the Oxyrhynchus Papyri.1,
In these documents the word 6emvov has three main usages, all of which
denote a meal of special and ceremonial significance:
a. Religious ceremonials;
£|Pwtoc cre Xot,p'f//Wov 5einvfj<r<*i t\s »c^tfvrjy Toy «.op'ou 5~otfT\\£os
ev tu> £o^>o<neiw et^oiov, qVis e<rnv ino ap«.s ©.
(Chaemeron requests your company at dinner at the Table of the Lord
Serapis in the Serapeum tomorrow the 15th., at 9 o'clock
b. Wedding feasts; See P. Oxy. vol vi,p.927 - (3rd.C. A.D.)
c. Funeral feasts: See P. Oxy. Vol iv, p.736 - (lst.G. A.D.)
There is also an inscription at the time of Vespasian (69-79 A.D.) where
a (jivic banquet ting hall is called a SeinYrjrrj^ioY.
The evidence here therefore indicates that th§ word <Semv6v is a very
1; Ed. B.P.Srenfel! *. A.S. Hunt- ■. " Oxyryncbos fyyri
Z-. SfmiU'ly in Voi. HI Or<C.) Sc Vol. FT, f>. 523 (a^C.*).
Tlifs Yol. J, )».UO . £).
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special term, never used for an ordinary evening meal, but only for regal
or ceremonial occasions. It is a $einvov that Jesus is engaged upon when
He sits at His Last Supper with the Disciples. This alone would indicate
that in the context of John's many references to the Passover that it is
the Seder of this festival upon which Jesus is engaged. There is however
an independent piece of evidence to support this conclusion, and that is
the very important fact of the use of the definite article at this point;
l
"The disciple which also leaned back on his breast at THE Supper..
The definite article l\ tu> <Te'nvw can only mean one of two things in
this context; either it refers to a meal that would be well known to the
readers, and so not need further explication, or else it refers to a
previously mentioned meal still fresh in their memories, and therefore
conveys sequence of thought. in this case both factors are present, for
within the context of the festival references of the Fourth Gospel this
word both shows the particularity with which this Supper is regarded by
the Disciples (a most significant fact in the light of John's silence
regarding the words and acts of the Institution) and links it with the
great over-arching 'Deipnon' to which they had all been looking forward,
namely the Passover. It is unthinkable that there could have been a
Passover as well-as a Supper, and the absence of any word to the contrary
requires us to identify these two occasions.
JOHN'S INTRODUCTION TO THE LAST SUPPER:
The Fourth Gospel's introduction to the Last Supper can therefore
best be paraphrased as follows:
"now Jesus realised before the Passover arrived that it was to mark the
end of His earthly ministry. He had loved His own in this world, and that
%
to the very end. So when the Supper arrived, knowing that (despite Judas)
U John xxi, ZD.
2: Kt(l 5einvo» yiVOKftVov •. a. Gen'ihve Absoluk Cell slrocton, tetf franslehtd Ht 3,
Comtek,t sej>*rih»j tte fwvioos bme -references.
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the Father had put all things into His hands... He rose from table..."
THE FOOT-WASHING:
It is not surprising that the emergence of this narrative of Jesus'
%
washing of the Disciples' feet is of relatively late date. It was not the
kind of story that the Disciples would have been keen to publicize, espec¬
ially in the first days of the Church. There was too much of the deeply
humiliating and the painful about it; too much that reminded them of their
own obtuseness and lack of understanding of Jesus' supreme agony; and of
how their jealous behaviour must have deeply hurt f{im when He most needed
their help. That they could actually have quarrelled about seniority
after all that He had tried to teach them, and that at a time when He was
so sorely taxed in His own heart, must have been one of the most bitter
of their occasions for remorse when they recollected the events of the
Passion. Knowing the story so well and from so far, we today are very
apt to under-estimate the strong motives for reticence that must have been
present among the early Disciples whenever the subject of the last days
of Jesus' earthly life was mentioned.
Only with the writing of the Fourth Gospel, long after the church had
become established in many lives, and perhaps only when the first signs
of pride and position-seeking became evident among the leaders of the
community, did it become imperative that the last remaining Disciple should
disclose this most humiliating of all Jesus' actions. It nay well have
been that the thing which occasioned John's great accent upon the sacra-
discourses at the
mental nature of the/time of the Feeding of the Five Thousand and his
drawing attention to this incident within the scope of the traditional
narrative of the Last Supper was an attempt to combat growing priestly
pride in the conduct of the Eucharist. Instead of putting the emphasis
1*. See ^bo SeldtnKuy* f 0j>. c!K, |>j>. £>57 * to.
a, John Xiii, 3#.
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on the rite, John's great contribution to our knowledge of the Last Supper
is found both in this incident of the Foot-washing, and in the priceless
records of the teaching of Jesus, which probably took the place of the
regular Haggadah of the Passover Seder.1
It must not be thought that, if this is really john's purpose, he is in
some way opposed to the Sacramental in Christianity. On the contrary,
there is no Gospel which so breathes the air of sacramentalism over all
that it depicts. Yet for John the sacramental was not confined to the action
or words of Jesus concerning the Bread and Wine, but everything that H©
said and did had this mystical fifth dimension. The bread and the fishes
that fed the five thousand, the bread and fish beside the lake in the post-
resurrection breakfast, the washing of the Disciples' feet, and the words
over the Paschal meal, all these were integrally part of the one over¬
arching and all-inclusive Sacrament of the Incarnation. It is all there
in the magnificent words of his prologue:
z
"The Word became flesh and dwelt among us and we beheld His Glory.."
It is in these words that John found the real Institution of the Sacrament,
and for him there was no fact more sacramental, for instance, than the fact
that the Son of God had washed his feetl When a man had had that experience
there would be little further need for particular rites, for everything in
all Creation would be eternally different.
Mot that the bread and Wine were unimportant, for they were a part,
even a consummate part of this whole sacramental fact of the Incarnation,
they were indeed the way in which the many might enter into the Holy of
Holies where before only the Twelve had sat at table with their Lord. The
way in which John reports Jesus' words after the feeding of the multitudes
is quite sufficient to convince us that he felt deeply about all that could
be meant by such terms as 'feeding on Christ'. This sacramental element
1; See above .13
2> John i, »*.
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present in all life is evident also in the story of Jesus at the well in
.1
Samaria. it is Living Water, springing up to everlasting life, that Jesus
offers the woman; and if, as seems most likely, our report comes from her
own personal account of the incident, there can be no doubt as to what
thoughts would be uppermost in her mind as she partook of the Bread and
Wine in the Christian Sacrament.
Nowhere, in all the Gospel story'however, do we hush our voices with
awe so much as when we read the simple and stately words of St. John:
»Knowing that He had come from Bod and was going to God, He rose from
table, laid aside His robe, and wrapped a towel about Him, then poured
z
water into a basin, and began to wash the Disciples' feet."
The opening words of this sentence are most important to St. John's purpose
in telling it. It is a synopsis of the Incarnation in one sentence - and
it is part of a purely sacramental act. ceremonial washings were a part
of the Passover ritual, and if guests came to the meal from any distance
a slave or lowly servant would generally wash their feet in this way. The
absence of such servants indicates that Jesus had probably given orders
that they were not to be disturbed during the meal, and as the Disciples
were quarrelling about seniority in the seating arrangements, and none of
them had given a thought to taking upon himself the task of washing the
others' feet, as well as his Master's, Jesus decided to do the necessary
thing Himself. It was not therefore a purely didactic act, and even less
was it a purely token action. It was necessary as a part of normal, every¬
day life, just as were the bread and wine of the Passover, the bread on the
table in the Emraaus cottage, the lad's rolls and fishes, and the drink of
water from the well in Samaria. Jesus chooses the simplest things of
normal living to disclose the deepest things about Himself and about the
Divine Nature. It detracts from the beauty of this incident if we try
1 ■■ fee 3ook Tf t ieUw.
2: John xiii, 4f.
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to make it an embarrassing lesson to enjoin humility on the part of the
Disciples, and it is certainly not an elaborate allegory to forge a link
between the two great christian Sacraments, as Loisy has been inclined to
i
believe. Rather it is just one more factor that would bind the Disciples
into the mystery of the Birth, Life, Death and Resurrection of Jesus the
Son of God who was yet their friend and even their servant.
Part of the importance of this incident for our purposes is that such
ceremonial washing was an important part of the Passover rite. It is
not a conclusive point, for after a journey any guest might expect to have
his feet washed in the home of an attentive host, but there is no evidence
that the Disciples had been on a journey that day; on the contrary it
seems that they had probably spent the preceding night in the Garden on
the Mount of Olives. Hfenc« it is more appropriate to the Passover than to
an ordinary meal that they should thus have their feet washed as they sat
down to table.
Attempts have been made to reconstruct the actual seating arrangements
for the Last Supper, at least for the principals of the drama such as
z
John and Peter and Judas, as we have seen. Hence significance is
attached to Peter's refusal to have his feet washed by jesus because he
would be the first to be approached by the Master. In this way it will be
seen that there is an added probability attaching to the Paschal nature
of the Supper. It will also be noticed that such an action, followed by
an explanation and made the occasion of special teaching, is peculiarly
Paschal in form.
THE UNMASKING OF THE BETRAIER:
The undoubted hand of an eye-witness is detected in the story of the
'asides' exchanged between Jesus, Peter, John and Judas. Edersheim and
1: See Hosltyns, o)>.cit.,
2, Ske above Ako , 0|> • c*it, Vol. ]}, |>)>. 4Wf<=.
J3fe
others have analysed this point and it seems possible that the Fourth
Gospel may be right and retaining the historical order in thus placing
the unmasking of judas and his exit from the Upper Room at this point
during the Supper, before the deepest and most intimate events took place.
WHY DID JUDAS LEAVE THE ROCM?
After Judas had gone out into the night on his desperate and satanic
errand, it is recorded that several of the Disciples began to conjecture
as to his reasons for leaving. "Some thought that, as Judas kept the
money-box, Jesus had told him to buy what was needful for the feast or to
x
give something for the poor."
The point has. often been made that this indicates that it could not a
have been the night of the fifteenth of Nisan, for then surely they could
not have thought that Judas was going out to make purchases. Also the
fact that such purchases were thought to be 'for the festival' surely
indicates that that occasion was still in the future!
From what we have already seen about the chronology the question
really amounts to this: Was it possible for a person to go out on the
after the Fesh'va.1
night of the Passover, when the next day/was a Sabbath, and make purchases
for the Festival?"
Oesterley states an emphatic negative: "Those words are quite decisive;
for if the Disciples thought that Judas had gone out to buy things for the
Feast, it is obvious that they could not have been partaking of the Feast
at the time l The Festival could not even have begun, for it was impossible
to buy anything during the Feast; for buying and selling were forbidden
3
by the Law."
This comment is assuming too much and is too far-reaching however,
and many eminent critics disagree with Oesterley's verdict. At the outset
it is precarious to state categorically that one could not be sent out to
1: Eolecsbtlm, o^. ctt, Vol. f>|>. "S".
2: JpKo XIII, 29.
3-. 0)cit, ^.158-9.
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buy something for a meal already in progress. There is nothing more likely
during an oriental meal in a crowded city than that some little additional
spice or herb would be required and the master of the table would ask seme
servant or waiter to slip out and obtain it from the host downstairs or
across the street.
On other grounds too Oesterley's statement must be questioned. He
seems to assume that the 'festival' was a single meal,which was patently
not correct, for the feast of the Unleavened Bread lasted for a whole week.
Moreover, even on the question of buying and selling during the festival
there is much more to be said. Edersheim sums up his own conception of
the legal position as follows: "it is expressly allowed to borrow wine,
or oil, or bread on the sabbath, and to leave one's upper garment in pledge.
Moreover, it is expressly added that if the day before the Passover falls
on a Sabbath, one may in this manner purchase a Paschal Lamb, and presumably
all else that is needful for the Feast. This shows how Judas might have
been sent on the Eve of the Passover to purchase what was needful, for the
1
Law applying to a feast-day was much less strict than that for a Sabbath."
Again an important precedent for Judas's conjectured behaviour is to
be found in the Mishnah itself, where it expressly states:
"If a festival day fell on the Eve of a Sabbath, a man may not cook
on the festival day food for the Sabbath; but he may cook food for the
z
festival day, and if any is left over it is left over for the Sabbath."
The whole meaning of this passage is that preparations for a festival ARE
quite permissible on that festival day itself, and this directly contra¬
dicts what Oesterley has affirmed.
Returning to the passage in the Gospel, we see that Judas might well
have gone out simply to get more provisions or something special that Jesus
1: 0^. cih, Vol. {I, fj.7Sfe.
Z: Beht. II, 1.
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wished for the Feast, and that he need not have been thought to be going
further than the room downstairs. Had not jesus said, after all; o noi€?s,
, 1
■notrjdbv T5<X'ov , which would seem to the Disciples at such a time as if He
simply meant; "Hurry up and do it now - we are all waiting I"
It was the practice in Jerusalem in those days for every home to be
available to pilgrims for the celebration of the Passover, and presumably
many of the necessities would be stocked by the householders and sold to
>
the parties of pilgrims. It was even possible that the Paschal Lamb could
3
be purchased m this manner. Hence there is nothing at all in Judas's
supposed action to say that this could not have been the night of the
Passover. In fact the second conjectural reason for his absence, referring
to a gift to the poor, is almost by way of proof that it WAS the night of
4
the fifteenth of I\|isan, for the Law enjoined that even the poorest in
Israel was entitled to enjoy four cups of wine on. that night, even if it
meant drawing on the poor fund to do so. Thus the thought of charity was
closely connected with the festival and would have been a ready thought
to the Disciples' minds when they sought an explanation for Judas's retiring
from the chamber.
Further: A moment's reflexion serves to show that it would have been
incredible for Jesus to have made such elaborate preparations for the meal
and to have desired to eat it so keenly, and then to have sent off one of
the Twelve to make provisions for a meal that was to take place on the
following night, when the morning would have done equally well, probably
better, as a time to make such purchases. The Disciples can hardly be
pictured as seriously thinking that Jesus would so interrupt an important
meal for a reason of that kind! This interpretation, on which Oesterley
hases his rejection of the Paschal nature of the meal, is therefore one
which makes us all the more sure of this being the Passover nightj and the
1. JoWn Xiii, 27.
%. cf. Oilman, o^.cih, |)j>. lofef.
3. flish. fesa., tin, 2•
4. " " , X, 1.
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only possible inference is that we have recorded here the opinions of some
of the Disciples who had not over—heard the earlier conversation between
Jesus and Judas, and when the subject was discussed after the Resurrection
they had given these reasons for not taking particular notice of his with¬
drawal .
A final point here, and seemingly quite conclusive in itself, is
that Oesterley's interpretation means that the Disciples thought that Jesus
did not know that He would not be having supper the next night, but was
completely oblivious of the fate which hung over His head only a few hours
away, so He fondly started to make preparations for a 'Passover Supper'
on the next night. This is not what we come to understand of the feelings
of the Disciples from an unbiased reading of the narrative.
The evidence is quite unambiguous then, and those who would try to
divorce Johannine and Synoptic chronologies must look for better arguments
than this. Here we have no carefully thought out time-references, but
one of those almost unthinking asides of an eye-witness which would have
been made by one of the Disciples without even giving a thought to the
niceties of Rabbinic Law - and it is quite futile to try to pursue such
a point any further than this with regard to chronology.
THE LAST SUPPER DISCOURSES:
The Fourth Gospel tells us in detail what Jesus said to His Disciples
during the Last Supper. Thus Box says; "...this great discourse, with
its context (John xiii ff.) ... represents a summary of the Lord's Euch-
1
aristic teaching which culminated in the solemn celebration of the night..."
The discourse breathes the same spirit as the words over the Bread and
Wine in the Synoptic accounts. Both are intimately concerned with Jesus'
approaching death and its meaning for mankind. The saying concerning the
1; 0^. ctt, R3G7.
^4-0
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Vine and its branches, as we have already mentioned, finds added point
in the context of the Paschal Supper "with its accent on the 'fruit of the
vine' o just as in other circumstances Jesus had used the interests of
the moment to convey His eternal truths, as when He had spoken of being
the Light of the World, Living Water, the Resurrection and the Life, the
Good Shepherd and so on, here in the Passover He makes use of the metaphor
of the vine, intimately associated with the House of Israel, and more
1
closely still connected with the 'blood of the vine' which was now to
3
become 'the Blood of the New Covenant, shed for the remission of sins.'
THE TRIAL OF JESUS:
So far we have found nothing in the Fourth Gospel account which has
caused us to question the paschal nature of the Last supper, but with the
story of the arrest and trial of Jesus we come to the passages which have
been made chief objections to this chronology. The first instance is
with regard to the action of the Jews at the trial before pilate:
"They would not enter the praetorium themselves, in case of being
ceremonially defiled, for they wanted to eat the passover." So Dr.
Moffatt renders this much-discussed verse, which is possibly the most
contentious reference in the Gospel with regard to the paschal chronology.
Many critics have seen in these words a complete refutation of the Synoptic
conception of the Supper as a paschal meal, Oesterley saying plainly:
"On the face of it this took place after the Last Supper and yet the eating
S
of the Passover was still to come."
If Oesterley is right then we have to try to reconcile the fact that
the Fourth Gospel, coming into a world where the synoptic accounts were
already accepted as authoritative, here suddenly makes a tremendous and
shattering contradiction without any warning or explanation, even without
1 * JoUn
2: !)eoK XX* it", I4-.
3: Jaim the Trot Vine is Tic Johxnninc etjuivalerJ of
"Tliis is My Blood fiox, oj>. c.h,
4: John XVl'ii, 18.
5. Oj>. cih, f>- '59.
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elevating this new chronology to the chief place in the sentence; for here
it is but a kind of appended observation to explain the conduct of the
Jews. John has so far been meticulous about his chronology, and when
fixing a date has done so with clarity and definition. This important
if,
statement,^it was meant to alter the popularly held view of the Supper
as some have claimed, is most unlike the methods of St. John.
It still remains however to ask whether Oesterley is any more accurate
in this connexion than in the previous instance. Do these words imply
that the paschal Supper of the fifteenth of Nisan was still in the future?
Vvhat was this ceremonial defilement feared by the Jews, and how did it
apply to Passover observances?
CEREMONIAL DEFILEMENT:
There has been much learned discussion concerning the precise reason
for the levitical defilement adjudged against a person entering the house
of a Gentile. Two main strands of opinion are discernible. The first
is that entry into such a house was frowned upon because of the possibility
that the house would contain a dead body, and so a Jew entering the same
house would be ceremonially impure for a period of seven days.1 There was
a much more general reason however, due to a variety of potential causes,
which meant that a Jew entering a Gentile home would simply remain unclean
a.
for the rest of that day - i.e. until nightfall.
3
Despite arguments such as those adduced by Dr. Schurer, it would seem
that the second is the only reasonable explanation to offer for the behav¬
iour of the Jews on this occasion. The Praetorium was not the kind of
place where a death might occur unheralded, and the body thus remain hidden
without the knowledge of the people, and the Law indicates that at least
a reasonable suspicion of the presence of a dead body was necessary before
1: otal. xviii,7-
2: Acts x,28 : cf. OKol. Xviii, u 92*.
3< *D|>er $«<yew iw TIno^ci 6tesseo, 1863.
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the greater penalty could be incurred. Thus it is almost certain that
the reason why the Jews feared to enter the Praetorium in this case was
due, not to the presence of a dead body, but to the ordinary polution
attaching to the entry of a Gentile residence - deriving in all probability
from ohe possibility of there being some idol or idolator within that
z
household,
Edersheim declares however that we can be sure that entrance into
heathen houses did certainly render a Jew levitically unclean for that
day - i.e. until the evening. He draws attention to the fact that this
3
is clearly attested in the New Testament and in the M'ishnah, as we have
already noticed, and continues:
"A person who had so become levitically unclean was technically called
Tebhul Yom (bathed of the day). The point is that to have become impure
for the day would not have disqualified from eating the Paschal Lamb, since
that meal was partaken of after the evening, and when a new day had begun.
4-
In fact it is distinctly laid down that the 'Bathed of the Day1 (i.e. he
who had been impure for the day and had bathed in the evening) did partake
of the Paschal Supper, and an instance is related when some soldiers who
sr
had guarded the gates of Jerusalem 'immersed' and ate the paschal Lamb,
It follows that these Sanhedrists could not have abstained from entering
the Palace of Pilate because by so doing they would have been disqualified
b
from the Paschal Supper.1'
Robinson, who also takes this view, comments:
"Lightfoot, who strenuously maintains that the Saviour and His Discip¬
les a.te the Passover at the same time with the rest of the Jews, mentions...
that had it been the paschal Supper which they were still to eat, the fear





5, Jer. TJ.1. fesa. t>.
6, oj>. dt., ^.Scb'!
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could have had no place, inasmuch as the washing of their clothes at even¬
ing would have sufficed for their purification so as to allow of their
sitting down to the Paschal feast... but the washing of the clothes during
the intermediate days of the Festival was prohibited to all except certain
i
specified cases."
The significance of this latter fact must be accorded full weight in
these particular circumstances, for the situation amounts to this:
Defilement on Nisan 14, the day when the Lambs were sacrificed in the
Temple and preparations made for the Passover, could be cleansed away that
evening, before the beginning of the Festival. This is obvious, considering
all that might be involved in the journey into Jerusalem, the obtaining
of materials for the Feast, the other details such as the slaughtering of
the Lambs, and so on. But if defilement was incurred on Nisan 15 (or on
any of the subsequent days of the Festival) it could not then be cleansed
until the whole Festival was over - so.a person so defiled"would be excluded
from the remainder of the celebrations. It is surely obvious that it was
this latter defilement that was the one feared by the Jews in John's
account, and thus overwhelmingly indicates that the time of the Passover
had already arrived, namely that the day was the fifteenth and not the
fourteenth of Nisan at all.
Further, the reason which was given why they did not wish to enter
the Praetorium was "in order that they might eat the Passover" (ivoc ^yjie<v&3tfi\
Wtin <{>«1w<ny tb • ) according to Oesterley a phrase indicating £hat
the Seder of the first night of Passover was still in the future. Is this
really what these words indicate?
THE PESACH:
The question to be considered next is the precise meaning of the term
Is T. Xobioion : "Hie Evangelists U Hie Misbnab , 0*59), J>^. 32b~7.
Ill-H-
TU<r)(« or P®sach, as used by St. John in this context. The two possibil¬
ities are that it refers either to the Paschal Supper of the night of the
fifteenth of Nisan, or to the whole Festival from the fifteenth to the
twenty-second of Nisan.
The evidence of the Old Testament is that it is at least'probable
that in certain places the word applies to the sacrifices made throughout
the whole week of Unleavened Bread, and not just to the Supper of the
first night. Robinson says; "In the case of the Passover the chagigah
(nr an) were especially presented on the day immediately after the Pas¬
chal Lamb had been eaten. These offerings were called, as was the Lamb
itself, the Passovert s mo-D.
Edersheim, discussing this same point, declares; "No competent Jewish
archeologist would care to deny that 'Pesach' may refer to the Chagigah,
while the motive assigned to the Sanhedrists by St. John implies that in
T>
this instance it must refer to this, and hot to the paschal Lamb."
He also says that the Jewish writings themselves show this to be true,
citing the works of Wieseler and Kirckner among others who have proved
this point, as he says, finally and conclusively. He sums up the whole
situation in words which admit of no compromise, and which have never
seriously been questioned: "These considerations and canons seem decisive
as regards the views above expressed. There would have been no reason to
fear defilements on the morning of the Paschal sacrifice; but entrance to
the praetorium on the morning of the first Passover Day would have rendered
it impossible for them to offer the Chagigah, which is also designated
3
by the term pesach."
Support for this view is found in the recent work by Zeitlin, where
he states that; "... in the entire Tannaitic literature we do not find the
1; Dei»h *vi, 1-3- IT dironXXXV, 1,2,6,16.
2; of.. c\t, fy. 321-7.
3-. 0j>- c"«t. |>.S(,S ■ See
name "Festival of Unleavened Bread" but the word "Passover" which refers
to the Paschal 3Lamb as well as to this Festival... the Sages purposely-
dropped the name Unleavened Bread and called the Festival 'Passover' to
stress the religious significance of this Festival."
Again Oesterley himself, in a more recent work, admits.with regard
to the term Pesach : "This is the name of the Passover Festival: but the
term is also used in reference to the animal victims sacrificed at the
feast. Thus in Ex.xii,31: "Go forth and take you lambs (or kids) according
to your families, and kill the Passover..." - II Qhron. xxx,15, Ezek.
xiv,21... etc *
Finally Geldenhuys, discussing this same point, says: "although the
expression 'they did eat throughout the feast seven days' points to the
Jewish custom of using the expression 'to eat a feast', for the Hebrew
reading is-mon-" PK literally 'they ate the Festival' (and
3*
not the feast offering.)"
Thus we are confronted by a very strong case for retaining the Paschal
chronology, and when we reflect that St. John was writing late in the
first Century, years after the Temple and its services had ceased to be,
A
and that he wrote for a rapidly expaning, largely Gentile Church, it is
nonsense to suggest that he ought to be subject to such minute dissection
of terminology, or that he ought to have taken more pains than he did in
expressing this point which, in conjunction with the Synoptic accounts,
which he presupposed, is quite unambiguous.
THE RELEASE OF BARABBAS:
During the trial of Jesus there was an offer made to release Him by
Pilate on the grounds: "It is.your custom that I should release a prisoner
for you at the Passover: is it your will that I release you the King of
1: S. ZeiHi'n , Ofj.cih, (>.454. of. same auUori ."Jodaism as a felig.on Jq*.,
(f943) - H-. 25-7.





It is significant that St. John introduces these words into his state¬
ment, again without comment, especially in the light of Luke's treatment
2
of the incident, where all mention of its being a Passover custom is wanting.
The inference of the words must surely be the same as the conception John
himself held, namely that this was an event which took place on the fifteenth
of Misan, the first and great day of the Feast - for Pilate expresses
present intention of releasing Jesus on this pretext. The choice was for
the 'People' to make, and the time when they would best be consulted was
obviously the fifteenth of the month, not on the preceding day when prep¬
arations for the Festival were occupying them in unending queues and when
Jerusalem would be a bable of engagements and arrangements for the use
of rooms etc., for the coming celebration. It would be on the comparative
calm of the first day of the Festival that such a customary act of privi¬
lege would take place, and that is in accordance with all that we have
seen so far of the chronology of the Passion. This unobtrusive incident
must tell strongly in favour of the paschal chronology in the Fourth
Gospel.
THE SENTENCE OF DEATH:
St. John carefully fixes the time of the poignant moment when Jesus
was finally sentenced to death with the expression: "It was the Preparation
of the Passover..." ( i'^v St flof^oSXeurj 7&0 flaW^ci^ ot *jv us Inwj.)
These words, taken at first sight, seem to some to indicate that it was
the day before the fifteenth of Nisan, and so have been held to throw
doubt on the Paschal nature of the Supper. In almost all English trans¬
lations they are rendered: "It was the day of preparation for the Passover,
about noon." Is this a correct rendering of the Evangelist's phrase?
It John xvVii, 39.
2: Luke XXil'i J3-25.
3. John X'*, M-.
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THE MEANING OF 'PARASKEUE':
The Genitive construction here indicates that it is just possible
that a better translation of the phrase would be 'Preparation of the pass-
over' rather than 'for the Passover' . It is the word no^ouTKCorj however
which is most significant, for upon our translation of this word the whole
weight of the case for the non-Paschal nature of the Last Supper depends.
, The first thing that we realize about the word is that in the days
when the New Testament was being written it meant precisely the same thing
that it does today in modern Greek, namely a technical term for Friday.
The evidence is so conclusive and so single on this point that it is worth
giving details. The following are occurrences in:
a. The New Testament:
Apart from the case under discussion the word appears five times
in the New Testament, namely:
1. Matt. xxvii,62: (Referring to the day after the Crucifixion):
''next day, that is on the day after the Prepar¬
ation... at the close of the Sabbath."
2. Mark xv,42: "As it was the day of Preparation, that is, the day
before the Sabbath."
3. Luke xxiii,54: "It was the day of Preparation and the Sabbath was
just dawning."
r
4. John xix,31 : "As it was the day of Preparation, in order to
prevent the bodies remaining on the cross during
the Sabbath..."
5. John xix, /+2: "It being the Jewish day of Preparation..."
(Referring to the burial, in the context of
verse 31 above.)
The'evidence from every one of these passages is therefore strong, unanimous
and without any possible avenue of ambiguity; and the meaning in each case
is that no^>c«rKeu)j is equivalent to the term 'Friday', or the technical term
in Jewish usage for the day before the Sabbath.
in*
Thus Geldenhuys writes: "... at the time when John wrote, the Greek
term nc^ownceorj (Preparation) was already for a long time the technical
term used to indicate 'Friday', the equivalent of the Hebrew 1*1V 1
- h. Classical and other writers of the Sub-Apostolic Age;
In addition to the canonical evidence, Dr. A.E.Sophocles has
gathered a formidable array of instances to show the usage of the word
2
in both Christian and Jewish circles of this period.
(1). In Jewish Circles:
Here Sophocles shows that the word connoted "the day preced¬
ing the Jewish Sabbath".
(2). In Christian Circles:
Here the word was used for the day we call Friday (sexta feria)
The authorities cited by Sophocles are as follows;
Irenaeus 608a; Polycarp 1033b; Clement of Alex II,504 bj
Tertullian 11,956 a; Origen 1,1549 d: 11,236 bj Dinosius
of Alex. 1277 a; petros of Alex 508 b: Eusebius II, 1477 c:
Athanasius 232 a; Macarius 970 c; etc...
3
In addition to this there must be added the instance from the 'Didache':
"uyueTs 5e Vf]<rreu<ro(re rerpaSoi kcu nm^aaKeurjv... "
(But ye shall fast on the fourth day and the Preparation Day
(Friday)). 4"
Josephus also has the same usage.5
Finally, and of great importance, is the fact that in Liddell and Scott's
Revised 'Greek-English Lexicon' this passage is actually translated for
us, as follows: "before the Sabbath of the Passover."
In addition to this external evidence stands the fact that in all the
Synoptic accounts where Jesus sent! His Disciples to prepare for the Passover
the verb used to describe this paschal preparation is not Tioy>oj<J"Kfeu<£j'w
but
— —
1* op cil" p U>4- 4: ^reefer simj>ly translates " Fridayoj>.ciT., f>.5o9.
2: "Srtek lexicon of the Roman *■ 5; Anhcj. XVJ , ifc3, VI*
Period - BC. 144 -AD lioo", p.fSo.
Did. viii,l.
m
Again the word u<^**(Xiseutjstands here, as in verse 31> without an article.
This is surely significant, especially in the light of verse 1+2 where the
tone is explanatory, namely: t>jv VctpttffKeurjv Ttov Iow&xitov..." The implica¬
tion is inescapable that we have here a common technical term, very well
understood by the Jewish readers, but with the added explanation for those
not so familiar with the form. Thus the two verses in question ought
best to be translated:
v.14: "And it was the preparation .(for the Sabbath).of Passover week."
1
v.31: "Therefore the Jews, since it was Preparation, ..."
It will be noticed too that this is precisely the way St. Mark treats the
word when he gives the definition in parenthesis:
"It was already evening, and as it was Preparation - that is, the day
before the Sabbath..." (xv,l+2).
* c \ "V
Luke's Greek is mterestxng at this poxnt too, and his: Kofi ijpepd rj*
TM^cKTXeuJjS is best translated: "and it was Preparation-day" - again the
absence of the article denoting special usage.
In the light of all this evidence, and remembering too the prevailing
conception of Jesus' Last Supper as a paschal celebration, it is surely
impossible to read 'Preparation for the Passover1 here! Everything we
know of this word as used in such a context forces us to translate liter¬
ally: "on the Friday of Passover week." It is surely unthinkable that
the Fourth Evangelist should have used a common technical term synonymous
with Friday with two entirely different connotations, in the space of a
few lines'. Thus there is far more support for the so-called 'Synoptic
chronology' in this verse than for the contrary opinion.
A final point worthy of notice is how completely the word for
Preparation is connected with the Sabbath, and not with the Passover, by
1: See. S~hrtck--Bilierkeck , Konmentdr... Vol. i>, 828-32., Vol. IV , f> 'fc.
al»o folershei'm, Vol. ii;
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the following verse:
"As it was (the day of) preparation, in order to prevent the bodies
remaining on the cross during the Sabbath (for that Sabbath-day was a
great day)..." (v,31)
John, who was so fond of making every possible reference to the Jewish
festivals, might easily have said here that it was the day the Paschal
Lambs were being sacrificed, or have made some other apt reference, if
this was indeed the chronology he had in mind. A little reflexion shows
that this could not have been the case however. John says "that Sabbath
was a great day." Friday, the day of the fifteenth of Nisan, is here
clearly designated as the day on which Jesus was crucified, and the Supper
had been held in the first hours of this day, ile. on the previous evening.
THAT SABBATH WAS A GREAT DAY:
There has been a good deal of opinion that this phrase of St. John's
is to be interpreted as meaning that the Sabbath and the Passover coincided
in the year that Jesus was crucified. This is not the case. Here surely
St. John would have said,'that Sabbath was the day of the festivalJ or
even'the day of the Passover,' if such had been his recollection of it.
Instead, his phrase simply means that this particular Sabbath, falling
on the second day of the week of Unleavened Bread, the day set aside for
the offering of the First Fruits, was particularly solemn, even for a.
1
Sabbath.
The Law stated that: "on the second day of Passover one should add
something to the meal as a remembrance of the Feast of Esther that took
place on that day."1" In addition Rabbi Dr. Hertz, in his introduction
to the Babylonian Talmud Tractate "Shabbath" says; "Cine phrase in connexion
with the Passover was the subject of heated controversy in early Rabbinic
1: Mish. Kelfm, !,*>•• Menacb. X,'~9 : Hag.r, ct Qeshcrley "Jew!, Backbond,''
2: Ffi'cd/ardfc, c«k, Vol. TTI > (>.343.
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times between the Pharisees and the Sadducees. The latter took the word
Sabbath in Lev. xxiii,15 ("and ye shall count unto you from the morrow
after the Sabbath, from the day that ye brought the sheaf of the wave
offering") in its usual sense, and maintained that the Cmer was to be
brought on the morrow of the first Saturday in Passover. The Pharisees
argued that 'Sabbath' here means 'the day of cessation from work', and
the context shows that the Feast of Unleavened Bread is intended; therefore
the Omer was to be brought on Nisan 16. This is supported by the LXX
which renders 'on the morrow of the first day', and by josephus. The
offerings of the sheaf took place on the 16th., and as this was the first
busy work day of the harvest, in relation to it the preceding day might
1
well be called a Sabbath, or rest day, though not all labour was prohibited."
This statement of Hertz is of value not only because it confirms
the additional fact that the Sabbath of Passover week in the year when
Jesus was crucified was also the day of two Jewish Feasts, but because it
adds two points to the arguments already adduced above:
1. R, Hertz uses the phrase: "the first Saturday in Passover" in _
his general remarks about chronology as a normal usage, so the claim
that we have made for the phrase "the Friday in Passover week"
2
is not in the least contrary to Jewish usage, nor straining the sense.
2. He remarks that 'not all labour was prohibited' on the first day of
Passover - once more bearing out our own contentions that the Festival
day was less strict than a Sabbath.
Apart from these incidental considerations however, the major factor is
that j\|isan 16 was a Great Day - as St. John puts it - and in this year
especially so, as the Sabbath also fell on that day. Edersheim says:
"The sabbath about to open was a 'high day' - it was both a Sabbath and
the second Paschal day, which was in every respect equally sacred with
1-. 0|> C|>., f>. XV J .
I: See above , (>.14-9
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the iirst nay, more so, since the so—called wave-sheaf was then offered
1
to the Lord." Edersheim probably overstates the case in this latter
regard, but his is additional evidence to the general opinion on the matter,
"MOT A BOWE OF HIM SHALL BE BROKEN" .*
It is worthy of special mention that these words occur in the Fourth
Gospel's account of the Passion, and their reference to the Paschal Lamb,
as well as to the Messiah, is unmistakable. "If a man breaks a bone of
a clean Passover-offering he incurs forty stripes" says the Law. Again
"if the limb of a Passover-offering projected outside the wall of Jerusalem
it must be cut away until the bone is reached, and the flesh then pared
off until the joint is reached, and then it may be cut off. with other
offerings it may be chopped off with a chopper, since they do not come
Ap
under the rule of 'breaking the bone' .
Thus the phrase St, John uses of Jesus here is peculiarly ^aschal,
a point hard to explain by those who deny the Paschal dating of the Last
Supper in this Gospel.
THE HASTY BURIAL:
"...so they put Jesus there, it being the Jewish day of Preparation,
$
since the tomb was close by."
The purpose of the time-reference here is to explain why there was
haste in the burial of Jesus, and why it was that the women returned to
the sepulchre after the Sabbath had passed. John tells us-that, since
it was the Friday night and' the tomb of Joseph was close by, they put Jesus'
body in there. There was not time for the full ritual of Jewish burial
and the Law enabled them to do the essentials of burial on the Teast Day,
(a
but not on the approaching Sabbath. These bare essentials were done, and
1: o|>. c\k, Voi. TjT , tl3.
2: John Xi%, 3lo.
3; Mijb. Pew. Vii, 11.
4: Mish. Fesa. Vlii 12-
5; John X'lX, 42.
G : 5ce above , j>^>. 79ff.
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the body then left in the tomb until the Sabbath had passed, when the full
requirements of the last rites could be carried out. There is no other
possible construction which can be placed upon St. John's time-reference
here.
If the Evangelist had had the slightest idea that it was the approach
tssf the Passover which enjoined haste, he would certainly have said so.
His reference is not to do with anything Paschal at this point however,
but with the even more strict Jewish sabbath; and it has been in the con¬
text of the weekly Sabbath that Christian rejoicing has ever since been
carried out (i.e. on the first day of the week), and not in reference to
the sixteenth or seventeenth of Nisan, nor to the Passover either. It was
1
"on the first day of the week that Mary of Magdala went early to the tomb",
and it has been on the first day of the week, with its implicit reference
to the weekly and not to the annual feast, that Christian worship has
found its focus ever since; and on the other hand, despite the efforts of
the quarto-decirnans, the month of Nisan passes almost unnoticed in Christ¬
endom.
THE MEAL BY THE LAKESIDE:
Just as the two Disciples at Emmaus had joined the risen Lord at a
meal where He had broken bread according to the usual custom, as Luke
tells us, so in the Fourth Gospel we.have this further incident which must
have been especially significant to St. John. It seems from the later
accounts of Luke and John that there had been considerable interest in
the meals which Jesus had shared with His Disciples after His Resurrection,
and eating takes a prominent place in most of the post-Resurrection
narratives. John's story tells us how, after a miraculous catch of fish
on the Lake, the Disciples came ashore to be greeted with the ford's
1: Mi *x, 1.
2Luke Xxi'v, Jo, 31,35.
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invitation: "Come and breakfastt - none of them dared to ask Him who He
was; they knew it was the Lord - and Jesus went and took the bread and
gave it to them, also the fish." 1
This incident must have been one of the formative ones in the history
of the early Christian liturgy, for the relationship between the meal here
and other sacramental occasions must have been clearly evident. It would
also have been one of those incidents which served the more fully to divorce
the Last Supper observance from its context 'of the Jewish Passover, and
emphasize the everyday significance of the breaking of bread.
Bread and fish were the two most common elements of diet for that
Galilean community, and this fact, rather than any metaphysical connexion
with the credal symbol »ICHTHUS' must have been the reason for the frequent
mention of fish in the meals of Jesus with His Disciples .* Luke tells us
that Jesus ate some fish in His appearance in the Upper Room, and there
is some evidence that there was a sacramental use of fish in at least some
4
sections of the primitive Church. This simply affirms that in the earliest
days the Sacrament was part of an ordinary meal, rather than a separate
5
and wholly liturgical observance.
CONCLUSION:
The Fourth Gospel therefore, far from contradicting the Synoptics with
regard to its basic chronology of the Passion, stands firmly with them
on all essential points, and any dogmatic conclusions drawn must be in
the light of an integrity of the four.Gospels, rather than setting one
against the rest. The silence of St. John about the Bread and Wine must
be interpreted in this setting, and also with due regard for his evident
sacramental interests, as well as his close interest in the Jewish cultus.
1 : Jokn X*l. 1*2, '3,
^ "•
2: Mark Yi, 4i-4aCcf- MaH"- *'Y' ,9*2° w L,jlte Jokn vi , )5-l(o: Mark VIM, fa,*'?.
cf. Matt. xv, 3t>"7 • lake xxiv, 42-3.
3.- Lvke Xxiv, 42-3.
4--. tjx'Kj>k of Avrcivs ind'cahrs Hiis.




(1). I CORINTHIANS V:
The fifth chapter of First Corinthians is rich in references
to the customs of the Passover, and this tendency finds its fullest ex-
1
pression in the words: "Our Passover also has been sacrificed, even Christ."
Paul refers to the paschal practice of searching out all leaven from the
2
houses on the Eve of the Passover, and the imagery is used to bring us
closely into contact with the redemptive action of Christ in going to
the Cross, which is contrasted with the alleged atoning efficacy of the
blood of the Paschal Lamb, and the purity of the Unleavened Bread. The
uses of this imagery in this context compels one to believe that St. Paul
thought of the Last Supper as a Passover Feast. The whole passage is
ancillary to the christian Eucharist, and. there is a suggestion of this
in the words with which the Apostle anathematizes the evil-doer: "With
such an one do not eat."
It might be contended that there is no specific reference to any
liturgical practice in these words, but only to a normal table fellowship
over an ordinary meal. In the light of all that we have seen however,
it would appear that this is not in any way to exclude the special sig-
1: V47.
2; M'ish. Pesa 1 eh..
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nificance attaching to the Sacrament, for the early church found its
deepest fellowship in just such ordinary meals.
While it is evident that St. Paul is thinking in Paschal terms in
this passage however, it is also apparent that it is not the old Jewish
Passover which he sees but a transformed rite where everything has been
raised to a new level. i\io longer the blood of the blameless Lamb, but
that of the sinless Son of sod; not just the outward symbol of the leaven-
free houses;, but the sin-free hearts of the forgiven sinners in Christ;
these are the new facts that the Apostle sees.
The great probability from all these considerations is that to St. Paul
there was no question of the last Supper not being a paschal celebration,
and that here, as everywhere else in his experience, it was the transform¬
ing power of Christ to change and invest with life that occupied his
main thought,
(2). I CORINTHIANS X:
In this highly metaphysical passage St. Paul developes his theme
of the pre-existence of Christ, by making use of the imagery of the
Eucharist. It is all the more significant when one considers that his
purpose here is not concerned with the christian Sacrament at all, but
with quite another theme. Thus it is something that the Apostle takes
absolutely for granted of his hearers that they thought spontaneously
and naturally of the presence of Christ in terms like to those of the
Sacrament. Whether it was the Manna in the wilderness, or the water
springing from the rock at the touch of Moses' rod, all these incidents
were for St. Paul but a continuation of the eternal truth that he had
found in the Incarnation, and which came home most nearly to the post-
Pentecost Church in the present reality of the sacrament. Here the
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close affinity between the thought and attitude of St. John and that of
St, Paul is evident; both "Apostles think of the supreme Sacrament of the
Incarnation more readily than of any particular sacramental acts.
There is quite explicit reference to the Eucharist however which
serves to confirm this universal truth. "The Cup p'f Blessing which we
bless, is it not participation in the Blood of Christ? The Bread which
We break, is it not participation in the Body of Christ?"asks St. Paul.
As we have already seen, St. Paul is here talking to a congregation founded
in the year A.D. 51 or thereabouts, and it is worthy of notice how com¬
pletely he takes the facts of the Eucharist for granted. Later in the
same chapter the expression 'the Table of the Lord' is mentioned in con¬
trast with the esoteric table-fellowships of the mystery cults - such as
l
that of Sarapis, for instance. '
(3). I CORINTHIANS XI:
In addition to the points already noted regarding this most famous
of all Eucharistic references, it is significant that St. .Paul seems to
be making a deliberate act of separation of the sacramental from the common
meals of the Church in Corinth. "If any man is hungry, let him eat at
home..." is the Apostolic injunction. This means that the conjectures
we have made regarding the rite in the time of the Acts of the Apostles
is considerably strengthened. Only by the time of about A.D. 55., ie.
after more than twenty years from its institution, was the Eucharist develop¬
ing into a peculiarly liturgical meal in Christian assemblies. While
it had been part of an ordinary meal, particularly in the Syro-Palestinian
areas, wine would have been a very infrequent sight at meals. Even among
the poorer folk of Corinth it can hardly have been common (only the rich
1: See OKyrynchiJS Paj)yre>« fren tt'onej above, )>'. 130
could afford to get drunk, it would seem). Thus we can reasonably expect
that by this time of the First Letter to Corinth, as the words "whenever
you drink it" suggest, the use of the Cup was just becoming a regular
part of the developing rite.
CONCLUSIONS:
Thus in the Pauline correspondence we find once more the general
coherence of the picture we have painted of the development of the
Sacrament appertaining. The whole of the New Testament evidence as to
the origins of the Eucharist is a unity and an integrity - and what
divergences there are only serve to show the meticulous care with which
the most accurate and authoritative picture of the original intentions
of Jesus was built up from every available source. In the Pauline
picture of I Corinthians xi we have the final result of the researches
of the primitive Church into our subject, and at each point in the road
from the earliest reports in Acts, and the pre-Gospel accounts, we find
the great verities standing firm and certain. Having established this
much, we may now the more profitably turn to an examination of the meaning
of the rite, particularly as seen through the eyes of first Century
Christendom,
BOOK TWO
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THE OLD TESTAMENT BACKGROUND OF THE PASSOTER.
Regardless of whether it is generally accepted that the occasion
of the Lord's Supper was a regular celebration of the Jewish Passover
or not, the importance of Paschal thought on that occasion cannot be
denied. Both Jesus Himself, and the early Church as a whole, frequently
thought of His death in terms not only deriving from the Jewish sacrific¬
ial system, but also in terms of the actual Passover. Thus we have the
l
Johannine references to "the Lamb", and the Pauline expression: "Christ
z
our Pascha." The whole attitude of the early Church to the Jewish
Cultus was that in Jesus it had arrived at its consummation, and if they
lingered in the Temple for a time after Pentecost it was only because they
daily and hourly expected that consummation to be made manifest to the
world at large. They considered that the Sacrifice par-excellence had
been made by Jesus, and thus all other forms of sacrifice had been super¬
seded.
It will be important for us, therefore, to consider the question of
Sacrifice, first of all as it is seen in pre-Christian times, and later
with regard to the self-surrender of Jesus on the Cross.
SACRIFICE
Sacrifice is one of the great universale of man's religious nature in
its search for satisfaction and practical expression. If there could be
found seme tribe or race where Sacrifice had played no recognizable part
in its religious development, this fact alone would be of immense importance
because of its singularity. Far beyond the confines of any cultural inter-
t. John i ; 29 Rev. V;6, I2eh:.
2. I Cor. Vj7. Vincent Tayior : Jews * His Sacn'fictpp. Ilia "7.
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course, or of any kind of inter-communication of religious ideas, we find
recognizably similar practices with regard to Sacrifice. This fact in¬
dicates the first element in our consideration of Sacrifice with regard
to Christian purposes, for where we find a great pervading universal like
this there is every reason to ask whether this universality does not mean
that we are dealing with a valid response to the one and universal God.
It is clear that this desire to sacrifice will either derive from the
universal Good, or else from that one other universal factor, namely
human nature. These two are the only two universal causes in the field,
and either one or both of them must be causal with regard to the fact of
Sacrifice.
As we are making this enquiry as Christians, we may begin by positing
that the nature of the universal God is that revealed to us supremely in
Jesus of Nazareth - who was perfectly man and perfectly God. In His
teaching about God we find the great realities which we must discern
everywhere as the valid indication of the presence and purposes of God.
On the other hand we may look into human nature and human history and
see there many of the distinctively human and depraved characteristics
of the kind which might subvert valid religious response to God.
Jesus left no definite teaching with regard to cultic sacrifices,
nor about the Jewish sacrificial system. While certain of His words and
deeds resemble those of the great Old Testament Prophets in their criticism
of the cultus, other sayings and deeds would seem to indicate that He
regarded the system as good and even necessary. Thus at opposite poles
l
we may place His cleansing of the Temple and His command to the lepers to
l.
offer what was due,in the TempH, for their healing. Since investigators
have been unable to discern any developed attitude or teaching of Jesus
1: Matt. xxi. 12,U > Mar** xi, iSff. • Lvkc xix , 4-5.
2 . Matt; Yin, 4- y Mark i^44 ; Luke V. i4 ) cf. Lev. y'w ,i-7)
Sec also Luke Xvii, ,4 y Ma ft. Vj *3,24.
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with which either to reject the sacrificial teaching of the Old Testament
out of hand, or on the contrary to enable them to regard the Christian
attitude as a mere extension or improvement of the old cultus into terms
of modem need,1 we must look elsewhere for our authority on this question.
It will be necessary therefore, to attempt to find what the spirit of the
Life and Teaching of Jesus indicates with regard to the historical Hebrew
cultus.
THE HISTCRY OF THE HEBREW CULTUS.
Exhaustive analyses of the whole question of sacrifice in ancient
Hebrew practice have been carried out by many scholars, of whom Buchanan
1 3 4
Gray, Robertson Smith and Oesterley are among the first names. The general
result of their investigations has been to reveal that, fundamental and
primary to every concept of sacrifice is the motive of making a gift to
the deity. Thus Buchanan Gray writes, "Whenever in later times the Jew
s
sacrificed, he was consciously intending his sacrifice to be a gift to God."
In his article in the Encyclopaedia Biblica on the subject Dr. G.F. Moore
says, "The prevailing conception of sacrifice and offering in the Old
6
Testament is that of a gift or present to God."
This opinion is strongly supported by recent work by the Roman
Catholic theologian De La Taille, who writes:
"Latria. eucharist, impetration (adoration, thanksgiving, petition) go
side by side and hand in hand in this first approach of man towards God.
But because man is not a pure spirit, he feels a need to translate this
interior gift of himself into an outward rite which symbolizes it. For
this reason he presents to God the homage of some material gift, the whole
reason and purpose of which is to represent and attest the inmost consec-
T
ration of his soul."
1. ct'.Vi'nc. Taylor, op.cit. (,f>. 67- 75. S. op.Clt (,. 20 6. See. o|».ctt. Col
3. 'Sacrifice 1V1 the Ol« Testament* (19**) 7. "The. My»hry of Faith..." YolJC
3. " The Religion of the Semitet " (3"? Edn. t9li) (j9iO). p. fe.
A. " S&erifius in Ancier^ Israel " (1937).
While most investigators would not adopt such a naive view of the inner
and subjective aspects of sacrificial gift-offerings, it is nevertheless
important that we note how Roman orthodoxy agrees in principle with this
Gift theory of the origins of sacrifice.
Oesterley, while also agreeing in principle with this result, neverthe¬
less goes further in an attempt to discern a historical progression of
motives which broadly separate into three categories: those of the Gift,
the Communion and the Liberation of Life. He writes, "The sacrifices of
which we read in the Old Testament were offered for three main purposes:
as gifts to the deity, as a means of union with him, and as a means of
liberating life."1 In following through the history of sacrifice as it
unfolded itself in the history of Israel, Oesterley shows how these three
purposes each assumed a distinctive place in the cultus, and how, with
varying emphases, each was to be found at all stages of the historical
development.
Jevons however attacks the system thus built upon offerings or gifts,
declaring that: "The Gift theory has in modern times contributed to a
fundamentally erroneous conception of the history of religion. It has
been supposed that all offerings were from the very beginning gifts,
whereas in truth the earlier offerings were but means for placing the
2
worshipper in physical contact and permanent communion with his god."
This opinion has not gone unchallenged, and today it may be claimed the
general concensus of opinion is still that, as Baumgartner has put it:
"Offering and prayer are the two main elements in the cultus; they are
closely associated; originally sacrifice is nothing else than a prayer
accompanied by gifts... showing the recognition of the fact that the
3.
gaining of the divine favour must cost something."
1. p II.
2. "An Introduction to Hie Wistary of Religion" (1964) f.255.
3. "Oi'e Reliyion b Gesthiefite untl Gcjenwarf" iV, 95<* } Sec
Oeeterley Of>.clt. f>|> 17-14.
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Collating all the evidence of these and other scholars, Oesterley-
arrives at the conclusion that: "There is no question that, so far as
Israelite sacrifices are concerned, though the same applies elsewhere,
gift-sacrifices are by far the commonest type."* Again A.R.S.Kennedy
declares: "Study of the terminology of sacrifice has shown that the domin¬
ant conception in the Old Testament, from first to last, is that of a
gift, present or offering." Z
SACRIFICE AND MAGIC:
Every student of the comparative history of religious development
recognizes that the great pitfall ever awaiting man's journey of response
to the soliciting love of God is the lapse into magic. By magic is meant
simply the attempt by man to wrest from the side of God that which it is
His alone to give or to do, and so to try to gain control in some way of
the means of effecting supernatural processes to his own advantage. Thus
the path of sacrifice, which lends itself so readily to magical interpret¬
ation, is particularly treacherous in this regard. The great danger is
ever that man will go beyond sacrifice (as oblation, the prayerful offering
of what is his to give) to the realm of magic where he imagines that cer¬
tain supernatural results must inevitably ensue provided he performs certain
rites or utters certain prayers.
The keynote of valid sacrificial worship, as the word itself suggests,
is that of offering, giving, oblation. The Prodigal Son comes home to his
Father and offers him, without obligation, his whole self and future in his
service. The father's response is there before the offer is made, and yet
i »
it is by no means inevitable. Had the son possessed motives of working on
the father's pity and love to produce the happy ending, the whole story
would be degraded and lose its point. This is a vital and fundamental
point in our whole investigation, and we must remember that in the teaching
X. 0j». c». n, 25, etc..
2. Arhc'le oii " Sacrifice- a Offer:n} " tt*sH135 (IVol.) Diet of Sibie. .
of Jesus God is ever the loving Father to whom men must surrender them¬
selves unconditionally. De La Taille recognizes this danger of magic
when he writes, "Magic is an attempt to act upon an order of things which
is not man's domain, but Godk, by means of symbols that do not express a
will of God, but a will of man." * Although the door is thus left open
for the Mass, because it will be included under the category of a symbol
which is in accordance with the will of God, it is valuable to notice how
closely the Roman theological view resembles our own at this atage.
MAGIC AND WORSHIP:
When one studies the history of sacrifice in Israel in this light one
immediately becomes aware of the battle which rages between valid sacrifice
and magic. Coupled with the most humble and pious offerings to God, often
gifts brought out of sheer joy and love towards God, or else wrung from
reluctant hands of men and women by the fear of disobeying the demands of
their God, there are all too often other stories of sacrifice of a crude
bargaining nature often going far into the realms of magic. It would
appear to be against this latter aspect of sacrifice, and not against the
cultus as a whole, that the Prophets lodged their protest.
Even with the category of the Gift theory of sacrifice it is important
that a Christian should discern the valid and invalid factors, however.
A gift, such as a birthday or Christmas gift, can be given for irreligious
and sometimes anti-religious motives. What Christian man has not had to
face the wrongness of giving such a gift to some maid because in his heart
he knows the motive for the relationship that would be so indicated is not
one hallowed by the Spirit of God? Love longs to give, but evil also
uses the process for its own ends. Unless we discriminate carefully at
this point, our whole approach to sacrifice can end in hopeless error.
1. Ojj.dk Vol.1.
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Thus when Masure seeks to find in the history of sacrifice a pattern
of universally valid religious practices "which the human race throughout
the centuries set forth in obedience to a hidden instinct in the sacred
and prophetic scenes of ritual sacrifice," yet without adequately discerning
the fundamental differentiating factor between valid and invalid sacrifice,
he simply opens the door to magic and evil, and links his conception of the
sacrifice of Jesus with paganism, and error. There is a heathen note
in his approach as he writes;
"The liturgy begins with traditions of previous generations weighing
on the will of living men, enshrined in grim or weird prescriptions. It
is as if the dead were speaking, issuing their orders. These traditional
gestures and inherited formulas enable man to reach God, almost to touch
Him. Then the incense crackles and smokes; libations are poured; the
victims are brought forth. "Grand Dieui voici ton heure: on t'amene ta
proie." For it is the divine moment of sacrifice...
"The name of Christian which I bear does not forbid me to gaze into
these sacred depths; quite the contrary. As a disciple of Christ I have
the right and duty to try to understand these ancient human beings...
"That holocaust may have been sometimes only a disgusting bonfire; but
the leaping of its flames already sings God's glory..."
So Masure continues on his benign way through paganism to his chapter
entitled ' The True Idea of Sacrifice •, by which time we see magic fully
developed. His words are worth quoting in full here;
"We are at the very origins of our most ancient institutions, at the
source of our most universal experiences. It is a question then of having
something divine in order to put it to use. To have it, if we have it not
already, we must make it. To make it, we must pay the price, give up a
profane object and obtain from God its sanctification by His acceptance of
1. "The. Christian Sacrifice" ■ j*- '55.
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it as His own. At this happy moment the cause is won. Such is the great
religious movement, the cycle Of decisive and significant actions in which
sacrifice is found. It is a liturgical offering in which we pay the necess¬
ary price, and which, once accepted by God, becomes a means of communion
.1
with Him."
Thence, by mere terminological processes, Masure concludes that,
"to make a sacrifice is to make an object sacred." The full cycle has
been made, and we are back here, in the supposed name of Christ, at the
same place where the savage man fashions his fetjSish or carves his totem,
"Sacrifice is thus something done, a making sacred." he continues. "It
is an object as much as a gesture, for it is material upon which liturgical
gestures are directed so as to change the nature of it. Let us note this
formula carefully; with certain additions it would already cover the
z
Catholic definition of the Eucharist and the Mass."
Returning from this revealing digression inbo the writings of the
latest Roman theology, we must yet look further into the distinctive aspects
of sacrifice as emergent within the Hebrew cultu3. Sacrifice, we have
found, properly rests on the foundation fact of the free gift. Oblation
is its characteristic feature, and if immolation takes place at all,(which
indeed is of questionable validity), it is the motive behind such immolation
which is the important factor. Man's uttermost approach to God lies in the
giving of himself. At first his material gifts (and among them the most
precious gifts he possesses, which to ancient man was often in the form of
foodstuffs) and later all that he is and hopes to be is offered to God.
This is the limit of man's prerogative in sacrifice. It is when the gift
motive is superseded by magical desires to produce at will that which it
is God's right alone to give, that we see the emergence of the evil and
mistaken magic of the Mass.
1. Ojt-cih |>jM7-35. (Italicj his),
2. 0J>. cif • f>.39. ( - - )•
It is therefore questionable whether the second category of sacrifice
as mentioned by Oesterley (Communion with the deity) is altogether valid
as regards truly religious practice. If there is any trace of mants con¬
ceiving that necessary results must follow the physical fact of offering
and then eating a gift sacrificed to God, then to that extent the 'communioi
is magical and invalid. Communion itself is a valid end, of course, but
it is a free gift of Grace on the part of God, and in no way can be deserve*
or produced by man.
Of the third category, with regard to the release of Life (regarded
as residual in the blood of the victim) there can only be said that it
undoubtedly and definitely lies within the sphere of magic, and thus out¬
side the realm of man's prerogative in sacrifice. Man is not sovereign
over life and death. He was not in times gone by, and is not today, even
in our age of super-science, and he never will be in the future. It is
not for him to traffic in these terms, and certainly not for him to take
the presumptuous step of offering a 'Life' as a gift to the deity. Here
is fundamental error, and the nearest man may ever approach the absolute
oblation is in the offering of himself as a living sacrifice, holy, well-
1
pleasing to God, which is his reasonable liturgy. It is God who giveth
Life, and God who taketh away. By His command man may kill and eat - but
the Life which he takes and the life which he thus sustains is not his,
nor can it ever be made his, except as a gift from God, not vice-versa.
If it was an awful appreciation of this fact which caused the Hebrews
2
to "pour out the blood like water upon the earth" and never to eat it,
then their action was basically valid. But if, as most scholars hold, they
felt that they were offering a Life to God, then they were doing wrong. As
we will see later, one Man, and one only, ever rightly had the prerogative
to offer such a gift to God, and when He did it, the fact of His offering
1. Rom. Xij, I.
2. See: j Lev. XvtT. f0-)2 > Deut. xii',23. efc.
swept clear across all earlier forms and purposes of sacrifice. Now He
who was the Way, the Truth and the Life - whose prerogative it was to
offer Life, did so for the first time in history, and for the first time
in history too men were bidden of God to partake of Blood, which was the
Life. Thus the perfect humanity of Jesus offered what was the most that
humanity can offer - His own Life - but that Life was also the very Fact
of Life itself - the existential Logos, as conceived from all time as
beyond man's right to approach or partake, and so God, whose right it was
to deal in these terms, met with man, offering Himself, in Christ Jesus
the Lamb of God - and so all sacrifice was complete.
But this is to leap ahead of our premises, and we have yet to see
the place of the Passover within the Jewish cultus, and in particular
to discover Jesus' own attitude to His death. This latter problem
must occupy our attention next.
II
II
JESUS* CONCEPTION OF HIS OWN CRUCIAL ROLE IN MAW'S F^TTCMPTION.
The Fourth Gospel has been generally acclaimed as the most thoroughly
• sacramentalist» of the four, and because it undoubtedly abounds in refer¬
ences to the Jewish cultus, setting the Life, Death and Resurrection of
Jesus within the framework of the Jewish festival chronology1, it is inter¬
esting to see that it is this same Gospel which abounds in the great
personal affirmations of Jesus. Growing out of the developed conviction
of the Evangelist with regard to the person of Jesus, it affords an admir¬
able starting point for our present discussion, not in isolation from the
Synoptics, but as focussing the thought of our subject in a way which we
may then compare with earlier accounts.
Just as Yahweh appeared to Moses in the wilderness and declared His
Name to be •I AM' ( rrnx rrPJ< or e«yw e'ui o tov (l**) E*.ii'r14),
and as such He was announced to the Hebrews in their bondage to the end
that after the first Passover they who were signified by the blood of the
Tramh were delivered from their slavery - so Jesus came into history with
the same great claim to be ' I AM' ( tyw ), and after the last
Passover delivered from the thraldom of sin all those who claimed atonement
under the Covenant ratified by His Blood. It is this Jesus the I AM
whom we see in the pages of the Fourth Gospel, and it is of value to con¬
sider these great personal affirmations of our Lord as they have come down
to us in the Gospel story.
Sec a jove pp. 125 PP.
1>
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The first thing we notice shout the uses of the expression >1 AM'
is that we may divide them into two categories;
a. As a term or title standing alone.
e.g. Jesus' reply to the question of the High Priest.
£u ci o o St IrjtfoGs feiTiev, tyw Ei^-ci :
b. In conjunction with some qualifying concept.
e.g. The Messianic sayings of the Fourth Gospel.
>r •/ J \ /v ✓ T
tyu l\jk\ To <j>us Too
a. EGO EIMI STANDING ALONE:
Where this title is used undefined it stands in the Gospels in unique
relation to the Divine Name. In the warning to the disciples that many
would crane in His name and mislead people, Jesus said that the error would
be in their misuse of this title: noAAoi em ovrauofTi'^Aoy
% / c/ V ^ p' ^ \ ^
Asyovrcs oti fyw Ej^u, Koti noAAous TiAetvrjoTDotfiv.
In this special sense we are also to understand the regal reply of
Jesus to the High Priest (seen above) and particularly in the Fourth Gospel
such sayings as Jesus' affirmation to the woman at the well in Samaria,
when she refers to the Messianic revelation as belonging to a future
historical moment, but Jesus replies; Eyw Eiyni, o AocXwv tfoi...
In other words - the Messianic revelation is now, at this moment, available
to her.
In a paper to the New Testament Society in Oxford in 1947, Prof. W.
Manson developed the exegesis of these sayings of Jesus to indicate how,
behind the historical Fact, there was the eternal, existential Fact, who
i v j /
came into men's lives as Jesus of Nazareth. " fyu>£u»i indicates an exist—
S
ential situation, not merely an historical claim," he said.
The most important of these claims of Jesus with regard to our purposes
iv Mark *w ; u.
2: John Vi'icj 12.
3: Mark Xiii; b *■ (oral'els-
S-. J.T.5. Vi94t) pt4f. cf. A. Schweitzer,: "The^uecF of the (hsfor.'e*/ Jesus, fy-W#.
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in addition to those already mentioned, are as follows-
(a)."Except ye believe that I AM ye shall die in your sins.-.." John viii;24.
(byWhen ye have lifted up the Son of Man then shall ye know that
I AM". John viii;28.
(cyBefore Abraham was, I AM". John viii;58.
(dV" • • .that when it is come to pass ye may believe that I AM." John xiii;19.
(e). "Jesus saith: Whom seek ye? They answered Him, Jesus of Nazareth.
Jesus saith unto them: I AM." John xviii;5.
The importance of these sayings for Christology cannot be over-emphasized
but in our own particular study we must assume this aspect, apart from a
consideration of those passages which bear upon the meaning and purpose
of the death of Christ.
(a). The first of these sayings comes in the context of a conversation
J
by Jesus aAdressed to the Jews, concerning His death. He reiterates several
times that unless they believe in His divine origin, existence and mission,
they will die in their sins. When He uses the term I AM He is not regarded
as making any special claim as to His nature, however, any more than when
He uses the term Son of Man (Bar nasha), for it is typical of the methods
of Jesus that He chooses terms of self-reference which, while admitting of
the very highest significance known to man, may also be interpreted by human
blindness as of no more significance than ordinary first personal pronouns.
Jesus' other words leave no doubt in the minds of His friends as to
His real intention here however, and it is only the hardness of heart of
the crowd which prevents their recognizing Him. John shows us the picture
of Jesus knowing that only in the Cross will the Jews (and the world) come
to recognize Him for what He rightly is.
But it is in reference to forgiveness or propitiation of sins that
we must pay particular regard to this saying. Jesus asserts that it is
u
belief in Him as the Eternal One of God which is the crucial issue for
salvation. He does not say that it is to be His death which will effect
this salvation, but rather "except ye believe that I am, ye shall die in
your sins." Because this belief is not possible to them owing to their
sinful blindness, He must first needs die (be lifted up) before they will
be enabled to recognize Him that He IS.
It is also to be noted that here, in the context of the atonement for
sin, Jesus links His claim of I AM with His use of the title 'Son of Man'.1
This is a further aspect of the self-declaration of Jesus with which we
must deal at a later stage in greater detail. But before passing from this
saying it is important to notice that Jesus makes no reference whatever to
the way in which sin is to be conquered or annulled. His statement here
is negative - unless they believe they will die in their sins. The meaning
is clear that belief in Him will effect freedom from the death penalty for
sin, but beyond this we cannot go.
(,b)» In this same discussion Jesus comes to the question of the patriarchal
faith, for the Jews claimed that as Abraham's seed they were free men. On
the contrary, says Jesus, all who sin are slaves to sin, and only if the
Son shall make them free will they be free indeed. Here something more
than merejjLntellectual belief in His messiahship is indicated as the required
basis for salvation, however, for a two-fold aspect of deliverance emerges:
First, it is the Son who shall make men free;
OOV O VIOS U/iOIS , OVTWS Gt^Ol W£<I$£.
(Once more there is no mention of how the Son is to effect this freedom,
but the initiative is clearly indicated to be in His hands.
Secondly, Jesus deplores that He, who cldims to be the eternal Son, is
unable to effect this freeing because of men's refusal to accept Him. The
sign of their acceptance and belief is in their actions, not in mere pro-
1: John viif, 28.
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feesions, however, and while the Jewe profess sonehip to Abraham, they in
fact do the works of the Devil. But, says Jesus, "If a man keep uy word,
he shall never see death." 1
Thus there is the proclamation of the two-fold condition for man's
salvation. First in the activity of the divine Son on man's behalf; and
as a necessary concomitant, man's obedience of belief in Him.
(c). It is when this fact is made quite definite that Jesus declares His
divinity, and indeed His divine pre-existence, in the words?
A^v, yujv X/yu) uyufv, lyoiv A^y>«yc "
(d> The next instance of Jesus' use of the term I AM, without further
qualification, is in His discussion following upon His washing the Disciples'
feet. Here the purpose of the washing was stated to be?
1. A sign of identification with Jesus?
"If I wash thee not thou hast no part in me," (John xiii;8)
2. A sign of cleansing?
"He that is bathed... is clean every whit." (John xiii;10)
In addition there is the fact of the example thus set them of mutual
service and humility. Jesus then tells them that the time is at hand that
these things are to be fulfilled, adding? "I tell you before it come to pass
2
that when it is come to pass ye may believe that I AM."
Leaving aside the motive of example in this action of Jesus, we see here
the Baptism of the Twelve. Until now there is no record that they had
been baptized even by John, and there is certainly no indication that
Jesus had baptized them. This then is their Baptism before their admission
to the Lord's Supper, and the same great theme that we have already detected
in earlier sayings is increasingly emphasized here. The need for their
active obedience of belief is still stressed. They are already clean by
the Word, but now the sign and seal of their faith is seen in their being
1, John Viii,52.
2. John Xfii, 19.
lb
washed by Jesus. Their whole bodies are not washed, because it is not even
that kind of symbol* cv ■ » the virtue does not appertain to what happens
with regard to their bodies so much as to the fact that the son of Man
stoops to wash their feet. This is the real sacramental fact, and thus
they need only to be washed in part and they will be in every whit clean.
When the eternal God stoops to wash their feet, and they see and accept it,
as Peter did finally, then the divine process is complete. But as it is
a sign from God to man, it is also a sign of man's acceptance, of his iden¬
tification with Jesus the Christ, and it is these two factors in juxta¬
position which spell salvation.
The hallowed water itself, and even the action of Him who stoops to
wash, is not sufficient to cleanse away the sin of the unbelieving and
unrepentant heart however, for Judas is also washedj but as Jesus solemnly
warns; '"Ye are clean, but not all," for (adds St. John) He knew him that
would betray Hxm, therefore He said: Ye are not all clean.
It is therefore largely incorrect to regard Baptism as a sign of the
resurrection of the new man whose sins are forgiven, unless its prime sig¬
nificance is seen to be the fact of ingrafting into the Christ who stoops
to embrace mankind. The forgiveness of sins is only the 'by-product' of
the process of repentance and belief and acceptance - not the primary
purpose of His coming and dying, or of our faith at all. This is surely
not perceived by those who still cling to theories of the necessity of
total immersion, savouring more of pre-Christian practice and thought than
a Christian approach as seen in this incident. Can it be that such folk
are so obsessed with cleansing every part, or of developing a symbol of the
uprising of the new man, that the Christ who stoops to conquer is seen only
through what takes place in or to the sinner — thus misplacing the major
accent of the Sacrament, and indeed of the Incarnation!
!•* John xiiY, 11.
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(e). The occasion of the arrest of Jesus, while indicating the regal
assurance and dignity with which He declared His true identity to the mob,
adds little to our immediate enquiry beyond emphasizing the way in which
Jesus clearly and repeatedly claimed His right to the title 'I AM'.
b. EGO EIMI WITH A QUALIFYING PHRASE:
Turning to the second of these categories of Jesus' use of this ex¬
pression, we find the canvas very much enlarged. Once more it is the
Fourth Gospel which has the great preponderance of these special visages,
but in addition to Jesus' direct claims to being the existential divine
Presence (as seen in Mark xiv, 61 and parallels) there is the important
statement recorded by Luke in which Jesus says: "I AM among you as one
who serves." (eyu» 5c ev jxe<fu yw-ov t\ju.\ u)s o Sf&KovCjv - Lake xxii, 27.).
As this saying clearly connects with the saving concerning the Son of
Man's coming to minister and give His life for many, which will be dis¬
cussed in detail later* this further Synoptic reference can be deferred
for the present.
Reverting to the Fourth Gospel then, we find that there is first
of all a careful preparation for Jesus' unique self-revelation in terms
of the 'I AM'. In the first few chapters the Baptist specifically disclaims
this messianic dignity, using the negative form of our expression, saying:
"I AM not the Christ I" and this is repeated later in similar form:
It is in reply to the statement by the woman at the well in Samaria,
which we have already discussed, that Jesus first uses the claim of 'I AM'
in the Fourth Gospel. Coming immediately upon the disclaimers by the
Baptist, which follow tfre Messianic Charter of the Prologue, the reader
is thus well prepared for the entry of the figure of the living 'I AM'.
1 • Stc under j>j>. 59-PP.
2-. John i, 20.
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The Fourth Gospel abounds in instances of the use by Jesus of this term,
but it is in the seven great »l AM- claims that the heart of His teaching
about Himself is contained. These seven are as follows:
(1). I AM the Bread of Life, (vi, 35,41,48,51.)
(2). I AM the Light of the World, (viii, 12)
(3). I AM the Door of the Sheep, (x, 7)
(4). I AM the Good Shepherd, (x, 11)
(5). I AM the Resurrection and the Life, (xi, 25)
(6). I AM the Way, the Truth and the Life, (xiv, 6)
(7). I AM the true Vine, (xv, 1,5...)
Attempts have been made to show that in the Fourth Gospel things always
go by sevens, and thus there are seven discourses, seven of these sayings,
and so on. The reason for this, as in earlier Gospels, was probably to
provide a convenient method of committing the teaching to memory for oral
transmission. The number seven at the same time having considerable sig¬
nificance, of course. It is interesting, in the light of our present
study, to see how these seven sayings begin with the Bread and end with
the Winel Our concern however is not with such speculations, but with
the light these sayings can throw on such issues as Jesus' own conception
of the reason for His death.
Leaving aside, for the present, the difficult question of the first
of these sayings, which will require a much fuller and more detailed anal¬
ysis,* we immediately notice that these sayings are connected with the
other category which we have just discussed. Thus;
(2). » I AM the Light of the World."
This is the claim which initiates the long discourse concerning
the forgiveness of sins in Chapter viii, already discussed. Jesus' claim
is that whoever walks in His Light, i.e. in the Light of the Truth that
I. See under, Chaffer HI.
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He IS, will have the Light of Life. (To ).
(3) ."I AM the Door of the Sheep."
This saying is important for our purposes as the claim carries with
it the words: "by Me, if any man enter in, he shall be saved... I came that
they might have life and have it abundantly." Here Jesus uses an every-day
figure to emphasize His own unique importance in the scheme of salvation.
He is the sole way by which men must travel to abundant life, - once more
nothing else is said as to the method by which men are to enter in through
Him, but the implications are clear enough, and are identical with what we
have already seen, namely the acceptance of Him by faith and obedience is
__ the pre-requisite of His being able to afford men His saving power.
(4) • "I AM the Good Shepherd."
The consideration of Jesus' death is introduced once again, and here
too we are told no more than the fact that the Shepherd gives His life for
the sheep. The homely picture is of the sheep faced with danger and death,
probably in the form of some animal of prey, and it is the Shepherd who
engages the enemy and destroys Him, but only at the cost of His own life.
How very different this concept is from that of ritual sacrifice - where
the sheep so often gave their lives (or at least were deprived of them) for
the sake of the shepherds I The death of Jesus is far from being an extension
of cultic sacrifice, as the Mass presumes, but is indeed the very reverse
of that process. It is the case of the greater dying and suffering for
the less, not the degraded concept which can reason; "... sacrifice is a
religious transfer of property for the greater profit of him who makes the
renunciation of his goods."2 Jesus' teaching is quite the reverse of the
developed sacrificial system of Israel, and there is nothing to justify the
Roman attitude, amounting almost to auto-hypnosis, which can make bold to
say: "Thanks to sacrifice man plays a part in the issue of his own destiny.
1. John X, 7-f.
2. Masure, o{>. c«(rv j>.34.
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He becomes God's collaborator in the work of his salvation... that is why
sacrifice is an action, accomplished through the creature's effort, making
its own drive to its end under the almighty act of God. Thus there is an
essential dynamism in sacrifice... Man puts to it his inmost power and in
it he carries himself forward..." 1
The method by which the giving of the Shepherd's life effects the
salvation of the sheep is not mentioned here however. The freedom vii ich
is characteristic of Jesus' sacrifice is emphasized, on the other hand, for
here is no pre-determined drama enshrined in an eternal obligation, but
the love of the strong for the dependent weak, which love goes as far as
death itself, and this is the most that we can understand about it.
The saying is completed by the affirmation; "I give unto them eternal
life, and they shall never perish, and no-one shall snatch them out of my
hand. My Father hath given than unto me... I and my Father are one."Z
(5) "I AM the Resurrection and the Life."
Jesus here claims to be the very Fact of Life itself, and this,
as we have already remarked, is of supreme importance for the whole concept¬
ion of His sacrificial death. In addition He asserts that; "He that believ-
eth in Me, though he die, yet shall he live; and whosoever liveth and believ-
3
eth in Me shall never die." This claim is met with Martha's response of
triumphant faith in His messiahship, and crowned and sealed by His raising
of Lazarus. Once more the conditions by which man must avail himself of
this proferred eternal life in Jesus are seen to be belief and living obed¬
ience to that belief.
(6). "I AM the Way, the Truth and the Life."
This saying forms the heart of the great fourteenth chapter of John
where Jesus once again emphasizes the two cardinal points by which men may
lay hold on His salvation; faith and works, belief and obedience. "Believe
1. Mysore, 0f>. cit., ^.43.
a. John X, 28,29.
3, John Xi,
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also in Me" is the prime plea - followed immediately, in fact simultaneously
and integrally with the words: "He that believeth on Me, the works that I
do shall he do also, and greater works than these shall he do..." Again,
"He that hath My commandments and keepeth them, he it is that loveth Me."
Thus the accent falls sharply on the obedience and active living of faith
by which belief is ratified.
CONCLUSIONS:
Thus far we have seen that Jesus' great claims concerning Himself result
in the two-fold soteriological fact that:
(1). Jesus the Christ is uniquely the means of man's salvation, and
by faith in Him andkbedience to His word, men are saved.
(2). His true nature is generally unperceived by men, and in some way
His death is to be the means whereby men everywhere will be
enabled to believe and live to eternal life.
The great central theme of the Fourth Gospel is summed up and set forth
in its own words when John says; "These things are written that ye may
believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God; and that believing ye
1
may have life in His Name."
With these observations in mind, we are now in a better position to
approach an understanding of the first of the 'I AM'claims of Jesus,
concerning the Bread of Life.
1: John XX, 31.
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III -
THE FEEDIMj OF THE FIVE THOUSAND.
Turning to the first 'I AM' claim by Jesus as it is recorded for us
in the sixth chapter of John, and bearing in mind what we have already
learned from our examination of the other sayings, we may now ask about
the meaning of this important passage* So much has been read into it
from other contexts, and the question of its chronology has become so much
confused thereby, that we must make a special attempt to look at it with
fresh eyes, as though caning to these words of the Master for the first
time.
The occasion of the feeding of the multitude from the five loaves
and two small fishes took place at a time when "the Passover, the Feast
of the Jews, was at hand."1 It is probable that no final agreement will
ever be reached as to the chronology of the Fourth Gospel, and there will
possibly always be champions of the theory that here we have words which
refer specifically to the Last Supper. Leading exponents of this, the
* 3
most common conception, have been Hoskyns and Vincent Taylor, to mention
two of the most recent. On the other hand others will equally stolidly
assert that the occurrence of this passage, far from adding lustre to the
unique occasion of the Last Supper, constitutes a 'sacramental' challenge
to its peculiarity. Thus Dr. Albert Schweitzer says, "The Supper at
A
the Lake of Gennesareth was a veiled eschatological sacrament," and again,
"The Last Supper at Jerusalem had the same sacramental significance as
4-.
that at the lake."
1. John Vi, 4. 3. Oj>.cif. |>243
2. "The Fwrth Sosjel," fy. 292ff. 4. "Ac ^e,sir of ffce Hist.
Our purpose will be however, to try to find whether the discourse of
Jesus as recorded here is able to stand alone, or rather in the context of
the ministry of Jesus as it has so far been represented to us in the Gospel
story5 and, incidentally, whether it can find adequate meaning within the
same kind of framework as the other 'I AM' sayings.
Attempts have been made to compromise between the two views mentioned
earlier, by raising this miraculous nreal to the dignity of another type of
Eucharist or rather Messianic Meal - thus setting up what is if not a rival,
at least a supplementary occasion to the Last Supper. some of the alleg¬
orizing or symbolizing methods adopted in these processes can go to absurd
lenths, and Lohmeyer, in his exegesis would have us believe that Jesus held
one miraculous meal for Jews and another for Greeks: (*ben Zwolfen gebuhrt
bei den Mahlen Gebet und Dieast am Wort wohl auch der Dienst an den Hschen
der Hebraer, den Diakonen als ihren Helfern der Dienst bei den Hellenisten.")
This conjecture, based on his general thesis of a dual ministry of Jesus
in Galilee and Jerusalem, does not concern us here, but it is important
to realize how great an importance is being attached to the sacramental
nature of this meal in many quarters.
Turning to the narrative in the Fourth Gospel, the first thing that
x
we notice therefore is that after Jesus gave thanks (eufixfiSfqaaSr) for the
five loaves and two fishes, He Himself made the distribution to the crowds.
This point is of Lumense importance in an attempt to understand John's
reasons in describing this miracle and discourse, already dealt with by
all three Synoptics. John, to deal with such a passage, must have felt
profoundly dissatisfied with the Synoptic accounts, and the least we can
say here is that he could hardly have made things more difficult for the
critics who wish to see ritual eucharistic evidences here. It is as though
he sets out deliberately to remove all traces of eucharistic liturgical
procedure from the narrative, freely altering the detail of the Synoptic
1. F. lohmeyer "Pas Abend i»aU in der Utqemeincie " J.B.U. Sept. 1937,
cf, Vi'nc. "fay for, op-cit, p.Z-43.
2. John Yi, 11.
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accounts# Thus there is no mention at all of Jesus' having broken the bread,
and if it is claimed that this is understood, it is nevertheless true that
this incident, described by the Synoptics, is deleted by John. Considering
the apparent significance of the expression Breaking of Bread, as a technical
term for the Eucharist, it is hard to avoid conclusions pointing to a
deliberate silence here. On the other hand it must be admitted that in
the Fourth Gospel we have the more suggestive ei^c(gi<myrafs instead of the
Synoptic e5lo]t|Ws - although it is an open question as to whether the
meal was generally referred to as a'Eucharist'at this period. By far
the most important point however is in the fact that John removes reference
to Jesus' having handed the broken bread to the Twelve for distribution,
and instead it is the Master Himself who acts without intermediaries.
Prof. 0. CullmanJmakes a very strong case for the eucharistic references
of this narrative, citing in particular such words as SnSovai, imtp, atpros,
i^» ^ ^ ^
^ayetv *• Tliveiv as "characteristically eucharistic expressions."
These words are not, however, anything like so characteristic as the
expressions deliberately removed by the Evangelist, and in fact they are
much more characteristic of the other 'I AM' passages we have already
noticed. Agreeing with Cullmann, Vincent Taylor says: "There is little
2
doubt that they are sacramental passages."
The argument, from silence is precarious at the best of times however,
and we must not pursue this point too far. The most that we need say is
that the Johannine narrative at this point is far from indicating a definite
link with the Eucharist.
The next day, after the multitudes had been repooved for wanting
merely material sustenance (which Jesus declared to be behind their mistake
in equating His sign with that of Moses' provision of Manna in the wilderness,
1. UrchritHenfcm unci Softer £l95q) p*9o.
2. ty.ctk f».23fc : See. aiso:
Bernard, IC.C. "ft. JoU", jty. cixvh' - xxii
Howard, "Tnc SwrtK Gotfel m Recent Criticism...'' 211-4.
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which was not really from the bounty of Moses at all) Jesus went on to
assert that His Father still gives them "that true Bread out of Heaven, for
the Bread of God is that which someth down out of Heaven and giveth life
1
to the world." Although they of course asked for that Bread, it is evident
that they had no idea of what Jesus was really offering them, and nothing
more could be gained by continuing to talk in these terms.
Jesus therefore takes the direct method by saying: "I AM the Bread
of Life; he that cometh to me shall not hunger, and he that believeth in
2.
Me shall not thirst." Then follows the now familiar fact of Jesus,
as always at these high points of personal affirmation, lamenting that his
hearers were not able to understand the import of His words, by which belief
alone He could give them eternal life. "For this is the will of my Father,
that every one that beholdeth the Son, and believeth on Him, should have
3
eternal life," He declared, "and I will raise him up at the last day."
Thus far there is absolutely nothing to cause us to dissociate this
saying from what we have already learned, Jesus' words that He is the
Bread of Life are no more difficult, and are to be taken no more literally
than His claim to be the Door, or the Vine, or the Light of the World.
Jesus' reference to the Last Day, when He will raise up the believers
is a new concept in these sayings, but it provides no difficulty which
could not belong to a pre-Eucharistic discourse. This also applies to the
clearer emphasis placed in this discourse upon a fact already incipient in
all that Jesus has said, namely the affirmation contained in the words;
"No man can come to me except the Father which sent me, draw him." The
saving initiative is always with God, and man's faith and obedience are
but by way of response to the love of God, especially as set forth in the
fact of Jesus.
1. vi, 32-3.
2. vt , 35.
J. vi , 4o.
4 . Vi , 4-4.
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It is the final section of this discourse that causes the great diffi¬
culty with regard to both meaning and chronology however, for they are
difficult words and appear in the same form as concepts later used at the
Last Supper. In the words, "The Bread which I will give is my flesh, for
1
the life of the world," Jesus is attempting to explain further the point
we have already noted repeatedly, namely, "how is it that He, by His death,
will make it possible for those who are at present unwilling to believe,
to have faith and live?"
Steeped as we are today in the thought and language of the Last Supper,
it is fatally easy to slip into the unreasonable and finally destructive
method of saying that these words, and the subsequent allied expressions,
because they are so difficult, must simply refer to the words of the Euch¬
arist, and are therefore to be read in the light of that event, if not
actually transposed to a later stage in the Gospel narrative. To do this
is to beg the whole question of exegesis, of course, and is to admit that
our own lack of understanding of what after all is one of the greatest of
all possible mysteries, is sufficient cause for textual emendation. This
way is the road to rob much of what Jesus taught of its full meaning and
perspective, and in the case in point is to miss the shadow for the reality.
On the contrary, it may be contended that this is one of the most
important and significant moments in the whole of Christ's teaching ministry.
It is certain that it is only in the light of the Spirit that we can hope
to grasp something of the meaning of this saying, and in approaching it
wemu^kbake off the shoes of our materialism, and try to remember that
we are trading on the holiest of ground.
CaiJlt not be that, deeply moved by the enormous failure to reach the
HMnSarts and minds of these people by His most direct words and signs,
Jesus, the Holy Christ of God, He who knows within Him the yearning and
bursting power of divinity, but shackled to the poor flesh and blood of His
1. V), Si.
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humanity, here pours out in terms of that very mystery something of the
speech that is beyond man's human powers of interpretation? Words are
torn from His very soul as He longs to share His Truth with them, but fails.
If they could only see I It is all there before them, all the pulsing power
of eternal life: life that sees death as a ripple on the sea; life that
rises above all sin and sorrow and pain as the sun rises above the mists of
morning: life that urges Him ahead in the paths of men with a certainty
that cannot be gainsaid, but which nevertheless can only be expressed in
terms of mortal ethics and human attempts toward religion.
Here in His soul Jesus is in agony, agony which will one day be revealed
in part in the Passion and the Cross. It is the agony, not of the frustra¬
tion of Jesus the Man, but of the very Son of God. The agony of a thwarted
Godl Who can think in these terms? Yet that is the passion which drives
home these words into the few minds able to receive even their shadow.
Although the physical Cross is still far off, probably exactly a year, it is
daily becoming more inevitable as this blindness of the men He came to save
forces new and more piercing pains of frustration upon Him. He who, though
Man, is also very God, who dares to talk in terms of I AM and makes claims
un
that none but a madman, or the Christ, could ever utter and remain/abashed,
who of us can picture the travail of His soul, of His tortured brain and
human vocabulary for some means of expressing His longing to embrace weak,
blind, sinful men into His all-sufficient love?
Can we wonder then if His words seem to be extravagant, sounding like
veritable madness to all but the few who perceive His passion?
Let us look again at these words, and in the prayerful light of the
Holy Spirit, let us hear again the Son of God speak, not slipping His words
back into the context of the Last Supper, for that will only serve the more
to obscure the depths of His present meaning from His hearers, who as yet
know nothing, and suspect nothing of the approaching Supper and Passion.
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Hear then the Son of Man speaking:
"Truly, truly I say unto you: Except you eat the flesh of the
Son of Man, and drink His blood, you have not life in yourselves l"
(Here, as always, there is the same concern "that they might have life".)
And again:
"He that eateth My flesh and drinketh My blood hath eternal life;
2,and I will raise him up at the last day."
The theme of these words is one with the other «l AM' sayings, and
there is no need to posit that they are an1 insertion from a later occasion.
(Those who would try to divide the text of this chapter must first explain
the recurrence of the earlier expression: "I will raise Him up at the last
day") No, the thought sequence of this whole discourse is a unity, an
integrity in which the expression and utterance goes ever deeper as it
proceeds:
"He that eateth Wy flesh and drinketh My blood abideth in Me, and
I in him. As the living Father sent Me, and I live because of the Father;
so he that eateth Me, he also shall live because of Me. This is the bread
which came down from Heaven; not as the fathers did eat, and died; he that
3
eateth this bread shall live for everI"
A little consideration will serve to show that these words are not
such as would be spoken to the Twelve in the Upper Room, but are indeed
the Kerygma of the Christ, The additional likeness to eucharistic termin¬
ology must not be allowed to obscure the fact that here is the identical
(even if very much more passionate and intimate) expression and thought
as is found in the other sayings we have studied.
It is no wonder that the spiritually dead crowds were revolted]
It was impossible for them to understand words that went far below the




Jesus dismissed the suggestion of literalism with the contempt that it
deserved - "the flesh profiteth nothing." On the contrary, He said, "It
is the spirit that quickeneth... the words that I have spoken unto you are
Spirit and are Life." 1
At this moment Jesus dares to refer to what is still to be. "Does
this frustrate you?" He asks, "Well, what if you should come to Pentecost?"2
His whole thinking here is not of providing the liturgical form whereby men
might appropriate the Redemption of the Cross - but rather He speaks of the
next great stage of the divine 'Heilsgeschichte', the Age of the Spirit,
when He will be risen and ascended beyond mortal sight, and they will then
have to go one stage further and feed on the Body and Blood of the Son of
Man in a wholly spiritual sense, no longer visibly and audibly as they do
now in His earthly ministry. Thus the theme is not of the Eucharist and
the Cross, so much as of the Ascension and the Age of the Spirit.
There were some who ever so dimly understood. "Would you also go away?"
He asked. The pathos of the question is unparallelled . But it is Simon
Peter who makes confession in words even more understanding than those
recorded by the Synoptics, saying: "Lord to whom shall we go, for thou hast
the words of eternal life: and we have believed and know that thou art the
3
Holy One of God."
So the poignant discourse ends. It is a complete entity and unity in
itself. If some, or even all present, did not really understand until after
He had been 'lifted up' - that was only what He Himself had foretold. Or
if the Last Supper finally crystallized such sayings as these for their minds
(and for ours too for that matter) we cannot therefor® maintain that there
is any kind of dependence upon the paschal meal. Here is truth far beyond
sacramental symbol, beyond flesh, even beyond the flesh of Jesus of Nazareth;
and to understand these words in such a sense is to admit the spiritual
1 Y!j 63.
2: VJ.fel-2.
3 : Y'l j 68-3.
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blindness which necessitated His death before His offer of Life could be
made clear to them, and which may still obscure the truth beneath a veil
of sacramentalism. On the contrary, here we go beyond material symbols
to an eternal and existential eucharist, to an eternal yet unique outpouring
Himself for our souls • redemption, which has no precedent and no
bounds. This eternal passion within the Trinity expressed itself in
Creation, and Jesus could find no other words to express it to men than
in terms of Himself, for was not He the Bridge, the Gate, the Door, the
Way - the Person in tension between Divine and Human?
THE EXISTENTIAL HJCHARIST:
This saying of Jesus has brought us to the central concept of Christian
sacramentalism, and indeed to the heart of the christian Gospel. Instead
of reading back from the historical event in the Upper Room, when Jesus took
Bread and Wine, and so interpreting these words of Jesus in that context;
we must instead return to the true order and see in that Bread and Wine but
the symbols of the whole Sacrament of the Incarnation, which in its turn
is the actualization of the eternal existential relationship of the Second
Person of the Trinity to mankind.
The approach to this concept has been thoroughly founded in Prof. W.
Manson's article already referred to* entitled "The Ego Eimi of the Mess¬
ianic Presence in the New Testament", where from a general Biblical analysis
of the usages of JVH* "TOX TVilK ; iy«a £\jm and iyv €f^U o In,
Dr. Manson concludes that:
"Ego Eimi is the claim to an existence above history and time, and
existence Ty>os Tov 0foV, which, although it acquires a Messianic deter¬
mination in the human life of the Incarnate Word, is not confined in its
range of reality to that specific form. The Jesus of the Fourth Gospel
is the Eternal Logos who, as such, shares and manifests to men the life




Or again; "When the writer of Matthew turns the £yw £"iu.i of Mark into
* } c / '
Eyo £i/*< o he is scaling down a supra-historical reality to the
point at which it becomes the mere statement of one Messianic claim among
others in a world of competing, opposed Messianic sects."2'
The dager besetting us on this road is that we fall either into the
Scylla of realized eschatology or the Charybdis of denying the essential
uniqueness of the Person of Christ. Dr. Manson indicates this when he
writes: "In the Fourth Gospel, and in St. Paul to a large extent, we find
judgement, resurrection and eternal life interpreted in a present sense,
and no longer bound up with an entirely eschatological programme."3
This danger may be averted however if we continue to regard this saying
of Jesus in the light of His own words, and not in the telic proportions
which are sometimes ascribed to the later historical event of the Last
Supper. The fundamental Divine-Human tension is then revealed, not as a
final principle of God's purpose for men, but as a stage in a definite
teleological process culminating in Eternal Life. The eating and drinking
of the Flesh and Blood of the Son of Man are not the end but the means to
the End. This concept of Jesus is not one of arrival, but of journeying,
not of completion, but of expectant eschatology.
Thus we fundamentally disagree with the view of Schweitzer on this point
where he states that: "The act of Jesus (with the Bread and Wine) is an
A
end in itself." In a real sense it is only when one is enabled to eat
and drink of the Flesh and Blood of the Son of Man (not the transubstantiated
Bread and Wine into the flesh and blood of Jesus of Nazareth) that one
becomes a part of the Kingdom of God. Yet it is within the flesh and
blood of Jesus of Nassareth that the existential Fact of the Son of Man
can be 'realized by man, in both senses of that wordo
1: 0j». cit. |>. 141. 4. ^i5, Clt- ,b-376.
2. pp. cif. |>.l4o.
3. oj?. cth j>.l4A
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Schweitzer indicates similar thought when he says: "It was because He
was so in His inmost being that He could think of Himself as the Son of Man.
That was only the temporally conditioned expression of the fact that He was
an authoritative ruler• The names in which men expressed their recognition
of His as such, Messiah, Son of Man, Son of God, have become for us his¬
torical parables. We can find no designation 'Which expresses what He is
1
for us."
Jesus is for man the actualization of the Logos, and by Him we enter
into this larger world which is our destined home, for He is the Gate, the
Way, the Boor and the Life.
The thing that Jesus felt ever more acutely was that even for Abraham
and the greatest of the Prophets the fact of the «i AM' was ever beyond and
separate from them. 'I AM1 spoke to Moses, and Moses took off his shoes;
but Jesus knew that He was 'jjAM'* While the existential Word was always
beyond the Patriarchs, now He was come to share Himself with men, and thus
the least of the Disciples was more blessed than the greatest of the
Prophets. Jesus felt this outpouring of the Divine towards men with
increasing urgency, and He was conscious that here His Gospel was infinitely
different from all earlier religion, for He came to offer in reality what
had before only been available in symbol,or beyond.




JESUS' CLAIM TO BE 'SOW OF MAN'.
While for St. John the words Ego Eimi represent the highest possible
personal claims by Jesus, in the Synoptics we see His sayings more from
the viewpoint of contemporary Jewish tradition. Where the words Ego
Eimi appear in St. Mark, for instance, it is almost as though they creep
into the text without notice, their claims as yet unrecognized in the more
immediate significance of the various categories of contemporary Messianism.
The way in which Jesus used these many traditional categories ( such as
Son, Son of Man, Son of God, Messiah, Son of David and Servant of the Lord)
fusing them in the crucible of His own divine experience into an enriched
and greatly ennobled unity within the principal category "Son of Man',
needs no further analysis here. This work has been done by Dr. W. Manson
in a way of permanent value, and it will suffice us to refer to his main
conclusions on this point.1"
The first thing for us to notice however is that Jesus never publicly
claimed His right to Messianic dignity except in the veiled form of the
ambiguous phrases such as 'Son', 'Son of Man' and of course 'Ego Eimi'.
It is significant in the Markan narrative, for instance, that even after
Peter's confession and Jesus' open use of the Messianic title among the
DiscipiJ.es, He deliberately refused to answer the question of the Pharisees:
2
"Whence art thou?" This would appear to be an important aspect of His
approach to men, for the decision as to His real identity is to be made
j, "Jesvt iht Messiah
2> cf. Mark, xi,
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by men for themselves, as an issue of the greatest spiritual importance.
To recognize Him as the Son of God, the Messiah, is to have the seal set
upon one's faith and spiritual insight; while we are reminded that at the
same time the whole is a gift of God: "flesh and blood hath not revealed
1
it unto thee."
In searching the points of self—reference of Jesus therefore, we
have to notice that there are many times when His use of these titles
is of purely personal significance, and without specific reference to the
Old Testament tradition. Again, not all allusions to the 'Son of Man' may
be taken as references to Himself within the present historical situation.
There were certainly times when He referred to the Old Testament tradition
as such, without indicating its specific relation to Himself, and "with as
2
entire an objectivity as He spoke of the Kingdom of God."
The other method of reference however, namely that of simply listing
all His personal usages of these terms and therefrom affording them pride
of place and exclusive significance for His Messianic consciousness, is
equally precarious, for it is doubtful whether Jesus ever consciously made
use of 'titles' as such: rather let us conceive of His entire Life, Ministry,
Death and Resurrection as one great Messianic assertion. . Thus at every
point He makes His Messianic claims, and the 'I AM' comes as naturally to
T ' -• ] -• ....
His lips as it would have been preposterous for another to have used the
words. "There is no smallest unit of this (synoptic) tradition which is
not instinct with Christological significance."
It is significant that where these usages come into the words of Jesus
we find that He is speaking under deep emotion and intense conviction. Far
from trying to reach back to the Old Testament categories, as if to add
their weight to His claims, He speaks with a personal authority which only
incidentally, and even subconsciously bears reference to Old Testament
1
1. Mate. Xvi. 17
2. K Mjuiron. of>.ah, f-"5. tf. A- Schweitzer, elf., f>f> 276-292.
3. " " « " 94.
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Messianism, and that because it was the alembic of thought-forms in which
His own conviction had been clarified during His years of Preparation for
His Ministry,
Thus the ambiguity of some of these sayings, far from being a conscious
attempt at veiling His real identity, represents the essential paradox of
Jesus' own Person - the constant tension between His humility and His
exaltation, between the human and the divine.
In studying His personal claims then we must not make the mistake of
trying to read back from Jesus' words to find their larger meaning and
significance in the Old Testament. In fact we must everywhere do the
reverse. We must attempt to steep ourselves in the Old Testament and
Rabbinic concepts of the Messiah, but only so as to enable us the more
clearly to perceive not only where Jesus used it, and transcended it, but
also where His concepts cut clear across it, and proclaimed new and revo¬
lutionary truths to men.
THE 'SON OF MAN':
With these observations in mind we may now turn to the use Jesus makes
of the title 'Son of Man'. While for Christendom the various Messianic
categories were finally unified and focussed into the single light of
Jesus' Person, the process of inter-relation and fusion can also be seen
taking place in the inter-testamentary period. "In later Rabbinic lit¬
erature as well as in Christianity, we find evidences of an interest in
correlating the Biblical ideas of Son of God, Servant of the Lord, and
Son of Man", says Dr. Manson. Thus, by the time of Jesus, it is clear that
the use of these several titles for one and the same person does not indic¬
ate any necessary confusion of thought, or conflation of discrepant trad¬
itions .
1. oj>. c'd. p. loo.
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As we cannot fully discuss all the various personal claims of Jesus at
this point, our attention must be concentrated on those sayings referring
to His own conception of the purpose and meaning of His approaching death.
In doing so we must refer in particular to the 'Son of Man' sayings, for
as Dr. Manson has pointed out:
"... in the thoughts of Jesus regarding His vocation and destiny, all
other forms of the Messianic idea were superseded by that of the Soncf Man,
and with this goes the fact that in the tradition most of the allusions,
direct or indirect, which Jesus makes to His work or His fortunes, are in
the form of Son of Man sayings." *
These sayin&s come tinder three main categories;
(1). The purely personal references to His present life and work,
where Jesus speaks of Himself as the Son of Man, sometimes with
no more self-consciousness than any other Aramaic speaker who
used the first personal form 'bar nasha', but on other occasions
with an assertive ring of kingly authority.
(2). References to the necessity for His Passion and Death and
Resurrection as Son of Man.
(3). Eschatological references, such as to the coming of the Son of
Man in glory in the clouds of Heaven.
Clearly it is with the latter two categories that we are most concerned
in our present enquiry, and in particular with the second, or references to
His Passion and Death. The idea that the Son of Man must first be humiliated
and suffer death before entering upon His reign in glory had not Centered
significantly into Jewish Messianic thought, despite the fifty—third chapter
of Isaiah. It was just at this point therefore, that Jesus had to strive
hardest to convince His followers, and it is here that the great significance
of the Last Supper emerges.
1. o^. cih, p. (14.
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Before proceeding straight to a consideration of that last, and in
many ways most significant of all Messianic acts and claims on the part of
Jesus, it will be of great value first to consider the treatment of the
fact of His Person within the framework of the Synoptic tradition as a
whole. Here the procedure will be more important from the chronological
aspect than when we were dealing with the Fourth Gospel, for it is clear
that (for Mark at least, and almost certainly for the other two Evangelists)
the method of its historical presentation was an important factor in the
approach to the Messianic revelation. Taking the Markan narrative in the
order in which it is recorded then, the following is a list of the more
important moments in the life of Jesus the Messiah:
i,l: "The beginning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ the Son of God."
i,ll: (At the Baptism) "a voice out of heaven, Thou art my beloved
Son."
i,24: (The Demoniac) "I know thee who thou art, the Holy One of God."
11,-10: "that ye may know that the Son of Man hath power on earth to
forgive sins..."
ii,28:"the Son of Man is Lord even of the Sabbath."
Hi,11: "The unclean spirits said, Thou art the Son of God."
iv,4l: (The Disciples) "feared exceedingly and said one to another,
Who then is this, that even the wind and the sea obey Him?"
v,7: (The unclean Spirit) "Jesus thou Son of the most high God."
vi,2: "Many hearing Him were astonished saying, Whence hath this man
these things?... is not this the carpenter?"
vi,A: "and King Herod said, John the Baptist is risen from the dead. • •
but others said, It is Elijah."
viii,27: "Who do men say that I am? Peter answereth and saith unto
Him: Thou art the Christ. (30) and He charged them that
they should tell no man of him. (31) and he laegan to
teach them that the Son of Man must suffer many things,
and be rejected., and be killed... and after three days
rise again."
ix,2* "And He was transformed before them... and He charged them that
they should tell, no man what things they had seen, save
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when the Son of Man should have risen from the dead.(12) How is it written of the Son of Man, that he shouldsuffer many things and be set at nought? (13) But I sayunto you that Elijah is come..."
ix,31: "The Son of Man is delivered up into the hands of men, andey shall kill him) and when he is killed, after three dayshe shall rise again. But they understood not the saying,and were afraid to ask him."
ix,4l: (His free use of the title in private) "Whosoever shall giveyou a cup of water to drink because ye are Christ's..."
x,33: (As in ix,31 and viii,31)
x,45i "The Son of Man came not to be served but to serve and to givehis life a ransom for many."
xi,28: (the Chief Priests) "By what authority doest thou these things?"
xii, 1: "Neither do I tell you by what authority I do these things."
xii,l - 9: (The parable of the beloved son of the farmer killed by therebellious servants.)
xiii, 6: "Many shall come in my name saying I AM and shall lead many
astray,... for there shall arise false Christ's and
false prophets."
xiii,26: "Then shall they see the Son of Man coming in clouds with
great power and glory."
xiv,21: (at the Last Supper) "The Son of Man goeth even as it is
written of Him, but woe to that man through whom the Son
of Man is betrayed."
xiv,4l: "The Son of Man is betrayed into the hands of sinners."
xiv,6l: "the High Priest asked Him... art thou the Christ, the Son of
the Blessed? . .and Jesus said, I AM: and ye shall see the
Son of Man sitting at the right hand of power and coming
with the clouds of heaven..."
xv,39: "the Centurion said: Truly this man was the Son of God."
The obvious interest for Christology contained in these sayings and
incidents must be passed by, apart from the particular way in which it
bears upon Jesus' teaching about His death. It will be noticed that until
Peter's confession that He is the Christ (viii,29) Jesus had not mentioned
His Passion to the Twelve. From the very beginning however He had claimed
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His "power on earth to forgive sins," (ii,10). Clearly His teaching with
regard, to forgiveness was not then connected with His death in any necess*
ary way in the earliest part of His ministry. From the beginning too He
claimed His lordship over the most sacred aspect of the cultus (ii,28).
Unclean spirits proclaimed His identity (i,24; iii,ll; v,7 ) while the
Disciples still wondered what manner of man He was (iv,4l; vi,2). Even
Herod is shown joining in the speculations as to His real identity (vi,l4).
But with Peter's confession Jesus immediately entered upon an ex¬
planation that He would have to suffer and be rejected and finally killed,
only to rise again after three days (viii,30-l). Events now follow rapidly.
He is transfigured before the inner circle of the disciples (ix,2) but
they are bound to secrecy until He be risen from the dead(ix,9), - a
reference which leaves them completely bewildered. At this moment the
fact of His having to "suffer mang things and be set at nought" (ix,12),
is again stressed. This teaching about the passion now comes frequently
into Jesus' message to the Twelve, and generally it is iji the same form
which clearly reminds of Isaiah liii (ix,31~2j x,33~4> x>45; xii,l-9)
From now on Jesus uses the title of Messiah for Himself (ix,4l),and the
climax of the Christological interest is seen in His unequivocal reply
to the High Priest's question: "Art thou the Christ, the Son of the Blessed?"
when He declares: "Ego Eimi, and ye shall see the Son of Man sitting at
the right hand of power and coming iftith the clouds of heaven..." (xiv,6l—2)
Then comes the denouement in the centurion's witness; "Truly this man was
the Son of God." (xv,39)
In all these references to His death only two of them make any
mention of the reason for His dying as in any way connected with evil on
the part of others, it will be noted, and this fact, coming in the earliest
of the Gospels, indicates that the 'theology' of atonement was a relatively
4o
late development in the Church's understanding of His death. This in
no way indicates that it was a construction of the mind of the Church;
on the contrary it will be seen that all the essential framework for it
is to be found in the Gospels, often recorded as mere/yincidental, and in
a most naive way. Further, it can be readily observed that, while the
specific doctrine was not in evidence, the behaviour of the disciples
and the post-resurrection Church generally, indicates that its effect
was very thoroughly felt. But this is to leap ahead. Here in Mark's
Gospel it is seen that there are only two relevant words:
(1) The much disputed saying in x,45: "The Son of Man came tbt to be
served, but to serve and give His life a ransom for many."
(2) The parable about the way the wicked servants killed the farmer's
only son - which is more restricted in its application, but none
1
the less important for that. (xii,l-9).
THE PARABLE OF THE FARMER'S ONLY SON:
Taking the parable of Jesus first, it will be noticed that we have
here what is obviously Jesus' own conception of the reason for His app¬
roaching death. At least this is true for one stage of His thinking.
Thus its significance for our study is very great indeed. Where critics
might argue about individual words and their specific authenticity,
there can be little doubt about the validity of the major thought in
such a story as this.
To interpret the saying as it is obviously intended for His hearers,
Jesus tells how God created the world and then singled out a particular
race as His own particular interest, and so made preparations to enjoy
their faith and worship, which was to be the fruit of His labour. He
Himself did not remain visible to His creation, and so was noi apparent
to compel their loyalty, but from time to time He sent His special
1. "The. ('Arable is baseH »n allegory oi ike Vineyard in Tsa. Y, if. " Vine, lay'-*,
0j>. e il^ f>j). lot, ff.
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messengers to remind these people of their obligations. These prophets
were invariably shamefully treated, if not killed however, and in the end
God decided that He would give them one last chance to repent before coming
Himself to destroy the rebellious nation. So He sent His well-beloved
Son to them. Even when His Son came however, instead of reverencing Him
as God had intended, the Jews presumed so far as to kill Him, in order to
try to remove all claims that God might have upon them, and to enable
them to retain their own complete autonomy. The inevitable result of
this, to Jesus' mind, at least at this stage of His thinking, was that
Israel would be destroyed and the divine favour transferred to others.
It will be observed that, while this story clearly refers to Israel,
it is important for us to remark how even here Jesus makes no detailed
statement about the wag that He hoped to win men back to God. It is left
that the mere presence of His absolute goodness and holiness ought to be
sufficient to recall men from sin, that men should simply recognize Him
and repent. It was this repentance which was hoped for by God, and the
point of the parable is that had this taken place, all would have been
well. Men might then have been restored to God's favour. But it was
not to be. Men rejected and killed the Son of God, and so eternally for-
1
feited their hopes for God's pleasure.
This is the furthest that we can press the imagery of this parable.
Its value is therefore largely negative, for if there is one thing that
it clearly denies it is the idea that the death of Jesus was some pre¬
determined plan formed within the mind of God from the beginning of time,
a kind of supreme cultic act whereby the course of salvation would be
changed. There was no such thought in Jesus' mind at least when He told
this story, and throughout His whole ministry He is shown as longing for
men to repent. He was no predestinarian within the limits of His human
1. Set • Shack ^ BiHcrteek '• Yel. X , f> 87k •
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mind, and He wept over Jerusalem, lamenting: "... how often would I have
gathered thy children together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens under
her wings, and ye would not'. (Matt. xxiii;37.) Here we see the passion
of thwarted divinity, though we must say it reverently, for it is a great
mystery. Here is an illustration of the fact that there is a limit to
which even God can go to win men, without destroying their free-wills.
Before God sends His force to destroy and demand man's allegiance, He
Makes this one last attempt to win men by love and example. Until men's
sinful refusal to repent and accept Him. made His Cross inevitable, Jesus
longed and hoped and strove for their return without His death becoming
necessary. But it was not to be. The inevitability of death came early
home to Jesus, and though He never flagged in His zeal to hope and strive
to win men, He found the picture of the Suffering Servant of Isaiah becom¬
ing daily more apposite to Himself.
It is remarkable how many of His sayings about His death derive their
form from this Servant Song of Isaiah. The expressions "suffer many
things", "be rejected", "be set at nought" and "be killed" clearly point
to this passage, and there can be no doubt that Jesus had it in mind when
He said: "The Son of Man goeth even as it is written of Him..." (xiv,21).
Thus Dr, Manson, analysing this aspect of the teaching of Jesus, concludes;
"Jesus finds in the Isaianic Servant the pattern and method which He is
to follow for the execution of His peculiar task. The Servant1 s duty
supplies, in fact, the middle term between His filial consciousness toward
God, and His perception of His ultimate destiny as Son of Man." And again;
"The glorification of the Son of Man, the supreme event to which apoca¬
lyptic Messianic expectation was directed, could only come about through
the endurance of the sufferings predicted of the Servant in Isaiah 53."
Thus, as we have already seen, "Jesus began to teach the disciples
that the Son of Man must suffer much, and be rejected... and be killed...
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and rise again." Or again; "How does it stand written with regard to the
Son of Man? That He should suffer much and be rejected..." (Mk.ix,12).
As these sayings of Jesus clearly reflect Isaiah 53, may it not be
reasonable to conjecture therefore that this is the context of the next
saying which we must consider? Namely;
JESUS' CONCEPTION OF HIS LIFE GIVEN AS A RANSCM;
"The Son of Man came not to be served, but to serve and give His life
a ransom for many." (Mk.x,45 and parallels)
When we consider the three chief elements in this saying it is at
once evident that they bear strong resemblance to the Isaianic concept
of the Servant, namely "serves", "gives his life", and as "an offering
for many1'.
This is the one verse in Mark which introduces the specific thought
of Jesus' death as a 'sacrifice' or 'payment of a price on behalf of others'.
It is simply inserted in the narrative without further comment, we must
notice, and is entirely without special stress even, as though it were
the most natural thought in the world, and one not needing further eluc¬
idation. One might almost conjecture that at the time this saying became
embedded in the tradition (that is in the written tradition) there had
as yet been no thedbgical conjecture about the meaning of the atonement.
The very authenticity of the saying has naturally been questioned
by critics, but as Dr. Manson has pointed out, there is no evidence at all
toindicate that this concept does not go right back to the mind of Jesus.
Far from being a Paulinism, as some have tried to make out, the word used
for ransom (Aut^ooy) is "characteristic of early Greek—speaking Christian¬
ity in general, and rests upon the usage of the Septu^int where it is
i
employed to render a host of Hebrew expressions."
1. e<}. fl. KAshcWI : "Hie Uea AUemenl- w Ch.-.sh»n Tkeoloy \ C.f. Woe. '»ylw
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It is significant that in Luke's Gospel this saying is found in the
context of the Last Supper, and it is probably not going too far to suggest,
as does Dr. Manson, that as. this is so: "it is by no means certain that the
"service" which Jesus renders in the midst of His followers had not a sac¬
rificial or soteriological significance."1 While we may say this much
however, we must simultaneously guard our language against any merely
cultic or liturgical interpretation of sacrifice, and rather afford it
the largest possible content of 'self-giving' - as a living as well as a
dying sacrifice - and this, as we have seen, is also the soteriological
Fact for men, in the Person of the Incarnate Lord.
If indeed there is any slightest trace of the cultic sacrifice appear¬
ing in the thought of Jesus at this stage, we must realize that it is a
late and almost incidental consideration for Him. The evidence all tends
to suggest that the sacrificial concept was a convenient garment in which
to explain further the fact of His death to His followers, rather than a
z
motive ( some would go so far as to say a liturgical necessity) which
Ik d(d
inspired, if^not require that death.
The evidence from St. John's Gospel, as well as from the Synoptics,
tends to show that Jesus regarded the full grace of God as ever available,
only
and that His death was to be directed not^towards God (as in cultic sac¬
rifice), but from God towards men and against evil.
THE SON OF MAN AS JUDGE:
All this, however, is not to say that Judgement, as a necessary con-
commitant of evil, was in any way abrogated by the ever-available mercy
and love of God. On the contrary, one of the chief features of the
coming of the Son of Man was to bring judgement to men, which judgement
was at present withheld, for in the interim men might repent and be saved
v
1. op. clh, jyf33 . 00-
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from the wrath to come.1 The function of the coming of the Son of Man
was therefore twofold:
(1). He came to call men to repentance, and to offer them the mercy
and forgiving love of God; but
(2). He was also to be the Judge of all men ("He hath given judgement
to the Son", John xv,22.) for by Him was the criterion of judge¬
ment, - whether men accepted Him or not. ("This is the condemn¬
ation, that the Light came into the world and men preferred the
darkness to the Light because their deeds were evil." John iii,19),
Jesus never offered men escape from judgement (using that word in the
positive sense of a critical evaluation, that is of having to face their
own sins). On the contrary He brought light so that their evil would be
exposed as never before. If, when this exposure occurred, men repented
and desired with all their heart to turn away from their evil, then God
was ready to forgive the sin and cleanse them from all unrighteousness,
Z
and even to give them power to become the sons of God. Nowhere is the
suggestion made however that Jesus would simply banish the fact of sin
by His death, or simply annul, willy-nilly, its consequences for all men.
On the contrary His death would rather serve to intensify the issues, and
raise them into men's clearer sight and consciousness.
"When ye have lifted up the Son of Man, then shall ye know that
I AM." Here the linking of the two great concepts of the Son of Man
and the Ego Eimi are found within the circle of this concept of the
death of Jesu3. It is obvious, from studying His words on this point,
that Jesus expected something tremendous to happen in His death, - something
wjjich would be the means of convincing and converting those who, until
then, were sceptical or indifferent or even opposed to Him.
1.c.f. Mk. xiii,26, xiv,62; and especially Lk. xii,8 and 40; xvii,22-30;
xviii,8,31 etc., and Matt. x,23; xiii,/+4 etc..
2. John i ,12.
3. John ViH^ 26.
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It is going too far to suggest however, that He expected the End -
the Eschaton - to coincide with that event. On the other hand it is
impossible to read His sayings about His death without becoming convinced
that He felt something of unique significance was to occur at that time,
without knowing Himself exactly what it would be. He specifically denied
that He had any definite knowledge of the timing of the End of the World.1
On the other hand He clearly expected the present Age to continue so that
the Twelve would have time to proclaim the Gospel to every creature, to
2
the very ends of the earth. His discourses, as recorded in John xiv-xvii
and the words of Institution of the Lord's Supper in the Lukan and Pauline
traditions show that He expected that there would at least be a consider¬
able interval between His death and the End.
Nevertheless one has, in reading the reports of His last days, the
growing feeling that Jesus was conscious of dealing in, and trying to
express to human ears, matters and forces which lay far beyond the confines
of even His mortal mind, and the most that He could Convey was that His
death would be the means of liberating many at present bound to sin; and
only once, on the analogy of the Servant in the Isaianic prophecy, He
used the concept of a ransom paid to liberate another in order to illus¬
trate the way that He regarded that forthcoming Passion and Death.
Thus we have summarized the statements of Jesus up until the time
of the Last Supper, and it now remains to deal more fully with the
teaching contained therein.
1: AIark V, 32.
2: Matt. Xxviu, 19-io.
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V.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PASSOVER FCH JESUS'
TEACHING ABOUT HIS DEATH.
It is apparent, from Jesus' words spoken at the outset of His
last meal with the Twelve, that the Passover season then approaching
was something He had greatly desired to see. Why? The reasons are
many, and they are as varied as the shades of tradition and significance
contained in this most ancient and revered of the Jewish rites.
\
When Jesus declared: "With desire I have desired to eat this
Passover with you before I suffer, for I say unto you that I will not
1
eat it until it be fulfilled in the Kingdom of God," He deliberately
linked the fact of His approaching death with the meaning of the Passover.
Knowing that He was about to die, and with tremendous feelings of the
importance of that death, Jesus linked His Passion with the consummation
of Jewish Paschal hopes and traditions. Thus it is important for us to
investigate as fully as may be the various facets of meaning which the
Passover held for the Jews of Jesus' day. Only by an adequate under¬
standing of the Paschal elements of the Last Supper can we proceed to
a full investigation of the non-Paschal and distinctively Christian
aspects of that Last Supper.
1. luke XYii, iS-lfc.
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THE JEWISH PASSOVER:
The Passover is one of the oldest festivals of mankind, and has
been observed by the Jews with unbroken regularity for upwards of three
thousand years. In his recent book T.H. Gaster tells how it was already
an established institution at the time the Israelites came out of Egypt
under Moses, for the Bible record tells not how the Festival began,
but how it came to be preserved. He continues;
"The central feature of the entire ceremonial was a common meal
eaten by all members of a family at full moon in the first month of the
year. Such eating together is a standard method, all over the world,
of establishing ties of kinship and alliance - the idea being that a
common substance and essence is thereby absorbed. Indeed our word for
'companion' means properly 'one who shares bread with another'; while
9 tc
the Gaelic word for 'family' (viz. 'cuedlich') denotes 'those who eat
together'... we may take it then that the original purpose of the
paschal meal was to rec'ement ties of kinship, infuse new life into the
family and renew the bonds of mutual protection at the beginning of the
1
year."
With reference to the idea of infusing new life into the family he
says: "it is not only how you eat but what you eat that is important.
For it is from the flesh which is eaten that the common life is renewed.
Hence, special precaution has to be taken to make sure that the flesh
should not become tainted... this at once explains the three cardinal
features of the Passover meal; the haste with which it is eaten, the
unleavened bread, and the bitter herbs ( the purpose of the latter being
z
to neutralize any impurity which might accidentally have been consumed.)"
Is "The Passover ,^.>7,'2.
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. With regard to the religious features of the meal Gaster continues:
"In primitive society the family consists not only of its human members
but also of its God. He too therefore was present at the meal, and He too
was bound by the obligations of kinship which it imposed... The Passover
feast of reunion was thus at the same time a guarantee of divine alliance
and protection during the coming year. But before the ceremony could be
deemed effective, the ties of kinship which it established had to be made
manifest by an outward sign; and since the essence of kinship was blood,
that sign had to be the sign of blood. Those who took part in the rite
had to sign themselves with that common blood whereby their communion had
been effected..."
"Religious institutions rarely go back to one single motive... this was
especially true of.the primitive seasonal rites which underlie the Passover.
Viewed from one angle they were rites of communion - alike between man and
man and between man and God... viewed from another, they were an elaborate
magical procedure designed to avert evil and misfortune. From this second
point of view the family meal and the sprinkling of blood were not so much
ceremonies of communion as of ransom... to forfend the assaults of affronted
gods and malignant demons... viewed as a magical procedure, its essential
purpose was to ensure that the gods and demons would pass over and spare
the household or clan from hurt and harm. In the words of *the Israelite
saga: When I see the blood I will pass over you, and there shall no plague
be upon you to destroy you." (Ex„xii,13).
It will thus be seen that all three of the principle features seen by
Oesterley as extant in Israelite sacrifice (gifts to the deity, communion
with the deity and liberation of life) are to be found in the most primitive
Passover rites, together with several other important features which were
of special significance to Jesus in choosing this as His last time together
1. 0f>. cih )>f. '9-22
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with His chosen disciples.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF THE PASSOVER:
Some of the additional features of the Passover which came to hold
special significance for later Judaism and Christianity alike are;
(1) It was a family meal, celebrated by the father of the household,
and although the lambs were slain in the Temple, the rite and its
administration were not in the hands of priests and cultic officials
but were the prerogative of the head of the house.
(2) Because of the liberation it denoted, the Passover came to possess
a deep note of atoning efficacy, it was "continued for all time as
a perpetual reminder of that great deliverance."1 (in many places
the master of the house, who was the celebrant, wore the long white
cloak known as a 'kittel', which is also worn on New Year and the
2
Day of Atonement.)
(3) While the rite thus emphasized both what God had already done, and
was doing for His people, a predominant feature of the Passover was
its forward look. Eschatology was firmly embedded in the whole
rite. Thus in the opening act of breaking the bread in the modern
Seder the invitation is given to all who are hungry to come and eat,
and to all who are needy to come and celebrate the Passover Feast,
adding: "though this year we be here, next year may we be in the
land of Israel; though this year we be slaves, next year may we be
free men."'* This is not a new feature added to the meal, but is
rather the modern expression of the way Israel always looked forward
to the Promised Land, and then ever since the Exodus maintained its
forward look in the form of the Messianic hope.
Thus Cecil Roth states; "The great final deliverance of the
1: Ga.iber, o|>. ciK f '+•
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future was... to take place on this night, which is a true'Lel Shim-
urira or Night of Watching, unto the Lordifbr ALL generations. On such
an anniversary the Divine protection was peculiarly near to the chosen
people. It was formerly customary... to leave the doors unlocked on
this night... as a token of trust in a higher protection. Thus if the
Redeemer came, as He was confidently expected to do from year to year,
He would find all ready to receive Him."
CONCLUSIONS:
So it was then that the words of the ancient Law were observed through
the centuries, and in the time of Jesus, as in the days of the Exodus, the
command concerning the Passover still appertained: "And the Lord commanded
us to do all these statutes, to fear the Lord our God, for our good always,
that He might preserve us alive as at this day. And it shall be righteous¬
ness unto us, if we observe to do all this commandment before the Lord our
God, as He hath commanded us." (Deut.vi,24-25.) As tradition still
puts it: "Every man in every generation is bound to look upon himself as
if he personally had gone forth out of Egypt... it is not only our fathers
z
that the Holy One redeemed, but ourselves also did He redeem with them.."
In these latter words, which summarize the attitude of the orthodox
Jew to the Passover, we see the way in which Israel regarded the meal as
a symbol both of redemption and atonement, and so of promise for the
future. With these realizations before us then,we can the more readily
approach the Last Supper of Jesus, and try to understand what He meant when
3
He said: "I will not eat it until it be fulfilled in the Kingdom of God."
Although at the time many or most of these considerations must have been
but subconscious attitudes on the part of the Disciples, there is no doubt
that in the intentions of Jesus in choosing this occasion, later Christendom
1. "flu f>■ *«* 3. Loke Xxi>, '(a.
2. See 6^s^^er, of- elk 4 4>3.
See.. mi»k- x-Sb.
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has been right in developing these incipient factors of the Paschal Meal.
Collating all that we have learnt in this regard then, we find that
the tendency in Paschal thoughtjwas toward three main categories of belief:
(1) Communion:
The Passover stood for the desire for communion, not only with
each other, but with God. Thus an integral factor of that
communion was the liberation of new, recreating life among them.
(2) Atonement:
Atonement for sins and the establishment of power over evil
was a prominent feature of the Passover.
(3)Eschatology;
The proximity of the Messianic Age, heralded by the coming of
Elijah, was an ever-present hope. Thus in Malachi, the Lord
is heard to say: "Behold I will send you Elijah the prophet
1
before the great and terrible day of the Lord come." Because
this coming of Elijah was intimately connected with the passover
celebration, the Festival also came into close touch with the
2.
mainstream of Messianic hope, and the heart of Jewish eschatology.
Cecil Roth puts it: "On Passover night (according to an old and
beautiful legend,) Elijah the Tishbite is to come to herald the
Messiah."
There can be no doubt that all of these factors became increasingly rele¬
vant and apposite in the experiences of the growing Church, and in particular
during their early times together over their family meals must the Disciples
have felt the encouragement and strength of these three great truths, just
as Jesus had intended that they should.
1. Mit. iv, 5f.
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It is interesting to note in passing that the words of Jesus to which
we have been referring here would simply have no meaning if it were not
the Passover with which He was engaged. The more one considers the possi-
bility of this hypothesis, of Burkitt' s, the less one feels that he could
have considered Jesus' Messianic consciousness and so His relations with
the Jewish cultus. Frustrated in His desire to partake of the Passover,
Jesus might have stood for the frustration of these three great facts of
Old Testament experience and hope. Surely the contrary is true, and He is
here about the Passover, and His words mean- that this is the last time it
A
is to be celebrated before its consummation! Whereas before this night
all Israel, and indeed all the world in various kinds of rites, had been'
looking forward vaguely and at times despondently to the fuller experience
of each of these three factors, now, in this Fact of Jesus and His passion,
they are to be eternally ratified by God. The End of an Age was at hand,
and here in the Upper Room in Jerusalem the New Age of the Messianic Kingdom
was about to be announced. If we were to think of this as a pre-Paschal
event we would be in the unthinkable position of having to see Jesus and
His Disciples leave the Upper Room with a cloud of uneasy Judaistic hopes
obscuring the telic splendours of the Cross and Empty Tomb.
Far from this being the case, we see here instead, the consummation of
all sacrifice. Now, far beyond anything that the pagan or Jewish peoples
had envisaged in their rites, God was offering real communion with Himself;
and that here and now, in the midst of sin, and to sinful men; and all this
was typified symbolically, and yet more than that, it was realized here on
earth around a simple family table. The eternal validity of His offer was
about to be sealed by the eternal efficacy of Jesus' own shed blood. So
the 'Altar' was about to pass out of valid religious practice, and in its
1-. See above,
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place comes the family Table of Conmunion with the Most High, where men may
eat not as servants but as friends, sons, heirs, joint-heirs with Christ,
and severally members of Him.
So then we must now turn to the actual event of that Last Supper,
and find there the way in which the Passover came to its consummation.
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VI«
JESUS AND THE PASSCMER SUPPER.
From what we have already seen of the principal strands of thought
connected with the Jewish Passover, this occasion presented Jesus with
a unique opportunity to sum up, not only to the Disciples, but to gener¬
ations of Christians yet unborn, the content of His Mission. The next
stage of our examination will therefore be to investigate the thought
of Jesus with regard to these Paschal elements, and see more clearly
the content of the teaching they hold for Christianity. In doing so
it is proposed to deal with the third factor, the eschatological outlook,
first, because in a unique way the other two, Communion and Atonement,
are bound up with the fact of Jesus as Messiah.
THE ESCHATOLOGICAL OUTLOOK:
\
There can be no doubt, from our study of the various titles and
claims of Jesus, that He declared in unequivocal terms that He was indeed,
l
as St. Peter had confessed, "the Christ, the son of the Living God."
While the fulness of His conception of the Messianic role went far beyond
that of any single category in the Old Testament, yet many of its highest
expressions were stimulated by the Isaianic Servant Songs. Thus it was
from the Servant Song of Isaiah xlii that Jesus preached at the outset
of His Minis try,(when He identified Himself with the task of the Servant
to be "a light to the Gentiles, to open the blind eyes... and to proclaim
I, Wart. XVi ; lb-
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the acceptable year of the Lord.") The eschatological Messianism of this
latter phrase must have been a recurring stimulus to Him throughout His
Ministry, as must have other aspects of the prophecy, which are unmentioned
by the Evangelists in our records. Among these would have been sayings
such as: "He shall not fail nor be discouraged till He have set judgement
in the earth... behold the former things are come to pass, and new things
do I declare; before they spring forth I tell you of them."1
Now, at the time of the Passover, when the Jews looked forward with
renewed hope to the coming of their Redeemer, when the Messiah would lib¬
erate them from slavery and establish the New Age, Jesus comes to the end
of that prophetic Ministry. While the Jews were still thinking in the
narrow terms of their own nation and capital however, here in Jerusalem is
One who sees the identification of the noble prophecies of Isaiah with
that very Messianic fulfilment within His own Person.
yet in another sense the Age that both Isaiah and the modern Jews
were awaiting could not yet come into being. The End was not yet. As
He talked with His Disciples over the table, Jesus explained this to the
Twelve; "I am going to prepare a place for you... and I will ccrne again
1
and will receive you unto myself." Thus the present Age, to all intents
and purposes, was still to continue for a time, Cullmann comments that
"There is a whole series of sayings that show that according to Jesus'
own expectation, an interval of time, even if a short one,... lies "between
3
His death and the Parousia." And yet, paradoxically, things were not
simply going to be the same as before for those who accepted Him as their
Lord, for a new power and presence were to be given them, that they might
do even greater works than Jesus had so far wrought, and know truths
A
which, until now, had been beyond the reach of human understanding.
In a word, they were to live through a transition period of veiled
1. "0. Cvlimann, *W, ('9So). Pi49 .
1. I*a. xlii, -4.S.
2. John xiv, 2. A. John 1I.
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Messianic fulfilment, where the fulness of living in the Lord would be
available to all who had eyes to see and senses to perceive. Yet at the
same time the new Life was to be veiled, even as it had been in the Person
of Jesus, so that the world would still have time to repent, time freely
to recognize real values, and so to accept life.
In still another sense things would not go on as they had before, for
the very fact of a Salvation which agreed to limit itself to human terms
and powers meant that the powers of Evil were able to fight against it as
never before. Just as the goodness and purity of Jesus had brought the
venom and hatred even of seemingly good men into a rising torrent of death
against Him, so in the world in this next period His representatives, His
Body, would still find this clash and challenge and struggle. Evil would
die hard, and although its defeat was assured, its efforts on this side of
the veil would ever be commensurate with the growing evidences of Grace
and Goodness. Thus the followers of Jesus were to look for "wars and
rumours of wars", they were to find increasing opposition, even from the
apparently pious, so that "the hour cometh when whosoever killeth you shall
think that he offereth service to God," (John xvi,2.)
Nevertheless this next period of the 'veiled presence of the Messiah!*;
was to be expedient for them (xvi,7), for during this Age of the Spirit the
world would be convicted of sin, and of righteousness and of judgement.
Thus the Age about to begin was to be regarded as a time like travail before
childbirth, - in it the faithful would weep and lament, while the world
seemed to rejoice — "but your sorrow shall be turned into joy, and in that
day ye shall ask me nothing." (xvi,20—23). Again: "In the world ye have
tribulation, but be of good cheer, - I have overcome the worldl"
Thus Jesus proclaimed a radical departure from Jewish eschatology and
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traditional Messianism. Cullman declares; "it simply is not true that
primitive , Christianity has the same eschatological orientation as does
Judaism.... the Christian hope is not the Jewish one." Whereas the Jews
sought for a catastrophic Parousia, when the coming of their Messiah would
instantly bring forth judgement and set up a new Age, the Christian hope
was now quite different. Seeing more deeply, Christians were to realize
that such a catastrophe could not but mean doom for the vast majority of
mankind, and with their hearts full of the joy of Christ's inseparable
companionship, they felt nothing but love for, and desire to share their
joy with all men.
The tension of the fact of Creation, existing in the Logos from all
time, was therefore to be transferred to the Church. The Disciples were
now torn between the desire to go beyond the veil to be with their Lord
in the nearer presence, which in many ways was far better; but at the same
time they were held by their love for, and desire to evangelize all mankind.
Thus we see in Paul the passion of this tension and its sole solution in
z
ever closer identification with Christ Himself. Now, to some small degree,
the Church was to continue the central Fact of the Incarnation, the exper¬
ience of remaining on earth, in the midst of sinful society and in the
company of men for whom one feels at the same time love and revulsion. Into
the Church's hands was placed the responsibility of taking the Gospel to the
ends of the earth, and this entailed their baptism into a ministry of
suffering, while paradoxically, atihe same time it ushered them into the
unspeakable joy of being companions, fellow—workers and brothers of the
Son of Man, ever glorying in His Presence, and having the comfort and
guidance of the Holy Spirit.
All this was set within the new eschatological framework, more intense
than anything which had been seen in Judaism, for now the Christians knew
1. jjf,. 2. fti'l. i, 21-24.
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a little of the joy that was laid up for them in Christl There was no
longer a vague hope that might one day prove only to be wishful thinking.
Now there was a certainty that over-reached the incidents of life and death
on earth, and which made eternity infinitely desirable, as home to an exile
3
of long years. The tension for this End was therefore increasingly great,
and their confidence that in the Second Advent of Christ it would one day
come upon the whole cosmic process, to the whole of creation, was unshakable.
They continually cried "Maranatha" - Come Lord Jesus i*- and longed to see
the Son of Man coming in the clouds of Heaven with power and glory, as He
had promised; but even as they turned their eyes aside to the ways of men
they saw another face that bade them utter a quick prayer: "But not yet,
Lord Jesus, not just yetj let me first win this my brotherl" This is the
real tension of the christian heart, and indeed of true Christian eschatol-
ogy. So the final decision as to the coming of the End must be left in
the hands of the all-wise and all-loving Father, who alone knows every heart
and can decide whether the time has come; "Of that hour knoweth no man,
z
not even the Son, but the Father."
THE ATONEMENT;
The second of the major factors implicit in the Passover celebration
we have seen to be the desire for redemption. This fact of redemption was
intimately associated with the concept of the Messiah, to Jewish thinking,
although there is no evidence that until the time of Jesus the Suffering
Servant of Isaiah had been identified with the other Messianic categories.
Rudolf Otto puts it; "Jesus combined in Himself two eschatologies of
A-
different origin, those of the Son of Man and of the Servant of God..."
1. Kev. xxii, 20
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For the mind of Jesus however, the Son of Man was continually He who was
to be rejected, a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief; and running
through the whole of this sense of humiliation was also the key-note
of vicariousness« "Surely He hath borne our griefs and carried our sorrows..
He was wounded for our transgressions and bruised for our iniquities,..and
1
with His stripes we are healed."
Jesus looked upon His death as necessary for the redemption of mankind,
although, apart from the one instance where He spoke of 'ransom', it would
seem that He never entered into speculations as to how His dying would effect
the change in man's condition. Otto puts it simply: "Jesus... offered no
1
theory of atonement." It might almost be right to say that Jesus could
not express this fact. Love has its reasons that do not fall within the
realms of syllogistic reasoning, the imperatives of ethics, or even of the
speculations of philosophy. Love longs to give to the uttermost, and any
'reasons' adduced for its giving, other than Love itself, are generally
rationalizations rather than causes. Jesus came to give Himself to men,
and because of men's sin and blindness that giving had to enter into the
fullest into men's self-made hell, into the very gates of death itself.
"Just because he loves sinners, he feels their shame, and experiences
by sympathy and intuition the penalfc^ of their sin to a degree which is
impossible for them until they know a time religious awakening," says Dr.
3
Vincent Taylor. But we must surely go further than this, for it is more
than "by sympathy and intuition" that Jesus comes near to us, - it is by
Incarnation. Jesus Christ, God become flesh,-and that the kind of flesh
man's age—long sin had made it,— this was how He came into saving contact
with men, and not simply by "sympathy and intuition," which after all might
well be terms used by Docetists. Thus where Taylor later goes on to say
it is: "by reason of His relationship to sinners Jesus entered into the
1. Isa. In, 4,5. See C.J. MonfefW: "fabbime Lflvr«h,re * Gosf*l TeaeUg , (t$3o) |>.»o5.
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blight and judgement which rests upon sin..." he ought to have said
"by reason of His taking on fallen flesh..."
Finally, when Jesus had shown men that there was no place at all
where His forgiving, yearning love did not follow them, then Christ knew
that the gates of heaven would be for ever open to all believers.
Thus Jesus did not apply cultic and other such terms to Himself,-
although these and all other of men's longing approaches to God were
contained, but infinitely superseded in His love. In His own inner Self,
however, He must have fouhd the other words of Isaiah deeply true as He
pondered His approaching death: "Yet it hath pleased the Lord to bruise
Him, He hath put Him to grief: when His soul shall make a guilt-Offering
7
for sin..." We know, from His prayers in the Garden of Gethsemane, and
3
elsewhere, that Jesus knew it to be God's will that He suffer. "The most
fundamental idea which lies behind the Passion-sayings is the steadfast
belief of Jesus that the purpose and experiences of His Passion lay deep
in the providence of God... The Fourth Gospel is one with the Synoptics
A
in representing this," says Vincent Taylor. May it not have been then
that the concept of His death as a guilt-offering for sin would also have
set deep cords vibrating within the heart and soul of Jesus?
Especially is this true of this Passover, when Jesus saw His last
and in some ways supreme opportunity to bring home the truths of His Incar¬
nation and approaching Passion to the Twelve. If they could only see it,
the Passover was being consummated in their very midst. He stood before
them as the Lamb of God which was to take away the sins of the world, or
rather the Lamb slain from the foundations of the earth for the remission
of men's sin/ The consummation of sacrifice had been there before the
feeble attempts of men to reach towards God had begun, but then it was
1. Of,. cIt-, h 289.
2. IsA. liii , IO
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veiled, now it was to be made apparent to all. Was not His message summed
up in John's words: "that they might have Lifei",and'Life' to the Jewish
mind was the opposite tb Death, and therefore clearly related to the fact
of Sin. "The wages of sin is death." To come offering men Life was to
come making a definite pronouncement about Sin, to offer freedom-from the
penalties of Sin. Jesus believed that this freedom was ever available} from
the very beginning of His Ministry He had freely offered it to men, but
in His dying something would be done whereby men would be enabled to see,
believe and accept it in a way hitherto impossible for them.
Here we come to the heart of the Christian Gospel and the Christian
Faith. Ag the Son of God, the Messiah, Jesus came to men declaring the
very intentions and purposes of God. God, Who is righteousness, is the
sole arbiter of right and wrong, of sin and death. There is no righteous¬
ness except that belonging to God, and no evil except that which opposes
Him. God is the sole Judge, the sole criterion. Thus if God refuses to
condemn, but in His love reaches over the inevitable chasm created between
Him and man by sin, despite the cost to Himself, then this is His prerog¬
ative alone.
when man failed to live according to the righteousness of God, which
is the Law, he thereby abrogated his right ever to know or enjoy the fellow¬
ship of God, which was his intended destiny. By his choice of evil he
broke off all possible communication from his side towards God. In the
Fall, or man's choice of evil, God's experiment in creation was therefore
apparently a failure. Mankind rejected God's desired purpose for them, namely
that they should be God's sons, God's friends, God's eternal companions
by their own choice.
But while man thus chose death - which is the opposite to Life in God -
God nevertheless refused to be thwarted. He continued to woo and to seek
1. R.m. Vi, 23.
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men's return by sending His special messengers throughout many centuries,
but in the end, because this proved of no avail, when sin and death had
enmeshed mankind inextricably in the toils of evil, He decided to come
Himself to mankind's aid. To do so meant, in one sense, a process of sub¬
stitution, for now He came to fight a battle for us; a battle which was not
His own except by His taking it upon Himself, and with it the penalties of
our sin which are incipient in humanity and mortality. "The intellect of
man is indeed blinded, wrapped in infinite errors, and always contrary to
the wisdom of God,1' teaches Calvin.1 So Jesus came to do battle for us in
the way in which we could no longer do, emaciated as we were by sin. He
who was perfectly good, and who ever lived over there in the glory beyond
the veil of death, (which is synonymous with sin), He it was who came
conquering through the veil of men's making to stand in our sinful midst,
to offer us here and now all the glorious joy and fulness and peace of
thereness.
Thus the chasm of sin is bridged, not because we have achieved
goodness or life, and so been rewarded with the blessedness of the knowledge
and companionship of God; but because God was in Jesus, reconciling the
world to Himself; or as the Westminster Confession of Faith puts it:
1
"Jesus Christ... the Mediator between God and man." He it was who strode
into the misery and narrowness of our sinful human dimensions, and offered
us the knowledge and fellowship of God's very presence here and now, despite
our sin, and as an act of sheer Grace. Mo wonder St. Paul's Gospel is
studded with expressions of his new discovery, so different from the deadly
struggle to attain to the righteousness of the Law -"but N0W"( Vi/Vi
3
is the phrase which occurs over and over again.
Evil tried to prevent this victorious march to our side. Evil did
its worst. It killed Him. But even then, when its last possible assault
1. * Instruction m Hit Farrti" (lSi7) fv (Man).
2. chafi. Vjm_ , Art. (I).
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had been delivered, it was defeated — for He rose again, stillin our midst,
still sitting at table with us, still walking with us in the ways of earth,
still with hands outstretched to bless and offering us His 'peace'.
From now on we are more blessed than the greatest of the Patriarchs,
for we do not go on alone, trusting in something that is ever beyond — beyond
even death (i.e. to a future justification). That may be, but in Christ
we are already justified; we have but to open our hearts and minds to
enjoy His presence here and now; here and now in the midst of the battle,
our own and the worlds, while still hard-pressed, and while still conscious
of our great unworthiness and denials and betrayals, we may yet sit with
Him at table in the meal which is the prototype of that eternal feast in
the House of our Father. Thus, as Calvin says: "We always need Christ so
that His perfection may cover our imperfection, His purity may wash our
impurity, His obedience may efface our iniquity; and finally His righteous-
1
ness may gratuitously credit us with righteousness," Through Him we have
that unspeakable joy of return, when the best robe is thrown over the
grime of our self-willed journey, and our very feet are washed of their heat
and dirt by His loving hands, and the welcome-home meal we enjoy is the
Feast of the Lamb Himself.
Sin is still here - but it is impotent while we remain in Him. We may
still hurt Him and ourselves (we will, of course, for we are still in the
flesh, still human) but nothing can now prevent our knowledge and enjoyment
of our Lord, or separate us from His love. So we go on. Skirmishes lie
2
ahead, as Cullmann has pointed out, but the decisive battle has been won.
The judgement will not (Some at death, for us judgement is no more, we are
3
now in Christ and there is now no condemnation to those who are in Him.
What was once feared as 'death' is now only a passing from the battle of
earth to a further sphere with Him, where we will continue to participate
1. o)» • citj feet xi> •
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in the cosmic struggle for the souls of men; for this now brings us to the
freedom from the body which we have so greatly desired, but leaves us still
in the midst of the spiritual struggle everywhere in evidence. We then
enter the more fully into the communion begun on earth.
COMMUNION:
The Passover however was more than a time of personal religious ex-
l
perience, it was pre-eminently a family and even a national occasion.
It emphasized the inter-relatedness and inter—dependence of every true
Israelite, as well as their joint relationship to their God. So too, in
the hands of Jesus, this last Passover was a time of tremendous signifi¬
cance, for it lifted the personal lives of the Disciples into the new
atmosphere of the Church. Just as in washing their feet Jesus had intended
more than their individual cleansing from sin - they were already clean
by the Word which He had spoken to them - for it meant that unless they
were now washed they had no part in His Body; so too this Passover featured
the communal aspect of their task. Christianity is never a merely personal
religion, it is rooted and grounded in the family concept, and we do not
pray 'my Father' but'our Father'. Neither can we know the forgiveness
of our personal sins unless we live in the context of forgiveness towards
our fellows. As Vincent Taylor says: "Reconciliation is a process real-
x
ized in the lives of those who are members of a community."
Thus our personal fellowship with Christ, so valid and valuable, must
never stop there. The Last Supper of Jesus is the symbol of our new family
relation to each other and to the whole household of faith. "The Sacra¬
ments exercise our faith also toward men when faith issues in public
acknowledgement" declares Calvin. Yet this symbol goes even further, for
it looks forward to the redemption of the whole of creation. Our baptism
Is The Last 5oj>j>er was a Communal file (^M- Barfch : P3S AfcencZmahl } f>-9. ^I945J,
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into Christ, and our commission at His Table, are in terms of the whole
purpose of God in Creation; we become allies of the Christ in the cosmic
struggle towards redemption. While so much as one seat remains empty at
the family table, our joy of communion cannot be complete. Thus our prec¬
ious times on the mountain top, when we meet with the transfigured Lord
face to face, are under-girded with a sense of urgency and mission, that
all men may know this great salvation. So we must come down again into
the highways and byways of men, and show forth the Lord's love and death
and resurrection until He comes.
This fact of our being rooted and founded in community provides a
clue to our understanding of the real sense in which Christ did not die
simply to conquer sins - but SIN. There was in the Cross the object¬
ivity of the wholeness of God's love for all men of all ages, as well as
the subjective fact made our own by our individual apperception. ~ When He
finally rose again on the third day He no longer sought to remain visible,
in human form, but longed for the time when it would no longer be necessary
for men to see Him with their physical eyes before knowing of and accepting
His presence. In His death He had carried the battle beyond the sins and
evils of the men who beheld Him - His word had already achieved that - the
historic present was only one facet of the fact, for there He had proved
the eternal supremacy of Good over Evil (as Aulen has reminded us), and it
is as eternally victorious over that spiritual force that He remains
among men, offering the fullest communion of His Table, His fellowship
and His partnership in the battle of our souls, and for the souls of all
mankind.
Evil being finally defeated, within its last stronghold of death,
Life was therefore liberated into the lives of men. That which primitive
sacrifice had sought to do in vain, was now accomplished.
1= " Chrfshis Victor " : 6. Aulen . C nO
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VII.
THE SUPPER WITHIN THE SUPPER.
From what we have already seen, the teaching of Jesus about
His own Messianic role in history, and His unique relationship both to
God and to man — and therefore to man's sin — finds apt expression within
the traditional ethos of the Jewish Passover. But this Last Supper
of Jesus was not simply an ordinary Paschal meal. This is immediately
evident from the- fact that nearly all the distinctively Paschal features
have passed out of our records and remembrance, but in their place
there stands a new and distinctively Christian rite. V\?hile it has been
right for us thus far to regard the history of the Jewish Passover, and
to look into its distinctive features (for did not Jesus deliberately
choose this as the occasion on which bo express His last great summary
of His mission and teaching to the Twelve?), nevertheless, due both to
His words and His actions during that Last Supper, the Passover as such
passed from the practice of Christendom.
We have already referred to Jesus' statement that He would not
again partake of the fruit of the vine until the Passover had been
1 1
fulfilled in the Kingdom of God. As Markus Barth has recently pointed out,
these words of Jesus are in the form of an oath, well-known in both Old
and New Testament times, wherein Jesus swears that when next He sits at
X: See afcove, fjj
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table with the Disciples the occasion will be that of the Messianic Meal
in the Kingdom of God. The eschatological outlook therefore has a key
place in our understanding of Jesus' intention in the Supper, and here
again the immediate implications of this statement are that the Passover
is now superseded.
It is in His distinctive actions and words over the Bread and Wine
however that we see the emergence of the new rite which has become the
central feature of the liturgy of the Christian community, and to this
aspect of the Last Supper we must now pay fuller attention.
JESUS' WORDS OVER THE BREAD
I. PERSONAL CHALLENGE AND ACCEPTANCE:
When Jesus, according to all four accounts in the New Testament, took
bread, broke it and gave it to the Disciples saying: "This is My Body," He
brought His whole incarnate life and teaching to a point of focus and
crisis. Whereas before this moment His teaching had been in the nature
of a gift,to be taken or rejected at will, and had even then not possessed
a clear-cut: challenge to action, all that is now changed. Until this
moment it was probable that a double reaction within the hearts and souls
of His hearers had prevented, in important ways, their full realization
of His offers. Together with the hope engendered by His burning words
offering eternal Life to men, there must also have arisen a sense of shame
and inferiority, indeed of utter despair and remoteness from Christ. His
offers to come to Him and to partake of His Life, as of the living Water,
or living Bread, would therefore have stirred up rival emotions of longing
and revulsion, hope and despair. Thus, while Jesus said to the woman at
the well in Samaria that if she were to ask of Him He would have given her
the living Water of eternal Life - we have no record of the woman's having
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made any such request. She was not at that time confronted with a cup of
water and told to drink and thereby knowingly to partake of Jesus' Self.
Nor again at the miraculous feeding of the five thousand did Jesus first
declare that He was the living Bread, and then subsequently request the
multitudes to partake in such a way as to ingraft themselves into His person
and work. In fact the Evangelists are careful to point out that this
exposition of the true meaning of the meal did not take place until the
following day. It is true that He really meant them to have the whole
Gospel of the fullness of Life there and then, but because' of their lack
of faith and belief they were not able to perceive what was really being
offered to them.
These observations are true of Jesus' Ministry as a whole. Hp until
this moment in the Upper Room His words had been definite, He had offered
men the fullness of eternal Life, and so the forgiveness of their sins,'but
there had always been the instinctive reaction of sin and unbelief which
had prevented their acceptance. This was even true of the Twelve, to some
extent at least, for at one moment Peter made confession of Jesus' Messianic
dignity and the next tried to subvert the essential fact of it in His
1
vicarious suffering for the sake of men. It was the realization Of this
barrier unceasingly raised by the carnal to the divine that made the necess¬
ity of His death increasingly plain to Jesus.
Only when He stands at the very pbrthl of that death for the sake of
men does it become expedient for Jesus to make a counter move of an irrev-
ocable kind. Only now, when He is about to establish the full dimensions
of His Kingship over the world of sin and death, can He stand before men,
and in the name of the Victor of that approaching conquest, offer to them
the fullness of His gift in a way that they can grasp and accept, and about
!•. VI afh xvi, itff.
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which they can feel definite and inescapable finality. Mot that these
tremendous issues would all have entered into the understanding of the
Twelve on that last evening with the Lord (nor can we see more than a
superficial view of them today) but nevertheless,in that last Supper ,
Jesus actually said and did things which revealed to men's minds for all
time the integration of the fact of His Incarnation - His Life, Ministry,
Death and Resurrection - with the fact of sinful humanity.
The point of crisis was reached when Jesus took a piece of bread,
and symbolically contained within that action the whole significance of
His coming among men, and thereupon offered it to His Disciples. The
essence of the action was its simplicity. They sat at table amidst all
the significances of the Paschal meal, facets of which we have already
discussed, and also in the presence of Him who had claimed things never
before heard from the lips of man. Even more, each person was there with
his own personal inexpressible experience of His love and caring. Then
somehow, in the hands of their Master, it all became contained in this
simple action. There before their eyes Jesus took a little loaf of bread,
blessed it in the traditional way, broke it and said: "This is My Body."
When each man present received his own portion of that Bread he needed no
further words to express what his eating would mean. In taking that
scrap of Bread they were partaking of the Incarnate Christ. They were not
only accepting a share in all that Jesus had claimed and had been, but for
all future time they were to feel somehow integrally connected with the
tragedy of Calvary and later in the glory of the Easter experiences,
"He gives us in the Supper an instruction... so certain and manifest that
without any doubt we must be assured that Christ with all His riches is
there presented to us," says Calvin.
X: oj>. cJ. icofton '• ^
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THE DEFEAT OF SIN:
In the midst of their participation in the Table-fellowship of
Jesus however, the Disciples were not only conscious of their privilege
and joy in His presence, but paradoxically they had never felt more acutely
the gulf that separated them from Him — the vast difference between their
natures, and their awareness of "the fearful enmity of the carnal heart
of man towards God which rages around Jesus and hounds Him to His doom."1
But this very tension and paradox is the soil out of which grows the later
realization that, in Prof. W. Hanson's words: "something has meantime
intervened by which it has been signified to these followers that their
oneness with their Master has not just been something of their own choosing
or of their own creating, but of His, and it is this that steadies them
1
now in this awful hour of self-discovery."
Nothing can make real to them what it is that Jesus is doing for them
so much as this sharpened sense of their own carnal hopelessness and oppos¬
ition to God which is yet somehow strangely coupled by Jesus to His own
pure and holy Person, by His insistence on their oneness with Him. The
wonder which is to grow for ever in their souls begins at this moment when,
despite all their sin, their Master washes their feet and then breaks bread
and offers it to them saying: "This is My Body - for youl" Now they know
the unspeakable joy of the redeemed who have already experienced the con¬
summation of their redemption by their acceptance back into the innermost
circle of divine friendship. If, knowing all, HE refuses to condemn them,
who is there now to accuse them? If HE calls them His own, who is there
who is able to pluck them out of His hand? In Hanson's words again;
"He has definitely consecrated them for inheritance in the Kingdom of God
as those who, despite their brokenness so soon to be made visible, formed
1: fVof. W. KlanSon*. "Pie hferro of hie Christian Life , S.J.T (Vol.3,ft01 , !95o,
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one body with Himself... He was dealing with disciples who knew all about
the truth of God and their calling, but who had also come, like St. peter ,
to know themselves, and for whom, because they had come to know themselves,
it was not at all apparent how Grace could materialise for them, in such
an experience something more than the reasoning word was needed, and a
sacramental significance is given to discipleship." 1 so it was that here
the two great factors of the cosmic and divine drama were brought into
immediate juxtaposition; here in the Last Supper sinful, weak, unreliable
human nature was set into the full dimension of redeemed sonship of the
eternal God. There and then all that Jesus was and claimed to be became
theirs, and they His, in inseparable unity.
The words and deeds of Jesus are only belittled when we attempt to
enter into theories of 'howt and "why Jesus could make this divine atone¬
ment. To ask 'why1 is to question the power and right of God Himself.
Jesus stood there before men, not as a priest before God doing something
as an intermediary between God and man, but as the Messiah, the Christ of
God, offering men in His own Name and in His own right, the fullness of
2
divine redemption. "I and My Father are One." If there was free and full
redemption it was so because God had so willed it and God had so regarded
it. If there was a setting-aside of guilt and sin, it was because the
only One to whom righteousness and obedience are due had chosen to set
them aside - in the cause of greater righteousness and obedience.
Thus it is wholly wrong and misleading to try to explain the gift and
wholly
self-sacrifice of Christ/in terms of the Jewish or any other human sacri-
A wetly
ficial system. It is quite wrong to say that here we have^the communion
meal (in anticipation) of the participation by the Twelve in the body of
the Victim about to be crucified on the morrow (immolated). The old'
4l
1. Pfof. W. Ihanson. S.i.T. Vol 3 N*1 OiSo) Ma.
2 %John 7^ ; 3o
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sacrificial form in no way^applies here - despite Masure who says; '"There
is no change in these (pre—Christian sacrificial) usages because everything
about them is transformed, raised to a higher level, because a new victim
1
xs introduced using the old sacrificial gestures, but replacing them."
Communion could never precede immolation, in any case, and indeed the
whole significance is reversed. In sacrifices of the past the prime-mover
was not the victim, but the^ men who were to benefit from the action,
and participation in the victim was possible only after the immolation had
signified its acceptance by the deity. But here Jesus gives them a part
in Himself before the sacrifice is made; even as early as the feeding of
the five thousand, for instance. In sacrificial terms this would have
invalidated the whole process, for the sacrifice had to be free from
•sinful1 associations, and therefore man could not offer himself, but instead
gave of a 'pure' victim. The'scape-goat'which bore men's sins was never
the one immolated on the Day of Atonement, it was sent off into the wilder¬
ness; and the same held true for the .doves prescribed for sacrifice for
cleansing from leprosy. Nor, as we have already noted, did ancient sacri¬
fice take the form of the greater suffering for the less. It is therefore
in
simply misleading to state that "Christ had accepted the law/which all
2.
ancient sacrifices\found their metaphysic and their explanation."
Jesus, on the other hand, offers communion before He suffers, not so
much because He anticipates His death on the morrow (and by virtue of that
event is empowered to offer them participation in Himself) but because He
is now, and always was sovereign Lord of the forgiveness of sins. Thus
Vincent Taylor says: "It is beside the point to argue that, since the death
of Jesus was still to be accomplished, the Supper was provisional and
anticipatory." His death on the morrow is not to make anything possible
1 : Oj>. clt., 9 2oo
2: Mature , °f>' j*- ,s*"-
3: oj). c'V., )>• 2fc>7.
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except that which lies on the human side of the veil. It is not true to
say, in the same sense as does Roman theology, that the Supper made the
Cross unavoidable, and that after He had covenanted in the Upper Room He
was inescapably doomed to death. This reasoning is necessary to ensure the
results seen in the following three extracts from Masure's book, of course,
but few Protestant theologians would find Christian thought behind such
claims as:
"Without the Eucharist the Redemption would have had no liturgical
character enabling us to link it with our ritual needs... 1
"The Supper made the Cross inevitable...1
"We shall never have the sacrifice of Christ unless we have His Body,
immolated and glorious, upon our altars."3
It is certainly true that Jesus knew that He had to die, but not
because He was forgiving men's sins and offering them this communion in
some act of anticipation of His acquiring the power to do so later, by His
approaching death -(as if he were drawing on a sum of money not yet paid
into his banking account.) The truth was simply that He was then, as now
and ever, able to forgive sins because that was His eternal right - "the
A
Son of Man has power on earth to forgive sins" - but as yet men's blindness
and lack of faith made it necessary for Him to set forth before them the
final explosion of the power of sin, as seen in its ultimate goal - Death.
Thus the symbolism here is not in terms of previous sacrificial
systems at all. Rather it is of Jesus about to do battle on man's behalf
not with a reluctant or angry God ( which was all too often the concept
of sacrifice) but with the deepest levels of human sin and its inevitable
end in death. He was about to enter into the very portals of evil, and
although the Disciples had not as yet realized it, He was also about to rise
eternally triumphant over sin and death. What jesus was trying to do here
1. Oj.. e'.h, j>. I9£. A. fork ii, to.
2. ■■ - J,'; 197-
I. <■ " (>• l8o.
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was to signify their own indissociable participation in His coming passion,
Death and Resurrection. "He intended men to participate in His self-
offering, and to appropriate the power of His surrendered life."1 The
experience of which He had so long spoken in words, the gift of eternal Life,
was thereby about to become their own in very deed, in action.
Thus He said, "This is My Body" as He offered them the Bread. He did
not take part of the flesh of the Lamb, and offer them a piece of meat -
for His meaning and intentions far out-stripped the significance of the
1
Paschal lamb. He offered them Bread, a simple act with the most common
element of food, and in so doing offered them absolute participation in
S
Himself. Never again would the Disciples partake of ordinary bread in
a common meal without thinking of Him and His gift of Himself to them.
The bread was both unimportant and all-important for them. The signifi¬
cance of it all lay rather in the action whereby, at that moment, by faith,
they received both food and the fact of Christ at once. It was not the
body of Jesus of Nazareth which they took, for they never for a moment
thought in those crude terms, and it was not that which Jesus primarily
offered. He spoke to them in this act not so much as 'a man' but as the
•Son of Man', not as a prophet of the Messianic Age but as the Messiah
Himself offering them a part in His Kingdom. He gave not a corpse but
the Christ. This was no fleshly act, the flesh indeed profiti/ed nothing,
but here was Spirit available in time and to man, in reality. In their
eating that Bread they ratified their part in Him and in His true glory and
existence, and they accepted the purpose of His Incarnation, which was
after all entirely for them. Thus Vincent Taylor says: "Jesus did not
regard His service as accomplished apart from, and independent of men;
it was a sacrifice consummated only as men entered into it and made it
4-
their spiritual possession."
1: Vine. Taylor, o)>. e.h, f.lW. 3. H.B. Swhe, J.f.S. Vol. £ . fll*.
2: C.f. S.7eitlm Jt?e. Voi. 36, O- >**) PM44 ff.




Like the Passover during which it was celebrated, this esoteric Last '
Supper of Jesus was far more than a personal religious experience for the
Disciples, howeverj even though its personal element was of the deepest
and most significant kind. John indicates this when he records Jesus'
words after washing the Disciples' feet: "You are already clean by the
1
word I have spoken unto you." Their participation in Jesus in the Last
Supper was to be a different type of experience from that which had simply
signified their acceptance of His cleansing and salvation, or even their
personal communion with Him - such as was indicated in the discourse after
the feeding of the multitudes. Their Baptism at Jesus' hands in the
washing of their feet must have been sufficient to signify their acceptance
of Him as Saviour and Lord, and indeed their deep personal desire to partic¬
ipate in His Body. With St. Peter they had said: "Lord, not my feet only,
z
but my hands and my head..." Thus, while the Last Supper cannot hut have
contained the deepest ever of these personal experiences of ingrafting into
their Master and communion with Him, we must look elsewhere for its wider
significance. This is to be seen both in the words of Jesus common to all
four accounts in the New Testament, and also in the Johannine discourses.
Put in a few words it is this:
The Last Supper was supremely an act of crisis - of turning from the
old and looking out towards the new. it was a type of the crisis in the
whole cosmic process represented by the Incarnate Life, Death and Resurrec¬
tion of Jesus. It gave shape to the turning from the old towards the new.
It provided a beginning as well as an ending point in the experience of the
Disciples, It was supremely a time of outlook, of preparation both for the
world—task confronting the Church, and its final End. While Jesus was
1: John XV, 3.
2: Xl7l,3.
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with them in the flesh the Disciples had not had to concern themselves
with direction and policy. Now He is about to depart, and they are to
step into a new role. The world-mission is to be placed in their hands,
and from now on they are to change from being merely 'receivers' to that
of 'distributors', they are to become ambassadors in time of the Eternal.
Thus the Saviour takes the Bread saying: "My BodyI" He breaks
it and shares it among them saying: "Youl" They eat, and are commissioned.
Theirs is now the task of completing, under the guidance and with the power
of the Holy Spirit, the world task of the Incarnation. They must now
proclaim, set forth, and show forth the Lord's Gospel for men until the
z
End is reached. Thus in this historical moment is to be found both the
final act of their personal journey to Christ (the consummate on of the
gift of Faith which brought them first to enquire, then to believe, next
to their Baptism and finally to its fruition in the intimacy of table-
fellowship with Christ) and the first stage of the consequent commission
to go out and bear richer fruit.
In a real sense something is now within them which before had only
been with them. Now they are also to give out, whereas before they had
only taken in. There had been times when they had been sent to preach
and heal, but too often they had broken down and needed to be reminded
that their spiritual lives were too poor and emaciated to enable them to
perform deeds of power. Now, at last, they are ready to begin, and in
this meal they take over from Jesus the task of showing forth to men the
grace and glory of fellowship with God. It is now to be through them that
the love and power of the risen Lord is to reach out, still in terms of
the human senses and of human life, to the ends of the earth.
Here then is the supreme crisis of the human life - that moment when
It of. Mitt. Xv'ii, (9-20.
2, fee, A- Szhwriter, " Ihe IVtysKc.^ of P*-l *e Af>wHe"
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the call to apostolieity is heard, and either accepted - as did the
Eleven,- or rejected, as did Judas. At this historic moment in that Last
Supper the Christian Ministry was born, and the Apostolic charge ratified.
The Remnant of Israel, the Suffering Servant, had indeed narrowed down to
3
one man in Jesus the Messiah; but now in His Body, broken and shared, that
Remnant enlarges into the first ranks of the catholic church, and the new
growth begins which is to bring the world to His redemption.
Thus, within the Last Supper, there is contained the truth of this
larger fact of Christian salvation, that by which a man cannot know the
fellowship of the Lord in its fullness until he joins Him, now bearing
his own cross, and accepting 'the fellowship of the road' which means
that he may not know where the next meal will come from or where next to
lay his head - but which goes out to engage in the whole cosmic purpose
of the Incarnation. Thus Vincent Taylor says: "It is the paradox of the
teaching of Jesus that, although His vocation of Messianic suffering is
unique, He none the less interprets it as an activity which, in some
measure, men are to reproduce... suffering in the service of the Kingdom
2.
is the least interpretation of which His words are capable." If we replace
the words "men are to reproduce" with "is to be reproduced in His followers",
(because it is through the Holy Spirit that this task is begun, continued
and ended, )we see here again the statement of the kind of paradox which
meets us at every turn in our study of the words sand deeds of this divine-
human Jesus Christ. Here in the Last Supper is the focus of the two-fold
word: "Come unto Me" and "Go ye into all the world". Around that Board
the barriers of sense and distance wear very thin as we feel the paradox
resolved in the Presence of the Christ. Our commissioning and our very
going forth somehow bring us nearer than ever before to Him and to our Hone.
1' See s 0. Cullwann , ojs.dt., Pllfc: " ft'S Kemnanfr is ftrttf comfmesreJ * reduced % one man
•aione can assume Israel's role..." Also XuJ. Wan Son. TKe Teaching of Jesof*
c.f. Vinceni' "Taylor, of>. elk, Kayt ; % ft. Otfe^ oj>. var.
Abo, H-Wbeeleir Robinson: "Tke Cross cf i^e Swv&nbM j>t>-32Tf.
3. oj>. Ctfc, P-at*.
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ESCHATOLOGICAL OUTLOOK:
There yet remains one further aspect of the Last Supper which was of
great importance for the early Church, and which becomes increasingly sig¬
nificant today. It is that which is peculiarly associated with the eschat-
ological outlook, and to which Jesus referred particularly in His vow of
renunciation ... "until it is fulfilled in the Kingdom of God." "The
eschatological idea indeed, is indissolubly connected with the Supper in
1
its earliest tradition."
There has been much recent discussion as to Jesus' real meaning in
these words with which He began the Supper, and many scholars have linked
them with the post-Resurrection meals which Jesus had with the Disciples.
Cullmann has said: "... this solemn meal looks backward to the Last Supper
of the historical Jesus and to the Easter meals of the Risen One with His
Disciples, and forward to the end, which already in Judaism had been rep-
z
resented by the picture of the Messianic meal." In this way Jesus' words
at this point are made to refer to these Easter meals, which are in turn
seen as the first fruits of the great Messianic Meal which will signify
the End of Creation, when all the redeemed shall join in the revelry of the
Marriage Feast of the Lamb.
Thus Markus Barth says: "Jesus gives His disciples the sworn state¬
ment that the next meal which He will hold with them will be in the Kingdom
of God, i.e. it will therefore be a Messianic Meal. The moment when thi3
meal will be held is so near that Jesus will no more eat and drink until
then... The cschatological outlook gives occasion for the most eager expec¬
tancy; and the words of Jesus are an indication therefore that He Himself
held this expectation and looked for the coming of the Kingdom of God in
the immediate future... within the interval in which a man can go without
3
eating and drinking, i.e. within the span of a few days."
1; Vine. 7iy/or, P- "f-l.
2: 0j>. cU\, !> • 7if-.
3. of. CiK, j>. if.3.
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From this exegesis of Jesus' words, Barth arrives at the conclusion
that the post—Resurrection meals are the first of these messianic occasions;
but this is not the only, nor indeed the most probable reading here.
Pressed to conclusions such opinions readily lead to a completely 'realized'
eschatology, which then destroys the whole forward look of the Last Supper.
Such an exegesis is certainly not inevitable however, for on the contrary
*
Luke's indications are that Jesus refers here not simply to eating and
drinking, but to the Passover. Thus He declares that He will not again
partake of the Passover with the Disciples until it be fulfilled in the
Kingdom. Pr?o£ J. Jeremias more accurately interprets Jesus' intentions
when he says: "The next meal of Jesus with His Disciples is to be the
1
Messianic Meal on the transfigured earth..." Hence the time of the
fulfilment of the Old Passover has now arrived, and it will finally be
consummated in the End of the Days; in the form of the great Messianic
Meal or Marriage Feast of the Lamb:
"And the righteous and the elect shall be saved on that day
And they shall never thenceforward see the face
of the sinners and the unrighteous
And the Lord of Spirits will abide over them
And with that Son of Man shall they eat 2
And lie down and rise up for ever and ever."
The Old Passover is already being fulfilled in their midst; the
Messiah has come; Communion, Redemption, Eternal Life are to be theirs,
and yet at the same time the interval between the two moments of the
Parousia has been interposed into the Jewish scheme of the Heilsgeschichte;
the final consummation is delayed. Thus Lev Gillet says: "The Messianic
Parousia is not an event of the past. Jesus is the Messiah: He came: and
nevertheless the coming of the Messiah is far from complete: it is a long—
3
drawn—out historical process... we must expect His definite coming at the end'.'
1. o|>. eif., y.112.
2. "SfrniliiWcs of Enoch"; ]xii,l3p. cf. Shraek- Btiierkeck, oj>. cit, Yoi i f ^.992.
cjP. Isa. xxv, b i eh.,
3. Communion in Ihe Messiah, £i94-a), f1*
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The present is therefore to be a time of tension between the period when
the post-Resurrection meals will have proclaimed the fulfilment of the old,
while the existing spiritual struggle within the present—Age signifies the
with-holding of the fullness of the Messianic Reign.
The two disciples at Emmaus therefore do not enjoy the fullness of
unveiled table-fellowship with the risen Lord, for He vanishes out of their
sight when the purpose of His appearing (namely their recognition of Him
in the breaking of bread) is achieved.1 Thus Schweitzer comments; "The
personal presence of Jesus which the Disciples experienced after His death
was in their view only a partial fulfilment of the general promise. The
Parousia appeared to them as still awaiting fulfilment."2
At the same time, however, the meals which they share together from
now on will be times of greater eschatological significance than ever, and
their consummation in the Messianic Meal will be made the more urgent and
desirp'able because they now know the truth of their own acceptance and
redemption and communion with the Lord. It is as though the bride-to-be
awaits the coming of her beloved from a far land, not as she may once have
done before her betrothal, in mere hope of His accepting her, - but now
she is continually in receipt of his reassuring messages and plans for the
future, daily made sure of his love and devotion, and of his near approach.
Such is the tension of the Church - the tension made all the more real and
pressing because of the reality of the betrothal and the certainty of its
consummation; certainties revealed in the brief glimpses of the Easter
Meals of Jesus with His own.
This then is the light in which we are to regard the post-Resurrection
meals. In one sense they are a fulfilment of Christ's promise to the
Twelve — and in another they will still point forward to the future. In
the one way they ratify the fulfilment (and therefore the supersession) of
1: Luke xxiv, 3d-31.
2: Tfit Qoe.it of ttt hist. Jf.
1: "our Lord, animate? ihttn i>y Hie immediate MSornhce. tfvtf- be will \>retenty
then; a j>ro»f »f bis fvhre jlory." {ALVlflJ " Comm. ofi tfarmcny of Hw Evangelist* " Malt XVl';28-
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the old Passover, and in another they proclaim that there is yet to be
the greatest Feast of all, the eternal Feast of the unveiled presence of
the Messiah.
Thus Markus Barth speaks of the essential nature of these post-
Resurrection meals for the early Church; "without the Easter meals there
1
is no Last Supper," he says. And again; "That the Table of the Lord is not
only spread in Heaven but also now already in the midst of the Church - that
is the miracle which Paul no less than the writer of the twenty-third Psalm
has described. This miracle was already proclaimed in the Old Testament,
1.
by the Shewbread on the Table of the Lord in the Temple."
CONCLUSIONS:
We can therefore siom up the main strands of meaning which Jesus'
words and actions with the Bread hold for the Church. Theyare both of
personal and communal significance. They speak of personal salvation and
redemption, and also of cosmic redemption. They speak of communion with
the Christ, but at the same time send His followers out with His Commission
to bear fruit in His Name. They point back to the once-and-for-all-ness
of the saving work of Jesus on the Cross; and at the same time usher us
into the wider world of the existential Eucharist which will one day be
consummated at the Eschaton. Throughout all there is the tension of the
Incarnation; the struggle between here and there, between spirit and matter,
between God and Evil. In partaking of that Bread men participate in the
essential Fact of the Incarnation, and identify themselves with the victory
of the Son of Man.
1. t>|>. tit.,
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JESUS' WORDS OVER THE CUP.
There is no mention of the use of the Cup in the earliest records of
the Passover Supper, the whole accent of the original 'Egyptian' Passover
• • 1and its memorial repetition being upon the Lanib and the Unleavened Bread.
By New Testament times, however, it was obligatory upon all Jews, even to
the poorest in Israel, to partake of four Cups on the night of the Feast.2,
The reason for the emergence of the wine as a ceremonial necessity was
probably very complex. In addition to its common use as a useful adjunct
to a good meal, two main considerations were probably to the fore;
1. The Cup, like the food, was regarded as significant in establishing
reciprocal relationships between the participants. In the earliest
times it is held that primitive men sealed their covenants by
drinking blood, sometimes by tasting each other's blood.3 Later,
when the tasting of blood was tabooed among the Hebrews, much of
this significance became transferred to drinking - particularly
to the drinking of wine. A Cup-bearer was an important person
A
in a King's household, and that not only for safety reasons; today
he might be called the 'kteeper of the great seal'. Oesterley
declares that "in some sense life was believed to inhere in wine",
and cites many passages where references such as to "the blood of
5
grapes" can hardly have been wholly figurative. The fact that
sanctification ceremonies, such as Kiddush, were carried out "over
wine", according to Rabbinic injunction, indicates the important
place the Cup held in Jewish ritual procedure.
2. The Cup, even more than the food, was used as a symbol of the
entire fact of the person offering it. The Cup was used in Old
1. fx. X(l, 20. 4. ej. Neb. i, 11.
2. M'«h. Rrs*. X, i 5. S*c Oe*ferley, of>.c.T, |>f.
3. S«e:Rofeerfeon SwiHiKintbi(> A Marriage 6. fee Commentaries on fx. KX,&.
it> £&r(y Arabia", C'9°0> p-59- See 6era. Vft'i, I) MisA fiesa.X,*- e'c-
Mio hit "Relate" of "Ite ^emifes* j?3l4.
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Testament times to sum up the total situation in which a person
was placed - it represented his 'lot' or 'destiny'. "My Cup
runneth over" says the Psalmist.1 "Are ye able to drink the Cup that
I am about to drink?", Jesus asked His Disciples. in a special
sense too the Cup represented the Will of God for man. It was
used alike as symbolizing 'consolation' and 'anger' from God
3
towards men. In the later Passover Seder the four Cups were often
thought of as representing the four promises of God to His people:
"I will bring you out from under the burden of the Egyptians, and
I will rid you of their bondage, and
I will redeem you.... and
I will take you to Me for a people."
Finally, if a third category might be added, the Cup also had considerable
eschatological significance, as we have already remarked. In the centre of
the Paschal table, to this day, a large Cup is set for the coming of Elijah,
5
the Herald of the Messiah.
All these considerations help us to understand better what Jesus
meant when, after the Supper was concluded, He took a Cup and blessed it
and gave it to them to drink, saying: "This is My Blood, the New covenant,
which is shed for many."
THE NEW CCWENANT:
The enormity of the changes He was making to the practices of con¬
ventional piety when He spoke these words must have been part of the
purpose of Jesus. These are the most disturbing and disruptive words
He ever spoke with regard to the Jewish cultus. Since the time of Moses
the drinking of blood had been abho^ent to the Jews, and even figuratively
1. P*. xxiit, 5 Sec ho ft. XVi ,5" : 4- Ex. VI, fc-7. See 6a4<fr, o^cih, {>(>. 5+. ff.
F*. xxiii. eh- 5 ^
2. Mitt. fX, 22-3: See foo Lk.Wii,42
X John, XVI", II.
3. to. Iif 17.32 • ii I; Jer. XXV. 15,17, Jer.XV.',7 y lech. W, 2, fey. XIV , 10}
Jesus would not have dared to offend the susceptibilities of His friends
in this way unless with very good and indeed essential reason. There
could be no more striking proof of the fact that He was bringing the old
Era of Judaism to an end. The days of the old Covenant, represented and
sealed by the blood of the Paschal Lamb, were now over. That blood had
been poured out on the ground as a symbol of the transcendence of God, and
the impotence of Man to effect his own salvation. The blood was the Life,
and the Life was beyond their reach. But now, in Jesus, all that has
come to an end. If the blood was the Life, then men must now partake
of it, for He was came that men might have Life and have it abundantly.
1
11 In Him was Life, and that Life was the Light of Men." So He gave them
the Cup. "All of you drink of it," He commanded, "for this is My Blood,
the Mew Covenant. So they drank, and the New Age was begun. This was
the great Kiddush of the New Era of the Kingdom of God - the sanctification
over wine at the outset of the New Day. v
It is not necessary to dwell long upon the meaning of the Cup, for
in one sense it was simply the seal set upon all that had gone before,
and particularly upon the tremendous fact of the broken Bread. Like the
whole meal, it had a three-fold significance: it looked back and ratified
what had gone before; it' presented anew the whole fact of Christ, His Life
and His lot or destiny, to the Disciples; and it looked ahead to the
Age now being ushered in, and to its consummation in the Last Day. In
a wholly new way however, it stood for the Fact of Life now within human
life and experience - for the Incarnation for the sakes of men. It was
z
not just for the Disciples, but "for many" — in the words of the Isaianic
3
prophecy — it was for "as many as receive Him, to them gives He power to
4
become the Sons of God."
1. John i, 4. 3- Isa. Wi, It.




"THIS DO IN REMEMBRANCE OF ME.«
As we have seen, St. Paul twice, and St. Luke once include the words;
"This do in remembrance of Me" within their accounts of the Institution.
The Word must be considered under three categories - first, what is meant
by the injunction 1 do'j second>what is the meaning of the word 'remembx-ance' •
and finally whether the phrase as a whole is a command of Jesus to repeat
the Supper as a rite.
I. THE EUCHARIST AS ACTION:
It is important in any consideration of the Last Supper to remember
that we are dealing with a Hebrew medium of expression, and therefore with
an event or activity rather than with a concept or an idea. The accent is
always upon what is done, rather than upon what is eaten. As. St. Paul
records the tradition Jesus' command concerning both Bread and Cup is the
same: "This DO in remembrance of Me." The word is not "This IS", nor
even "This eat", but "This DO". Thus Dom Gregory Dix, surveying the
historical growth of the Eucharist, is able to declare: "The conception
before the Fourth Century and in the New Testament... regards the rite
as something done... it concentrated attention entirely upon the
sacramental act."*
When one turns to the records it is seen that the whole account, in
all four accounts, simply bristles with verbs, and therefore with activity;
Jesus took bread, gave thanks, brake it, said, ... take, eat, this do
Oj). Clt., j). 12; See a.1s° Fie fuckaeisf- as Action , o|>-cil,
While it would not be possible to press this Hebrew tendency towards action
as far a,o to exclude any emphasis at all upon the nature of the Elements,
it is interesting,to say the least,that the Hebrew (and Aramaic) records
have, of course, no equivalent for the Greek ecrnv in the command of Jesus.
Nevertheless it can be stated with confidence that in the First Century
the Church was not in any way concerned with theories concerning supposed
changes in the nature of the Bread and Wine which had been dedicated to the
use of the Sacrament.
For the Hebrew mind the Bread was Bread. Yet Jesus called it His Body,
just as every other item of diet and every action of that Paschal meal was
a representation or symbol of some significant event in the nation's relig¬
ious history: but the minds of the Disciples were fixed on the actions
of their Master, and it is this that they record. They make no pause for
comment as they record His words about the Body and Blood, but each tells
substantially of the same action: that He took the bread, blessed it, brake
it, described it as His Body, gave it to them, told them to eat it, that
they had to accept it from His hands, and were asked to do so believing that
they were, in a special sense, receiving Hin\, and also that they were asked
to repeat the action. These events were the very framework of their
sacramental experience for the Disciples.
It is interest in the activity rather than in the'being or'nature'of
the Elements which so completely integrates the Last Supper with time and
history. The Bread and Wine do not become some materialisation of Grace
which can be stored-up in a way independent of time. Surely Protestants
have a higher and nobler doctrine of the Church that those who would try
to "extend the Incarnation" in the Elements rather than in the Faithful
who receive them'. With all reverence, one might admonish the exponents
of the idea of transubstantiation with the observation that you cannot both
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have your Bread and eat it'. The Grace of God in Christ comes not by virtue
of the Elements, but by the two-fold activity of salvation, God's coming to
man, and man's acceptance of His coming - i.e. by virtue of the activity
whereby in faith men take of His broken Body and shed Blood, believing it
is for them, for the remission of their sins, for the preservation of their
bodies and souls to everlasting life, and for their effective ingrafting
into the Body of Christ, which is the true setting forth of the Incarnate
Lord in time and history. It is the people who go out from the Eucharist,
and not the poor scraps that remain on the Table, that show forth the Lord.
So it is that the Apostle adds; "For as oft as ye eat this Bread and drink
%
this Cup, ye do show forth the Lord's death until He come."
THE HOMILY OF MELITO OF SARDIS:
This accent upon activity and doing, rather than on nature and being,
is well expressed in the recently discovered Homily by Bishop Melito of
Sardis (c. A.D.160). If one makes allowance for the somewhat Modalistic
method of expression - Melito was not a Modalistj the heresy had not then
arisen and so he had no occasion to avoid expressions/such as those given
below, which in a later daymight have made his theology questionable -
one sees how intensely the writer feels the divine activity to be crucial
as the very substance of His saving work, and indeed of Himself. Melito
says:
"For, born as a man, led forth as a lamb, sacrificed as a sheep,
buried as a man, he rose from the dead as God, being by nature God and man.
Who is all things; in that he judges, Law, in that he teaches, Word, in that
he saves, Grace, in that he begets, Father, in that he is begotten, Son, in
that he suffers, a (sacrificial) sheep, in that he is buried, Man, in that
he arises God. This is Jesus the Christ, to whom belongs the Glory of
the Ages. Amen.
"Thou sawest the mystery of the Lord enacted in the sheep, the life
of the Lord in the sacrifice of the sheep, and the type of the Lord in the
death of the sheep...
1: 'studies «• Docomtnhs". Eot" K.iS.Uke., «•*", (1940).
2: I Cor XI, 2b.
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"Hear ye and tremble before him who made heaven and earth tremble. He
who hurvg the earth in its place is hanged, he who fixed the heavens is fixed
upon the Cross, he who made all things fast is made fast upon the tree, the
Master has been insulted, God has been murdered...
"But he rose from the. dead... and cries thus to you; 'JWho is he that
contendeth against me?... I am the Christ, I am he who put down death, and
triumphed over the enemy, and trod upon Hades, and bound the strong one and
brought man aafely home to the heights of the heaven, I", he says,"Christ."
"Therefore come hither all ye families of men who are sullied with
sin and receive remission of sin. For I am your remission. I am the
Passover of salvation, the Lamb that was sacrificed for you, I am your
ransom(?), I am your King, I lead you up to the heights of the heavens, I
will show you the Father who is from the ages, X will raise you up by my
right hand."
These extracts from an ancient sermon are typical, of the way in
which Paul earlier had looked upon the Incarnation and had preached it to
men. Yet at the same time there is a noticeable lack of emphasis on the
other aspect of the sacramental action, that which was so clearly stressed
by Jesus Himself - the action of the believer. Melito's sermon, though
far from any visible movement towards the materialization of the means of
Grace, nevertheless indicates how in the Second Century the believers were
to become regarded more and more as spectators, mere recipients, and often
as totally impotent in the scheme of divine salvation. Because of mis¬
understandings of the necessary work of St. Paul against the Judaistic
heresy of salvation by observation of the Law, undue stress came to be laid
upon the impotence of man to do anything in his own redemption. This was
the first stage towards the emergence of the Mass, where the passivity of
the people becomes accentuated until everything assumes the proportions
of a great spectacle, wherein all is done for them.
It may be somewhat ironical that the theological emphasis thus completes
a circle as it were, and in progressive stages there evolves the necessity
of reformation and re-emphasis of salvation by faith. The cycle is not
hard to followj First there is undue stress laid upon the totality of
l
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the saving act of God to the exclusion of regard for man's acceptance,
and also for his obedience. This process leads to a 'higher and higher'
regard for the Elements as being the present embodiment of the free Grace
of Christ. Soon the magical'change'is introduced, at the hands of the
priest, who therefore becomes possessor of a unique power which he can
barter for the people's subservience and obedience to his wishes, in place
of divine ethics there emerges ecclesiastical ethics or discipline, and
the entanglement of Church and State becomes a necessity. The means of
Grace now being within the jurisdiction of the clergy, the people become
no longer free recipients of divine favour, but servants of the Church,
who must obey and work out their 'right" to the bounties disbursed by the
clergy. So faith and belief become degraded to acceptance of the power
of the clergy and obedience to their commands. By such 'good works' men
may now obtain from the clergy the Grace of the Lord!, Such is the reversal
that comes to the Faith.
With the Reformation however, there is seen a strong movement towards
the cleansing of the whole sacramental concept, thus there is a return to
the New Testament emphases, wherein both the free gift of God to man, by^he
sole mediation of Christ, and the necessary acceptance, belief and obedience
of man are stressed. Thus Calvin is able to stress this two-fold aspect of
the means of Grace; "The Sacraments are instituted by God to this end that
they might be exercises of our faith before God and before men."
One of the great Scots preachers of the Reformation, Robert Bruce,
kinsman to the famous King, and friend of Melville, expounded the reformed
doctrine of the Sacraments as set forth in the Scottish Confession of 1560.
"That doctrine has never been better stated," says the editor of his works,
Prof. J. Laidlaw,1 The following are extracts from some of these discourses
to show the emphasis they placed upon 'activity' in the Sacraments;
1. Robert Bruce'* Sermons... Transl. John (J9ot).
qi
BRUCE'S SERMONS ON THE SACRAMENTS:
"In the sacrament there are two sorts of things subject to the outward
senses — you see the elements, you see again the rites and ceremonies whereby
these elements are distributed, broken and given... 1
"Therefore I must make two sorts of signs; one sort of the Bread and
Wine, and vue call them elemental: another sort of the rites and ceremonies
whereby these are distributed, broken and given - and we call them ceremonial.
There is never a ceremony which Christ instituted in this supper but it is
as essential as the Bread and Wine are... 1
"How long does this power continue with that Bread; how long has that
Bread this office?... in a word I say this power continues with that Bread
during the time of the action, during the service of the table. How long
that action continues and the service of the table lasts, so long it continues
holy Bread: so long continues the power with that Bread; but look how soon
the action is ended, so soon the holiness of it... and that Bread becomes
common bread again. 3
"The breaking is an essential ceremony: the pouring out of the wine
also is an essential ceremony... look whatthou seest the minister doing
outwardly, whatever it be: is he breaking that Bread? Is he dealing that
Bread? Is he pouring out that Wine and distributing that Wine? Think
assuredly with thyself that Christ is as busy doing all these things spirit¬
ually for thy soul. He is as busy giving thee His own Blood with the virtue
and efficacy of it. Likewise in this action (if thou be a faithful commun¬
icant) look what the mouth is doing and how the mouth of the body is occupied
outwardly: so is the hand and mouth of the soul ( which is faith) occupied
inwardly. As the mouth takes that Bread and Wine, so the mouth of thy soul
takes the Body and Blood of Christ, and that by faith." 4"
Thus the reformed faith continues the dual 'action' of the way of
salvation as set forth in the Sacraments, (or rather God's action and man's
essential response.) Just as it was in the taking and eating of the tree of
Life with all that it means of disobedience, that man fell, according to the
Old Covenant conception: so in the New Covenant it is by taking and eating,
with all that it means of obedience, that man is enabled to rise again.
The Old Testament is full of allusions to the way in which this symbolism
was accepted by the Hebrews as an expression of their relationship both to
God and to each other. So "Aaron came and all the elders of Israel came
5
to eat bread before God with Moses' faiher-in—law." So too, at a high point
of religious experience, the Children of Israel "beheld God and did eat and






drink." Perhaps nowhere more beautifully, or more significantly for our
purposes however is this table fellowship described than in the Book of
Proverbs. Here it is said of Wisdom;
"She hath also furnished her table...
She s&ith, come eat ye of my bread,
and drink of the wine which I have mingledj
leave off ye simple ones, and live;
and walk in the way of understanding." 1
On the contrary too, Jeremiah can prophesy of calamity to evil-doers;
"Neither shall men break (bread) for them in mourning to comfort them for
the dead; neither shall men give them the cup of consolation to drink." 3
Thus we see how important the actions of Jesus in the Last Supper
must have been for the Disciples as they later pondered that which had taken
place. At the moment of the Supper probably very little of this signifi¬
cance had dawned upon their minds, but the fact remains that in His deliberate
choice of this Passover, and of this action with Bread and Wine, Jesus placed
His Gospel within the framework of the Hebrew thought-system, and had thereby
initiated a means of exposition and understanding which has continued through
the ages to this present day. Far from turning to the mystery cults for
an understanding of the meal, it is to or rather from the Old Testament
background that we must approach in our journey of discovery. Unless we
can understand to some degree what King David meant when he took the water
which had been brought to him from the well near Bethlehem, declaring; "Shall
A-
I drink the blood of these men that have put their lives in jeopardy?" -
unless we cari^hink in these forms, we cannot hope to understand what Jesus
meant when He said; "This is My Blood - the New Covenant.." Without some
real sympathy for the Hebrew mind, with its intense use of symbol and allegory,
and above all its emphasis on action, we are unable to so much as approach
the true meaning of the Last Supper.
1. Exod., Xxiv, 11.
2. R-ov., IK, 3-5.
3. Jer. Xvi, 7.
4. I CKron.
, 19.
II.THE EUCHARIST AS REMEMBRANCE:
According to the Pauline tradition, Jesus asked that the adtion of
the Last Supper should be repeated to His Remembrance, g's Trjv
oCVaijAYrj <fi v. It is important that we grasp the meaning of Memorial or
'Remembrance'to the Hebrew mind. This meaning has three major emphases;
(1) An ordinary act of remembering:
There can be no doubt that the sense of remembering with
which we are today most familiar was also one of the ways in which this
word was understood by St, Paul. Our present-day usage has made this
aspect of the Sacrament so familiar and well-understood that it would
not be profitable to spend more time upon it. This is simply the sense
in which we bring to our conscious minds all that Jesus was and did,
and indeed what He even now is. Without this aspect of remembering
there can of course be no Supper and no Sacrament. But this is not the
only sense in which we must understand St, Paul's expression.
(2). As a Memorial before God:
Jeremias has shown how great a role &.V4/xv»j<ris played in the
thought of later Judaism with regard to Redemption - outstandingly indic¬
ated in the great New Year Festival, He says:
"To the special prayers... of this festival there belong the 1pW
Jl!) HOT and The XIi 31 "pi are Bible passages framed as prayers
: * t '
which deal with 'remembrances', exclusively from (the view-point of)
merciful memories by God of His Covenant-promises in the past and future.
The final prayer of the fUlil blended with the praise: "Blessed be Thou,
0 Lord who doest remember Thy Covenant." ( .TP^n IDT )
1. oj>. clt, p. "b.
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There is a parallel expression in the New Testament, where the sense
of a memorial before God is to be read , namely in Acts x,4: "Thy prayers -
and thine alms are gone up for a memorial before God." God is the
subject of this memorial, and the expression indicates the merciful
remembrance of God. "God's memorial is always an activity," says Jeremias.
(3). Remembrance in Atonement:
In the two foregoing categories we have seen once more the
emergence of the dual activity within the Heilsgeschichte - the action by
God and the response by man. The synthesis ©f these activities is to be
found in the way in which we regard the Eucharist as ocvtfAt-vntf'js . While
it is abundantly true, on the Protestant view, that there is no moment
when the Grace of God is not sufficient to salvation, noMng is needed to
be added to the final work of Christ's life, death and resurrection, -
it is also evident that redemption is not redemption until it has been
accepted. Man's free-will enables him ever to remain without the living
circle of relationship to God which is the fact of redemption. A man
may die of starvation in a room filled with good food, if he refuses to
eat. There is no sound nor colour on a desert island. So too in the
Eucharist, as well as in the preaching of the word and the other means of
Grace, one great factor is in calling the individual back to the Cross.
This is the true meaning of anamnesis, not'subjective remembranee*so
i >
much as active recall.
In the Mass the priest attempts to recreate the sacrifice, but in
the Christian Eucharist it is the Christ sacrificed, risen and ascended
Who recreates the participant. Thus the historicity of Christianity is
safe-guarded, and one avoids the heresy of Rome, which is to elevate man's
role in redemption above its true place as response, to an altogether
unwarranted position of direct initiation of saving activity.
1: W feo U .0. We, JTS. Vol. M?, p 'tS.
2; Oj>. c'&; p-M7-
Ill. DID JESUS INTEND THE RITE TO CONTINUE?
The question yet remains: Did Jesus intend this rite to be continued,
and if so, does He look on it as essential to salvation? The first ques¬
tion, as we have already seen, cannot finally be answered from exegetical
study, because of the sparsity and contradictory nature of this aspect
of the evidence. Yet, all things considered, the evidence is very strongly
in favour of the meal being a divine institution. Both from the fact of
the practice of the early Church, and from the definite witness of St.
Paul (with the longer hand in Luke) it would seem that a very strong case
would have to be adduced to question the fact of the rite's origin in
the intention, if not in the actual words of Jesus.
Commenting on Schweitaer's "Das Abendmahl in Zusammenhang mit dem
Leben Jesu und der Geschichte des Urchristentums", J.G. Tasker says:
"If the Lord's Supper has been celebrated in the Christian Church from the
beginning, then that fact, considered only from the objective point of
view, is far more decisive than the absence of the words "Do this in
remembrance of Me" from two ancient narratives." *
Whatever else may be disputed, one cannot avoid the fact that by the
year A.D.51 St. Paul had so received the account of the Supper as a living
tradition from some definite liturgical usage, that he felt empowered to
pass it on as the very command of the Lord to his mission Churches.
These words of the Apostle, as many of the most critical of scholars have
observed, are too strong to be lightly set aside.
THE ATTITUDE OF THE FOURTH EVANGELIST:
The greatest query centres around the silence of the Fourth Gospel
with regard to the actual rite of the Supper. Why does John not describe
1. "The frobiem of the Lord's Su|>j}er"j Expos. Times, Vol. xiii, p. S>3.
.Sec also: f. Gi<m ; " Jewish finfieedents dr TSt Chf'shan SacrAmenhs (j?1*)>
S-UC. i Ei>eba»iitc Origins.", pp. 69 ff.
OC. Quick : He Chftsb'jin mcntspp. '91 ff.
R. CTTfc v op. eih, pp. 524"5.
this supreme Messianic act of Jesus, especially when his Gospel abounds
with other details of this kind, as well as evincing such a wide interest
in the Jewish Cultus?
Some have found the answer in the reluctance of the Evangelist to
deal with the sacred text in so public a manner. But this is hardly cred¬
ible in the face of the fact that the Synoptists and Paul had all earlier
made the account widely available by the time he wrote. Others have
suggested that he felt the subject to have been adequately covered already
in the earlier writings of the Church; but that does not explain why even
a whisper of the rite is not found in his thirteenth chapter - for he
showed no similar concern to avoid repetition in his treatment of the
miracle of the feeding of the 5000, already dealt with by all three Syn¬
optics'.
Nor- may we say that he does indeed deal with the Eucharist, but only
in the context of that miraculous feeding of the multitudes. As we have
already seen this passage is by no means so apparently 'Eucharistic' as
some writers would try to make out, and in any case the circumstances of
the larger meal are such that a great deal of the meaning of the Last
to
Supper is not evident. Thus it is not ^6 the baptized and trained circle
of 'intimates' Jesus gives the bread, but to a motley crowd of
whom the majority do not recognize Him as the Messiah. There is no def¬
initely Paschal setting to add point to the eschatological aspect of the
meal, and there are no words of Jesus in this regard. Neither is there
a Cup, with its mention of the New Covenant. The bread too, as we have
seen is distributed in silence, save for the Blessing, and is therefore
in no way indicative of the Apostolic 'commission' attending the Last
Supper distribution. The more one considers each of these aspects, the
more one comes to be certain that there is no question of a transposition
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of material from the Eucharist to this miraculous feeding, but on the
contrary the miraculous meal is only one of the great number of facets
which lend their significance to the meal in the Upper Room.
But all this does nob explain John's silence. The solution can
only be found adequately in a deliberate silence by the writer with re¬
gard to this issue, and that because he disagreed with the way in which
the faith of the Church was attaching itself to an over-emphasis of the
sacramental, and wrongfully isolating the Last Supper from the context of
the Life, Ministry, Death andResurrection of Christ. In the Fourth
Gospel we have one of the earliest protests against this wrong conception
of the Last Supper, which was already in the first Century becoming
evident in the life of the Church. In John's day there was already to
be found the beginnings of ec.clesiasticism which drew forth such protests
as those contained in his account of the washing of the Disciples' feet,
and his amplification of the remarks of Jesus at the miraculous feeing
of the five thousand. In this latter instance, as we have already seen,
there is John's deliberate restatement of the facts, removing any possible
organic connection with Eucharistic practice. Thus the distribution of
the bread and fish is no longer at the hands of the Disciples, but is
made directly by Jesus without mediate assistance. Again there are the
oft-discussed words at the close of the discourse concerning the flesh
prof/itting nothing, but the words of Jesus being Spirit and Life.
Hence too the seven-fold 'I AM' sayings of Jesus, where, in forms of
quite definitely non-Eucharistic imagery, Jesus offers men eternal Life,
— and therefore eternal forgiveness of sinj factors which to John's mind
were by that time becoming too singly connected with the Eucharist.
There can be no question at all that on the representation of St.
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John, Jesus came offering to men the fullness of His own Person and gifts,
apart from the Bread and Wine of the Last Supper at all. That Jesus
always felt His death was a central and necessary fact in His saving
activity, we have already discussed, but it is evident that John would
have held that if the Last Supper was important it was because it set
forth a type of the act of faith whereby one might avail oneself of the
benefits of the Death of Christ - with all its saving implications —
and not as embodying the benefits of the Passion in itself, that is in
its Elements, Again, John apparently puts forward Baptism - as seen.in
his description of Jesus' washing the Disciples' feet - as embodying
all the benefits which the Church was beginning to restrict to the
province of the Eucharist alone, and so here too he challenges the
narrowing sacramentalism of his day.
For the Evangelist the answer to sin and death was not to be found
in a particular rite involving bread and wine so much as in what we have
called the "Existential Eucharist", It was the whole fact of man's
acceptance of the offering of the Incarnation as the event in which God
became man that he might perceive, believe and accept the gift of Eternal
Life, here and now, that absorbed John's mind and soul. "God so loved
the world that He gave His only begotten Son that whosoever believeth
in Him should not perish but have everlasting Life", this was the great
theme of His Gospel. Because that fundamental fact was being clouded
over, the Fourth Gospel is a protest from beginning to end against any
limitation of the efficacy of the whole fact of the Incarnation into any¬
one event or observance.
Yet it is important for us to pass from this discussion on a positive
rather than on a negative note, for while John may have reacted against
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a tendency to isolate the Lord's Supper as a special means of Grace,
nothing could have been further from his intention.than to belittle its
significance and importance. On the contrary, his purpose was to en¬
hance the significance of the whole incarnate Life of our Lord to this
same sacramental Importance. It is almost as though he deliberately
takes of the language and imagery of the current understanding of the
Eucharist and spreads them across the whole page of the Gospel. Even
if this is not so. much a conscious purpose aa an ever-present truth
to St. John - for he had come to regard the whole fact of Christ's
Life as truly sacramental and not in any figurative sense - it never¬
theless shows how fundamentally important the Last Supper was in the
development of the Evangelist's thinking and experience. We perceive
at every turn instances of where this meal opened new doors of light
and understanding on the whole Gospel, and so at eveiy turn we meet the





The Lord's Supper was a most strictly private and esoteric occasion.
Mot only were careful preparations made with regard to maintaining secrecy
for security reasons, but the entire language and ethos of the meal
breathes an intimacy and 'separateness' particularly noticeable in the
Fourth Gospel account. No greater harm can be done to the Christian
Church than to fling wide these gates, to identify its purposes with
those found in the miraculous feeding of the five thousand, and so to
reduce its significance to that of a parable or an ordinary meal which
even
has been peculiarly sanctified. It is/looking ih the wrong direction
to see it as one more way of proclaiming the Kerygraa, All these
factors, if present, were the least important aspects of the Last Supper.
In the early days of the Reformation in Scotland our forefathers
had a lively sense of the 'separateness• of this Holy Meal. Before
the invitation to come and partake was issued the Minister carefully
"fenced the Table" - by which is meant a fearless preaching against
unworthy participation in the Sacrament. This was a final act of a long
and careful preparation,which included investigation by the Elders, who
visited every home and questioned every communicant member of the Church
with regard to his or her spiritual fitness to attend the current
celebration,- and when satisfied the Presbyter issued a 'token' by which
admission was gained to the Table fellowship. We see here the Scottish
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of the many to use all to their advantage, and so a great sickness comes
about.
St. Paul was an earnest and decided exponent of the esoteric
nature of the Eucharist. Unfortunately many well-meaning thinkers today
have tended to deprecate some of his arguments because they have failed
to perceive his point when he says: "He that eateth and drinketh eateth
and drinketh judgement unto himself if he discern not the Body - for this
cause many among you are weak and sickly, and not a few sleep..." This,
says the critic, is magic, Thereby he shows his own lack of perception
of the Body. Nothing was further from the Apostle's purpose than the
materialist and rationalist view which alone sees magic in his meaning.
On the contrary St. Paul was speaking of the Lord's Supper in its true
significance; as the most intimate and personal communion between Christ¬
ians and their Lord. Far from ascribing any physically toxic effect to
the Bread and Wine unworthily received, St. Paul speaks here of the un¬
worthy participation in the Body and Blood of the Lord. Unless a man
receives the Bread and Wine in a state of Grace and Faith whereby he is
enabled to perceive the Body and Blood of the Lord, his very presence in
the inner circle of the Body of Christ on earth debases, undermines
and finally destroys his soul. His lack of perception at this high point
destroys his faith at all other levels of the Christian life, and ere
long he is in an agony of doubt or else he simply drops away from spirit¬
ual things entirely.
Nor are the body and spirit so separate as to enable us to deny that
when a person practices hypocrisy, if not blasphemy, and yet is not a
renegade but in part a well-meaning seeker, (tha^ he or she may not soon
find physical symptoms emerging as a result of inner conflicts. St. Paul
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does not refer to the careless, the non-believer, in these words - but
to the ordinary seeker, the man who may yet be won to full discipleship.
"Give a babe strong meat to eat," says the Apostle, "and you will poison
him, possibly kill him." His plea here is for a with-holding of the
deepest spiritual truths from all but those who are spiritually fit.
The Reformed practice supplements and enhances the Catholic tradition
at this point. Wot only must one be a member in full communion, and one
who is still aware of the obligations of that membership (which it is the
task of the Presbyter to determine), but even though one is a member it
is necessary to be spiritually fit, in a state of present Grace, and that
is something that the "fencing of the Table" brings home to every heart;
for each person must decide for himself whether he is in that state of
Grace. Not that one must be guiltless, for if that were a qualification
who could partake at all? Rather the invitation is to all Christians
who "do truly and earnestly repent of their sins, and are in love and char¬
ity with their neighbours, and vho intend to lead a new life following
the commandments of God.to pattake of the Body and Blood of the Lord.
In its injunctions to the Minister with regard to Holy Communion,
the "Westminster Directory of Public Worship" says;
"When the day is come for administration, the minister, having
ended his sermon and prayer, shall make a short exhortation:
"Expressing the inestimable benefit we have by this sacrament, to¬
gether with the ends and use thereof: setting forth the great rlecessity
of having our comforts and strength renewed thereby in this our pilgrimage
and warfare; how necessary it is that we come unto it with knowledge,
faith, repentance, love and with hungering and thirsting souls after
Christ and his benefits; how great the danger to eat and drink unworthily.
"Next he is, in the name of Christ, on the one part to warn all
such as are ignorant, scandalous, profane, or that live in any sin or
offence against their knowledge or conscience, that they presume not to
come to that holy table; shewing them, that he that eateth and drinketh
unworthily eateth and drinketh judgment unto himself: and on the other
part, he is in an especial manner to invite and encourage all that labour
under the sense of the burden of their sins, and fear of wrath, and
desire to reach out unto a greater progress in grace than yet they can
attain unto, to come to the Lord's table; assuring them, in the same name,
of ease, refreshing, and strength to their weak and wearied souls..."
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Here, in the heart of the Reformed practice, is found the care and
solemnity which would safeguard the Table—fellowship from unworthy par¬
ticipants j or to express the purpose better, which would safeguard un¬
worthy participants from endangering their souls by coming unprepared to
the Holy of Holies.
Yet once the service begins, once the called are seated, and the
Bread and Wine are brought in, the whole tone of the gathering ought
rightly to be raised to a note of joyous gratitude and festivity. Here
is a family meal, and if awful is still the most joyous of all earthly
experiences. That is why our present heterogeneous Communions probably
do little harm, and as little good. The unworthy sit and wonder or doze,
while the Christians are seldom moved beyond the solemn and down-cast
eyes of the penitent. If forgiveness means anything, if the Cross points
suresto the Easter mora, if the Christ is King, then in this brief hour
at the Table there ought to be heard the deepest notes of joy and
thanksgiving. This would scandalize and probably further endanger the
hopes for faith of a non-Christian if he were present, for how could he
understand the paean of praise and glory with which the martyrs viewed
the arena, or saints see the Cross, or with which the ordinary believer
views the redemption made his in Christ? Yet we are infinitely the
poorer in our present-day Communions because we never dare to accept the
forgiveness of God as a community, as a family, and as a redeemed society
express for a moment the joy of the home-comers.
The Last Supper indicates that the present—day Eucharist should be
a private and jealously guarded esoteric occasion, for in that meal the
Church most evidently stands apart for a moment from the confusion and
despair of contemporary society and is the prototype of the New Age,
the Redeemed Society of the Kingdom of God.
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While no man can judge another's fitness to be present at this meal,
it is incumbent upon us to raise the level of our thinking and preaching,
to raise our fences, and to expect that quality of life and faith from
each other which will enable us to perceive ever more fully the Body of
the Lords both in the sense of our corporate existence as the Church,
the Mew Society, and in the Fact, the real Presence of the living Christ.
So our Communion will become here on earth that place where we may most
really pray "Maranatha" - come Lord Jesus I - and at the same time we
may experience the joy of His arrival, and on our dispersal go out renewed
and redirected, and given the power of His Spirit to show forth our Lord
until He comes.
